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Preface

This volume, together with the one that preceded it and one that will follow shortly, is
the result of a project that began in 1982. At that time Seizaburo Sato, Robert
Scalapino, and Jusuf Wanandi met to plan a series of workshops involving scholars
from the five countries then comprising ASEAN (Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philip
pines, Singapore, and Thailand), Hong Kong, Korea, Japan, and the United States.
We determined to focus on three issues central to the concerns of the peoples of the
Pacific-Asian region: economic development; political institutionalization; and the
problems of security, both internal and extemal.

In September 1983 three workshops—each devoted to one of the above subjects—
were held in Bali, Manila, and Tokyo, with ten to fourteen participants. After an
interval of some eight months—during which time the authors, taking advantage of
the initial discussions, had an opportunity to revise their first drafts—a four-day
meeting of the entire group took place in Berkeley on March 17-21, 1984. Some
additional individuals were present at this meeting, scholars who had a general or
theoretical knowledge of the subjects under discussion. A full list of the workshop
participants and the outside scholars is provided elsewhere. Further revisions in the
papers took place during the summer and fall of 1984, prior to this publication, but no
attempt was made to impose a standardized format on authors. Hence, there are
inconsistencies in such matters as capitalization, abbreviations, translations, and
forms of citations.

The volume on development—Asian Economic Development, Present and
Future—has recently been published. The volume on security—Internal and Ex
ternal Security Issues in Asia—will follow soon.

We are deeply indebted to the Ford Foundation, the Fuji Xerox Co. Ltd., the
Rockefeller Brothers Fund, and U.S. Department of Education for support of the
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project, and to many others for hospitality in the course of the meetings and for
assistance in connection with this publication.

Robert A. Scalapino
Berkeley, California, U.S.A.

Seizaburo Sato

Tokyo, Japan

Jusuf Wanandi

Jakarta, Indonesia

March 1985



Introduction

Robert A. Scalapino

The principal concern of the essays in this volume is the status of political in-
stitutionalization in Asia. I have defined this term as the process whereby a political
structure is made operational in accordance with stipulated rules and procedures,
enabling regularized, hence predictable, patterns of political behavior, minimal
trauma in power transfer, and a foundation for the effective development of policies as
well as the application of justice. Ideally, successful political institutionalization
enables a movement away from the high dependence upon personalized rule and also
makes orderly, evolutionary change possible.

Of necessity, a study of political institutionalization requires an examination of
closely related subjects: the quest for legitimacy on the part of political parties and
governments; the relation between political structure and leadership; and the poten
tials for change among diverse political systems.

We begin with an examination of socialist institutions in Asia. Since the Soviet
Union served as the model both for the Communist parties of the Asian socialist states
and for their overall political systems, it is appropriate to explore briefly the Soviet
experience, most particularly the manner in which political appeals to the citizenry
evolved within the context of a relatively rigid institutional structure. The basic trend
has been from an initial emphasis upon the class struggle and an idealistic in
ternationalism to an effort to encompass "the whole people" and an ever stronger
appeal to nativist and nationalist sentiments. Increasingly, patriotism and material
improvements in livelihood have represented the sources of legitimacy for the system,
with traditional Marxist-Leninist themes relegated to the background, little more than
ritualistic incantations. At the same time, the Leninist party and state structures remain
relatively impervious to change. In this sense, institutionalization has been suc
cessfully achieved. Yet a larger question looms ahead: can this political system evolve
to keep pace with domestic socioeconomic developments and the larger quotient of
interdependence that seems certain to characterize the world of the twenty-first
century?



The Chinese experience with socialism, while different in key respects, par
takes of some of the same trends and issues. In China, the challenge to Marxism-
Leninism has grown increasingly bold, with an insistence that the goal must be
Chinese socialism, the precise meaningof whichremainselusive. Nationalismis the
dominant force in China at present, at least at elite levels. Further,both party and state
assert that they must be judged by the degree to which the citizens' livelihood is
improved. Meanwhile, class conflict has been downgraded, with an emphasis upon
cooperation among all classes, including "nonexploitative entrepreneurs."

Whether the general fluidity characterizing the Chinese scene is destined to
come to North Korea cannot presently be determined. Historically, the Korean
Communist systemwas built on high quotients of indoctrination and massmobiliza
tion. These conditionstogether with early economicaccomplishments, the pervasive
isolation of the society from the outside world, and the encouragement of a cult of
personality making the leader and the state synonymous reveal a system having
numerous traits in common with certain phases of the Stalinist and Maoist eras,
allowing for differences of culture and scale. At present, however, internal and
external factors combine to challenge aspects of the current North Korean structure.
An autarkic economy is faltering. In addition, the issue of succession, while presum
ably settled in favor of Kim II Sung's son, raises questions about the future political
system. The decision to turn outward for technology, if implemented, together with
the impossibility ofduplicating theroleofKimIISungafterhisdeparture,suggestthat
changes in both the economic and political systems could be in the offing. But once
again, the prevailing circumstances must be placed in juxtaposition to a political
system strongly resistant to change.

Vietnamese socialism has a highly unique history, partly because of the per
sonality of Ho Chi Minh, but to a greater extent because the Vietnamese socialist
movement hasoperated almostcontinuously underconditions ofconflict withinternal
and external enemies. Thus, class conflict still comprises an important part of the
Vietnamese Communist message, with a corresponding ruthlessness toward op
ponents except in instances when political realities dictate temporary compromise.
The appeal to nationalism, and indirectly to xenophobia, is strong. Economiccon
ditions, however, do not permit the party and government to do more than deplore
current deficiencies and pledge remedial actions. Necessity dictates delays in any
effort to implement fully a socialist economic order, but orthodox political institutions
in the Soviet mold are in place.

Current conditions in Asia's socialist societies indicate that while the impetus
for change in political as well as economic institutions exists, obstacles abound.
Democracy, to which all pay homage, is likely to remain Leninist "people's democ
racy,"with political rights determinedby the Communist party and requiredto be in
conformity withcurrentpartydictates. In China, however, as in theSovietUnion,the
systempermitsa dualculturefor intellectuals withrightsin thediscreet,privatesphere
considerably greater than those in the public arena. In all these societies, if economic
conditionsimprove over time and the political order is not seriouslychallenged, the
frontiers of human rights are likely to be repeatedly tested.



Both the selection and the power of leaders remain only partly under in
stitutional control. If the evolution of the Soviet system is duplicated, one-man rule
will gradually give way to oligarchic governance accompanied by the rising prom
inence of technocrats, underwritten by an all-pervasive bureaucracy. Yet in at least two
of the three Asian socialist societies under review, a single individual remains critical
to the entire political process. No one would question the vital importance of Deng
Xiaoping and Kim II Sung to their respective political orders, whatever offices they
may hold. Some would add Le Duan to a similar level of importance, but this is more
problematic. In any case, the issues of political power and succession remain matters
not resolved by the formal institutional provisions of either the state or the party.

Of signal importance to the parliamentary system is an independent judiciary.
This does not apply to those socialist systems committed to the principle of party
dictatorship; under that principle, the courts must be instruments, not judges of the
party and the state. Nonetheless, as in the case of post-Stalin Russia, Chinese leaders
after Mao have been seeking to pursue "socialist legalism," restoring legal procedures
and safeguards after a reign of terror. There are no signs, however, that the judicial
system will soon evolve in any of the Asian socialist societies so as to function as an
independent check upon those who wield supreme power.

In each of the states under review, the power and privileges of government
officials and party cadres constitute acknowledged problems of major concern. Yet
abuses cannot be ended by legal or institutional restraints. Bureaucratic power is built
into the socialist system, reinforced by the political traditions of these societies. In all
three Asian socialist states, the official-cadre class is huge, privileged, and con
servative.

What are the prospects for the future? The acceptance of parties other than the
Communist party has been institutionalized, even though such parties are presently
mere artificialities, appendages of the government. Possibly they could evolve into
more independent entities as is happening in some of the dominant party states.
Perhaps there is also a prospect of more meaningful debate over policies not merely in
the highest party and government circles, but at the level of the national assemblies,
more precisely through a committee system. But the greatest chance for more political
openness and participation would appear to be through developments at levels below
the national arena. Here, political choice may be afforded the citizen along with
increased opportunities for decision making through local and regional political
institutions. If the advent of technocrats to higher positions accompanies such de
velopments (even though party cadres continue to occupy the top positions), a more
professional system may ensue, with power dispersed, hence limited.

On the other hand, there is a strong chance that Leninist precepts, such as party
dictatorship and democratic centralism, will perpetuate a party and state not account
able to the citizenry and fortified by a pervasive system of coercion. Highly per
sonalized authoritarianism may coexist uneasily with impersonal political and legal
institutions. Among the various possibilities, the most likely future development
would seem to be some movement on the part of the Asian socialist states from a hard
to a soft authoritarian system, but with limited safeguards against slippage.



Some of the above themes are explored in greater detail and from varying
perspectives in the essays on North Korea and Vietnam by Chin-Wee Chung and
Douglas Pike respectively. Understandably, Chung, defining the DPRK system as a
monocracy, centers his initial attention on Kim II Sung. Kim has been the principal
figure in North Korean politics for forty years and withoutsignificant challenge for
nearly thirty years—a record matched only by the late Enver Hoxha of Albania. Kim's
rise to absolute powerwasaccompanied by the successive purgesof his opponents, a
pattern typical of Leninist systems in their first phase.

Kim has thus had the opportunity to shape the DPRK's political institutions
along with all other aspects of Korean society. Under the 1972constitution, the formal
structure of the North Korean state diverges from both the USSR and PRC models,
symbolicof Kim's desire to show his independence. Yetthe most importantsourceof
power and authority, the Korean Workers' party, is virtually identical in structure and
mode of operation to its Soviet and Chinesecounterparts, albeit with a strongermass
component. In this fact is indicated the ease with which the Sovietparty modelcan be
transmitted to certain other societies irrespective of differences in size, history, and
political culture.

If theNorthKoreanpartyandstatestructures arewhollyor largelyimportations,
however, politicalbehavior—including that whichoperateswithinparty and state—
stronglyreflects traditional patterns.Paternalism, including theabsolute loyalty to the
head of the family, is replicated in the cult of personality surrounding Kim. The
politicalsystem, moreover, benefitsfromtheheritageofextensivepublicmobilization
and the tightly knit, secret organizational traditions of the past. Kimist ideology,
moreover, with chucKe as its centerpiece, has psychological and political ties to
Confucianism. In sum. North Korea under communism has taken its institutional
structures from abroad, but operated them largely in acordance with traditional
patterns of politicalbehavior,a combinationsimilarto that foundin manynonsocialist
societies of Asia.

Chung believes that significant institutionalchanges are less likely to occur in
the DPRK than in the USSR and the PRC in the foreseeable future. He feels that

changes in leadership rather than in institutions offer the best prospects for new
policies.

Pike views the relationship of Vietnamese political institutions and behavior
very similarly to Chung. He stresses the distinction between Leninist institutions such
as the party—which follow orthodox lines pioneeredby the Russians—and political
practices which in many instances pursue traditional paths. In Vietnam as in North
Korea, strong patron-client ties, the heritage of clandestine politics, and similar
vestiges of traditionalism weigh heavily upon the current political scene.

However,Pike puts at least equal emphasis upon the particularconditionsunder
which Vietnamese socialism came to power—conditions of continuous warfare. He
believes that this contributed greatly to a certain type of top leadership—paranoic,
withlowadaptability, anddriven by themystique ofanomnipotent, omniscient party.
Up to date, only twenty-four individuals have held Politburo seats in the Communist
partyof Vietnam, illustrative of the very limited circulation of powerwithin theparty



and state. It is Pike's view that Le Duan may be the leading Politburo figureat present,
but that he does not occupy the position of Deng or Kim. If the Vietnamese Com
munists have a stronger record of collective leadership, however, they have also been
plagued with continuous factionalism.

One of Pike's central themes is that Vietnam today represents a case of arrested
political development, a situation which ironically has been brought about partly by its
military successes. Unlike Germany and Japan, Vietnam won its wars and thus finds it
more difficult to break with old traditions. "Success through sacrifice" remains a
dominant concept in elitist thinking, and Pike doubts that the next generation of top
leaders will represent an improvement. Indeed, he believes that they are likely to be
less cosmopolitan, sophisticated, and educated than those currently in power, victi
mized as they have been by the last thirty years of Vietnamese history.

At the same time. Pike believes that the current system is coming under ever
greater attack, with the pressures for change building up. The spartan North has been
seduced in some degree by the softer South. Young cadres are restive, being pro
gressively disillusioned with the party and with their seniors. Generational conflict is
one of the post-1945 developments in Vietnam. Thus, at some point, future leaders in
this society will have options. Whether they will abandon the xenophobic, doctrinaire
policies of the past is uncertain, at least in the near term. The winds of change in China
and East Europe, however, may ultimately affect policies, although the prospects for
significant changes in political institutions seem distant.

From an examination of socialist political institutions, we turn to those of Japan,
Asia's foremost success story in the post-1945 era. Seizaburo Sato reminds us that in
the immediate postwar years, optimism prevailed in Western intellectual circles that
economic development, political liberalizaton, and greater social equity could adv
ance together—despite the prewar examples otherwise of Germany and Japan. As the
past forty years have shown, however, various economic-political-social com
binations have come into being—among them, economic growth under political
authoritarianism; democracy without satisfactory economic growth; and economic
development under conditions of both improved and decreased equity,

Japan, however, represents a pattern relatively close to the earlier liberal dream:
rapid economic growth has taken place under political institutions in the Western-style
parliamentary mode, with maximum political participation and freedom permitted.
Economic achievements, moreover, have reduced social inequities, eliminating
poverty as a class problem, and allowing almost all citizens to take part in the nation's
expanding affluence.

It is possible, however, to misread these facts. As Sato points out, although the
American Occupation initiated a revolution in Japan, with major political as well as
socioeconomic changes taking place, an element of continuity between prewar and
postwar Japan exists which should not be ignored. In the political realm, it has been
most clearly evident in the extensive power of the central bureaucracy and the
dominance of a single party, conservative in nature. Some observers, indeed, have
referred to contemporary Japan as the prime example of a bureaucratic polity, and
Japan's dominant party system, while not wholly unique among advanced industrial



societies, is one of the factors distinguishing Japanese democracy from the Anglo-
American model.

In his historical sketch of Japanese economic and political modernization, Sato
makes a number of important points, among them the fact that given the timing of its
efforts, Japan did not have to respond to the pressures for instant democracy so
powerful in some of the former colonial societies after World War 11. Hence, it did not
experience the trauma of having Western-style political institutions in their more
advanced forms rapidly fail because the socioeconomic and political foundations to
support such institutions were lacking. Japanese political development from the late
nineteenth century onward, like that of the early modem West, was relatively gradual,
with the evolving political institutions closer to the traditions and proclivities of the
society.

Yet this did not prevent successive crises in institutionalization during the 1920s
and 1930s, including a reversal of the trend toward heightening the role of the Diet and
the political parties. Among the weaknesses of the prewar institutional structure, none
was more serious than the confused, divided nature of power and responsibility among
the parties, the bureaucracy, and the military. In theory, all were unified under the
throne, but this in itself made for a conflictual situation. In practice, Japan's prewar
imperial institution functioned increasingly like a modem constitutional monarchy.
But since the legal power of the emperor was absolute under the Meiji Constitution,
the throne was subject to manipulation by competitive extemal forces. Correspon
dingly, since sovereignty did not reside in the people, with parliament the expression
of their will, the political parties found it necessary to build coalitions with the
bureaucracy and military in a manner similar to the political practices of many
developing societies today. The result was the increasing capacity of officials and
especially the military to operate independently, a loss of legitimacy for parliament,
and a growing confusion of responsibility for decision making.

It is Sato's contention, however, that the decisive factor in the collapse of prewar
Japanese democracy was the unfavorable extemal environment, including de
velopments on the continent of Asia. In his view, had global and regional conditions
been more supportive, Japanese political institutions could have evolved satis
factorily. He advances the further thesis, however, that although Japan's involvement
in World War II—a result of a weak leadership unable to coordinate or control the
plural institutions vying for power—was disastrous in many respects, it did serve to
advance greater social equity and an enterprise system based on govemment-industry
cooperation that, combined with the Occupation reforms, provided the foundations
for the current era.

Japan's political institutions today rest upon the commitment to popular
sovereignty, parliamentary supremacy, and political openness. No basic challenges to
the institutional stmcture appear on the horizon. Yet, as noted earlier, this structure has
permitted the establishment of a dominant party system rather than the altemation in
power associated with Westem parliamentarism, and it has also permitted the con
tinuance of formidable power in the hands of the permanent civil service. There ^e
some signs of change. Bureaucratic power is being challenged by the advent of



stronger, more diverse interest groups operating in the private sector via the political
parties. And coalition politics in modest respects has made its appearance. But the
Japanese institutional structure is likely to evolve slowly, remaining among the most
stable in the contemporary world.

Sato's conclusions are threefold, each drawn from the Japanese experience.
First, the successful creation of liberal political institutions in a society's early phases
of economic modernization is difficult, and the attempt to democratize such societies
may be counterproductive. Second, economic modernization cannot succeed unless
the people can be mobilized on behalf of the specific goals necessary for its achieve
ment, and, as success is attained, a rising demand for political participation must be
accommodated, particularly in terms of enabling citizen involvement in the political
process at levels below the top. Finally, the political institutions and behavior patterns
of advanced societies need not—and quite probably cannot—be precise duplicates of
the classic liberal system that earlier evolved in the West, even if commitment is to a
democratic polity.

Sung-joo Han's essay focuses upon the South Korean polity: the reasons for the
emergence of a bureaucratic-authoritarian system; the implications of that system for
domestic and international relations; the degree to which institutionalization under the
system has taken place; and alternative prospects for the future.

In his analysis of the Park Chung Hee era and in contrasting the recent South
Korean political evolution with that of Japan, Han identifies both traditional and
contemporary factors that account for the South Korean political structure of today. In
the premodem period, Korea had a strong legacy of centralized bureaucracy under an
autocratic monarchy, lacking the feudal (hence more pluralist) traditions of Japan.
Centralization continued under Japanese colonial administration, leading to the "over
development" of the output institutions such as the bureaucracy and the military, as
opposed to the "underdevelopment" of such input organizations as politicalparties and
interest groups.

When dramatic changes finally came, after World War II, the upheaval was
major, with the old authority structure and institutions being totally discarded, unlike
the adaptation process that had earlier prevailed in Japan, and continued in some
degree, even in the aftermath of military defeat. In Korea, ail had to be newly built; the
experiments in modem political practices came wholly after 1945. Further, the early
experiments with parties and parliamentarism were essentially failures. In addition,
the Korean War militarized South Korean society, and the atmosphere of constant
security threat that has followed sustains that situation.

It is hardly surprising, therefore, that a military-bureaucratic stmcture was
established in 1961. Under the stmcture, political order was implanted and a coherent
economic program enacted, resulting in extraordinary economic growth in the years
that followed. Yet economic success itself sowed the seeds of increasing political
difficulties for the Park govemment by the late 1970s. That govemment, liberated
from foreign (American) pressure after the mid-1960s, had taken an authoritarian tum,
seeking to perpetuate itself in power. The gap between traditional politics and a
socioeconomic revolution spawning a rising middle class steadily widened. Park's



assassination did not bring an end to the tension between the polity and the society.
After a brief interlude, another military regime under Chun Doo Hwan was set up.

In its quest for legitimacy, the Chun government, as one of its initial acts, drafted
a new constitution in 1980. Han sets forth the essential elements of this constitution,
indicatingthat its credibility and that of the governmentnow in power will hingeupon
whether those provisions can be effectively implemented. Of special importance are
those clauses that place limits on the tenure of the president, outline relations between
the president and the parliament, and by implication, therefore, require the creationof
an effective political party system whereby the electorate has genuine choice.

With the current South Korean leadership having emerged out of conflict and the
present constitution yet to be implemented, institutionalization remains weak. Of
critical importance to the future will also be the role of key economic and social groups
in Korean society. Will they advance or hinder the institution-building process? Han
provides his own evaluation of current trends with respect to many such groups: the
workers, farmers, students, religious groups, officials and military among others.

He concludes by outlining three possible scenarios for the future. The first—
institutionalization by means of creating an effective liberal state, thoroughly demo
cratic in nature—he regards as unlikely. The second—a return to a highly au
thoritarian system—he sees as certain to produce grave instability, hence, probably
avoidable.The third and most likely scenario is that of gradual, possibly erratic,
liberalization within a basically authoritarian context. Institutionalization within this
framework may be fragile, and from time to time disrupted, but given all the internal
and external circumstances confronting this society, it appears to him the most realistic
of the alternatives available.

Donald Enunerson introduces us to a broadly gauged analysis of political
institutionalization, commencing with an evaluation of various earlier theories of the
state and concluding with an effort to apply criteria of institutionalization to the states
of Southeast Asia.

Marx denigrated the state as a part of the superstructure, wholly determined by
economic forces, and neo-Marxists have generally pursued similar themes, treating
the state in class terms, albeit with an effort in some cases to acknowledge a degree of
political autonomy. Liberal theorists have seen the state as the arbitrator of competitive
interest groups. Gabriel Almond subsequently developed a concept of input-output
functions, with the former referring to those tasks incumbent upon the society, such as
political socialization, interest articulation, and political communication, and the
latter devolving upon the polity—namely, rule formation, application, and adjudica
tion. Rejecting the term "state" because of its formalist-legal connotations. Almond
saw political development primarily in terms of "boundary maintenance" in the
functions of the governed and the government. His conceptualizations, however, by
largely ignoring the formidable coercive and cooptive capacities of the modem state,
and focusing upon a highly rational, balanced process, in Emmerson's view failed to
discern the main political trends of our times, those conducive to a state progressively
dominant over society, armed with a full array of legal, economic, and political
instmments. Finally, a group of free-enterprise economists have depreciated the role
of the state, taking the classical position that that state is best which govems least.
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The writings of Samuel Huntington helped social scientists turn their attention to
the state. Huntington developed four central criteria as measurements of the strength
and durability of the state, focusing upon the degree to which the political system was
adaptable, complex, autonomous, and coherent. These, in effect, served for Hunting-
ton as measures of institutionalization. After examining these criteria critically,
Emmerson finds adaptability the most significantof the four, and expands this concept
under the themes of longevity, renewability, and reprogrammability, then applies it to
Southeast Asia.

In two tables, he seeks to rank the Southeast Asian states, first, with respect to
their length of survival as independent states and under their current constitutions, and
second, according to the degree to which they have successfully handled important
issues, needs, or problems confronting the society. Acknowledging that the method is
imprecise and subject to challenge, Emmerson posits it as a pioneer approach to the
need to provide some measurements for judging relative institutionalization.

His conclusions are that, within Southeast Asia, Singapore is the most in
stitutionalized state, Kampuchea the least. With Vietnam an exception, the socialist
states of the region are less fully institutionalized than their pluralist counterparts.
With respect to problem solving, the states of the region have resolved penetration
(creating and maintaining the state's presence in the society) more successfully than
other problems. Distribution and growth have also been addressed with relative
success, whereas identity, unity, and legitimacy as well as participation have been
handled in a less satisfactory fashion. The most difficult problem remains that of
succession. These weaknesses suggest that political instability under the bureaucratic-
authoritarian system now prevalent in the region could reoccur. Institutionalization, in
sum, is a reversable process.

Takashi Shiraishi deals with the important subject of the role of the military in
the modem politics of three Southeast Asian states: Thailand, Burma, and Indonesia.
Using a modification of Samuel Huntington's formulation, he outlines three factors
that induce military intervention in politics: expertise in the management of force
combined with grievances when "rational" achievement is not rewarded; threats to the
military's corporate interests; and an ideology that equates the national interest with
the military's particular interests.

The data advanced in Shiraishi's essay show that, in the three countries studied,
the military inherited different political institutions and cultures; achieved power in
differentways;aftertakingleadership, builtdifferent institutions; andreapeddifferent
results in terms of the goals set. Thus, any sweeping generalizations about military
rule are suspect. In the case of these three states, however, the elementsof similarity
between Thailand and Indonesia are appreciable, whereas Burma is sui generis.

In Thailand, the absence of a colonial past, hence, the lack of nationalist
mobilization,enabledmilitaryandbureaucratic elites to achievedominance relatively
easily. Political shifts, moreover, although frequent after 1932, have been generally
without strong ideological or institutional consequences. The survival of traditional
institutions, notablythe monarchy, has playeda criticalrole in modemThai politics.
The king has served as legitimizer, obviating the need for a charismatic leader. This
fact, together with the divisions within the military and the decline of the left, has



enabled a power-sharing between military and civilian elites of a centrist-conservative
type. The steady rise of a middle class, however, presages continuous demands for
more open politics and increased civilian control of the Thai bureaucratic polity. Yet
the process of institutionalization here is not likely to be disrupted by major political
upheavals.

Burmese history yields a different background. ContemporaryBurma emerged
from colonialism torn by rebellion, assassinations, and continuingdivisions, center
ing upon the deep cleavagebetweenthe dominant Burmans and other ethnicgroups
existingin the territoryknownas the Unionof Burma. Here, legitimacyrestedinitially
with "the party of the nation" in the absence of traditional sources of support. When
that party, the Anti-Fascist People's Freedom League, fell apart, the military under
General Ne Win finally assumed total power in 1962, claiming a mandate to lead
Burma to socialism. In the ensuing years, it createda one-partystate whichhas been in
effect a militarydictatorship. All potentialrivals havebeenhumbledor destroyed, and
the key social forces have been domesticated within the framework of the Burma
Socialist Program party (BSPP). While the Burmese military has neither achieved
socialism nor stabilizedthe non-Burman portionsof the nation, stagnationitself has
served to provide a degree of stability. In the absenceof new socialgroups andclasses,
change is likelyonly as new leadership and direction emergesfrom withinthe ruling
militarycircle.Thecurrentpoliticalinstitutions havelimitedviability. Thus, if Burma
seeks the type of modernization to which the states comprising ASEAN are com
mitted, new political currents in the post-Ne Win era are likely.

Indonesia possesses yet another heritage. Here, independence was achieved
through a combination of diplomacy and armed struggle. Traditional institutions were
largely cast aside, as in Burma, but no "party of the nation" emerged. Politics were
dominated initially by a weak center and multiple regional as well as personal
divisions.In thissetting,a charismatic leaderin thepersonofSoekamoemerged,and,
after the failure of Western-style parliamentarism in the 1950s, Soekamo sought
national unification under Guided Democracy. His key effort was to create a balance of
power, with three elements: the military, the nationalist-Communist forces, and the
Islamic elements. Foreign adventurism bolstered nationalism, but also led to deep
fissures. The abortivecoupof September30,1965, doomedSoekamoandbroughtthe
military to power.

From 1966, a process of political centralization, institutional reform, and
economic development under military-technocratic aegis commenced. Generals de
veloped economic as well as military bases. Growth and cormption were intertwined,
but in the process of economic development, new urban and mral middle classes have
been created. As in Thailand, pressure from these classes for greater political
participation and a more open polity, in Shiraishi's opinion, can only grow. In
Indonesia, moreover, unlike Thailand, the military has had to create its own legitima
cy, not being able to rely upon traditional institutions. Hence, it has plunged more
directly into the political arena, creating its own political organization. In both
countries, the capacity of contemporary political institutions to evolve in accordance
with socioeconomic change will be tested in the years ahead.
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A series of closer examinations of the leading ASEAN states follow Shiraishi.
The first essay is by Jusuf Wanandi, dealing with institution-building in Indonesia.
After a general survey of the factors favorable to the ASEAN development, Wanandi
turns to the reasons why a dominant party system has characterized most polities of the
region and, more specifically, why such a system has emerged—and is likely to
continue—in Indonesia.

In providing a background to the contemporary Indonesian scene, he notes the
strong element of traditionalism present in the governance of both Soekamo and the
military, asserting that whether Indonesian—and more specifically, Javanese—
cultural values are good or bad is irrelevant, since social and political development
must unfold within the cultural context that exists, not that of the liberal West. Like
Shiraishi, however, Wanandi notes the emergence of a new middle class, and sees the
demand from this class for a more open political process as inevitable. The problem is
thus how the new values emanating from the young, urban, educated groups can be
integrated into a system that has its roots in Indonesian traditional values—values
which he outlines in some detail and which are capsulated in Pancasila (five princi
ples), now serving as the Indonesian national ideology.

After a survey of the four phases through which Indonesian politics have passed
since 1945, Wanandi provides his balance sheet on the achievements and the issues
confronting the current Indonesian government. He sees GOLKAR as the focal point
of future national leadership and policy, and regards the broadening of its processes,
along with the consolidation of the political parties and functional organizations, as
important for the development of a stable political system. He sees the base of political
power broadening, and institutionalization progressing in the Soeharto era in compari
son with Soekamo's Guided Democracy, and believes that evolutionary development
rather than a radical departure from the existing order lies ahead.

Lee Boon Hiok looks at political institutionalization in Singapore. The chal
lenge to the People's Action party after the separation of Singapore from Malaysia in
1965 was survival, both political and economic. The primary need was to inculcate
new values in a population that had little sense of national identity. These values, the
PAPleadershipbelieved, had to restupona pragmaticapproachto all issues, accepting
Singapore's multiracial and multilingual society. PAP socialism, once relatively
doctrinaire, came to be tempered by the need to gear Singapore's economicpolicies to
a rapidly expanding global economic system.

Lee notes that in the nearly thirty years since it first came to power in 1959, the
PAP has consolidated its institutional position in politics and in all other aspects of
Singapore life. In the process, it has become more elitist and has had to wrestle with
the issue whether in choosing to be considered "a national movement," it is prepared to
accept the rules of parliamentary democracy in their fullest dimensions. At root, the
dominant party system of Singapore has been sustained by efficient, relatively honest,
and eminently successful governance. Arrogance—an attitude of "we know what is
best for you"—has recently annoyed a growing number of younger, well-educated,
and assertive Singaporeans, posing a challenge to future PAP leaders.
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Meanwhile, under PAP supervision, the civil service, statutory boards, and
government-ownedenterprises have all proliferated. Singapore is indeed an adminis
trative state,andinstitutionalized in sucha manner as to provide regularized, predict
ableperformance inimplementing governmental policies. Thecivilservice isscarcely
apolitical, however, sincepolitical loyaltyandcommitment to PAP policies havebeen
demanded. In addition, the civil service serves as a recruitment base for political
leadership.

Succession has notbeen fully institutionalized although the questof Lee Kuan
Yew and his first generation cohorts is for individuals whocancombine ability with
character and sincerity, melding technical and political skills. A host of younger
individuals havebeenelevated to key political andofficial positions, and some have
been adjudged unsuited. Is it possible, however, that the younger PAP leaders who
survive will develop a political style more in keeping with contemporary Singa
poreans' needs and desires than the strict paternalism of the old guard? Lee's essay
endson an optimistic note, with the beliefexpressed that Singapore's political elite
will continue toadjust, improvise, and innovate tobuild thenation, pursuing thetype
of pragmatic policies that have served well in the past.

Malaysia represents another case that permits optimism with respect to the
course of political institutionalization, as Zakaria Haji Ahmad makes clear in his
essay. He notesthat the foundations of Malaysian political stability haverestedon six
principles: a ruling political elite whose stylehas beenmoderate, using methods of
accommodation and cooptation; a strong central government in a federal setting; a
party system with the dominant party a coalition based on consensus; a cabinet form of
government borrowing fromthe Westminster parliamentary model; the acceptance of
the rule of law and civilian dominance; and a working form of constitutional
monarchy.

Armedwith theseinstitutions andvalues, thegovernment has soughtto handle
the problems of communalism and geographic division that will always confront
Malaysia. Racesetsthetoneforvirtually every issue in thismultiracial society, asserts
Zakaria, and he acknowledges that in the aftermath of the May 1969 riots, the
government hasbeenimpelledto elevateracialharmony as a goalat leastequalto that
of democracy. The emphasis upon an "Islam-based society"and certainother meas
ures may suggest a hegemonistic rather than an assimilationist style on the part of
Malaysia's ruling party, but Zakaria believes that the politics of compromise and
moderation are sufficiently entrenched to prevail, and that the centralization of
authorityis enoughto preventviolentdisruptionswhetherfromthe Left, the Right, or
the separatists. An accelerated drive toward economic modernization, including
industrialization, willundoubtedly createfurther economic andsocial pressures, but
Zakaria believes that in Malaysia, relatively open politics can coexist with rapid
economic development in the future as it has in the past.

Chai-Anan Samudavanija, in his analysis of political institutionalization in
Thailand,dealsextensivelywith the contrapuntal themesof continuity andchange. In
the modernization process, the monarchyas an institutionhas continuedto playa vital
role in spite of the termination of monarchical absolutism; the military and civilian
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bureaucracy, moreover, have consistently represented the dominant force in the
thirty-yearcourse of Thailand's political and economicevolution. At the same time,
after 1932, parliament and political parties, together with concepts of constitutional
ism, popular rights, and socioeconomicreform, were introducedinto the Thai polity,
and the process of economic development has given rise to new, politically active
groups determined to advance such concepts.

In his review of the myriad changes in Thai governments and leadership after
1932, Chai-Ananemphasizes the lack of consensus on the rules of the political game,
especially the relation that should exist between the executive and legislative branches
of government. Three courses existed: the democratic system modeled after British
parliamentarism;a strong executive model, quasi-authoritarianin nature with a weak
legislativebranch; and the authoritarian model that proscribedan elected legislature
and politicalparties. Throughoutmost of the past three decades, either the secondor
thirdsystemshavebeeninoperation.Militarygovernments, moreover, haveprevailed
over civilian governments during that period. Even military rule, however, has not
necessarilybeen stabledue to the intensefactionalismthat hasexisted withinmilitary,
and especially army ranks.

Thus, Thai politics have been marked by recurrent coups d'etat, with some
fifteen interventions attemptedbetween 1932and 1982,ninebeing successful. While
none of these resulted in fundamental changes, they necessarily had an adverse effect
upon institutionalizing parliament and the political parties. Only four parliaments
duringthat period werepermittedto complete their legal tenure. And on occasion, the
bureaucracyhas been prepared to challenge the parties on such fundamental issues as
to whetherthey can truly represent the people or cope with nationalproblems. In this
setting, the monarchy—as the supreme source of legitimacy—has served as safety
valve and arbitrator, representing the unity of the nation.

Chai-Ananends on an optimistic note. Thailand's stability has hinged upon the
effective balancing of traditional and emerging forces. Socioeconomic change, now
proceedingat an acceleratingrate, is tipping the scales in favorof the latter. Whilethe
new elements in Thai society have not yet been able to produce a sustained political
movement, the evolution taking place will sooner or later be conducive to that end.
The course may be rocky, but the direction will be toward institutionalizing a
civilian-led polity with the appropriate adjustments in the power of the military and
civilian bureaucracy and heightened participation for the citizenry at large.

Carolina Hernandez has accepted the difficult task of exploring political de
velopments in the Philippines at a time of great stress and fluidity. In the opening
section of her essay, she posits two facts: developments since the imposition of martial
law in 1972 have resulted in a mix of civilian-military controls more favorable to the
military than at any previous time in the nation's history; and since the 1970s, the
political trends favor the continuance of a dominant party system.

In support of these themes, Hernandez brieflyexplores the political background
of the Philippines, noting that in the decades before .1972, civilian checks over the
military were strong, both those derived from the political institutions of the period
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and those existing via such social forces as the press. The tradition of a two-party
system also existed, and despite numerous abuses in party politics and election
procedures, the system was widely accepted as legitimate.

Withmartiallaw, the militarybecamea partnerof the president in governance.
Civilian institutions withered. Proclaiming thathisaimwasto"savetheRepublic and
build a New Society," President Marcos initially ruled as martial-law administrator
without a legislature. Even after the electionof an interim legislature in April 1978,
and the subsequent lifting of martial law, legislative powers still rested with the
president in large measure. Similarly, the martial-law era witnessed a decline in the
independence of thejudiciary, a reduction in the roleof thecivilbureaucracy, controls
over the press, and a disappearance of the old parties. In place of the latter, one
dominant party made its appearance, the Kilusang BagongLipunan (KBL), a party
organized by the Marcos regime.

Concurrently with these developments, the role of the military was greatly
expanded, not merely with respect to security and law and order concerns, but in the
judicial, economic, and administrative fields as well. Military budgets and the new
educational programs at military schools reflected these developments.

Theassassination ofBenigno Aquino served to challenge thecourse ofpolitical
events. Protests emanated from a broad range of forces within Philippine society,
stretched along a lengthy political continuum. In the 1984 elections, the opposition
made its voice heard, although it remained deeply divided over both tactics and
fundamental ideological issues.

Wisely, Hernandez avoids making a single prediction about the future. The
variables are too numerous and too complex to posit a single outcome. She does
believe that unless basic changes occur within thenext five years, it will beextremely
difficult to reestablish a competitive, open political systemunderciviliancontrol. In
conclusion, she sets forth several possible scenarios. One would be the control of
succession bytheMarcos inner circle, with thepossibility of theFirst Lady making a
bid for power, supported by individuals like General Ver. A second scenario would see
the military or some portion thereof taking power directly in the name of saving the
nation. Butif themilitary refrains from taking power, a thirdscenario might come into
play: the restorationof a democratic system bringing about the reestablishment of a
presidential-parliamentary structure based upon free elections and competitive poli
tics, an independent judiciary, andextensive political rights for the citizenry. What
evertheoutcome, allcanagreethatthePhilippines stands at animportant crossroads,
withtheprecise political procedures andinstitutions of thepresent unlikely tosurvive
President Marcos' own tenure in office.

The final work in this volume is an insightful essay by Myron Weiner on
institution building in South Asia. Weiner begins with a discussion of the British
legacy in South Asia and elsewhere. He notes that that legacy was not singular. In
addition to the democratic or Westminster model, the British also left a viceregal
model,one that influenced Pakistan and Bangladesh morethandid parliamentarism.

Why did institutional paths diverge in the region? One can dismiss the thesis of
socioeconomic determinism since on this score, there are limited differences between
India andPakistan, andsimilar examples could becited. Weiner finds one important
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clue in the different institutional legacies. The Indian elite, unified on the need for
secular governance, could accept the parliamentary model and, with it, civilian rule,
even as it sought to adapt the Westminster system to a society dramatically different in
its culture and proportions. From its birth, Pakistan was wracked by basic differences
within elite circles as to what the institutional structure should be. Hence, any given
set of institutions lacked the requisite legitimacy to flourish, or even survive.

In recent times, the Pakistan military led by Zia ul-Haq have sought legitimacy
through a measure of Islamization, but this goal too is challenged, principallyby the
Westernized middle class. Meanwhile, in the judiciary system, three traditions com
pete: the British legal tradition, the autocraticmilitary tradition, and the Islamiclegal
tradition. And the government, as in Bangladesh, betrays its concernover legitimacy
by promisingconstitutionalismand the restorationof some form of parliamentarism.
Lacking a clear national identity, and with two institutional traditions—the viceregal
and the parliamentary—competing for legitimacy, the governments of these states
must be considered in precarious condition.

But India's democratic structure must also be regarded as fragile. Indian
democracy has now survived for a third of a century (with a twenty-one-month
interlude). Yet the organization of India's dominant party, the Congress party, was
seriously weakened by Mrs. Gandhi's paternalistic view of Indian politics. And
notwithstanding the strong electoral showing the party achieved in the 1984elections
under the leadership of Rajiv Gandhi after Mrs. Gandhi's assassination, the party's
organizational structure remains weak and the new prime minister remains to be
tested.

As the Indian centerhas declined in recent years, the stateshave grownstronger.
A balance sheet on this development can be debated, but with the increase of
regionalism, strong protest movements based upon communal, ethnic, or sectoral
grievanceshave emerged, difficultfor the state to control. Thus, politicalviolencehas
risen along with class-orientedpolitics. The central political problems of India lie in
the management of state-center relations. Highly personalized government is not
likely to suffice, and if a weak center is unable to cope with growing violence, will it
not be caused to use the military and the police more extensively?

Weiner concludes with the view that India's parties, parliamentary institutions,
and press continue to demonstrate extraordinary vitality, but there is the risk that the
institutionsof coercionwillbecomemorepowerfulin the absenceofeffectivepolitical
organization and with leaders unable to meet effectively the serious challenges that lie
ahead. Which institutionswill prevail, he asks; those of the stateor those of society?

Among the conclusions that can be drawn from these studies, the following
would apear to merit further exploration:

The political systems that exist today extend in their variations along a lengthy
continuum, but the center of political gravity rests with quasi-authoritarian systems
that providefor a strongexecutive, not infrequentlymilitary, withweaklegislativeand
judicial branches of government, restrictionsupon the politicalfreedom and rights of
participation for the citizen, yet with tolerance or support for pluralistic social and
economic institutions within the society.
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The rationale for such systems is easily set forth. The initial goals of developing
societies are invariably nation-building and socioeconomic development. TTie
achievement of these goals is thought to require a politically centralized and unified
political order so that continuity of rule and security from threat, external and internal,
can be guaranteed.

Yet by their very nature, these quasi-authoritarian systems can rarely be in
stitutionalized effectively. They remain fluid and essentially unstable. In such sys
tems, the governing elites themselves acknowledge the limited or transient legitimacy
of the institutions through which they rule by promising future structural changes. The
resulting gap between promise and performance, coupled with the degree of political
openness actually existing, enables dissidence to gather strength. In the very success
of their social and economic programs, moreover, these regimes must confront rapidly
emerging new classes who present a long list of political demands. Thus, although the
combination of a quasi-authoritarian political order and a pluralist socioeconomic
society (including a vigorous govemment-encouraged private economy) has demon
strated strong growth potential, and may be the most logical strategy for developing
states, at some point in the development process, a challenge relating to the political
system and its institutionalization must be faced.

Yet possibly, this challenge can be met. Quasi-authoritarian political systems
operating within a pluralist social framework have demonstrated a strong capacity for
survival and change in a number of different settings. Although the possibility of a
return to a more restrictive political system exists, moreover, an evolutionary potential
exists for greater political openness. Indeed, while political trauma is likely to be
recurrent, most quasi-authoritarian systems of Asia are currently in the process of such
a trend, with the issues of executive-legislative relations, civilian governance, and
more meaningful forms of citizen participation high on the agenda.

What are the prospects for Asia's Leninist states, governments with a higher
quotient of authoritarianism? Like its Soviet counterpart, Asian Leninism in its early
operational mode has been prone to breed highly personalized rule, with power
gravitating largely or wholly into the hands of a single individual. In this phase, the
leader is the supreme institution. Hence, with his departure, a political upheaval of
some type often occurs.

In another respect, however, the Leninist political system is more easily in
stitutionalized at an early point than are other systems. The key political organs are
highly centralized and elitist, and competitive forces, whether within the political
arena or in the broader socioeconomic system, can be banned or controlled. A single
ideology is imposed on the citizenry at large. And the instruments of coercion insure
conformity and continuity.

Over time, however, Leninist political institutions may come under even greater
pressure because of the very permanence (rigidity) that has been their strength. The
capacity of these institutions to adjust to the same forces of socioeconomic growth as
those confronting the quasi-authoritarian structure remains to be tested, but the
preliminary evidence is not encouraging. Can such basic concepts as party dictator
ship, democratic centralism, and a "monolithic" people be altered in such a manner as
to provide timely changes in the political structure?
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Yet another theme warrants attention. Whatever their form, transplanted politi
cal institutions invariably take their primary coloration from the historic traditions and
culture of the society into which they are introduced even as they serve to change that
tradition and culture. Thus, whether the basic form is Leninist, bureaucratic-
authoritarian, or parliamentary-democratic, institutions within these categories will
vary from society to society.

Nor should we assume that at any point in the future, a general convergence will
take place, with the same basic institutions or the same degree of institutionalization
prevailing. Keeping this stricture in mind, one can detect certain broad trends or
possibilities—chief among them, some Leninist states gravitating toward quasi-
authoritarian systems and certain quasi-authoritarian systems evolving in the direction
of more open, democratic structures. But as noted, the possibility of reverse move
ments is also present and, indeed, ongoing in some regions. Systems based on
competitive politics, parliamentarism, and maximum political openness—systems
generally defined as democratic—are themselves not immune to change, including
movement toward political restriction. One cannot assume that democratic structures
are sufficiently institutionalized, even in mature, industrial societies, as to be per
manently ensconced. In the course of further socioeconomic development, these
systems confront new problems and face a future that is by no means assured.

One final theme should be stressed. Whatever the basic political system, a
paradox makes itself felt, as should now be apparent. The need for firmer in
stitutionalization stands in some degree of contradiction with the need for greater
flexibility. With the tempo of the global industrial revolution quickening and now
entering a dramatic new technological phase, human capacities to make rapid struc
tural changes in social and political institutionsso as to keep abreastof this revolution
have never been put to such stem tests. Hence, whatever the political system, the
stmggle to achieve regularity, hence stability, has to be coupled with the need for
continuous political adjustment in facing the most pervasive socioeconomic revolu
tion in mankind's history.
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1. The Evolution of Political Institutions
in North Korea

Chin-Wee Chung

The most important feature in North Korean politics is Kim II Sung's domination of all
aspects of North Korean political life. Kim is not merely a political leader—he is a
father figure for all North Koreans, perceived to be a choice of heaven, his leadership
preordained long before his arrival. Kim's power is absolute. All political systems are
dominated by him. North Korea has had no change in leadership since the inception of
the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) in 1948. Kim's decision to m^e
the transferof power hereditary is a uniquepolitical action, notattemptedby any other
communist state. Indeed, Kim has built a political structure to accommodate his
personal rule rather than a political system to survive him. It is thus legitimate to view
the North Korean political system as a "monocracy," government by a single person.

This essay discusses the rise of Kim II Sung as the supreme leader in North
Korea and analyzes how the main political institutions—the Party and the
government—have evolved during the nearly forty years since their inception. It then
focuses on the monocratic nature of the North Korean political system and on
prospects for political change.

THE RISE OF KIM IL SUNG

As a result of the Yalta Agreement of 1945 and the disposition of Soviet and
American forces at the end of World War II, the Korean peninsula was divided at the
38th parallel. South Korea and North Korea were established as different states and
progressively became different societies. On each side of the peninsula, there de
veloped a distinct political structureand a differenteconomic system. The two Koreas
continue to maintain opposing ideological postures and separate designs for territorial
unification.

After the Japanese surrender on August 15,1945, the northern half of Korea was
placed under Soviet occupation. By September 1945, the Russians had established
their authority over North Korea and were cautiously working toward the creation of a
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political structure patterned after that of the Soviet Union. During 1946-1949, the
communists in the North were actively engaged in three major political tasks: mass
mobilization, Party consolidation, and institution building. These tasks were difficult
because of the confused nature of the North Korean political scene, the absence of
viable domestic communist forces, and the lack of organizational or administrative
experience on the part of the indigenous powerholders. The domestic communist
group had been striving to build up a viable political force since the 1920sbut had been
unsuccessful because of a lack of popular support, intemal strife, and Japanese
suppression. ^

The leaders of the returnees from China, later identified as the Ya'nan faction,
and the indigenous nationalist (noncommunist) group were relatively well known and
popular. But the Soviet authorities preferred to rely on the Soviet-Koreans and on Kim
II Sung's personal followers who came to be known as the Kapsan group. This group
was composed of Kim's small partisan band who had fought for Korean independence
in southern Manchuria until they were forced by the Japanese to retreat into Siberia
around 1941. The Soviet occupation forces brought them into North Korea along with
the Soviet-Koreans.^ In the years following, the Soviet authorities in NorthKorea,
whose military occupation lasted until December 1948, placed Kim II Sung in a
position of prominence and provided him with every opportunity to establish himself
as the head of the Korean Workers' Party and the DPRK government.

The Soviet-Koreans brought to North Korea were descendants of Korean
immigrants living in the Soviet Union and most possessed dual citizenship. Within the
North Korean apparatus about 200 critical positions were held by these Russianized
Koreans as a result of the efforts of the Soviet authorities to insert them into nearly all
major political organizations—usually in the position of vice-chairmen. From this
position, they could easily transmit Soviet views to both indigenous cadres and the
general public. The leadersof the Soviet-Koreangroup wereHo Ka-i, PakCh'ang-ok,
and Nam II. Ho Ka-i was primarily in charge of building a new communist party in
North Korea. Until 1956, when they were undermined by Kim II Sung and his faction,
the Soviet-Koreans, working with both direct and indirect support from the Soviet
Union, played an important part in North Korean politics.^

In October 1945, the need for establishing an organizational structure that could
be used by the Soviet occupation led to the creation of the North Korean Central
Bureau of the Korean Communist Party (KCP). The official communist party in Korea
was founded as a secret organization on April 17, 1925, in Seoul and was admitted to
the Comintern in 1926. Almost immediately, a multitude of factions developed within
the communist movement; because of the ensuing strife, the Party was dissolved and
expelled from the Comintern in December 1928. The Party was revived in Seoul in

^ Dae-SookSuh, TheKoreanCommunist Movement, 1918-1948(Princeton: PrincetonUniversity Press,
1967), pp. 53-84.

^ Robert A. Scalapino and Chong-Sik Lee, Communism in Korea, Part I (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1967), pp. 227-28, 477.

^ Chong-Sik Lee and Ki-Wan Oh, "The Russian Faction in North Korea," AsianSurvey, vol. 8 (April
1968), pp. 270-288.
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September 1945, under the leadership of veteran communist Pak H6n-y6ng. Kim II
Sungbecamethefirstsecretary of theCentralBureauof theKG?onOctober10,1945.
According to an official North Korean source, this was the first Korean communist
party organization established on the principle of Marxism-Leninism and guided by
"true communists."

With the rise of Kim II Sung to the leadership of the KCP, Soviet authorities
hastened their moves toward the creation ofastrong, indigenous North Korean regime
fashioned after the Soviet political system. The basic Moscow strategy for Sovietizing
North Korea was to use Korean personnel and keep Soviet influence behind the
scenes. The Russians thus maintained indirect control without a formal military
government.

In February 1946, the North Korean Provisional People's Committee was
established with Kim 11 Sung as chairman and Kim Th-bong as vice-chairman. This
committee became thehighest administrative organ in North Korea. A year later the
People's Assembly replaced theProvisional People's Committee with a"permanent"
People's Committee that consisted of various ministries and bureaus. The resulting
govemmental structure remained unchanged until September 1948. On August 25,
1948, a national election for the Supreme People's Assembly (SPA) was held. On
September 8, the SPA ratified the first constitution andproclaimed the establishment
ofthe Democratic People's Republic ofKorea. Kim IISung was named premier ofthe
DPRK, and on September 10 his cabinet choices were approved by the SPA.

While Kim IISung and theSoviet-Koreans steadily increased their power within
the communist party, the influenceof the Ya'nan factionand thedomesticcommunists
declined. InAugust 1946, the New People's Party (NPP) ofthe Ya'nan group merged
with the KCP into a new organization named the North Korean Workers' Party
(NKWP). ForKim IISung, themerger of thetwo parties was asound political tactic.
Whereas theKorean Communist Party was based on peasants andworkers, theNPP
membership included many intellectuals. Bymerging thesediverse elements intoone
political party, coalition among these classes was made possible. Infact, agreeing to
the merger, the leaders ofthe Ya'nan faction delivered their organizational strength to
Kim II Sung, then gradually faded from the political scene. The merger also helped
Kim II Sung purge and finally defeat most domestic faction rivals by 1948."*

The key political event before the Korean War, however, was the merger ofthe
NKWP and the South Korean Workers' Party into the Korean Workers' Party (KWP)
on June24, 1949. Thecreation of this unified communist party signified theultimate
victory of Kim II Sung, who became the leader of both party and govemment—a
development that had not occurred in the SovietUnionuntil 1941, whenStalin took
both posts. Also, by 1949, the power structure at the top of the state and Party was
fairly well established.

The creations of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea and the Korean
Workers' Party were primarily the product of externally generated circumstances.

Kim Ch'ang-sun, Pukhan siponyon sa [Fifteen-Year History of North Korea] (Seoul* Chimungak
1961), p. 105.
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Unlike Mao,whohadearned themantle of Chinese communist leadership in hisown
right since January 1935 and had successfully taken over political power in China,
Kim IISung owed his power tothe Soviets. His alleged revolutionary credentials were
widely questioned by the North Korean people. Kim's pressing task, then, was to
establish his leadership. Closely related to the problem of legitimacy was that of
consolidating his political power.

Kim's consolidation of powercame during and immediately after the Korean
War. With control of the military administration, Kimpurged General Mu Chong (a
prominent leader of the Ya'nan faction and a symbol ofcollaboration with Beijing),
allegedly for the North Korean military defeat inOctober 1950 and his disloyalty tothe
higher command during the war.^ In November 1951, a Central Committee plenum
censured Ho Ka-i, the leader of the Soviet-Koreans, for "defective organizational
works." Ho was reported to have committed suicide in March 1953.^

Immediately after the signing of the armistice agreement in July 1953, Pak
Hon-yong and his followers were purged on the pretext that they were "American
spies" planning a coup d'etat against Kim IISung's leadership. With Pak out of the
way, the domestic faction was completely eliminated from North Korean politics.^

This final stage of Kim's power consolidation was followed by the de-
Stalinization movement launched by Khrushchev in 1956. In August 1956, Ch'oe
Ch'ang-ik ofthe Ya'nan faction and Pak Ch'ang-ok, who succeeded Ho Ka-i as leader
of the Soviet-Koreans, attacked KimII Sungopenly for his "cultof personality," his
"dictatorial style ofleadership," and hisexclusive emphasis onheavy industry leading
to the neglect of popular needs. This challenge to Kim's leadership was indeed the
most serious one made after his assumption of the chairmanship of the Korean
Workers' Party in 1949. If Kimwas notfaced with a combined Sino-Soviet attempt to
purge him, he was at least confronted with adversaries who had strong Chinese and
Russian connections. Kim and his followers outnumbered the critics, however, and
succeeded inexpelling these "reactionary and anti-Party elements" from the Party. The
finale was reached in 1958 with the removal of Kim Tu-bong. From this time the
absolute supremacy of Kim can be dated.

EVOLUTION OF A CONSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE

In the overall institutional structure it provided, the 1948 DPRK constitution
was similar to the 1936Soviet constitution, a natural development because the Soviet
Union was theonly constitutional model. Thetripartite division offunctions, election
procedures, and enumeration of the rights and duties ofcitizens followed the Soviet
model. The 1948 constitution remained in force, with five minor changes between
1954 and 1962, until the new constitution was adopted on December 27, 1972.

^ Ibid, pp. 130-31.
^ History of the Just Fatherland War (Pyongyang: Foreign Languages Publishing House, 1961), pp.

227-29.

Kim II Sung, Kim II Sung Sonjip [Selected Works of Kim II Sung] 6 vols. (Pyongyang: Choson
Nodong-dang Ch'ulp'ansa, 1960-66), vol. 4, p. 192.
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Insetting uptheformal governmental structures, theNorth Korean communists
paidspecial attention tolegal andpolitical formalities, thatis, constitutionalism. Such
an emphasis was important because North Korea was in a bitter competition for
legitimacy with the Republic of Korea. Thus, all principles stipulated in the con
stitutions of both new states would appear to underwrite an essentially Western
democratic system. As Friedrich and Brzezinski have pointed out, however, the
constitution ofa communist stateis"nota constitution in thefunctional Western sense
ofproviding a system ofeffective, regularized restraints, but a disguise by which a
democratic framework is suggested, a kind of window dressing for the totalitarian
reality."® The constitutional apparatus in North Korea has never resulted in formal
institutions ofgovernment possessing primary power. Decision-making authority has
notbeenvested informal governmental institutions, butin theKWP. Theconstitution
itself is a creation of the KWP and an instrument ofKWP's dictatorship.

The 1972 constitution of the DPRK beginswith the assertion that the DPRK is
"an independent socialist state," not a"people's democracy," ruled by the dictatorship
of the proletariat (Articles I and 10). Unlike the 1936 Stalin constitution, which
defined the Soviet state as "the dictatorship of the proletariat," the 1977 Soviet
constitution defines the state as asocialist state ofthe whole people, expressing the
will and the interests ofthe workers, peasants, and intelligentsia" (Article 1). The 1982
constitution ofthe People's Republic ofChina defines the state system as a "socialist
state ofthe people sdemocratic dictatorship" (Article 1). The state is neither quite "a
dictatorship ofthe proletariat" as defined in the 1975 and 1978 constitutions, nor just a
"apeople's democratic state" as called in the 1954 constitution. Ithas been argued that
the 1982 PRC constitution is a step toward genuine constitutionalism.^

In anycase, the newconstitution of the DPRK wasdesigned to reflect actions
already taken and to merge the institutional and leadership legitimacy claims of the
northern regime. The 1948 Soviet-style constitution wasreplaced with one that was
said to have been "conceived and authored in person" byKim IISung. Whatever the
facts of authorship, the 1972 document moreclosely embodied the actualvalues and
institutions of the North Korean regime.

The 1972 constitution introduced considerable change in the governmental
structure. In thenew constitution asintheold, theSupreme People's Assembly (SPA)
is "the highest organ of power" of the DPRK; "legislative power is exercised ex
clusively by the Supreme People's Assembly" (Article 73). In general, there is no
significant change from the old constitution in terms of the formal powers and
functions of theSPA, abodycreated in theimage of theSupreme Soviet of theUSSR.
Indeed, its size, method of selection, and function are all entirely reflective of the
Supreme Soviet, from which model it was drawn. Later versions of the Soviet model
were the Chinese National People's Congress and the North Vietnamese National
Assembly.

J. Priedrich andZbignicw K. Brzezinski, Totdlitarion Dictatorship andAutocracy (New York;
Praeger, 1965), p. 18.

' Byron Weng, "Some Key Aspects ofthe 1982 Draft Constitution of the People's Republic ofChina," The
China Quarterly, no. 91 (September 1982), pp. 492-95.
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Inreality, the Supreme People's Assembly functions merely toratify decisions
made by the KWP and the Central People's Conunittee. Because of its sizeand the
limited time itis in session, the SPA has little opportunity to formulate major national
policies. Its three- orfour-day sessions are taken up by aseries ofgovernment reports
and extended praise for Kim IISung's leadership. They provide aneffective means of
publicizing national policy and Kim's personality cult. In practice, the primary
function of the SPA is to endow decisions made elsewhere with a legality that
encoiu-ages public acceptance. Insum, theSPA serves asthelegitimizing organ forthe
DPRK.

The Standing Committee ofthe Supreme People's Assembly iselected by that
organization toserve asits"permanent body" when the SPA isnot insession (Article
85). The old constitution stated that the Standing Committee was the "permanent
executive body' of the SPA, but the term "executive" is deleted in the new constitu
tion. Under the 1972 constitution, the constitutional functions ofthe Standing Com
mittee are substantially reduced. In fact, all its constitutional powers have been
transferred tothe president ofthe DPRK and the Central People's Committee. Just as
the chairman of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet is the president of the USSR,
under the1948 constitution thechairman oftheSPA Standing Committee acts astitular
head of state. As the conflict between Liu Shaoqi and Mao Zedong in China has
shown, separate constitutional organs do create rival centers ofpower and opportuni
ties for factional strife. By concentrating state power in the Central People's Com
mittee and overlapping the membership ofthat committee with the KWP Politburo,
the North Korean leadership has eliminated at least one source ofpotential factional
strife.

The president of the DPRK iselected bythe SPA for a four-year term (Article
90). He is"the head ofstate and represents the state power." The newly created office
of the president combines the functions of the headof stateandthe actualexercise of
political power. Changes in the governmental structure under the 1972 constitution
brought about aconcentration ofpolitical power in the office ofthe president. Thus,
the powers vested in the presidency conform to the actual power exercised by Kim II
Sung. Here, clearly, the 1972 constitution reflects reality.

The new constitution does not specify a presidential succession. There is no
constitutional provision stipulating that, incase ofdeath orresignation ofthe presi
dent, a vice-president shall succeed him. The only vice-presidential function pre
scribed in the new constitution isto "assist the president in his work." Kim II Sung was
elected to a four-year term ofoffice, but, as indicated in Table 1, every subsequent
term for both the president and the SPA has been extended beyond a strict four-year
term without giving specific reasons. Although Article 98 stipulates that the president
is responsible to the SPA for his activities, there are no constitutional provisions
enabling the SPA to make the president actually accountable to it. All other high-
ranking officials can be recalled by the SPA with the president's recommendation, but
thepresident himselfis notsubject to recall. In fact, neither thePRCconstitution nor
the Soviet constitution creates such a powerful position inthe government as isfound
in the presidency of the DPRK.
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The new constitution divides the functions of the central government between
the Central People's Committee (CPC), which makes policy and supervises its
implementation, and the State Administration Council, which carries out policy.

The introduction of the CPC is an innovation, different from Soviet or Chinese
governmental models. The creation ofthe CPC represented asignificant change inthe
structure ofthe central government. Headed bythe president, the CPC is"the highest
leadership organ ofstate power" in North Korea and istheoretically responsible only
to the SPA. The supervisory functions ofthe CPC over the administrative organiza
tions are repeated ateach level of local government. This "supercabinet" combines
executive, legislative, and judicial powers. It also provides a close link between the
leading organs ofthe KWP and the government. The powers vested initare similar to
the powers ofthe Party vested in the Politburo and the Secretariat. Aclose study ofthe
fifteen-member CPC indicates that the CPC does indeed include the most powerful
figures inthe North Korean political system. Nine ofthe twelve top-ranking members
of the KWP Politburo (theexceptions being Kim Jong II, Kim Chung-nin, andYon
Hyon-muk) siton the CPC. Why was the CPC created? Professor Chong-Sik Lee has
suggested that "the CPC was created and power was concentrated inittodispense with
the myth oflegislative supremacy as well as the fiction ofthe separation ofpower and
authority between party and state."'®

The cabinet of the 1948constitution has been redesignated as the State Adminis
trationCouncil(SAC) headedby the premier. According to the newconstitution, the
SAC is "the administrative and executive body of the highest organ of power." The
main functions of the SAC are to direct the work of the ministries, to work out the state

plan for the development of the national economy, to compile the state budget, to
conduct external affairs, to conduct the formationof the people's armed forces, and to
take measures for the maintenance of publicorder. The SAC does not perform these
functions on its own initiative; strict guidance and approval of the president and the
CPC are required. Unlike itsposition under the oldconstitution, the premiership isno
longer the center of the North Korean government. The premier is now a senior
administrator who carries out decisions made elsewhere and serves as the chief link
between the president and the administrative agencies.

In sum, unlikethe 1948 constitution, whichwasa reflection of the 1936 Soviet
model, the new DPRK constitution synthesizes constitutional models from several
socialistcountriesand contains someunique featuresreflective of the actualdistribu
tion of power and also designed to adjust the political system to the current stage of
socioeconomic development.

Aswehavenoted, thecentralgovernmentstructure,underthe newconstitution,
consists ofthree pillars ofpower: the Central People's Committee, theState Adminis
tration Council, and the Standing Committee of the SPA. All are controlled by the
president. TheCPC isundoubtedly thedominant body, directing theother two organs.

Chong-Sik Lee, "The 1972 Constitution and Top Communist Leaders," inPoliticalLeadership inKorea,
ed. Dae-SookSuh and Chae-Jin Lee (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1976),p. 209.
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As noted, the new constitution discards the myth of legislative supremacy embodied in
the old constitution. The CPC also controls and supervises the judicial branch, and in
fact coordinates and combines all three branches of government, making it the
supreme stateorgan. Although it is not certain at present, theoffice of thepresident
and the CPC would appear to challenge the preeminence of the KWP Politburo. In
essence, the new constitution institutionalizes the power of the innermost ruling elite
and strengthens the role of governmentvis-a-visthe Partyin the North Koreanpower
structure.

Whatever the precise division of powers in practice, the constitutional pro
visions relating to the CPC and the KWP Politburo represent an effort to establish a
close coordination between the party's decision-making body and the government's
policy-making and policy-executing agencies. In this way, the North Korean com
munists intendto providegreaterefficiency in the management and operation of the
governmental andparty organizations. Finally, through constitutional revisions KimII
Sung has strengthened and legitimized his personal power.

EVOLUTION OF THE PARTY STRUCTURE

The Korean Workers' Party (KWP) is the dominant political force in North
Korea; it remains the central institution of the North Korean political system, with
totalcontrol of all political organization. It is centrally organized anddisciplined and
is the only group having links with all social institutions in North Korea; all other
institutions take theirmeaning, purpose,andpowerfromit. TheParty has permeated
the entire society to bring about an integrated political structure. It inserts itselfinto
every social institution andgroup, thereby serving asa means ofsocial integration. It
articulates an ideology to which social andeconomic lifeis supposed toconform, and
both ideology and organization find theiressence and their interrelation in the Party.
The KWP is the authoritative source of values, and only the Party's values are
legitimate.

Although the 1948 constitution saidnothing of importance regarding theroleof
the KWP in North Korean politics, the 1972 constitution provides the constitutional
grounds for KWP dictatorship; Article 4 of the 1972 constitution stipulates that"the
Democratic People's Republic of Korea is guided in its activities by the chuch'e
(self-reliance) idea of the Korean Workers' Party, which is a creative applicationof
Marxism-Leninism to our country's reality." Furthermore, the rule of the KWP is
specifically sanctioned bythenewconstitution. Article 5being similar tothepreamble
of the rules of the KWP. Thus, the existence and activity of the DPRK government is
based on the KWP, and the Party controls the highest institutional roles of the state.
This does not differ from the foundations of the USSR polity. The 1977 Soviet

Dae-Sook Suh, "Kim Il-s6ng: His Personality and Politics," in North Korean Today: Strategic and
Domestic Issues, ed. Robert A. Scalapino and Jun-yop Kim (Berkeley: Institute of East Asian Studies,
University of California, 1983), p. 53.
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constitution stipulates that the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) is "the
leadingand guidingforce of Sovietsocietyand the nucleusof its political system, of
all state organizations and public organizations" (Article 6).^^

Moreover, like its counterparts in other communist countries, the KWP is
patterned after the CPSU, embodying the Leninist organizational principle of demo
craticcentralism. Identicalto the CPSUand theCommunistPartyof China(CPC), the
KWP is marked by a pyramidlike hierarchical structure (see Figure 1).^^

According to the Party constitution, the National Party Congress (NPC) is "the
highest decision-making organ of the Party." Officially, the NPC is empowered to
review, deliberate, and approve the proposals and reports of the Central Committee,
the Central Auditing Committee, and other central organs; adopt or revise the basic
questions of Party policy and tactics; and elect the Central Committee, and Central
Auditing Committee (Article 36). In reality, however,the NPC simply legitimizes the
Party and all of its actions, just as the Supreme People's Assemblylegitimizesthe state
and its actions. The congressalso representsa meansof engenderingenthusiasmabout
the Party activities throughout the nation.

Delegates to the congress are chosen by local Party branches. The North Korean
communists have tried to bring legitimacy to Party organizations, using the familiar
techniques of Soviet-styleelections and so-calleddemocraticcentralism. In practice,
however, the Party is not organized on the democratic principle of election from the
bottom up, but on the authoritarian method of control from the top down.

The NPC is supposed to convene every four years. As shown in Table 3,
however, this has notbeen the case. Thus far sixcongresseshavebeen held at irregular
intervals. Even the minimum legal requirementsconcerningthe timing of the Party's
elections and meetings are not fulfilled. This is a good example of the absence of
genuine institutionalization, that is to say, of the unwillingness to be bound by
institutional rules.

The growth of the KWP membership from only 4 percent (366,000) of the total
population in 1946 to over 12 percent (2 million) of the population in 1980 signifies
that the KWP has now become a mass political party (see Table3). The KWP has been
generally less selective than the CPC and the CPSU in its recruitment policy.The CPC
membership was about 0.8 percent (4,480,000) of the population in 1949 and in
creased to about 3.9 percent (38,000,000) in 1980. The CPSU membership increased
from about 4.5 percent (9,716,800) of the total population in 1961 to about 6.7 percent
(18,218,000) in 1981.

The Party constitution provides that, in the intervals between congresses, the
Central Committee (CC) of the KWP directs the entire work of the Party, creates
various Party agencies, guides their work, and supervises the Party budget. The
Central Committee membership, which includes the leading personnel of virtually
every important governmental and public organizations in North Korea, is the elite

David Lane, Politics & Society in the USSR, 2nd ed. (New York: New YorkUniversity Press, 1976),
p. 128.
Ibid., pp. 129-32.
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group in the power structure, and is relatively better suited to cope with the tasks
stipulated in the Party statutes than the NFC. But the CC is still too large, and meets too
infrequently and too briefly, to be the real decision-making center of the KWR In
reality, the CC lends legitimacy to the decisions of the Politburo or, more precisely, to
those of Kim II Sung and his cohorts. The CC transmits actions to lower levels, thus
linking the peak of the political pyramid with its mass base. Almost all provinces and
major municipalities are represented by the CC members. In this way, the CC
members are able to explain and interpret the Party decisions at the local level. This
communication or transmission function of the CC is important in implementing Party
decisions and in controlling provincial and local Party organizations.^"^

There has been a constant reshuffling in Central Committee membership. Of the
172 members elected at the Fifth Congress in 1970, 119 (69 percent) were new
members. At the Sixth Congress in 1980, 175 (70.6 percent) of the 248 members
elected were newcomers. Kim Jong II may have played an important role in the 1980
selection of the new elite who would be in a position to affect his status in the event of
his father's demise.

During the Sixth Congress, the KWP made some structural changes in its
organization. Among them, the KWP revived a five-member Presidium, the in
nermost decision-making organ of the Party, while retaining the Political Committee
(the "Politburo"). At the Party representative conference held in October 1966, a
Presidium was created within the Political Committee; but the Presidium was
apparently abolished at the Fifth Congress in 1970. The reorganization of the KWP
hierarchy during the Sixth Congress may have been connected with the succession
issue, because the changes seem to have helped consolidate Kim Jong IPs position.

The recent makeup of the five-man Presidium has given it the appearance of a
collective leadership of sorts, with Kim II, a senior Party hand, O Chin-u, defense
minister, and Yi Chong-ok, prime minister, representing the Party, the military, and
the government, respectively. But Kim II was too old to play an active role in the
power game; Yi has no power base either in the Party or in the military; more than
anything else, their allegiance to Kim II Sung and his son is absolute, and this is the
essential qualification for holding power. The precise composition of the KWP
Presidium at the end of 1984 is not known. Yi Chong-ok, who was "elevated" to the
post of the vice presidency, appears to be no longer a member of the Presidium, and
Kim II died on March 9, 1984. It is not clear as of this writing who will replace (or has
already replaced) Yi and Kim.^^

Chin O. Chung [Chin-WeeChung], "The Government and Power Structure in North Korea," in Korea: A
Divided Nation, ed. Se-Jin Kim and Chang-hyun Cho (Silver Spring, Md.: The Research Institute on
Korean Affairs, 1976), pp. 162-70.
Chong-SikLee, "The Evolutionof the KoreanWorkers'Partyand the Riseof Kim Chong-il,"in North
Korea Today, ed. Scalapino and Kim, pp. 76-77.
Korea Herald, March 11, 1984.
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As of May 1983, the secretariat, "elected" by the Central Committee, is
composed of a general secretary and ten secretaries. The secretariat was abolished in
1966, but it was revived in 1970, with Kim II Sung as general secretary. The secretariat
within the CC is the executive coordinating center of the KWP. It is responsible for
"organizing Party activities designed to implement the line, policies, and decisions of
the Party."This body is the executive coordinating center of the KWP and supervises
the twenty-two executive departments that handle the Party's daily work.

This analysis of the KWP organizations reveals how closely the KWP emulates
its Soviet progenitor. Unlike the Soviet Union, China, and other communist regimes,
the North Korean regime came to power not through an essentially domestic and
national revolution; rather, it was established by the Soviet occupation force. As the
product of Soviet occupation. North Korea's Party, in structure and functions, is
virtually identical with the CPSU.^^

In any case, however, the formal political institutions of most communist states
have so far shown a remarkable degree of uniformity. Communism has been able to
maintain a common institutional structure despite significant variations of history,
political culture, size, and level of socioeconomic development among the societies in
which it is implanted. The main reason for the uniformity is that only one basic model
for communist institutions has existed, the Soviet model. For North Korea, the Soviet
occupation naturally provided a powerful stimulus for the application of the Soviet
model. Indeed, such Russian returnees as Ho Ka-i and Pak Ch'ang-ok served as
architects of the KWP under the supervision of the Soviet occupation forces in
Pyongyang.

North Korea created a highly disciplined, mass-based party within a relatively
short time through effective organization, ideological indoctrination, coercion in
various forms, and mass mobilization via many types of organization. In doing so, the
North Korean communists systematically destroyed previous customs, past in
stitutions, and traditional behavior that could have posed obstacles to their attempt at
communization of the society. Utilizing Leninism, they then elaborated communist
political theory and practice to unite the political mobilization of the masses with the
creation and institutionalization of a new political organization.^^

MONOCRACY UNDER KIM IL SUNG

In North Korea, a unique situation exists with respect to leadership. As noted,
Kim's domination is so complete that the DPRK has been characterized as a monocra
cy. It is a modem not a traditional monocracy because it employs mass organizational
tactics to implement mobilization-style politics. Professors Scalapino and Lee define a

Samuel P. Huntington, Political Order in Changing Societies (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1968), pp. 33-43. The six communist "revolutionary" states are: the Soviet Union, China, Yugoslavia,
Albania, Vietnam, Cuba; the eight "occupation" states are: Hungary, Poland, East Germany, Bulgaria,
Rumania, Czechoslovakia, North Korea, and Mongolia.
Ibid.
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monocracy as "one in which a single man holds total authority and legitimacy over the
entirepolitical system."^^ In fact, theNorth Korean political system relies completely
on the personality, ideology, and actions ofone man—the Great Leader. For more than
thirty-five years, both the ideology and the institutions of North Korean communism
have been in the hands of Kim II Sung. As Scalapino and Lee aptly concluded, "He is,
perforce, an institution."

What Kim II Sung has built in North Korea resembles more a personalized
political system than a communist state. The personality cult of Stalin, or even ofMao
Zedong, could not be compared with the present glorifications of Kim. Both ideology
and organizations are personalized in Kim II Sung. The cult of personality simply
means "the personalization of the state in a single individual The development of
Kim's cult was to insure the supremacy of the man, but in addition, it has served as a
source of legitimacy for the regime. By depicting Kim as the Great Leader, one could
prove that the new institutions, which were depicted as his own creations, were
therefore legitimate. As in other communist states. North Korean authorities also have
used the Kim cult to remedy institutional inadequacies.

The public interest of North Korea is invariably equated with the institutional
interests of the Party. But Kim II Sung's personal interests take precedence over the
institutional interests of the party and the state. In this sense, "What's good for Kim II
Sung is good for the North Korean people." Kim has been paving the way for a
"monarchical succession." Kim Jong II is being proclaimed uniquely qualified to
succeed his father—a political action not yet attempted by any other communist state.
Furthermore, North Korea is the only ruling conmiunist regime in the world in which
all direct living relatives of Kim II Sung occupy high positions both in the Party and
government (see Table 4).^^

To forward political integration and advance the regime's legitimacy, Kim II
Sung developed the chuch'e (self-reliance) ideology. The origin of chuch'e has been
variously explained. The concept was first articulated by Kim in a speech to Party
propaganda and agitation workers in December 1955, when he stressed the need for
"firmly establishing chuch'e'' and further declared: "Although certain people say that
the Soviet way is best or that the Chinese way is best, have we not now reached the
point where we can construct our own way?"^^ Chuch'e later came to signify an
unwillingness to side with either China or the Soviet Union in their disputes. Kim II
Sung needed to build the chuch'e ideology to compensate for his lack of legitimacy as
a revolutionary leader. In the course of its purposeful development, however, it has
gained some philosophical substance and intemal logic (see Table 5).

Scalapino and Lee, Communism in Korea,Part II, p. 785.
Ibid., p. 755.
Han Shik Park, "Chuch'e: The North Korean Ideology," in Journey to North Korea: Personal Per
ceptions, ed. C.I. Eugene Kim and B. C. Koh (Berkeley: Institute of East Asian Studies, University of
California, 1983), p. 88.
Kim II Sung, Selected Works, vol. 1 (Pyongyang: Languages Publishing House, 1964), pp. 1-3,12. The
major factors that enabled the North Korean communists to increasingly emphasize chuch'e in formulat
ing domestic and foreign policies during the 1950s and 1960s were: the bitter memories of the Korean
War; the postwar political consolidation; the economic progress; the problem of Kim's legitimacy; and
the growing conflict within the international communist camp.
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Chuch'e has become the official ideology of the DPRK; it is a state creed.
Everything is done in the spirit of chuch'e. North Korea's agriculture is therefore
chuch'e agriculture; its industry, chuch'e industry; and its music, chuch'e music.
Pyongyang's relations with other countries are also based on chuch'e. Chuch'e
doctrine has reached the level of a religious faith whereby North Korean communists
mythicize their history, their nation, and, above all, Kim II Sung.^^

Chuch'e has served the legitimization of power politics in the North Korean
political system. North Korean leaders continue to aim at a high level of ideological
exhortation to consolidate their power and gain the people's support. Their perception
of legitimacy is almost entirely determined by ideological considerations. Specifical
ly, a policy becomes legitimate when it is consistent with Kim II Sung ideas.

The extent to which chuch'e prevails as the social philosophy in North Korea is
unmatched by either Maoism or Stalinism even at the height of their influence. An
examination of the alleged origin of chuch'e reveals that the North Korean com
munists have altered their official position regarding the origin of their ideology from
Marxism-Leninism to "indigenous conditions." The 1972 constitution proclaims that
North Korea "is guided in its activities by the chuch'e idea of the Korean Workers'
Party, which is a creative application of Marxism-Leninism to our country's reality."

North Korean organs propagate the view that chuch'e is a philosophy superior to
any ideological exposition the world has witnessed including Marxism. It has been
asserted that chuch'e is based on the Great Leader's new discoveries relating to human
nature. Moreover, Kim II Sung is rewriting history with the theme that human
civilization originated in Korea and that "the Koreans are a chosen people ordained to
lead all the oppressed people to the promised land of chuch'e."^^

North Korea now stands at the extreme end of the communist political spectrum
in terms of ideological exhortation, mass mobilization, and the cult of personality; it is
to be ranked only with Albania. Why? The reasons are to be found in a combination of
Korean political culture and the character of a guerrilla political party. North Korea is a
paternalistic society in which absolute loyalty to the head of the family has traditional
ly been accorded great respect. With Kim II Sung as the "father," the entire society has
striven to become an extended "family." Kim II Sung's guerrilla party, moreover, was
always based on absolute loyalty to the leader, on tightly knit, secretive organization,
and on the total mobilization of the populace.

The very fact that the DPRK is not the product of an epic revolutionary
movement led by Kim II Sung but the creation of the Soviet Union had profound
implications for North Korean politics. The efficacy and stability of communist
political systems depend to some extent on the way in which they are established.
Communist legitimacy was weaker in the "occupation" states than in the "revolution
ary" ones because less identity existed between communism and nationalism. The

Ho-min Yang, "Juche Idea: North Korean Ideological Setting," in North Korean Communism: A
Comparative Analysis, ed. Chong-Shik Chung and Gahb-chol Kim (Seoul: Research Center for Peace
and Unification, 1980), pp. 126-68.
Park, 'Chuch'e'. The North Korean Ideology," p. 90.
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"occupation" regimes may be able to overcome their initial handicaps by identifying
themselves with nationalist sentiments in their countries and asserting their national
independence against foreign control.

The extent to which the Pyongyang regime has falsified the history of Korean
independence and communist movements and the extraordinary magnitude of the
personality cult surrounding Kim II Sung are related to the need to bolster the
legitimacy of his rule. Indeed, Kim's thought and cult were based on a fabricated
history of his alleged contributions to the Korean communist movement before 1945.

Additional factors that have facilitated the highly centralized nature ofpolitics in
the DPRK are North Korea's small size, both in terms of population and territory; its
homogeneous culture; its ethnic background; the special characteristics of the Korean
language and political culture; and the acute concern with national security. The
tightness of the North Korean system is related to the degree to which 18 million
homogeneous people can be mobilized under a system supervised by a single leader. A
pure monocratic system is not possible in a state as vast and as heterogeneous as
China, for example.The continuing tension on the Korean peninsula and the
presence of American troops also contribute to the perpetuation of Kim II Sung's
dictatorship.

PROSPECT FOR CHANGE

Is change from highly personalized politics to a greater degree of in-
stitutionalization possible in North Korea? It appears that communist political in
stitutions will be forced at some point to evolve in response to pressures and changes
within their societies. The changes produced in modem societies by technological
advances affect all states and their political processes. Since the communist states are
the most rigidly centralistic of modem states, these changes could affect them most
seriously. Indeed, Kim II Sung's cult of personality, let alone the cult of his "revolu
tionary family" and hereditary succession by his son, mns against the currents of the
time. In terms of the evolution of communist parties, whether in China, the Soviet
Union, or North Korea, the trend is slowly toward pluralism, decentralization, and
rational decision making.

Significant institutional change in the foreseeable future seems more likely to
evolve in the Soviet Union and China than in North Korea. After the demise of their

dominant leaders, Stalin and Mao, the CPC and CPSU were "deradicalized" by
placing less emphasis on revolution in the traditional sense and placing more emphasis
on modemization and economic development through the dominance of routinized
bureaucratic pattems. Also, the Soviet Union and China have experienced changes in
leadership and have experimented with the division ofkey Party and state posts among

Huntington, Political Order in Changing Societies, pp. 334-43.
Scalapino and Lee, Communism in Korea, Part II, p.784.

27 John H. Hodgson, "The Problem of Succession," in The Dynamics ofSoviet Politics, ed. Paul Cocks,
Robert V. Daniels, and Nancy Whittier Heer (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1976), p. 99.
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leaders. Only in North Korea has one man continuously held the highest positions in
both the Party and state apparatus. And, as noted, Kim II Sung has built a political
structure to accommodate his personal rule rather than a political system to survive
him. In this sense. North Korea is the most primitive and the most rigid of the Asian
socialist states.

Political succession in Soviet-type systems entails considerable uncertainty as to
whether instability will ensue. In the Soviet Union, leadership transitions are in fact
leadership crises. Top leaders have never retired with honor. They have either died on
the job as Lenin, Stalin, Brezhnev, and Andropov did, or they are thrown out and end
up as pensioners in disgrace—the fate of Malenkov and Khrushchev. Since the
overthrow of Khrushchev and the deaths of Brezhnev and Andropov, however, the
Soviet leadership appears to have developed a relatively stable bargaining structure
and tacit norms for political interaction. Moreover, informal arrangements for the
transfer of power in the Soviet Union appear to have become institutionalized with the
important criteria of age, nationality, and work experience used in an identification of
potential successors.

In China, the general thrust of the recent reforms for both Party and state has
been toward the "institutionalization and legalization of socialist democracy."^^ Dur
ing the Twelfth CPC Congress held in September 1982, for example, the movement
toward greater separation of power was manifest in the attempt at functional separa
tion of Party and state and in the division of the Central Committee into three
concurrent organs: the Central Committee, the Commission for the Inspection of
Discipline, and the Central Advisory Committee.

The historical and socioeconomic forces that transformed the Soviet and

Chinese parties have been operating in North Korea at least to a degree. The changes
that are occurring within the DPRK appear to involve the rise of technocrats within the
Party and state structures and an increased demand for technological development and
industrialization. The rapid pace of industrializationhas been accompaniedby a sharp
increase in the number of those whom Professor Chong-Sik Lee has called "technical
intelligentsia." Indeed, the number of technical personnel in North Korea increased
from 497,000 in 1970 to 1 million in 1976. Also, KWP membership increased from
about 1,300,000 in 1963 to approximately 2 million in the late 1970s. A large
proportion of the new Party members are likely to be from the new crop of tech
nocrats.^^ Technocrats are indeed different from first-generation revolutionaries in
their outlook, concerns, and orientation to problems.

At the Third Session of the Seventh Supreme People's Assembly held in January
1984, the new prime minister, Kang Song-san, another economic manager, delivered a
speech in which he placed an unusual emphasis on the importance of economic
cooperation with foreign countries and expansion of foreign trade. A country such as

Lowell Dittmer, "The 12th Congress of the Communist Party of China," The China Quarterly, no. 93
(March 1983), p. 111.
Ibid., pp. 108-12.
Lee, "The Evolution of the Korean Worker's Party," p. 69
Naewoe Press, no. 372 (February 24, 1984).
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North Korea that seeks technological development and industrializationis compelled
to expand its economic interaction with the Western industrial world. As a socialist
country pursues industrialization, it is bound to adopt or adapt at least some of the
cultural, socioeconomic, and behavioral values of the nonsocialist industrialized
countries, as has been demonstrated in Poland, China, and even the Soviet Union.
Change will unquestionably occur in North Korea with or without Kim II Sung. The
question is to what extent, how, and when.

On the negativeside, the communistinstitutionalstructureis inflexible,with its
ability to adapt to an evolving society limited. As for North Korea, the role of Kim II
Sung's personality cult influencing communist institutions will continue to be both
intensive and extensive. There is no indication that Kim II Sung is threatened from
within the political system. The Party, the military, and the bureaucracyappear to be
completely subordinateto him andhis authorityat present. Also, the regimeappears to
be in nodanger withrespect to public attitudesconcerningits authorityand legitimacy.
Neither is there any evidence today to suggest that either the Party or the state is on the
verge of major structural changes; nor is there a significantevolution toward greater
openness in the society, a deemphasis of ideology, or reduced controls.

If there is to be meaningful change in North Korea, it will more likely come
through changes in leadership than through more complex institutional adjustments.
The passingof Kim II Sung will certainlyresult in politicalconfusion, whetherof the
post-Stalintype in the SovietUnion, the post-Maotype in China, or one of somequite
different character. Whoever succeeds Kim II Sung cannot fully inherit Kim's per
sonality cult, role, or level of control. Thus, communistpolitical institutions will be
forced to make someadjustmentsto theprogressof modernizationandthepost-Kim II
Sung political environment.
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2. Political Institutionalization in
Vietnam

Douglas Pike

This study examines the Vietnamese political culture of the 1980s, chiefly in terms of
major political institutions.^ It sets forth the essentials of the present-day political
process in Hanoi so as to permit an estimate of what lies ahead.^

Most material in this essay is drawn from the author's book-length manuscript on Vietnamese leader
ship, whichhas the workingtitle "OperationalCodeof the Vietnamese Politburo." Sourcesof informa
tion are: (1) studies done by the author in Vietnam in 1960-75, including interviews with North
Vietnamesecadres who were prisoners or had defected; (2) nonconununist Northernerswho had earlier
known and worked with Politburo figures, including the author's friend, the late Do Quang Giai, last
mayor of nonconununist Hanoi; (3) Party documents, chieflydirectives and other internal papers in the
Indochina Archive at the University of California at Berkeley.
Literature in the field is sparse to nonexistent. There are no full-length studies of the Vietnamesepolitical
processes or political institutions in Vietnam today of which I am aware. Workhas been done on the
Party as an institution: Robert Ibmer's VietnameseCommunism:Its Origins and Development and the
author's Historyof Vietnamese Communism. I am particularly indebtedto Truong Quang's "Political
Development in the Socialist Republic of Vietnam 1975-81," a monograph still in manuscript; it is the
best work yet on government and politics in Vietnam. Also useful are Vietnam Under Communism
1975-1982, by Nguyen Van Canh (Stanford, Calif.: Hoover Institution Press, 1983); La bureaucratic
au Vietnam, by Georges Boudarel et al. (Paris: L'Harmattan, 1983); and Vietnam:Nation in Revolution,
by William J. Duiker (Boulder, Colo.: WestviewPress, 1983). Other materials consulted were: David
Elliott, "North Vietnam Since Ho," Problems ofCommunism, August 1975; Stephen Young, "Vietnain
Marxism: Transition in Elite Ideology," Asian Survey, August 1979; Robert E Rogers, "Policy Dif
ferences Within the Hanoi Leadership," Studies in Comparative Communism, Spring/Summer 1976;
William Turley, "The DRV Since the Death of Ho Chi Minh: The Politics of a Revolution in Transition,"
unpublished paper dated April 1971;Thomas Thornton, *The Structure of Communist Politics," World
Politics, July 1972; see also the author's "Operational Code of the North Vietnamese Politburo," Asia
Quarterly (Brussels), no. 1,1971. For materials on this methodology, see Robert C. North, The Chinese
Communist Politburo and Its Operational Code: A Feasibility Study, a study for the Rand Corporation
(1967); Nathan Leites, Study of Bolshevism (Free Press, 1953), and The Operational Code of the
Politburo (McGraw-Hill, 1951); "The Operational Code," International Studies Quarterly, June 1969,
and "The Causal Nexus Between Operational Code Beliefs and Decision Making Behavior," paper at
ISA meeting, Washington, D.C., 1978, both by George Alexander; and O. Holeti, "The Operational
Code as an Approach to the Analysis of Belief Systems," final NSF Report Grant No. SOC 75-15-368,
(Durham, N.C.: Ehike University, 1977).
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The Vietnamese society in this century has been subjected to enormous stress,
much of it since the end of the Vietnam War, with the result that its political system has
undergone profound psychological change.Coping notonlywiththestressofdecades
of war but with enormous postwar trauma has steadily warped and altered Vietnam's
political institutions. The leaders of these institutions display classic symptoms of
neurosis: a paranoid world view, a low adaptability level, perfidy consistently per
ceived in the motives of others, merit found in the emotion of hate, a mystique of an
omnipotent, omniscient Party, and perpetuation of a cult-type leadership capableof
believingthe illogical, the irrational,even the absurd. Manyof thesesymptoms were
longobservable in theNorth.Withtheconquestof theSouthandthesubsequent effort
tojam togethertwovastlydifferentsociopolitical systems,northern paranoiahasbeen
converted into Vietnam-wide political schizophrenia. It is against this backgroundof
irrationality that we attempt to analyze Vietnam's political institutions.

New Bottle, Old Wine

All politicalactivityin Vietnam todayis conducted by fiataccording to Marxist
rules, but old influences and practices die hard, and in many ways the practice of
politics remainsdeceptively traditional. Formally, all political institutions are ortho
dox Marxist-Leninist, supported by the standard Marxist rationale. Political power
resides in, and flows from, three institutions: (1) the Party's leadership apparat,
namely, the Politburo/Secretariat/Central Committee; (2) the Party cadres/Party
members actingthroughmassorganizations as mechanisms ofcontrolandregulation;
and (3) thephilosophy of communism as the ideological basis to justifyandrational
ize the system. These institutions of power are similar to those found in ruling
communistparty systems elsewhere. There is the Party-state relationship, whichcan
be conceived as a pyramid within a pyramid: a thin, inner core pyramid(the Party)
running fromapex to base insidea broader-based pyramid (thestate). Thuspolitical
controlby the Partyis fromthe insideout. This is truewithrespectto stateorgans,the
armed forces, and the mass organizations which make up the Fatherland Front.

Political participation by rank-and-file Vietnamese is not viewedas a competi
tive function, as it is elsewhere. Rather, it is treated as an activity—rallies, self-
criticismsessions,"congresses"—to soakupthenormal political energies thatexistin
all people. This is not simply Partymanipulation; those involveddo have a genuine
sense of political participation to some degree. This, however, cannot be termed
politics in the orthodox sense of the science of power.

The Partyasserts, even vaunts, its right to monopolize politicalpowerusing the
standard Marxist argumentsof democraticcentralism, dictatorshipof the proletariat,
and the Party as vanguard of the vanguard. If Vietnamese communism differs
significantly—and the main yardstickhere is the USSR—it is in terms of orthodoxy.
Vietnamese Marxism is fundamentalist, close to the original Marxist-Leninist (and
Stalinist) model. No winds of liberalism blow here as they do from time to time
through Eastern Europe. True, the last few years have witnessed relaxation of dogma
as applied to the agricultural production and domestic trade sectors, but this, it is
officially asserted, is only a temporary expediency.
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The stamp of Marxism on Vietnam today is authentic, but that is not the full
political reality. Both the institutions and the doctrine imposed have real meaning, are
no mere facade—as may prove to be largely the case in Laos—but behind them is a
secondreality, or perhaps it would be more correct to say an additional dimension.
This dimension is a product of the past, the heritage of a peculiar set of political
influences stretching back a millennium: the politics of clandestinism.

Thepractice of clandestine politics is notmerely a penchant forcovert political
intrigue orthepresence ofsecret political societies, which existeverywhere. Rather, it
is a style of politics ingrained in the Vietnamese personality. In the past it was the
institution for dealing withthe foreign occupier, the Chinese for 900 years, thenthe
French. But its foundation is even more basic. It rests on the Vietnamese belief that
society consists of a multitude of threatening and contradictory social forces with
which only the enigmatic organization and secret "inness" can cope. It is a belief
shored upbyexperience. Political power inVietnam hasalways been something tobe
fought for, seized, and held exclusively. Nocourt/mandarinate everwillingly shared
it, nor has any ruling system since.

Under the French, who abolished participational politics except at the village
level, theartof clandestinism reached a levelunmatched anywhere. Vietnam became
a labyrinth of intrigue.

Withthe rise of the nationalist sentiment in Vietnam theredeveloped whatbest
canbecalled a codeofclandestinism inpolitics, a setofunwritten rules, imperatives,
and practices, that themselvesgraduallybecamea politicalinstitution. It flourished in
the sects,of which theCaoDaiandtheHoaHao,bothmodels of political clandestin
ism, were the best known. The Cao Dai was founded in 1919, ostensibly as a new
religious movement seeking to meldall theworld'smajorreligions, butnotuntil 1931,
French Surete records reveal, did the French become aware that it also was a
nationalist, anti-French organization. Tosomeone whohas notexperienced political
clandestinism, it may seem impossible that 10 percent of the people of a colonial
nation could belong to an anticolonial organization without the colonizers themselves
beingawareof it. Something of thesamerecordwasestablished by the HoaHaowith
the occupying Japanese who regarded it as pro-Japanese, an image maintained
throughout thewar; onlylaterwasit revealed thattheHoaHaoactually hadsupported
the Allies.

Clandestinism succeededchiefly becauseof compartmentalization of organiza
tion. The strategyis to divide the organizationinto twoparts, anovertelementthat the
world sees and is aware of, and a covert one known only to insiders. This is not a case
of erecting a cover or a facade, because the overt element is authentic.

Clandestine political leadership has its own value system, and its best leaders
possess their own special virtues. The proclaimed leader of a clandestineorganization
almost never holds real power in all spheres, althoughhe may be influentialin one of
the severalspheres in which the groupoperates. It is also possiblethat he is influential
in none of them. Often, if one is clever and penetrates this organization, one finds
behind the ostensible leader another figure who seems to be the true power holder.
Only later, one discovers, the second figure was in effect put there for the clever to
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discover and reveal to the world, and behind him is a third figure (or possibly a fourth
or fifth) who wields maximum power. It follows then that the ideal leader in the
Vietnamesepolitical arena is one who can best stage manage his organizationbefore
the public. He must be sly, paternalistic, skilled at intrigue, master of the deceptive
move, both dramatist and magician. He must also reciprocate loyalty, protect his
followers, and achieve whatever goal is sought: power, status, money. The model of
such a leader in Vietnam is the man whom the world calls Ho Chi Minh. He lived under

a half a dozen false aliases (some lightly chosen, for they are puns in Vietnamese or
Chinese); we still don't know where he was during most of the 1930s; he has half a
dozen officialHanoi biographies that differ in names, dates, basic facts. Ho would tell
one interviewer one fact, contradict himself with a second interviewer and, when
beardedby a third on the contradiction, wouldplead that you must allow an old man a
little mystery in his life. Ho was behaving exactly as a leader engaged in clandestine
politics must behave—by constantly throwing sand in the eyes of the world.

Rules of behavior also exist for the follower in a clandestine organization. He
must be in step with the movement, change whenit changes. He mustknowwhen to be
loyal and when the time for loyalty has passed. He never takes an irretrievable
position, never makes a final commitment. Certainly no one ever takes him for
granted. Proselytizing is common in this world, and no opprobrium is attached to
changing sides providing one observes a decent interval. Loyalty may be a virtue but
consistencyis not. No strong traitor stigma prevailsin Vietnam. Most Vietnamese of
middle age or older have been on all sides of all political issues.

The communists, who put clandestinism in politics to good use, now are faced
with the problem of eradicating it. Their new superstructureof political institutional-
ism is proclaimed the only political reality. But it is largely a case of old wine poured
into a new bottle. The result is a political paradox: the new system in Vietnam now
counts for everything, yet at the same time it counts for very little. Where is the
reality? This is the first and foremost problem plaguing the student of contemporary
Vietnamese politics.

In addition to clandestinism, other political heritages that shaped the conduct of
present-day Vietnamese politics should be noted. An important one is geographic
regionalism, the famed North-Center-South division of Vietnam, each region with its
own self-contained set of virtues, stereotypes, and prejudices. Another is lingering
traditionalism, the continued influence of village-oriented social and political rela
tions. A third, the influences of Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism and, to a lesser
extent, Christianity. Still another heritage is the subliminal need of Vietnamese
political organizations for an outside association, an umbilical cord to foreign suste
nance. Every Vietnamese political movement of the twentieth century, communist as
well as non-communist, has demonstrated this psychic need.

Bugs in Amber

In the entire history of the Vietnamese Communist Party's Politburo, the
supreme power-wielding political institution in Vietnam, only twenty-four persons
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have occupied Politburo seats, a minuscule total.^ Those few have not only held
Indochina's destiny in thrall, but have made decisionsaffecting the lives andfortunes
of half the world.

The present fifteen-man Politburo holds unchallenged and apparently unchal
lengeable authority because it sits at the pinnacle of the Party's powerhierarchy and
because of the personal influence exerted by individual members, particularly the
legendary "five ofthe inner circle.'"^ Hence much ofwhat isset down here isapplicable
only to the Politburo as it now is constituted and not to some future Politburo
comprisinganothermembershipwitha differentandprobablyless authoritativerole to
play.

In general terms, the men^ of the Politburo can be described as praetorian,
dogmatic, fanatically tenacious, possessed of a siiege mentality, and ossified. Their
recenthistory is oneof devolvement, froma masterful andeffective leadergroupinto
one totally unequal to the new demands placeduponit. Virtually every aspectof the
Vietnamese society—economic, social, military, diplomatic,agricultural,industrial,
educational, and psychological—is in worse conditiontoday than it was at the end of
the war in 1975. There are various reasons for this, but the central one is faulty
Politburo leadership.

Whenthe war ended, observers expected that the peacetime leadership would
pursuethreenational goals—internal andexternal security, rapid economic develop
ment, and purified ideology—and would do so in a rational manner. The Politburo
itself indicated this in its early postwar pronouncements. But soon good intentions
were thrown off course for reasons not entirely clear (discussed later). Worse,
challengesarose that were met with bungledresponses; problemswere not solvedbut
made worse. There were serious difficulties withChina, and Pol Pot wasproving a
troublesomeneighbor,but both could have been managedso as to avoid thehostileand
resource-draining impasse that resulted. It was considered necessary to "break the
machine" in the South, that is, restructure the sociopolitical system there, but this
couldhavebeenaccomplished to Hanoi'ssatisfaction moreeffectively andat lesscost
in human suffering if pursued by slower, gentler means.

The Politburo was created by the Third Party Congress (1960). Earlier, the Central Committee was so
small that a political bureau was considered unnecessary. The present fifteenmembers of the Politburo
are: GeneralLe Due Anh, Truong Chinh, VoChi Cong, PhamVan Dong,Le Duan, General Van Tien
Dung,PhamHung,ToHuu,VoVan Kiet,General ChuHuyMan,DoMuoi, General Dong SiNguyen,
Nguyen Due Tam, Nguyen Co Thach, and Le Due Tho. Two former members are deceased: Ho Chi
Minh(1969) andGeneral Nguyen ChiThanh (1967). Seven others haveleft, eitherretiring or having
been pushed out. They are (withyearsof service): Vo Nguyen Giap (1960-80), Nguyen Duy Trinh
(1960-82), Le ThanhNghi (1960-82), Tran Quoc Hoan (1960-82), Nguyen Van Linh (1976-82), Le
Van Luong (1976-82), and Hoang VanHoan (1960-76). These total twenty-four. In addition, for our
purposesof listingsupreme Party figures, we shouldadd the first two Partysecretaries-general of the
1930s,Tran Phu and Nguyen Van Cu; also, an important early figure, Le Hong Phong;all three are
deceased.

Thefive,withtheirbirthdates,areLeDuan(1908), PhamVan Dong(1906), Truong Chinh(1907), Pham
Hung (1913), and Le Due Tho (1910).
Thereareno womenin thePolitburo; for thatmatterno women in theHanoipolitical systemcanbesaid
to have major political power.
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Why did the system that performed so well under wartime conditions prove to be
so inadequate in the less demandingatmosphereof peace? Howcould the Partythrow
victory away so lightly? Why did common sense not prevail and the Politburo
determinedly turn to the task of accomplishing what Ho Chi Minh had promised
repeatedly through the long years of war: to make Vietnam ten thousand times more
beautiful?^

The answers to these questions are to be found in the mindset of the top
Vietnamese leaders, a mentality which caused them to make rationally oriented
policies and then undercut them by arational implementation. Looking back at the
careers of these men, one dominant motif appears throughout: force. Their lives
always have been bound up with the idea of force, used by them, used against them. It
dominates their thinking, fills their rhetoric, conditions their behavior. For a country at
war, much is to be said for such a mental outlook; it is, in fact, a necessity in winning
against a formidable foe. But peace changes leadership needs, and what once was a
virtue can become a vice. In postwar Vietnam, the Politburo continued to operate on a
wartime basis. Social change, in North and South Vietnam alike, was compelled
where it might have been induced. Social and economic institutions were smashed
whenthey mighthavebeen transformed. Politicalopponents, even the membersof the
mild "third force," were imprisoned in "reeducation" camps, exiled to the New
Economic Zones, or driven out as boat people, when they might have been converted
or at least co-opted. In dealing with intractable Chinese merchants in Cholon or
difficult Cambodian villagers at the border, only one approach was known: smash the
opposition, crush the resistance, applymaximumforceat all pointsat all times. When
this approach failed and problems worsened, the response was more of the same,
further applicationof greater force. This tactic compounded the error, and down the
spiral went. Perhaps it was unreasonableto expect these men to behave otherwise. A
lifetime of combat had conditioned them, and only one policy response was open:
vigorous, relentless, sustained application of force.^

The Politburo's collective belief in its own infallibility is perhaps the most
important characteristic to be noted here, since it represents the major impediment to
any significant improvement in Politburo performance. Sorting through the speeches
and other public pronouncements of these men over the years, one is struck by their
genius in avoiding personal responsibility. Always the blame lies elsewhere: the

^ Whereas the author'scentralexplanation for thisphenomenon is the leadership thoughtpattern,a more
nominal explanation has been suggested: commonly political systems work well in wartime challenge,
then suffer a postwar letdown when discipline ends and the latent negative influences in the society rise
to the surface, an example being Great Britain after World War II.

^ The background againstwhichthis leadership mindsetoperates shouldbe fully appreciated. Here is a
totally intrusive political system in which time, energy, and private thoughts are occupied by emulation
campaigns, agit-prop sessions, education (usually indoctrination), khiem thao (self-criticism) sessions,
denunciation meetings, cadres who forever harangue in emotionally charged language; all of this exists
for a single purpose: to inculcate militancy, destructiveness, aggression. The traffic in hate is enormous.
That this battle is not more successful is a tribute to the innate perversity and stubbomness of the
individual Vietnamese—bored by a lifetime assault on his mind and on truth—who skillfully has
learned methods to evade the Party's purposes.
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Americans, counterrevolutionaries in their midst, the French, tale-bearing refugees,
Chinese in Vietnam or Chinese in China, low-level Party cadres, the Japanese, or the
Cambodians. Vietnam's troubles are the result of war, its recent one with the Amer

icans or the one with the French. Or they are due to the depraved culture and other
contaminants inherited in the South, or to the world's general perfidy. Everyone,
everything is to blame, except themselves. The men of the Politburo are lavish in their
public criticism of the system, the Party, above all Party cadres, but always deniand
that they themselves be regarded as omnipotent.

A second significant characteristic of the Vietnamese ruling elite, also epito
mized by the Politburo, is durability—these men probably are the longest-lived group
of rulers in modem times. The small band forged into North Vietnam's ruling
institution in the cmcible years of the Viet Minh war are, save for the few claimed by
death, the same who mle all of Vietnam today. The power seizers of 1945 are the
power holders in 1984. No society in the modem world has been mled for so long by so
few.

Leadership is durable because it is stable, and it is stable chiefly because it
established early and maintained consistently the principle of collective decision
making. There has been no towering single power wielder, on the scale of Mao Zedong
or Kim II Sung. Ho Chi Minh never sought such a role, preferring to play the political
broker or Politburo referee. He manipulated bmtally, but always with deference to the
principle of collective mle. The tradition continues unbroken. Le Duan, the leading
figure in the Politburo today, is at best only primus inter pares.

Despite expectations by outsiders who look to the high mortality rate of
collective leadership schemes elsewhere, thesystem inVietnam hasproved viable.® It
does, however, have its drawbacks. One is the uncertainty syndrome, the often
delayed and frequently reversed policy decision. The subordination of ego that is
demanded leads to tension and generates a need for self-assertion that perpetually
threatens to confront the idea of consensus. The outlet for this is factionalism, the one
form of political competition permitted under the politics of collective mle. This is
divisive, but it has prevented worse developments, such as stmggles for power with
the outcome to be found in the Nhan Dan obituary colunm.

It is clear from their writings that for Politburo members, the duty of leadership
is not to meet the demands of society or even its needs, but to impose social goals and
induce public support through persuasion and coercion. There is no sense here of the
"public servant." Leadership in peacetime society is seen much as leadership on the
battlefield in war—the sustained application of force, using political power as an
abrasive to wear down the opposition.

Successful political leadership is seen as manipulation of society through
various motivational devices. Premier Pham VanDong is reportedly fond of quoting a
definition attributed to Stalin: political leadership is the ability to convince the masses

Some useful insights into collective leadership are found in A. Vodolazskiy, "High Principleof Party
Leadership: Collective Leadership in the CPSU," Kommunist(Moscow), Aug. 13, 1979;FBIS Daily
Report Soviet Union, Sept. 19, 1979.
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of the correctness of the Party line. This persuasion, the Politburo believes, is best
facilitated by creating a permanent atmosphere of crisis—labeled "national
salvation"—in which induced mass anxiety justifies the right of the Politburo few to
govern the subject many.

ThepresentPolitburo remainsunified andpolitically coherentbasically because
of the lengthof association of its members. Thesemen haveknownand worked with
each other for nearly forty years. Originallythey came out of similar molds, and for
decadestheyhavesharedthe samepolitical traumas, defeats,andvictories. Nowthey
are fusedby a common senseof historical destiny. Themenof thePolitburo, notedthe
last noncommunist mayorof Hanoi, are like a collection of Rembrandt portraits—all
different, yet all the same.^

Cynical Vietnamese emigres mayinsistthePolitburo isonlya continuation of a
millennium of orientaldespotism,but its members regardit as a governing institution
able to guide Vietnam betterthan anything previously known there. In speeches and
public pronouncements Politburo members express themselves in moralistic lan
guage. Their methods of political operation may be crude, vulgar, undifferentiated,
but theirrhetoric is devoted to righteousness. Onecansearchin vainfor indications of
self-doubt, of lack of faith; one hears no uncertain trumpets here. Because their
doctrine is rigid, theirpositions tendtobe immutable. Means maychange butendsare
neverquestioned. Theirwisdom and vision are regarded as exemplary, andtheycan
rationalize all shortcomings in rhetoric packed with expressions of grievance and
victimization. Whentheyact, it is toclaima legitimate right; when anenemy acts, it is
perfidy; even an ally's shortcomings can be betrayal. The menof the Politburo seem
haunted by theirheritage, unable to thinkbeyond the goal of self-preservation, even
when survival is no longerat question. They cannot transcend their past and so are
bugs in amber.

Bung-Di

Vietnamese politics suffers from a centuries-old endemic disease, the Sinic
malady of factionalism. It manifests itselfin the great game of bung-di or faction
bashing. Factionalism is a product of Vietnamese heritage, with roots as deep as
clandestinism in traditional politics, heavily influenced by Confucianism and Bud
dhism as well as by geographic regionalism and xenophobia.

A political faction in Vietnam is less than a political party but more than a
political clique. It is best thought ofasa political combination. Factions form around
individuals but traffic in issues, and thus are not simply entourages. They are enduring
butnotpermanent, canbreak upandreform to meet changing needs. Factions always

^ Do Quang Giai, former mayor of Hanoi, to the author.
Perhaps factionalism is not a precisely correct term as used here, if unscrupulousness is inferred;
however, it seems thebestwordavailable. Actually/acrio, theoriginal rootwordfovfaction inLatin,is
appropriate for describing Hanoi politics—it means a contractor for thechariot races in the Roman
circus.

The author has underway a research project to collect all public statements made by all Politburo
members since 1975 and analyze them in terms of factionalism and doctrinal issues.
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are contentious to some extent, but they often represent genuine attempts to do
something worthwhile. And, as with politics elsewhere, some factional in-fighting
goes on for the sheer exhilaration of it.

Officially, factionalism is proscribed in Vietnam, as is any any form of political
competition, hence there is no acknowledged mechanism for dealing with it. In
general, the system seeks to minimize its impact while ostensibly ignoring it. Great
premium is placed on surface harmony and symbolic acts that indicate absence of
political competition. Above all, leaders seek to prevent factionalism from developing
into a more virulent form of activity.

The arena for bung-di is the overorganized, densely complex matrix of Party-
state administrative institutions. It consists of vertical constituencies, based on mutual
interests, located in the Party and state organs. At the top these become factions. The
leadership seeks to check political in-fighting here by various motivational and
mobilizational mechanisms, chiefly communicational devices such as the emulation
movement and the self-criticism session, as well as by harnessing the force of group
dynamics within the organization itself. Persuasive efforts are backed by state in
struments of coercion and periodic Party weed-outs or semipurges. The intent is to
contain factionalism without allowing the effect ofcontainment to be divisive. In this,
and in all forms of punitive or disciplinary action in the upper levels of the Party, the
leadership displays a strong sense of obligation to the long-term faithful, a reluctance
to diminish their accomplishments and, in contrast to its behavior toward outsiders, a
gentleness in easing them out of authority. The message to underlings is clear:
faithfulness pays off.

In general, these techniques have proved effective over the years. With them the
leadership has wrought a totality of social control seldom equaled anywhere. This may
be comfortable for the Politburo, but it is detrimental to the society, because it
eliminates internal pressure and lessens demands on the leadership. The discontent
implicit in the presence of factionalism is skillfully absorbed, shunted off, or
dissipated—thus the system is denied the benefitof alternatives that is part of a healthy
political competition.^^

The rules of bung-di, as in the case of factional in-fighting in other socialist
countries, require that political competition be conducted in the name of doctrine,
usually applied to specific problems or issues. Marxists regard as unseemly any open
political struggle between individuals or groups of individuals; rather, it must be
conducted on a more lofty plain of substantive issue. It will be recalled that the
political destructionof NikitaKhrushchevwas the resultof a bitterpower struggle, but
his actual demise came in a Central Committee vote over his com production policy in
Siberia.

This is not to say that criticismis absentor prohibitedin Vietnam. The Partynewspapersare full pf it;
letters to the editor seem to be a major avocationfor the averagecitizen. KhiemThao (self-criticism)is a
flourishing institution. Criticism is not only tolerated, it is encouraged—providing it deals only with
means, not ends. Criticism of basic state or Party objectives or questioning the fundamental assumptions
on which the society is built are legally treated as crimes punishable by death.
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The stock-in-trade of Vietnamese political in-fighting, that is, the substantive
stuff of factionalism, need not overly concem us here, because our interest is in
institutions, not issues. Somenote, however, shouldbe takenof the majorissuesthat
have fueled the fires of factionalism over the years.

Thegreat doctrinal issue thatraged atthePolitburo level throughout theVietnam
war was how to achieve victory, defined as unification of Northand South Vietnam
under Hanoi's banner. This debate was technical, dealing with the proper application
of dau tranh(struggle) strategy and involving thebalance between useofarmed dau
tranh tactics and political dau tranh tactics. A long-running dispute that continues
today is the so-called quality of socialist life argument, namely, how best to solve
various social problems, such asyouthful alienation, and generally raise the quality of
life in Vietnam. Another concerns criteria for determining allocation of resources,
particularly manpower, within the society, chiefly forpurposes ofeconomic develop
ment and national defense.

Thegreatest and most enduring of doctrinal disputes is the"Redv. Expert" or
"Hong V. Chuyen" debate that sprawls across philosophy, technology, psychology,
andsociology. It began inthePeople's Army ofVietnam (PAVN)—asking which was
more important in warfare, man or weapons, whether in producing thefighting man
what counted most was ideological motivation or military technology—but has
largely been resolved there in favor of the latter, that is, the expert. The "Red v.
Expert" dispute has spilled over into civilian society into the factional struggle
between thePragmatists andtheIdeologues (orDogmatists, assome authors prefer to
call them) under the rubric of material versus "spiritual" incentives as motivational
forces within a society.

It seems certain that much of the future factional in-fighting in Vietnam will
revolve around this pivotal issue of ideology and pragmatism. It is central to all,
because it concerns the question of how far Marxism can be bentwithout breaking.
Andit touches on virtually all aspects andsectors of society, nottheleast of which is
the centrality of the Party, which means the careers of every Party cadre.

It probably is a safe conclusion that the "Red v. Expert" debate in the armed
forces has now been resolved in favor of the latter, although what officially exists is a
compromise arrangement. A residue remains, the thinking of the older political
generals pitted against thatof theyounger field-grade officer technocrats—what one
writer has termed the old guard infrastructure of ideological experience against the
younger infrastructure of expertise. Thepoint here is that within themilitary there
arenow twoideological constructs coexisting where there was only one. Itmay bethat
the ideologue versus pragmatist debate willeventually evolve intoa kind of bureau
cratic pluralism, then into socialist-style political competition among major Viet
namese institutions.

The "Redv. Expert" doctrinal struggle is discussed in detail in the author's forthcoming PAVN: The
People's Army of Vietnam.
Truong, "PoliticalDevelopment in the SocialistRepublic of Vietnam."
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Thecontention by some observers in the 1950s and 1960s that Hanoi politics
were dominated bythestmggle between pro-Beijing andpro-Moscow factions hasnot
stood well thetestof time. There may have been some validity to theideainterms of
positions by individual Politburo members on specific issues dividing theUSSR and
China(such aswhether tosigntheNuclearTest BanTreaty), butit isnowclearthatthe
behavior of individual Politburo members throughout the years has been neither
pro-Moscow norpro-Beijing butpro-Hanoi. Today's present intimacy with theUSSR
is regarded as a matter of necessity, not sentiment.

The two overriding policy issues facing the Politburo today—and they are
intricately linked—are the country's economic malaise and the military stalemate in
Kampuchea. The economic issue inturn istwo forms, the short-term problem ofhow
to endeconomic stagnation and get the engines of production going again, and the
long-term question ofthe what and how ofeconomic development ornation building.
The Kampuchea issue is how to extricate the Vietnamese armed forces from the
morass while leaving in place a Khmer political arrangement acceptable to Hanoi.
Both ofthese issues—the economy and Kampuchea—appear totranscend factional
ism, since they apparently are not regarded as having stemmed from ideological
cause. Rather, they are seen as problems, and the argument over how best to solve
them cuts across factional lines. There are ideological disputes alive inHanoi, butfor
the moment these are relatively minor or transitory.

Tracking the activities and measuring the fortunes ofthe contending camps of
factionalism in Vietnam consists indetermining Party and state policies on various
matters and then matching them with policy decisions. Doctrinal issues form one
dimension ofa faction. Personality, the politics ofentourage and protOge, is another.
Common experiences and familial ties are sometimes involved. Analysis based onthis
sort of extemal monitoring can easily devolve to the level of"reading the entrails."
Hanoi-watching is a favorite parlor game of emigre Vietnamese who treat Hanoi
politics as almost pure factionalism, usually interms ofclan relationships—political
analysis onlyslightly above thelevel of a gossip column. Towit: Le Duan forced the
promotion of his son Le Han to the rank of general over the objection of PAVN
professionals and thus has lost support among the military; Tmong Chinh has never
been able to overcome the stigma of being "pro-Chinese" because his name means
long march inVietnamese; Le Due Tho isdistrasted and losing influence because heis
too bourgeois" and is "pro-American"; General Giap was eased out to pasture

because he wamed against stalemate in the Kampuchean invasion and was proven
right; Pham Hung has been hurt politically becauseofthe widespread corruption by his
"southern Mafia" andsoon. None of thissortof information canbeverified, andeven
if it could, its utility is questionable.

Charting political in-fighting in Hanoi is never neat, and never concluded.
Factions once formed are usually durable, but they are not permanent. Within major
factions are what might be called subfactions. Temporary factional alliances are

As far as the author can determine, the great doctrinal bite noire ofthe USSR, "anti-Paityism," never
infected Vietnam; nor, except in an indirect manner, did the "capital roadism" of China.
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common, as arepseudofactions (two factions thatappear to bepolitical enemies but
arenot). It is a murky, shifting, intrigue-filled political world, with universal mistrust
and much dissembling, oftenfor its own sake. No outsider can hope to map sucha
labyrinth; hedoes best toconfine himself tothe study ofthe speeches and activities of
the important factions—primarily the"five of theinner circle"—ever attempting to
read between the lines. The positions taken by the factions on major issues can be
easily fixed—indeed, Politburo members explain themselves endlessly tothe largely
nonlistening world—but wecan only infer changes, if any, in the relative political
strength among the factions.

Caution then remains the watchword in charting the course of political in
fighting and decision making in Hanoi. In fact, wehave notyetreached the point at
which outsiders can do serious, meaningful political analysis. Our data base is still
inadequate; welack even thenecessary basic biographical information. Scholars, as
well as Vietnam's neighbors in the region, must first do a greatdeal of elementary
research before they canembark onwhat is needed: advanced, sophisticated political
analysis.

Once and Future Kings

Hanoi's political behavior has always been marked bycontinuity and steadfast
ness ofpurpose, more soperhaps than any other political system inmodem times. The
hallmark of itspolitical institutions has been their unchanging and unchanged nature.
Thisis a tribute tothepresent leaders, who, aslong asthey remain, canbecounted on
tobehave inways consistent with past behavior, toreact asthey have always reacted,
and to pursue a straight-line projection of past courses of action without radical
innovation or abrupt alteration ofpolicy. This continuity also extends to the existing
mechanism of collective decision making. An altered Politburo, however, wouldbe a
differentmatter. Shouldseveralof the fivekeymembers dieor become incapacitated,
new factors, a new dynamic, would enter.

The question isthen, what offuture leadership? And what istobethe manner of
political succession? This is a pressing matter because the average age of the
Politburo members is sixty-seven, the average age of the "circle of five" is seventy-
five, andthe estimated average ageof the Central Committee members is sixty-two.
As any insurance company's actuarial table indicates, soon there will beagenerational
transfer of power in Hanoi.

Whereas other Southeast Asian nations are beset by weak political insti
tutions—the heritage of personalized politics—^Vietnam, if anything, is overin-
stitutionalized. Orderly transfer of power, other things being equal, is a function of
consensus. Transfer of power in the rest of Southeast Asia tends to be capricious
because consensus is lacking. Vietnam's collective leadership, although given to
factional in-fighting, hasbeen marked bygreat consensus. And there is inplace a firm

I founduseful in writingthis sectionJohnH. Badgley's"PoliticalSuccessionas a Development Problem
in Southeast Asia," SEADAG Discussion Paper, Boston, March 1969.
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but untested transfer mechanism. Whether the existing consensus can be passed on to
the next generation of leaders, whether the transfer mechanism itself will actually
work, remain great unknowns. Hanoi watchers speculate extensively but it is just
that—speculation. We donotknow who these future rulers will be.We may know the
general political views of their generation, but not their assessment of the present
decision-making process northeir evaluation of the organization of the government
and Party.

Our best approach to this problem is to study the general characteristics,
attitudes, and mindsets of the age group that will eventually assume the leadership
role, andthentry to inferfromthiswhattypeof leaders theywill be. In thesummer of
1969, the author spent severalmonths interviewing NorthVietnamese defectors and
prisonersin their mid-thirtiesabouttheir politicalviews. It wasan effort to determine
the basicpoliticalvaluesof the nextgenerationof NorthVietnamese leaders.Basedon
this and other findings, some conclusions can besetdown, not about specific future
leaders but about the political values of their generation.

Thefirst andmost self-evident conclusion is thatthegreat social trauma of the
next generation ofVietnamese leaders, which will condition their thinking and policy
making, was the Vietnam War. Every generation everywhere has its own peculiar
social experience or trauma that shapes it politically: for Americans of the Lyndon
Johnson generation it was the Great Depression; of the John Kennedy generation.
WorldWarII; and of thisgeneration, the Americancultural revolutionof the 1960sthat
included theVietnam War. ForChina's mlers, itwas theLong March; fortheSoviets,
World War 11. For the future mlers ofVietnam, the great social trauma was achieving
unification oftheir country atenormous cost. That heritage, success through sacrifice,
will condition their thinking. In their case, the effect will be doubled, relatively
speaking, because the Vietnamese have a profound consciousness of the past and,
unlike the Americans, are hag-ridden by history.

A singular characteristic uncovered in thestudy, whose significance is stillhot
clear, was a naive idealism, an arrested political development. Virtually all those
interviewed expressed belief in utopianism, the perfectibility of society, the notion
that all social problems have solutions. Their attitude was particularly stark when set
alongside the attitudes of theircynical equivalents inSouthVietnam. TheNorthemers
were simply credulous. The reason is clear: their education in the North had been
carefullystmctured, sheltering them from dismptive ideas, even from mostMarxist
thought. They knew little of the world and had not been taught to examine ideas
critically. They had been told that itwas possible to build a problem-free society and
they believed it. Clearly they were unprepared to lead in this imperfect world.

More seriously, then and now, the potential leaders of Vietnam are part of a
system that precludes their development as future leaders, even if they are middle-
level cadres. The centralized governing arrangement does not permit the type of
experience in decision making at lowerlevelsbyyounger members thatcanhonethem
for major leadership posts.

Unfortunately the research materials ofthis unpublished study were destroyed ina lire inthe JUSPAO
office in Saigon in 1972.Only the author's notes exist.
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The question, then, iswhat kind of leader would aninexperienced idealist, one
with a convent mentality" make? What will be the result when, once in power, he is
battered by disillusionment? The Pol Pot social experiment in Kampuchea was an
ominous demonstration of one result. Possessed by an abstract dream of social
perfectibility, Pol Pot was prepared to eliminate all not deemed fit for Utopia.

Probably by the time the future leaders take over inHanoi they will have been
further educated by experience—the years since the war certainly have been in
structive for them. Even so, the lingering effects ofarrested political development will
mark to some degree the next generation of Vietnamese rulers.

The next generation ofleaders will be less cosmopolitan and less sophisticated
than the present Politburo. They will probably be less educated,and few will speak a
foreign language fluently. This will tend to make them less internationally minded,
more nationalistic, and even chauvinistic—attitudes reinforced by ingrained native
xenophobia. This also will mean even less commitment than inthe past tothe Marxist
notion ofworldwide proletarian solidarity. Foreign diplomats stationed inHanoi inthe
1980s report encountering frequent examples of such isolationism among youths.
They say theyoung tend to equate foreign presence—such as USSR technicians—
with intrusion into Vietnamese affairs and attempts todominate Vietnam, even when
there isno evidence that this isthe case. Commonly, young people express the need for
Vietnamese "independence" from outsiders, asserting that Vietnam should go italone
ineconomic development (which isnot the official policy), even if this means less is
accomplished or progress is slower. If this is true, the myth of proletarian
brotherhood—workers of the world uniting—will have little meaning for the next
generation ofleaders, and the present close relationship with the USSR may be even
less enduring than it now appears.

Vietnamese in their mid-thirties in 1969 demonstrated great loyalty to their
social system and faith in their leaders. Virtually without exception they embraced the
golden cause ofunification, differing only on whether the price to be paid for this was
limited or unlimited. That cause having been achieved, it would be assumed, rein
forced loyalty and faith.

The study's conclusion in 1969 was that significant change in Party/state
organizational structure, inHanoi's decision-making "operational code," oreven basic
policy change was not likely after a full-scale generational transfer ofpower. That
conclusion today ishighly doubtful. The Party's system performed well during the war
years and soearned full support. Since thewarit has not performed well atall—and
therehasbeena consequent erosion of confidence and trust. Loss of the sense of the
Party's omnipotence among basic level Party cadres is aparticularly serious problem.

The system is beginning to change. It is notbilled as such,butis described asa
"new stage ofthe revolution." It is change agreed to grudgingly, also change that is
inadvertent. Much of it revolves around the economic sector, the institutional ex-

Those interviewed in the study were typical oftheir generation in North Vietnam atthe time; few had
gone beyond the seventh grade and some were illiterate. Virtually none had any technical knowledge,
that is, mathematics above arithmetic, orhad studied physics orchemistry. In the past decade Hanoi has
launched ambitious science and technology adult education and "retraining" courses for cadres and other
personnel. Undoubtedly the educational level today is several grades higher than in 1969.
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perimentation ordered by Resolution Six,'̂ designed to increase rice production and
facilitate domestic trade. Resolution Six has significantlyhelped to "solve the grain
problem," which may or may notbea permanent change depending onwhether the
new mechanisms are retained, a sensitive ideological matter. This success has also
apparently influenced the thinking of lower-level cadres, especially cadres in the
economic arena, although our knowledge of cadre views is limited. The semiperma
nent Party purge, weeding outinadequate cadres and recruiting new ones chosen more
for their technical competence than for their ideological purity, represents another
induced change with profound long-range meaning.

Other changes are unintentional, such as theubiquitous and pervasive "yellow
wind" influence, namely, the seduction of the Spartan North by softer Southern
values. No longer is theNorth a convent society. Some change is inadvertent, such as
the"creeping" Soviet influence inwhich Soviet advisors extract social change asthe
price for economic assistance.

The views of the fifteen men of the Politburo toward these changes, while not
identical—certainly there is a difference of opinion on the matter of economic
incentive—are generally in close agreement. They seem to treat the innovations as
technical rather thanideological—a tinkering with theeconomic machinery tomake it
runbetter—and temporary. And they regard thechanges as largely superficial "quick
fixes" rather than fundamental alterations of the basic system—to be tolerated (es
pecially those demanded bySoviet advisors) but not necessarily endorsed. Atthe most
they would acknowledge them as necessary Marxist experimentalism, akin to the
"market socialism" innovations in Eastern Europe and now China.

Within these changes aretwopatterns or trends, both of them still incipient but
alsoboth latently powerful enough to alter Vietnam's future. The first of these is an
amorphous restiveness on the part of young cadres, coupled with a disillusionment
with theParty as problem-solving and managerial institution and with older upper-
level Party officials, who are seen putting their own interests and careers ahead of
Party and country. The 1969 study did not seem tofind any identifiable generational
conflict. It appears to have begun to develop after the war. Diplomats in Hanoi in
recent years tell of a growing gulf between younger and older Party cadres, often
described asa demand byyoung cadres to liberate theParty from "old guardism." The
youth versus age issue will probably loom larger inthe future inHanoi than ithas inthe
past, but there is no evidence of mass alienation among youth in Vietnam. The
motivational system remains toostrong. Thisattitude toward predecessors, however,
couldportend the eventual emergence of a revisionist generation.

A secondtrend is the rise of what mightbecalledpraetorianism in Vietnam. It is
marked by the permeation of the society with martial qualities, characteristics, and
ways ofdoing things. This isnot militarism inthe usual sense of the word; perhaps a
better term would be the veteranization of Vietnam. It is a function of simple

" Resolution Six is analyzed in the author's unpublished "Retreat in Vietnam: TheCommunist Party's
Sixth Plenum Resolution on Economy," Sept. 1980.
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demographics. The society is steadily being populated with former servicemen as
PAVN itself continues to grow. It is a safe estimate that one out of everytwo males
encountered in Hanoi today is a veteran. A society composedchieflyof individuals
with longmilitary experience cannothelpbut assume martial characteristics, though
not necessarilybellicoseor militaristicones. The fact of this phenomenonis clear; its
import is not.^^

Relatedto this phenomenon is the morevisiblerole beingplayedby PAVN and
its estimated 450 generals in post-Vietnam War affairs. Many senior military figures
havedemonstrated agrowing frustration andanoutspoken impatience withtheParty's
inability tomanage thesociety. Thisdoesnotappear tobeachallenge, evenareluctant
challenge, by the niilitary, but it could become one.

The future of the Vietnamesepolitical system, as systemselsewhere, willreflect
a mixof problems andopportunities. Asmadeapparent throughout thisessay, a chief
problem will be that of leadership. Vietnam simply must elevate a group of rulers
whose values andadministrative capacities speak to its needs. It mustbe a group able
to dealwithexisting economic discontinuities—a weakinfrastructure, technological
incompetence, war damage, population shifts, two economic systems jammed im
perfectly together—as wellas thelessintractable butstillknotty problem ofeconomic
stagnation. Then it must go on to address the truly enormous challenge of national
economic development.

The South represents a present and future problem.The continuing social
pathology theremustsooner or laterbe rectified. Hanoi faces the deepchallenge of
establishing its legitimacy in the South—a complex problem compounded by the
Confucian tradition, which demands that rulers be legitimate and follow correct
policies and procedures; northern cadres arestill notregarded as legitimate authority
in the South.

Finally there is thewhole range of external problems. This includes defining a
relationship with therestofIndochina (that is, Laos andKampuchea) acceptable toall,
in andoutof Indochina, which turns on a settlement of theKampuchean war. It also
requires accommodation with China so that at least tolerable relations are reestab
lished. It means a less intimate relationship with the USSR. And it requires a
long-range modus vivendi with its Southeast Asian neighbors.

In tackling theseproblems future leaders willbe constrained by conditions and
forces they inherit, but they will also have options, and what might be called a
philosophical choice. They can call on tradition—the spirit that won the war—
approaching the future, or they can diverge from tradition, turn outward and break

The"veteranization" of Vietnam is described in theauthor's forthcoming PAVN: The People's Army of
Vietnam.

This North-South struggle is notasone-sided as it might appear because the South has psychological
resources working in its favor. The North is finding that there can be debilitation in absorption.
Assimilation of the South ironically could prove to be the self-inflicted act which destroys the
Vietnamese Communist Party's greatest strength, itsmonolithism. Certainly therearedivisive forces at
work within the system to an extent never experienced previously.
Truong, "Political Development in the Socialist Republic of Vietnam," hasan excellent section on the
subject of legitimacy in the South in terms of traditional ethical value systems.
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new ground. The first would be the advice of the present Politburo, the second the
choice of at least some of the young. The choice is for or against the status quo.
Generally, Party cadres, even the young, will tend to oppose divergence from tra
dition.

In a sense the choice is between the older smaller world and a more dimensional

world created by technology, in which a minority, chiefly in the military, facing new
challengesthat can be met only by technological means, wouldfavor turningoutward
in search of new answers.

Ironically, Hanoi is hamperedby the fact that it won the war. Societiessuffering
devastating defeat—^Japan and Nazi Germany being recent examples—have less
trouble breaking away from the centripetal force of tradition. This will be more
difficult for Hanoi. Still, it has been done by others, by China since the passing of
Mao, and, still experimentally, in Poland.

How far Vietnam's future leaders are willing to diverge from past policy will
largely determine their approach to economicdevelopment. Many models are avail
able and will not simply be a choice for or against a capitalist market economy. Nor
will it come down to Soviet, Chinese, or Eastern European models. Already Vietnam
has learned that no social and economic model works well for it; when it tried to
combine some of each, the result was "developmental anarchy." The search continues.
Undoubtedly the final mix will most resemble the Soviet model but still diverge in
important ways. It will also be conditioned by the economic relationship Vietnam
eventually establishes with the nonsocialist world.

One may hope that the future leadership will abandon or at least modify the
current Politburo's assumption that spirit is what really counts and give material needs
the attention they deserve, will address economic problems in a more pragmatic or
technical manner rather than as moral issues and exercises in patriotism. Future
leaders must also abandon the monopolization of decision making at the center now in
effect, extreme even for a socialist society, and allocate authority to the regional and
provincial levels where latitudecan be provided for local situations and a premium
placed on initiative rather than blind obedience. Finally, they must eliminate the
Politburo's protracted conflict mentality that once served so well but is now bringing
disaster.

Wecan probablyexpect that the new leadership—oncefully installedand done
with its initial shakedown (and given continued absence of challenge)—will be less
rigid in viewpoint, less isolated from the general population, and somewhat more
flexible in fixing policies. We can also expect several years of continuing competi
tion between the ideologues and the pragmatists that eventually will evolve into a
workablecompromisethat breaks the near monopolyof ideology. Such a compromise
will lead to a systemthat, while still deficient, will better meet societalneeds than the
present one.
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3. Legitimacy and Institutionalization in
Asian Socialist Societies

Robert A. Scalapino

This essay deals primarily with three Asian states that have adopted a system of state
socialism, with the political elite proclaiming their ultimate goal that of communism:
the People's Republic of China, the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, and the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam.

At the outset, it is necessary to set forth a succinct definition of political
institutionalization that can serve as a reference for the subsequent analysis. Political
institutionalization is the process whereby a political structure is made operational in
accordance with stipulated rules and procedures, enabling more regularized, hence
predictable, patterns of political behavior, minimal trauma in power transfer, and a
foundation for the effective development of policies as well as the application of
justice. Ideally, political institutionalization enables a movement away from the
erratic practices and arbitrary decisions stemming from a high dependence upon
personalized rule. In its success, it also reduces the likelihood of abrupt, drastic
change in basic structure, including revolution, since change is made possible in a
legal, evolutionary manner by established procedures.

In the immediate aftermath of a major political upheaval such as revolution,
when bitterness and deep cleavages still abound, the new rulers are apt to rely heavily
upon coercion to maintain and extend their authority. Yet in the longer run, primary
reliance upon coercion is rarely feasible, especially if the goals are those of rapid
economic development and maximum political mobilization. Over time, coercion—
while useful in establishing the perimeters of permissible behavior for the subjects—is
an inefficient and costly method of governance, especially in an era when homage is
universally paid to "democracy." Stable political institutions are required, but if such
institutions are to be effective, they must rest upon a foundation ofcitizen acceptance.
In sum, legitimacy must accompany or follow institutionalization, granted a close
interrelation between the two. Only under such conditions will the governors have the
moral authority (and political capacity) to create a durable body of law and procedure.
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To what extent have the Chinese, North Korean, and Vietnamese governments
established legitimacy with their own peoples, and what past and current methods
have been employed in this quest? In each of these cases legitimacy is first an issue of
party—more precisely, of the right of a single party to exercise dictatorial power, since
in these societies the state is subordinate to the communist party in theory and
generally in practice.

The effort to achieve and maintain legitimacy in these societies has taken two
forms. On the one hand, a high premium has been placed upon Marxist-Leninist
ideology, an ideology that has encompassed in its unique way the principal code words
of twentieth-century politics ("the people," democracy, intemationalism) as well as
their opposites: class enemies, dictatorship, nationalism. From ideology emanates
such moral authority as accrues to party and state. At the same time, a parallel effort
has been made to involve the citizen in public politics in some specific ways:
mobilizaton for various campaigns, membership in mass organizations, participation
in political study sessions, and voting in elections. The aim is to cause the citizen to
perceive that he is a part of the political process.

In advancing their ideological appeal, the Asian Marxist-Leninist states have
faced several dilemmas. One paradox has related to the issue of class struggle versus
united front. Who are "people," and who are "enemies"? How far can a "proletarian
dictatorship" go in encompassing the citizenry at large, and how should those be
treated who do not belong to the newly privileged categories? If the postrevolutionary
appeal is cast in orthodox Marxist terms, the "proletariat" must be pitted against the
"bourgeoisie," and a sizable portion of the populace defined either as "enemies" or
"outsiders." In varying degree, such elements become the objects of coercion, hence
stand apart from any institutionalization process. But if issues of class are sublimated,
a broader base of support may be possible, with legitimacy correspondingly accepted
on a more extended front. And by this route, the education and skills of old elites can
be used. Such an opportunity is especially important in societies where the peasantry
constitute the vast majority of the population, with the urban industrial classes still
small and weak, and the tiny but prestigious intellectual community by tradition
available for state use.

A second complex problem has been the competitive claims of nationalism and
intemationalism for priority. Asian communist movements came to power in the
context of wars against extemal forces and were therefore connected with the struggle
for national independence. The nationalist quotient in the communist appeal was thus
extensive from the outset. At the same time, the new political elite long considered
themselves to be loyal members of an intemational movement, bound by its principles
and leadership. Indeed, the moral appeal of communism rested ultimately upon its
conunitment to the brotherhood of man, with a world classless and unified, possessing
a single set of political values and institutions. The process of reconciling these two
emotional-political forces has constituted a formidable challenge, affecting both the
image of communism and the policies initiated under it.

Meanwhile, a second effort continued, that of committing the citizen to public
politics while reducing to a minimum his participation in private politics, namely.
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organizational activities outside the official boundaries set up by the communist party
and state. On this front also, complexities were encountered. The politics of exhorta
tion is normally short lived. Campaigns, study sessions, and similar activities become
ritualistic in time, lending themselves to indifference, boredom, and cynicism. Man
may be a social animal, but he is a political animal in the activist sense only when
motivation is intense, and even then for relatively short periods of time. To seek to
change human nature in this respect has never succeeded. Moreover, despite the
collectivist traditions of the Sinic societies ofEast Asia, the role of private government
by the family, clan, and village has a lengthy history, not easily undermined. Only in
North Korea is there evidence that tradition in these respects has been breached, and
even here, the degree and nature of the change remain matters for further research.

THE SOVIET MODEL

To analyze the initial positions and subsequent evolution of Chinese, Korean,
and Vietnamese communism with respect to their quest for an ever more inclusive
acceptance, it is essential to look first at the development of Soviet doctrine and
practice. Not only was the Soviet model the primary source of inspiration for Asian
communism; in its stage of development and immediate problems, Bolshevik Russia
bore a certain, if only partial, resemblance to the post-1945 Asian socialist societies.

Two documents, dated July 1918and March 1919, set forth the initial Bolshevik
position on fundamental issues, accompanied by a rationale explaining why support
for the new order should be given.^

The class basis of the new Soviet state was made explicit: government was to be
"a dictatorship of the urban and rural workers combined with the poorer peasantry,"
with the objective that of"complete suppression of the bourgeoisie, the abolition of the
exploitation of man by man, and the establishment of socialism, under which neither
class divisions nor state coercion aiising therefrom will any longerexist."^ In these
few passages, both a definition and a defense of the new dictatorship were set forth.

The 1919party program was also unequivocal: "In contrast to bourgeois democ
racy, which conceals the class character of the state, the Soviet authority openly
acknowledges that every state must inevitably bear a class character until the division
of society intoclasses hasbeenabolished andallgovernment authority disappears."^

In this period, the classical Marxist concepts of the state as an instrument of
coercion and the declining need for the state as a classless, socialist society emerged,
were much in evidence. Dictatorship was to be temporary. But under dictatorship, the
rights of "the working masses" were to be without limit, whereas all forms of

^ The Constitution of the Russian SocialistFederal Soviet Republic, decreed by the Fifth All-Russian
Congress of Soviets, July 10, 1918, and The Program of the All-Russian Communist Party, adopted at
the Eighth Congress, March 18-23,1919. These documents can be found in English translation in James
H. Meisel and Edward S. Kozera, Materials for the Study of the Soviet System (Ann Arbor: George
Wahr, 1950), pp. 79-92 and 100-121.

^ 1918Constitution, Part II, Article 9.
^ 1919 Program, Sectionon General Politics, Article 2.
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suppression of the "bourgeoisie" were justified to defeat any attempt on its part to
engage inacounterrevolution. Thequest forlegitimacy only extended tothe enlarged
proletariat as defined by the new elite, not to society as a whole.

Yeteven in 1919 the Bolshevikshad to acknowledge the need for both military
and civil specialists trained under the old regime. The use of such individuals in the
military was approved providing political guidance and full control over them was
concentrated in the hands of the workingclass (thepoliticalcommissarsystem). With
regard to the "specialistsin scienceand technologyleft to us by capitalism,"the Party
proclaimed that although a majority were imbued with bourgeois ideas and habits, the
period of sharp struggle due to organized sabotage on their part was over. No
concessions should be made to this group of a political nature, but the Party should
alsoopposethe"pseudo-radical, ignorant andconceited opinion thattheworking class
could overcome capitalism without the aid of bourgeois specialists," and higher
remuneration should be provided them to insure their maximum performance."^ In
essence, while reserving privileged political status to those defined as "proletariat,"
and confining the role of the old bourgeoisie to nonpolitical functions, their utilization
in the economicand technicalrealms wasjustifiedas a necessaryact if socialismwere
to be defended and advanced.

The so-called Stalin Constitution of 1936 continued to define the state as one

resultingfromtheoverthrow of "landlordsandcapitalists" by a victorious proletarian-
led revolution, hencea stateof workers andpeasants. It omitted, however, anyattack
uponthe "bourgeoisie" and indicated that undersocialism, theexploitation of manby
man had beeneliminated, suggesting that class distinctions wereno longermeaning
ful. At the sametime, therewas no suggestion that the statewas withering away, or
that the need for a "dictatorship of the proletariat" had passed. The notion of the state
and its coercive power being temporary, set forth explicitly in 1918-1919, now went
unmentioned.

Sovietparticipation in World WarII heightened thepremium uponcuttingacross
class (and ethnic) lines in an appeal to the entire citizenry to defend the motherland.
There waseven a restorationof tsaristmilitaryheroes, andeverywhere the symbolsof
nationalismwere in evidence. Thus, the transformations occurringin the Khrushchev
era were natural, culminating in the current USSR Constitution and CPSU rules, both
adopted in 1977. It is now proclaimed that the Soviet government, by carrying out
far-reachingsocial andeconomicchanges, has permanently endedexploitation,class
antagonisms, and strife between nationalities. An alliance of the working class,
collective-farm peasantry, andpeople's intelligentsia hasbeenconsummated, together
with the friendship of the nations and nationalities comprising the USSR. Thus, the
sociopoliticaland ideologicalunityof Soviet society"in whichthe workingclass is the
leading force" has been achieved. "The aims of the dictatorship of the proletariat
having been fulfilled, the Soviet state has become a state of the whole people."^^

Ibid., Section on Economics, Article 8.
^ Constitution (Fundamental Law) ofthe Union ofSoviet Socialist Republics, adopted at the Seventh
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The basic evolution of doctrine and practice in the course of the maturation of
the Soviet system is clear. Relyingupon the mythof classlessness, the political elite
has sought progessively to incorporate all citizens into the socialist order. Class
conflicthas beendeclared endedand, by implication, the needfor the dictatorship of
the proletariatover the bourgeoisie concluded. The new premium is upon the max
imum unity of all Soviet citizens. Yetthere is no suggestionthat the need for the state
has lessened, or that state authority is scheduled for disappearance, despite the
achievement ofaclassless society.^ The only diminution ofthe state inpractical terms
resultsfromtheprimacyof partyoverstate, butgiventhedualfunctions of thetopmost
political elite, that has limited meaning. Soviet ideology, as apart from traditional
Marxism, now seeks legitimacy for both Party and state, and by incorporating
virtually all socioeconomic classes into the "working class," has cast its appeals for
acceptance to the entire society.

Connected with the abandonment of class as a central political instrument has
been steadily increased reliance upon nationalismas a central element in the political
appeal. In retrospect, internationalism was at its zenith in the opening stages of the
new Bolshevik experiment, although even in that era the nationalist appeal to resist
foreign invaders in Siberia was a potent Red instrument. In idealistic phrases, the
Soviet revolution was proclaimed a part of a global proletarian communist revolution
alreadyunderway, and the newSovietstatewasto serveas a beaconfor theoppressed
of every land. Indeed, "recognizing the solidarity of the workers of all nations," the
state extended the full political rights enjoyed by Russian citizens to foreigners
working in Russia, providing they belonged to the working class or peasantry, and
authorized localSoviets to grantthemRussian citizenship.^ Suchactions reflected the
attitudes of the expatriate Russian intellectuals who played a major role in the initial
stages of the revolution, individuals cosmopolitan in experience and outlook.

Implicit also in the initial documents were the activist international policies
subsequentlyconducted by both the Party and the state. All future wars, proclaimed
the Party in 1919, would partake of civil as well as international conflict, with the
proletariat pitted against the bourgeoisie. New forms of "international capitalist
solidarity" such as the League of Nations were dedicated to the suppression of the
proletarian revolution, it was alleged, and must be opposed. Hence the fullest
solidarity of the global working class was essential, not merely to fight the
bourgeoisie, but also to combat false socialists such as the social democrats. The
newly established Comintern was dedicated to this purpose.

Session of theSupreme Soviet of theUSSR, October 7, 1977 (Moscow: Novasti Press Agency, 1977);
andRules of the Communist PartyoftheSoviet Union, endorsed bythe22nd CPSU Party congresses
(Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1977). For the quotation citedhere, see the 1977 Constitution, Pream
ble, pp. 12-13.

^ The Constitution does state: "The supreme goal of the Soviet state is the building ofa classless
communist society inwhich there will bepublic, communist self-government" (p. 14), butthis ispale in
comparison with the pledge set forth in 1918 promising an end to "state coercion."

^ See the 1918 Constitution, Part II, Article 20.
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Progressively, however, internationalist themes in basic Soviet documents be
came more muted without wholly disappearing. The trend began when it came to be
realized that socialism would have to be built in a single state, thus making the defense
of that state coterminous with the defense of socialism. Soon, moreover, the
cosmopolitan intellectual revolutionaries, decimated by Stalin's purges in the 1930s,
were succeeded by nativist, xenophobic leaders in whom the deepest instincts of the
Russian masses were more accurately reflected.® In addition, thewartime experience
beginning in 1941 taught all Russian leaders that only patriotism could sustain
unbearable sacrifice, and strong nationalist commitments were also required to reknit
a badly damaged society in the postwar era. The gradual but sustained building of the
Soviet Union into a global power, roughly equivalent in military strength to the United
States, reinforced the nationalist tide, causing Russian leaders to elevate "national
interest" still further. According to this thinking, only the weak and the noninvolved
can afford to be idealistic in practice. The old theme of being encircled by capitalism,
and particularly by U.S. global strategic power, was reiterated before the Soviet
people to induce acceptance of the new sacrifices demanded, with the emphasis once
more on protection of the motherland.

The triumph of nationalism is revealed at least indirectly in current Party and
state documents. In the Party rules of 1977,for example, references to the CPSU as "an
integral part of the international communist and working-class movement" come at the
end of the preamble and appear little more than ritualistic homage to a required but
outmoded principle.^ The Constitution's reference to theUSSR as "partof the world
system of socialism, and conscious of its intemationalist responsibility" is equally
cautious and perfunctory. It is ironical that as the military power of the USSR has
increased, enabling it to influence—and in some instances, dominate—international
events, the appeals to the Soviet people have been cast ever more strongly in domestic
and nationalist terms.

As key features of Soviet ideology were evolving in accordance with the dictates
of regime survival, then stability, a parallel effort to enlist citizen participation in the
Soviet political process, gradually unfolded. The primary rules were established by
the Center. Lenin led Party and state to declare war on "oppositionists" both outside the
Party (the Mensheviks and other non-Bolshevik elements disappeared) and within the
Party (the Democratic Centralist Opposition and Workers' Opposition were soon
frozen out). By the time of Lenin's death, the CPSU had a complete monopoly of
power, with no other party permitted legal expression. Moreover, Lenin's Party
opponents had been silenced and, in most cases, cast outside any legal political
process. A similar development had occurred within all mass organizations. A
centralized, "nonfactional" dictatorship of the conmiunist party, headed by a single
leader, had become the institutional norm.

® For three works that deal in different ways with the transition from Lenin to Stalin, see George F.
Kennan, Russia and the West Under Lenin and Stalin (Boston: Little, Brown, 1960); Merle Fainsod,
How Russia is Ruled, rev. ed. (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1963);Stephen F. Cohen,
Bukharin and the Bolshevik Revolution (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1971).

^ 1977 Amended Rules, Preamble, p. 7.
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At the same time, every effort was made to raise the political consciousness of
each Soviet citizen and to engage that citizen in the authorized political process as
intensively as possible. Socialist education began in the nursery school and was
continued throughout the educational experience. When formal education had been
completed, the individual attended meetings centering upon his workshop, collective
farm, or office, and participated in those grassroots elections that furnished the base of
the political pyramid.

Between the "new Soviet man" and his supreme leadership lay the all-important
intermediate political elite, the Party members. Beginning as a tiny segment, the
CPSU grew rapidly in its first fifteen years of power. By 1926, Party membership had
passed 1 million, and by 1933 exceeded 3.5 million. The purge era saw a sharp
reduction, but during the war Party membershipagainexpandedas the leadershipused
every means at their command to induce loyalty. At the time of Stalin's death, there
weremorethan6 millionPartymembers and thatfigure reached 16millionin 1976. ^̂
Althoughstill only 9 percentof theadultpopulationand weightedheavilyagainstsuch
groups as the farmers, the Party now encompasses the great majority of those who
might be expected to be politically articulate: the more highly educated, the pro
fessional military, the managerialand bureaucratic, and the skilled labor categories.
By making certain that such classes are afforded greater economic and political
privileges, the system acquires support from all custodians or gatekeepers of the
Soviet common man.

Through a process of trial and error, and a series of upheavals that exacted a
heavyprice, theSovietsystemhascometo be accepted by theoverwhelming majority
of the citizenry. Legitimacy is not presently an issue; in strictly political terms,
antiregime behavior is minimal.Yet the forces that underwrite Party and state
legitimacy, having changed, may become more fragile. Ideology in the form of
Marxism-Leninism"adaptedto the nature of Soviet society" remains the formalbasis
for the moral authority of the Party and state, but, as we have noted, the content of the
specificpolitical appealshas been significantlyaltered. Increasingly, moreover, ideol
ogy has become dogma, used only in ceremonial fashion.

The primary enemies of the system today are not subversives and rebels, but a
widespread cynicism and boredom with politics. The nexus of the sociopolitical
system has increasingly rested on traditional patron-client relations, with class as well
as ethnic categories of primary importance.

Regime acceptance is now more dependent on the individual's sense of material
improvements, hence the social services and economic policies of government. In
broaderterms, the modemSovietcitizen is concemed with issuesof peaceand war,
and other matters that pertain to his senseof securityand nationalpride. In these, as in
other respects, the USSR today combines the attributes of the classic nation-state with
some of the special characteristics of the late-developing society.

10 Constitution, Preamble, p. 15.
See Stanley Rothman and George W. Breslauer, Soviet Politics and Society (St. Paul: West, 1978),
pp.161-168.
For an account of terrorism in the USSR, see Alexander Dallin and George Breslauer,Political Terror in
Communist Systems (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1970).
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THE CHINESE EXPERIENCE

Against this background, the evolution of the Asian socialist states in their quest
for legitimacy can be explored, commencing with China. The communist phase of the
Chinese revolution cannot be separated from the politics of the pre-1949 era. Chinese
communist leaders found it essential from the outset to continue the appeals for
national unity that had characterized their quest for support during the struggle against
Japan. The united front, epitomized by such institutions as the earlier local people's
congresses and the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC)
remained at the forefront of party strategy. Indeed, various noncommunist political
parties that could be coopted were commanded to stay in existence so that nonproletar-
ian classes could have representation.

Thus an effort was made initially to confine the class struggle essentially to two
groups: the rural gentrywhomthe Chinesecommunist movement had long targeted,
and those denominated "bureaucratic capitalists," namely, individuals closely con
nected with the Guomindang. The elimination of "landlords" was ruthless, with
hundreds of thousands (according to some accounts, millions) slain, and most others
uprooted. The destruction of the landlord-gentry class together with the successive
stages of land reformunquestionably constitute the most profound changes madeby
the new governmentin China's socioeconomic structure.Sincethe Guomindang elite
for the most part had fled China by 1950, the purge of Guomindang remnants,
includingthosefromthecommercial-business community, wasrelativelyeasy. Yetthe
very presence of the Nationalists on Taiwan made it desirable for the People's
Republicof Chinato seeksupportfroma coalitionof diverseclasses.Andthiswasthe
more necessary because the peasant-soldiers, who with a handful of intellectuals
dominated the new leadership, were ill-equipped by training or experience to manage
an urban economy.

Thus, in the Common Program of 1949 and the Constitution of 1954, the
emphasis was upon Mao's "New Democracy." While the People's Republic was
proclaimed to be a dictatorship led by the working class, the central appeal was to
build a broad "people's democraticunited front, composedof all democratic classes,
democratic parties and groups, and popular organizations, led by the Communist
Partyof China."By thisunitedfront, "the whole people" were to be mobilized in the
commonstruggleto fulfill the fundamental tasks requiredby the transition to social
ism. The right of capitalists to own meansof production and othercapital"according
to law" wasproclaimed, withthe assertion that policies towardcapitalistindustry and
commerce were "to use, restrict, and transform them," gradually replacing capitalist
ownership by transferring ownership to "the whole people."^"^

Theopening stagesofcommunist rule, including anaccount of institutional development, istobefound
in James P. Harrison, TheLong March to Power (New York: Praeger, 1974);Jacques Guillermaz,T/ie
Chinese Communist Party in Power, 1949-1976, trans, Anne Destenay (Boulder: Westview Press,
1976).
The PRC Constitution of 1954, Chapter 1, Article 10.
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In an atmosphere of harmony, the Eighth Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
Congress, held in September 1956, continued to emphasize the same themes. The
revised Party Constitution adopted at this congress proclaimed that Party membership
was open to any Chinese citizen who worked and did not exploit the labor of others.
The Party keynoter, Deng Xiaoping, urged that the Party work fortify the fraternal
alliance of workers and peasants, consolidate the united front of all patriotic forces,
and strengthen lasting cooperation with other democratic parties.

The momentous events in China for the next twenty years produced recurrent
political upheavals and division, leaving scars that will not soon be healed. Commenc
ing with the Anti-Rightist campaign of 1957, the overall political-ideological turn,
engineered by Mao, was to the left, and by stages he moved the Party, the state, and the
people into increasingly bitter inner confrontations. With the advent of the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution, Mao—relying upon hastily mobilized students and
the military—assaulted his own Party, dragging down more than three-fourths of the
key political elite.

One of Mao's central weapons was to proclaim that the Chinese revolution was
jeopardized by bourgeois elements who had wormed their way into the highest Party
and state positions. The class struggle thus became a central theme, with old cadres
headed by Liu Shaoqi and the great majority of intellectual class made prime targets. It
is not surprising that the revised Party Constitution of 1969 proclaimed that the CCP
was "the political party of the proletariat," with its immediate task the complete
overthrow of the bourgeoisie.^^

Not until the Third Plenum of the Eleventh Party Congress, held in December
1978, was there a fundamental reversal of course. Before this, the new Constitution,
promulgated in 1975, continued to feature the centrality of class struggle and the need
for a continuing revolution under the dictatorship of the proletariat. People's con
gresses, it stipulated, were to be made up primarily of worker, peasant, and soldier
representatives. The intellectual class went unmentioned, but in other places, the
Leftists hadreferred tointellectuals as"thestinking ninthcategory."^^ Evenat thetime
of the Eleventh Party Congress in August 1977, when a new Party Constitution was
enacted, the retreat from past policies was halting and uneven. While the "Gang of
Four" were rigorously attacked, they were accused of "ultra-Right errors," and Mao
himself was wholly exonerated. Indeed, in this document and in the new state
Constitution of 1978, the Cultural Revolution continued to be praised as having

The most comprehensive study of the Cultural Revolution thus far is the work by RoderickMacFar-
quahar, The Origins of the Cultural Revolution, 2 vols. (New York: Columbia UniversityPress, 1980,
1983). See also the excellent works by Byung-joon Ahn, Chinese Politics and the Cultural Revolution,
(Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1976) and Hong Yung Lee, The Politics of the Chinese
Cultural Revolution (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1978).
See The Ninth National Congress of the Communist Party of China, Documents (Beijing: Foreign
LanguagesPress, 1969),p. 111. The lengthyreportof LinBiaodeliveredon April 1 is mostrevealingas
an exposition of the views of the group in power at that time, pp. 1-108.
See the 1975 Constitution, Chapter 1, General Principles.
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advanced Chinese socialism to a new stage of development.^^ The Party and state
constitutionsof this period, however, did seek to rebuildelite unity,assertingthat one
could unite with "more than 95 percent" of the masses and cadres, including those
comrades who had made the mistake of taking the capitalist road but were now willing
to correct their error. And for the first time, the Party Constitution of 1977 spoke of the
need to expand the revolutionary united front by includingthe intellectualsalong with
workers and peasants. Yet the class struggle continued to be given top priority.

Only in 1982 was the verdict on these fundamental matters reversed in both
Party and state constitutions, the way having been paved by the ascendanceof Deng
and his supporters.In hisopeningremarksto theTwelfth PartyCongressin September
1982, Deng made it clear that after the 1956 congress, gross errors had been com
mitted, which had remained uncorrected in some cases until the Third Plenum. Hu
Yaobang,who followed Deng on the podium, openly criticizedMao's mistakes in his
later years, and defined the basic errors of the past as Left, not Right. While calling
upon the Party to safeguardthe scientific truth of Mao ZedongThought, he and others
now made it clear that this Thought was a collective contribution of many revolution
aries. The Cultural Revolution was harshly condemned as having done tremendous
damage to the socialist cause, and it was asserted that class struggle was no longer the
principal contradiction, although, within limits, it would continue to exist. The
principal contradiction, it was proclaimed, was that between the people's growing
material and cultural needs and the backward level of Chinese production.

Since the new premium was upon the Four Modemizatons, the intellectual was
to be restored to political equality with workers and peasants, and indeed, the policies
adopted suggested that as in the Soviet Union, a new intellectual elite would be
cultivated. And once again, the emphasiswas on the broadestpossiblepatrioticunited
front encompassing diverse individuals and groups. Chinese politics had gone full
circle, despite the fact that the restorationof the intellectualsto "proletarian" status is
apparentlymeeting with stiff resistancefrom someof those withinthe Partyelite who
feel threatened.

In the course of the extraordinary years between 1949and 1984, the CCP and the
state have also traversed a road leading to an ever greater emphasis on nationalist
themes. Given its particular heritage—and that of its society—the Communist Party
of Chinahad alwaysflownnationalistbanners, but it had also acceptedits positionas a
branch of the international communist movement, loyally supporting, at least formal
ly, all Soviet positions. When victorycame in 1949, Chinesecommunistleadersmade
it clear that they intendedto play anactiverole in the globalsocialistmovement"under
the leadership of the Great Soviet Union." In 1954, drafters even wrote into the first
Constitution a phrase that China had built "an indestructablefriendship with the great
Union ofSoviet Socialist Republics andthePeople's Democracies."^^ This theme was

Forthe1977PartyConstitution andaccompanying majorspeeches,seeTheEleventh NationalCongress
of theCommunist Party ofChina, Documents (Beijing: Foreign Languages Press, 1977). TheConstitu
tion of 1978 can be found in various sources.

Arevealing article criticizing theleftistdisdain forknowledge andforintellectuals isthatofLiShanzi, in
Ban Yue Tan [Semi-Monthly Talks] no. 8 (April 25, 1983), pp. 9-11.
Constitution of 1954, Preamble.
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reiterated in the 1956 Party Constitution with the statement that the Party sought "to
develop and strengthen China's friendship with all other countries in the camp of
peace, democracy, and socialism headed by the Soviet Union," to strengthen the
internationalist solidarity of the proletariat, and to learn from the experience of the
world communist movement.^^

Rapid deterioration of relations with the USSR followed. During the 1960s,
Chinese leaders continued to speak of upholding proletarian internationalism, but that
burden, according to them, fell largely upon China and Albania, since the USSR and
the EasternEuropeanparties had abandonedthe socialistcamp. Chineseemphasiswas
now on the so-called Third World and China's opposition to both superpowers. It was
prepared to unite with all parties, including "genuine Marxist-Leninist parties and
groups," to overthrow both U.S. imperialism and Soviet revisionism. But in fact, at
the height of the Cultural Revolution, Party and state pronouncements and actions had
reverted back to a classic xenophobic isolation.

As Chinese foreignpolicy wasreconstructedin the 1970s,lip servicewaspaid to
China's adherence to proletarian internationalism, but the central appeal to the
Chinese people was staunchly nationalist. Thus, the 1982 Constitution preamble
began with the words, "China is one of the countries with the longest histories in the
world," and continued with a brief recitation of modem Chinese history that excluded
all mention of external assistance or any commitmentto intemational socialism.^^ In
all recent documents, the key themes have been those of independence and self-
reliance, modifiedinpracticeby theneedto turnoutwardfor scienceandtechnology if
the twin goals of economic development and national security are to be advanced.

Despite recent efforts to widen the base of support and the unprecedented
emphasis upon nationalism, both the Communist Party of China and the state that is
under its control face a prodigious challenge in regaining the allegiance of a sizable
numberof the Chinesepeople. Cynicismand indifference to politicsare widespread,
especially among the younger, better-educated citizens. The idealismpresent in the
early years of the socialist era and used so effectively by Mao in his mobilization of
youth during the mid-1960s has vanished, a victim of savage infightingand massive
policy errors that stretched over two decades.

Some worried Party leaders believed that a drive to revitalize ideology was
necessary. A new appeal, that of building "a material and spiritual civilization" under
socialism, was launched.It was followed by a short-livedcampaign against "spir
itual pollution" in which both liberalism and various forms of corruption and
"bourgeoisdecadence" were targeted.But centralto the dilemmanow facing Party

SeeThe Constitution oftheCommunist PartyofChina: Report ontheRevision oftheConstitution ofthe
Communist Party of China, Teng Hsiao-ping (Beijing: Foreign Languages Press, 1956), p. 13.
The Constitution ofthePeople'sRepublic ofChina, adopted onDecember 4,1982,bytheFifthNational
People's Congress of the PRC in its Fifth Session (Beijing: Foreign Languages Press, 1982), 3,
Preamble, p. 3.
Onthematerial andspiritual civilization theme, seePang Yongjie andLiShanquan, "Building Socialist
Spiritual Civilization," Bei/mgno. 18(May2, 1983), pp. 16-19.

^ For an authoritative critique of"bourgeois liberalism" by the Party's current ideological spokesman, see
HuQiaomu, "OnBourgeois Liberalization andOther Issues," Hung Chi, no. 8 (April 16, 1982), pp.
11-13. On the spiritualpollutioncampaign, see Shi Youxin, "No SpiritualPollutionIs Allowedon the
IdeologicalFront," Hung Chi, no. 20 (October 16, 1983), pp. 35-38.
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leaders is the fact that in its concrete policies the government is moving away from
basic Leninist principles and challenging doctrines long held sacred in Marxist circles.
Consequently, an ideological appeal at present cannot rest primarily upon Marxism-
Leninism. The reemergence of a Confucian tone in many pronouncements betokens
the triumph of nationalism. The new emphasis is upon a Chinese way to socialism,
with the assertion that orthodox Marxism does not hold the answers to (all of) China's
problems. By the end of 1984, no self-proclaimed socialist state had gone so far in
seeking to substitute pragmatism for traditional Marxist-Leninist themes. Can this
trend hold, or will a counterattack from those threatened by the new revolution be
launched? In any event, there can be no more intriguing question than to ask what the
future holds for ideology in China.

Under these conditions, there are only two lines of effective appeal to the
Chinese citizen in this period of economic and political fluidity: nationalism and
material gain. As in the Soviet Union, these two appeals, now reflected in domestic
and foreign policies, have taken precedence over all the others. In the broadest sense,
therefore, China is moving in a direction similar to that of the USSR in seeking to lay
claim to the allegiance of its people and reestablish Party-state legitimacy: abandoning
the class struggle in favor of a united front of the whole people and injecting
nationalism into all important pronouncements and policies. But it has gone much
further than the USSR in challenging the old ideological base upon which it once
depended.

THE APPEAL OF THE KOREAN WORKERS' PARTY

Are the same trends found in North Korea and Vietnam? Although their
environmental circumstances have been different, and hence differences of tactics and
timing have existed, broad similarities exist. In the early postwar years, the com
munist leaders of North Korea and North Vietnam were highly aware that they
operated in the context of a divided state, hence the control exercised by the com
munist party in their sector had to be camouflagedlest this fact weaken the appeal to
the noncommunists of the South. Thus, the Democratic People's Republic of Korea
Constitution of 1948 did not mention a dictatorship of the proletariat, nor any special
role for the Korean Workers' Party.The Constitution merely stipulated that sovereign
ty resided with the people and was exercised through the SupremePeople's Assembly
and local bodies. Similarly, it was stated that the means of production in the DPRK
could be owned by the state, cooperative organizations, natural persons, or private
juridical persons, thereby obscuring the commitment to a state socialist system.

The 1st DPRK Constitution can be found in Robert A. Scalapino and Chong-Sik Lee, Communism in
Korea: TheSociety, appendixA, pp. 1319-1330; "The Rulesof theWorkers' Partyasof 1961" followin
appendix B, pp. 1331-1349. The2ndDPRKConstitution iscontained inOnSocialistConstitution ofthe
DemocraticPeople's Republic ofKorea(Pyongyang, 1975) whichalsocontains KimIISung'sspeechof
December 25, 1972, introducing the new constitution.
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When the second DPRK Constitution was adopted in December 1972, the
prospects for reunification were more remote and the nature of the North Korean state
was well known. Thus, a compromise was effected between a full expression of
Marxist-Leninist-Kimist principles and the desire to retain an appeal to the South. It
was proclaimed that the DPRK was an independent socialist state "representing the
interests of all the Korean people," and Article 2 stated that the DPRK rested on the
political-ideological unity of the entire people based on a worker-peasant alliance led
by the working class, on socialist relations of production, and on the foundation of an
independent national economy.

Since the intellectuals remaining in North Korea after the Korean War had been
completely tamed politically, and were used effectively on behalf of economic
modernization. North Korea presented an entirely different picture from that of late
Maoist China. Therefore, there was no difficulty in defining "the working in
tellectuals" together with the workers, peasants, and soldiers as those holding
sovereignty in the DPRK. Yet Party documents including the revised Party bylaws of
November 1970 adhered to orthodoxy, declaring that "a dictatorship of the proletariat
is exercised in the DPRK, with class and mass lines being pursued.

Nonetheless, the trend has been to downplay the class struggle and emphasize
the "unity of the whole people" under a monolithic state, while at the same time
promising the South that under federation, separate economic and political systems
can be maintained, notwithstanding the fact that Kim II Sung has repeatedly been
proclaimed the Great Sun of the 50 million Korean people.

In the first years after its emergence, the DPRK had to balance the nationalist
and internationalist components of its ideological appeal with caution. Since it was a
product of Soviet power and dependent on that power, extravagant homage was paid to
Stalin and the role of the USSR in the international communist movement until the end

of the Korean War.^^ At the same time, a continued effort was made to stress
nationalist themes, particularly with reference to the issues of "American imperialism"
and reunification. After 1956, the symbol of the DPRK became the constantly
reiterated term chucWe ("self-reliance"). Identified as the signal contribution ofKim II
Sung to Marxism-Leninism, chuch'e typified the triumph of nationalism in Korean
communist ideology.

Events that followed the Korean War—particularly, the widening Sino-Soviet
cleavage—made possible in fact the DPRK independence that Kim had already
proclaimed in theory. He was now able to maneuver between two communist giants
deeply hostile toward each other. Using nationalism as his primary weapon, Kim
successively purged the so-called Moscow and Ya'nan factions within the Workers'
Party. Simultaneously, he created in North Korea a fortress constructed in equal
measure of ideological and military building stones. Cultivating in its people a mixture

1972 Constitution, Article 2.
"Revised By-Laws of the Party," November 1970, ibid.. Preamble, p. 526.
For background material, see Scalapino and Lee, Communism in Korea: The Movement, vol. 1, pp.
313-462.

For a collection of Kim's writings in English, see Kim IISung, OnJuche in Our Revolution, vol.1 (New
York: Weekly Guardian Associates, 1977).
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of pride and fear by the most concentratedpropagandaever focusedupon a citizenry,
and buttressing this propaganda with significant economic accomplishments, an
extraordinary cult of personality, and pervasive isolation, the North Korean leadership
demonstrated how close one could come to effectuating a monolithic state.

Yet a quotient of internationalism remained, and not merely in rhetoric. The
DPRK has sought to fulfill its "internationalist obligations" by giving assistance
within its capacities to diverse revolutionary movements in such countries as Sri
Lanka, Libya, Iraq, Zimbabwe, and Grenada. To its own people, however, the
primary appeal is nationalist: "sacrifice on behalf of the defense of the socialist
Fatherland, the ouster of American imperialism from Korea, and peaceful reunifica
tion with the South."^® Given the paucity of data, it is impossible to measure the
effectiveness of these appeals, but the availableevidencesuggeststhat a largemajority
of the North Korean people are fully committed to Kim, the Party, and the state in a
manner not dissimilar to the situation in Nazi Germany or Stalinist Russia at the height
of Hitler's and Stalin's power. Given a situation where leader and system are closely
intertwined, however, it is likely that the end of the Kim II Sung era will test anew the
loyalties—and political behavior—of the citizenry, especially if the current commit
ment to turn out for science and technology holds.

LEGITIMACY IN THE NEW VIETNAM

The initial task for the Vietnamese communists in framing an appeal to their
peopleandestablishingthe legitimacyof theirpartyandstatewasevenmorecomplex.
The Democratic Republic of Vietnam was proclaimed on November 8,1946, at a time
when the Chinese Nationalists were in occupation of major sectionsof NorthVietnam,
and whena numberof noncommunistor anticommunistpoliticalgroupsexisted in the
country, some of them with actual or potential foreign support.

At an earlier point, communist leaders had decided that it was tactically wise to
disband the Indochina Communist Party and to operate wholly under the label of the
united front, VietMinh. Thus whilethe communistsweresteadilystrengthening their

Fortheprecise words, see theRevised Party Constitution of 1979, Preamble: "The Workers' Party of
Korea firmly established the monolithic ideological system in the party members and the workers,
reforms and revolutionizes theentire society after theexamples setbytheworking class, strengthens the
revolutionary ranks with political thoughts, strengthens the proletarian dictatorship against class
enemies, develops the economic and defense establishments with the revolutionary spirit of self-
reliance, further strengthens the socialist system established in thenorthern halfof therepublic, and
fights for the complete victory of socialism.

"The Workers' Party of Korea carriesout an independent, peaceful line for the unification of the
fatherland, drives outtheAmerican imperialists, theenemies of theKorean people, from South Korea,
opposes the Japanese militarists, and directly supports the anti-American and anti-puppet-regime
struggles of the South Korean people to overthrow the puppet regime of landlords, capitalists, and
reactionary bureaucrats."
For the backgroundof the Vietnamese Conununistmovement,see John T. McAlister, Jr., Vietnam: The
Origins ofRevolution (NewYork: Doubleday, 1971); and HuynhKimKhanh, Vietnamese Communism:
the Pre-Power Phase (London: Oxford University Press, 1982).
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military and organizational bases in the North, eliminating key opponents and tighten
ing discipline within the underground party, on the surface there was scant evidence
that a class struggle and a dictatorship of the proletariat were key objectives. The first
constitution played wholly upon broad democratic nationalist themes. It spoke of the
new Vietnam as being "permeated by the spirit of unity, symbolized by the struggle of
the entire nation, and manifested in an enlarged and enlightened democratic
regime.There was no mention of class divisions, the leadership of a single party, or
indeed, of a projected socialist economic system. The Constitution merely asserted:
"From now on, our people face the tasks of preserving the integrity of our territory,
achieving full independence and building up the country on democratic foundations."
It was stated that "Vietnam now goes forward confidently in consonance with the
progressive movements ofthe world and the peaceful aspirations ofmankind," but that
was as close to an intemational identification as was made.

The second Constitution was adopted by the National Assembly in Hanoi on
December 31, 1959, under very changed circumstances. Given events since 1954, the
possibility of camouflaging the DRV and its leadership no longer existed. Hence, the
preamble, after proclaiming Vietnam a single entity from Lang Son to Ca Mau, spoke
openly of the leadership of the Indochinese Communist Party from 1930onward (now
the Vietnam Workers' Party). And it also defined the DRV as a "people's democratic
state based on the alliance between workers and peasants, and led by the working
class." The "far-sighted leadership" of the Vietnam Workers' Party was hailed, with
the pledge that under the DRV govemment and President Ho Chi Minh, the entire
people, brought together in a national united front, would win success in the struggle
to unify the nation.^^

Five years after victory in the war against the United States and South Vietnam,
the third DRV Constitution was promulgated on December 18, 1980. At last, the
background of the DRV and the role of the Vietnam Workers' Party was set forth in the
frankest manner: "Credit for the great successive victories of the Vietnamese revolu
tion goes to the Workers' Party of Vietnam, which has creatively applied Marxism-
Leninism; charted a correct line to lead the revolution in our country; upheld the two
banners of national independence and socialism; consolidated the worker-peasant
alliance led by the working class; closely united all social strata within the national
united front . . . combined patriotism with proletarian intemationalism; and com
bined the strength of our people with the world revolutionary movement."^"^

Throughout the years after 1945, it was natural that nationalist themes would
dominate the pronouncements of the Vietnamese Communist Party and state. Even in
1982, the DRV was engaged in conflict and the third Constitution spoke of the need to

Constitution of the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam, November 8, 1946, Vietnam News Service,
Vietnam: A New Stage in Her History, Bangkok, June 1947, pp. 11-22, Preamble.
Constitutionof the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam, Adoptedby the NationalAssemblyof the DRV,
11th session,heldon December31,1959, in Hanoi(Hanoi:ForeignLanguagesPublishingHouse, 1960),
Preamble.

1980 Constitution, Preamble.
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safeguard independence, sovereignty, unity, and territorial integrity against "the
Chinese hegemonist aggressors and their henchmen in Kampuchea." Yet this and
preceding wars had created a continued need for external assistance, and Vietnam had
bound itself tightly to the USSR. Thus, a strong emphasis is given "the militant
solidarity" between the DRY and the USSR. The third Constitution praises the Soviet
Union as a great progressive force in the world, and the "cornerstone" of Vietnamese
foreign policy^^—an homage notcurrently rendered byany other Asian socialist state
except the People's Republic of Mongolia, another state wholly dependent upon the
USSR for security.

Continuous war has adversely affected the Vietnameseeconomy,notwithstand
ing massive external assistance. Understandably, therefore, the Fifth Vietnamese
Workers' Party Congress, held in the spring of 1982, stressed the need for major
economic renovation. A wide range of individuals was subjected to criticism for the
miserable economic conditions, with only the Politburo and its basic policies ex
cluded. Unlike otherAsian socialist states, theDRYcannotcurrently baseitsappeal to
its peopleon the achievement of material gains—only onfuture hopes in thisrespect.
It must rely primarily uponnationalism, withChinanow taking the placeof France
and the United States as the principal foe.

A BALANCE SHEET

In broad terms, the efforts of the Asian Communistpartiesand states to achieve
andmaintain legitimacy in theeyesof theirpeople havefollowed thepathtrodbythe
USSR. The trend has beenfrom an emphasison class struggleto thaton a stateof "the
wholepeople." This hasnot precluded the retention of the classstruggle as a reserve
weapon, and the continuous elimination of dissidents and rival powerseekers—
sometimes labeled "antisocial elements," henceoutside thecategory of "people." Nor
has it interfered withtheemergence of newprivileged classes—military, official, and
technocratic. At the same time, the internationalism implicit in Marxism-Leninism
has been continually diluted in favor of traditional national appeals—mixed, when
necessity has dictated, with obeisance to the Soviet Union, but with its justification
firmly grounded in a doctrine of national interest.

The degree of success that each party and state has achieved in inducing and
holding public loyalty is difficult to measure in the absence of reliable data. In any
case, such support has clearly been subject to major changes, depending upon
developments. Moreover, the precise nature of the continuum between "support"
(withvaryingdegreesofenthusiasm) and"nonresistance" is noteasilydiscernible. As
noted earlier, acceptanceof the systemappears fairly widespreadin the SovietUnion,
but genuine enthusiasm is difficult to discover, with the level of politicization low,
ritual moreprominentthan spontaneity, and antisocial behaviorrelatively extensive.

Ibid.
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The available evidence indicates that public support for the Chinese Communist
Party and the People's Republic of China was highest in the years between 1950 and
1956, when memories of the bitter decade that preceded communist victory were still
fresh. A low point was reached in 1960-1961 and again in the inunediate aftermath of
the Cultural Revolution, with problems continuing to the present. The signs of the
uphill struggle to recapture legitimacy are extensive: political campaigns elicit limited
support; efforts to revitalize the ideological base have run into difficulty; and antisocial
behavior has constituted a serious problem. Both the Party and the govemment have
repeatedly acknowledged the enormous challenge of rebuilding public confidence in
CCP and PRC institutions, with recent material gains being the most hopeful signs of
progress.

For the Party and state in the DPRK, the critical tests would appear to lie ahead.
The past combination of lengthy political stability, economic security, intensive
indoctrination, and the impressive coercive capacities of the state appear to have
molded the populace into true believers, firm—even fanatical—in their loyalty.
Beneath the surface, rival factions, quarrelsome competitors, and even a few rebels
against the system surely exist, but there is no indication that these constitute a
significant threat at present. Nepotism is a very prominent feature of Kim II Sung's
rule, however, with his brother, cousin, and uncle as well as his wife and son having
occupied key positions, past or present—suggesting strong traditional patterns of
political behavior which in the past have led to periodic upheavals. The post-Kim era
will determine whether a system built on paternalism, monolithism, and isolation can
survive with equal ease under a successor generation and in a period when both
economic and security requirements dictate greater interaction with the outer world.
At that time the North Korean institutional structure—and the loyalty that appears to
accompany it—will be put to more complex tests.

For Vietnam, the challenge is immediate and, in the short run at least, more
critical than that facing China and North Korea. Dissidence and disillusionment are
massive, especially in the South, and provoke the fullest range of antisocial behavior.
Control of the state is not threatened because the Party maintains a huge military-
police establishment and the opposition has been shattered by the defeat of 1975.But it
will not be easy to command the type of loyalty or induce the set of values in the
citizenry necessary to build an effective socialist system, and reaching this point
certainly seems unlikely as long as DRY priorities are extensively military.

DEMOCRACY—POPULAR RIGHTS AND REPRESENTATION

If the current appeals of Asian socialist states rely primarily on nationalism and
material gains, obtained or pledged, communism has always vied with parliamentary
liberalism in claiming to provide a more extensive democracy, combiningthe politi-
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cal,economic, and social emancipation ofthe masses. Once again, the Soviet Union
has provided the model.

The Soviet claim to democracy has rested on three principal propositions: First,
extensive freedom for those falling within the category of "proletariat" and more
recently "the people," including all the "bourgeoisf' freedoms of speech, press,
assemblage, and religion, as well as some additional rights including the right to work
and to enjoy lifelong economicsecurity. Second, participationin the electionof Party
and government representatives by an indirect or stair-step system whereby lower
bodies elect higher bodies, culminating in the selection of the top decision-makers, the
Standing Committee of the Party Political Committee (Politburo) and the Standing
Committeeof the NationalPeople's Congressby their parent bodies. Third, the right
of the citizen to express grievances in a variety of ways in addition to the electoral
route: by discussions in his workshop, collective farm, or, in the case of Party
members, the Party unit; by means of petitions to the authorities concerned, or letters
to newspapers and other official organs; and in the case of elected Party or government
representatives, by questions and discussion at the appropriate level.

Each of these rights is explicitly or implicitly granted in the fundamental laws
that have been enacted in the USSR since the founding of the new state, and they have
been faithfully replicated in the basic laws of the Asian socialist states. The issues at
stake, therefore, are how these rights have been implemented in practice, and what
further evolutionary potentials with respect to their effective implementation exist.
Once again, we are hampered by a paucity of data, and the analysis that follows must
be read with that limitation in mind. Nevertheless, the evidence available is sufficient
to advance some hypotheses.

The basic restriction on so-called bourgeois freedoms in Marxist-Leninist states
has been simple yet far reaching. Nothing must be expressed in speech, writing, or
action that can be interpreted as challenging socialism. And the interpretation of that
imprecise restriction rests not in the hands of an impartial judiciary, but with Party and
state officials at various levels. Thus, the political elite are in a position to protect
themselves and their policies from unwanted criticism, and an accounting for error is
correspondingly delayed until the leadership—old or new—determines that this is
necessary. At that point, upper echelons within the system give the signal to lower
echelons, and public criticism of past policies and/or leaders becomes permissible,
even mandatory. But such criticism is generally guided and not allowed to get out of
bounds.

The most fundamental issues to be fought out within the USSR pertaining to
freedom of expression came at an early point. The trade-union movement, under
strong Menshevik influence, sought to preserve union independence, arguing that the
purpose of the union movement was to protect worker rights, even if this required a
challenge to Party-state decisions. This political effort oftrade unionists was smashed,
their efforts being declared subversive. The Leninists asserted that the purpose of trade
unions and all similar associations was to support socialism, and since the au-
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thoritative spokesman for socialism was the communist party, to support every Party
policy unless it was changed through the appropriate means.

This decision, taken in 1922, and not subsequently overturned, has limited the
power of all interestgroups in Sovietsociety. Organizations such as tradeunionsare
not without function; in the formulation of grievance procedures, safety regulations,
andsimilarmeasuresaffectingworkers,theyplaya role, as wellas inpolitical training
and social activities. But unions and similar social or economic organizations cannot
represent an independent political force. Whereas in liberal theory, the state is the
arbitrator between different, sometimes conflicting interests, the Marxist-Leninist
positionis thatina"classless society"theremustbeanidentity of interests anda single
set of basicpoliciesto servethe wholesociety. No"separateinterests" are legitimate.

The restrictions on individual and group freedoms have resulted in practice in a
duality with which most citizens, and especially the intelligentsia, live. Coexisting
with formal, open communications are informal communications of a less restrictive
nature, usually amongone's trusted inner circle. The extent of the gap betweenthese
two forms of conununication has varied with the general political climate. In the years
of rigorous terrorunderStalin, fearand intimidation combined to renderthe informal
network of communications minimal and fraught with danger. With the Khrushchev
era and subsequently, securitypolicecontrolsover the populace havebeensomewhat
relaxed, and hence what we may term "a grey political culture" has grown up apart
from that officiallyprescribed. The state toleratesa much wider range of criticism—
sometimesexpressedin the form ofjokes—through the informal,oral circuitthanare
permitted in public. Indeed,Party-state leaders haveincreasingly recognized theneed
for tolerance regarding such expressions as a safety valve for discontent.

Among the Soviet intelligentsia, this has led to the emergence of a curiously
bifurcatedlife. In formalspeechesand writings, the intellectualelite abideby therules
that require their full support for current Party-state policies, generally in strongly
ideologicalterms. Only indirectly, chieflythroughomissionor selectcodewords, can
they signal any doubts. Yet informally, and among trusted associates, a much wider
range of opinion is expressed, with considerable account taken of the realities
governinganygivensituationandratherminimalideologicalverbiageattached.There
is also some indication that in confidential reports to Party and state leaders, in
tellectualconsultantsare permiteda broader latitudethan in theirpublicwritings.The
"need to know" principle applies, with one standard governing information and
permissible discussion applied to elites, another to the citizenry at large.

As the government's dependence on the intellectual has increased, especially
the reliance on scientists and technicians, the arena of informal freedom has expanded.
Thus, when a famous scientist like Andrei Sakharov breaks the rules governing the
distinction between private and public expression, the govemment faces a dilemma.

This episode is recounted in E.H. Carr, The BolshevikRevolution (London: Macnniillan, 1952), pp.
103-115.
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Tobe sure, Sakharov's internationalstature has given him a degree of protectionnot
available to others. This would not have protected him in the middle and late Stalin
era, however; he would have been silenced permanently, with no means of external
communication allowed him. To what extent the changes in the treatment of Soviet
intellectuals are a product of internal developments and to what extent they are a
product of internationalpressures (togetherwith a desire for an improvedinternational
image) warrantsfurther study. In any case, a slow,unevenevolutionhas takenplace,
with one result the strengthening of a dual political culture providingpsychological
satisfaction and conducive to a weakening of ideological-political commitment.

In facing similar problems, the People's Republicof China has pursuedwidely
fluctuating policies, with the imprimatur of the mercurial Mao placed on each shift
until his death.At the outset, class played a major role in determining the extent to
which an individual expressed his private views—and the latitude given by the
government. Workers, poor and lower-middle peasants, and veteran revolutionaries
naturally had greater freedom to voice grievances, especially those that related to local
conditions. Those who belonged to the "bourgeois" or "landlord" category were well
advised to remain silentand inconspicuous.Recentresearchindicatesthat, in general,
this principle has continued to apply, especially in rural areas.

The issue of the intellectual, as noted, was to divide the top CCP elite. At first,
policies were lenient. Few changes, for example, were made in the structure of higher
education. The universities continued to operate as previously with respect to admis
sion and methods of instruction, although some sensitive fields such as political
science were either abolished or drastically altered. The first watershed came when the
Mao-inspired campaign to Let One Hundred Flowers Bloom in 1956 gave way to the
Anti-Rightist campaign of 1957. Appalled by the outpouring of criticism—and the
boldness of some of it—Mao and his close associates drew the line between flowers

and weeds in such a manner as to silence a sizable number of prominent intellectuals in
the social sciences, creative arts, and even the sciences. Self-criticism became the
only means of salvation and, in many cases, even that did not suffice.

An uneasy period followed, with policy differences escalating into a struggle for
power that culminated in the Cultural Revolution. The intellectual establishment came
under unprecedented attack, with the performing arts reorganized, a late Stalinist type
of heroic literature encouraged, and the universities closed, followed by the restructur
ing of admission procedures so as to place the premium on students equipped with
practical experience in the commune or workshop, and politically loyal. Con
sequently, the universities became centers of remedial education.

See Amnesty International Report, Political Imprisonment in the People's Republic of China (London;
Pitman Press, 1978); Merle Goldman, Literary Dissent in Communist China (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1967); and Peter R. Moody, Opposition and Dissent in Contemporary China (Stan
ford: Hoover Institution Press, 1977.
A pioneer study by William Parish and Martin Whyte, Village and Family in Contemporary China
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1978), is most revealing.
On this period, see Robert Taylor, China's Intellectual Dilemma: Politics and University Enrollment,
1949-1978 (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1981).
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The end of the Maoistera and the elimination of the "Gangof Four"broughtin
its wake thepolitical rehabilitation of the intellectual andan unprecedented degree of
permissible political openness. Democracy Wall served as the symbol of this open
ness, but a spate of small intellectual journals also circulated, voicing in varying
degrees questions aboutChina'spolitical pastandfuture. In retrospect, it canbe seen
that these developments served several purposes insofar as the new Party and state
leaders were concerned: the profoundly demoralized and disillusioned intellectual
community, and particularly its younger generation, were permitted an extensive
expression of grievances, with the hope that loyalty could be rekindled; connected
with this, the new policies of modernization placed a high premium on scienceand
technology, hencea heightened utility of the intellectuals; andfinally, thepurposes of
Deng andhisassociates werebeing directly served since theoverwhelming number of
attacks were aimed at the past, notably the late Mao era andthose whosupported it,
some of whom were still in power and obstacles to Deng's plans.

Inevitably, as critics grew bolder, the attacks threatened to go beyond the
prescribed boundaries, producing opposition from within thecoalition thatDengwas
seeking tobuild. Aretrenchment gotunder way, extending tothepublic expression of
grievances, contact with foreigners, andartistic freedom. Yet thistightening was not
allowed toreverse thecommitment torestoring universities ascenters ofprofessional
training andtheelevation of theintellectuals asa classtohighstatusso thatscience and
technology couldleadChinato newstrength. Indeed, it might be argued thattheone
setof policies wasa necessary or at leastdesirable companion to theother, andthatin
these respects a Soviet path is once again being pursued.

Meanwhile, thecitizen at large isencouraged tocriticize precisely those policies
andpractices thattheParty andgovernment themselves criticize publicly: corruption,
bureaucratism, the loss of the work ethic, and a faltering political commitment,
especially among youth. Themedia arefilled with such criticisms, with transgressors
beingurged torepentand, insomecases,promised morelenient treatment asa result.

The Party and state thus follow two paths currently: a remarkable candor in
admitting massive mistakes in thepastandserious problems atpresent, with citizens
encouragedto make specifiedshortcomingsa targetof attack;anda strenuouseffort to
prevent criticism from extending to the incumbent top leadership, basic policies
presently approved, orthesystem itself. Adopting theusual tactic ofpositioning itself
at "thecenter," theParty attacks boththe"Left"andthe"Right." "Leftism" consists in
denigrating intellectuals and taking an ultrarigid attitude toward such matters as
personal appearance. But "Rightism," while a lesser problem, is also a menace.

As noted earlier, a crisis of faith exists in China today at the very top of the
political structure. The retreat from Marxism-Leninism has proceeded further than
could have been imagined even afew years ago. Mao Zedong Thought is not likely to
serve as an effective substitute for aprotracted period oftime, although by making that
Thought whatever suits current purposes, and attaching it loosely to Marxism-
Leninism to preserve historical antecedents, China's modem leaders may ultimately
find some ideological ground upon which to stand as they conduct arolling revolution,
still highly experimental in nature, which in cardinal respects, defies Marx, Lenin, and
Mao.
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The pendulum has swung away from the surprising degree of political openness
permitted (or tolerated) in the late 1970s, even as the number of Chinese students
going abroad for education has risen. "Excesses" led not only to a ban on Democracy
Wall and the small journals exposing "fresh thoughts," but to the arrest of exponents of
democracy like Wei Jingsheng and the tightening of election procedures after bold
critics ofthesystem emerged intheuniversity elections of 1979 and 1980."^ Warnings
against fraternization with foreigners, criticism of literature regarded as antisocialist,
and stricter control over expression of all types signaled Party concerns in the early
1980s. Yetwith a strong element of confusion present at the top of the political system
and a determination by key leaders to protect the intellectuals as a class, seeing them as
vital to the success or failure of current experiments, the situation remains fluid.

The dual political culture in evidence in the USSR has deep roots in Chinese
tradition, with select individuals challenging authority in diverse subtle ways. Over
hanging the present as well as the past, however, is the fundamental cleavage between
the massive peasant-soldier base and the slender urban intellectual superstructure
characterizing twentieth-century China. Until the socioeconomic revolution now in its
preliminary stages acquires greater momentum, the latitude allowed political and
cultural expression will continue to fluctuate as an authoritarian government wrestles
with the problem of simultaneously promoting and controlling intellectualism. The
effort to turn outward for science and technology while preserving China's indigenous
value system extends back into the nineteenth century, with the frustrations of the late
Qing leaders comparable to those now being felt by Deng and his colleagues.

Whatever the political future of the Chinese intellectuals—and all other Chinese
citizens as well—the recent changes, whether in the direction of greater or lesser
freedom, were scarcely influenced by existing constitutional guarantees and es
tablished institutions. Even in periods of greatest repression, the rights as well as the
duties of the citizens were officially guaranteed in extensive detail. Is an effective
institutionalizationof political rights for the citizenryat largepossibleunderMarxism-
Leninism, or some further evolution of the People's Republic? At present, the answer
is not clear.

Potentially, there are several avenues whereby the political system might be
made more responsive to popular sentiments and interests. One route would require a
shift from a one-party dictatorship to competitive party politics or, more possible, a
dominant party system where the "opposition," while subordinate, is allowed a degree
of self-expression. One notes, for example, developments in Taiwan whereby the
Guomindang, while not allowing an opposition party to organize formally (the two
other parties legally recognized in Taiwanare in essence appendages to the GMD), is
permitting "independents"—^those outside the party—to run; in recent elections such
candidates have garnered nearly 30 percent of the vote. While China has fostered eight
"democratic" parties in addition to the communist party, including a "Revolutionary

For insiders' accounts of these developments, see the documents translated and presented inFreedom at
Issue (New York: Freedom House) no. 74 (September-October, 1983), under the title China Spring,
pp. 36-41.
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Committee of theGuomindang," there is nopresent indication that these parties will
evolve intoindependent political entities. Both leadership andmembership arecare
fully controlled, and theprestige of such parties is minimal, it being understood that
they are creaturesof the CCR On the other hand, in distinctionto the USSR, China is
continuing the practice of permitting such parties to exist, thereby perpetuating the
principle of political diversity. Under certain circumstances, basic questions directed
to theruling party might emerge from such sources, as was briefly witnessed during
the One Hundred Flowers Bloom era.

A more likely development relates to politics within the Party. After various
experiments, elections to somelocaloffices suchas the county anddistrict people's
congresses are now conducted by secret ballot, with more than one candidate for each
seat permitted. The candidates are selectedor approved by higherPartyorgans, but a
limited veto power is sometimes afforded local bodies.

Equally interesting is the announcementin 1984that in one province. Central
Committee members wouldelecttheprovincial Partyfirst secretary bysecretballot.If
such a procedure were to be sustained and expanded, it might have a significance
similar to the very limited suffrage of the early modem West.

It must be emphasized that local officials—Party or govemment—have had
restricted authority. In the past, the PRC political system has provided for neither
checks and balances nor the division of powers characteristic of federalism. In
conformity with the traditional Chinese system as well as the Leninist state, authority
has been concentrated on national economic, social, and political policies at the
Center, and the Center has been insulated from popular surveillance or control via the
system of indirect elections, thereby providing many levels through which electorate
expression can be screened. Current experiments in decentralization, political as well
as economic, should thus be watched with special interest. If a more responsive
system is ultimately to be institutionalized, it is likely to come through developments
at the grassroots level rather than dramatic changes at the top of the structure.

One institutional development at the Center, however, might hold promise,
namely, the groups and committees spun off from the National People's Congress
(NPC) and the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC), particu
larly the former. Both the NPC and the CPPCC are too large (approximately 3,000
members each) to do more than serve as sounding boards and ratification (legitimiza-
tion) bodies for govemment policy. Both, however, are divided into smaller groups
based on special subjects or interests. At this level, policy discussions take place and
some criticisms are voiced together with suggestions for altemative or additional
policies.

In most cases, the delegates performing such functions have been primed by the
govemment; many expressions are not self-generated. Nevertheless, this may be the
institutional locus for a broadening of the participatory function at the national level.

An excellent theoretical study relating to this matter is LucianPye, TheDynamicsof ChinesePolitics
(Cambridge, Mass.: Oelgeschlager, Gunn and Hain, 1981).
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Provincial and local branches—Party and government—provide similar possibilities.
In all cases, however, the role of the cadre is crucial, and the critic takes risks ifhis
attack fails to eliminate the target or is out of line with higher policies.

The advent of meaningful political participation and greater political
accountability in China is likely to hinge on the outcome of the economic experimenta
tion now under way and, in a more general sense, on the changes that will ensue during
the next several decades in the socioeconomic class structure of Chinese society.
Political authoritarianism cannot be greatly modified, at least in institutional terms,
under the prevailing social patterns.

TRENDS IN NORTH KOREA AND VIETNAM

The institutional structure of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea as it
relates to representation, choice, and citizens' rights is virtually identical to that of the
People's Republic of China. In practice, however, the North Korean political system is
much more tightly controlled from the Center and from the top of the power structure.
In part, this is a function of size—the territory and population of the DPRK being
sufficiently small to enable the effective application of "democratic centralism."

Probably no society in the world is as intensely organized as North Korea. Mass
organizations including youths, women, urban workers, farmers, and other socioeco
nomic groups encompass more than 50 percent of the population. The Korean
Workers' Party, which had reached a membership of two million by 1975, now
accounts for at least 14 percent of the adult population, making it one of the largest
parties in comparison with total population in a Leninist society. As in China, five
"democratic" parties in addition to the Korean Workers' Party are kept in existence.
But since 1962, the electorate has had no option except to vote for the government-
endorsed slate at the national level (Supreme People's Assembly), and virtually no
choice either in local elections. Viewed as pageants to demonstrate loyalty, elections
require 100 percent of the citizenry to participate, with unanimous approval reg
istered.

The available data do not permit an evaluation of the extent to which meaningful
discussion and debate take place within the Supreme People's Assembly and its lesser
counterparts. North Korean media, however, while carrying exhortations to improve
productivity and to correct such shortcomings as bureaucratism, phrase analyses of
past and present conditions in more positive terms than the Chinese media and rarely
provide concrete evidence of issues on which differences of opinion exist. Moreover,
the ideological content of official DPRK messages remains extremely high, as does
the cult of personality. To Kim II Sung is attributed every social, economic, and
political advance.

On the surface, therefore, it would appear that current political and socioeco
nomic conditions in North Korea are considerably different from those in China,
notwithstanding a similar institutional structure. North Korean citizens appear to be
more highly politicized and more committed to the current systemthan their Chinese
counterparts. If true, this may be due to an avoidance of upheavals like the Cultural
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Revolution, the achievement of a satisfactory livelihood for all citizens, sustained
privileges for key elites, including intellectuals, the inculcation of a near-fanatic
nationalism under the label chuch'e, and—by no means least—the maintenance of a
rigorous isolation of the society from the outside world.

The changes occurring within North Korea, even though they can be only dimly
perceivedfrom the outside, involvethe rise of "technocrats"withinthe Partyand state
structures, and an increasedpremium upon economicperformance, notwithstanding
the rhetoric of "politics in command." North Korean leaders are aware that South
Korea is currently winning the economic competition, with their own economy in
considerable trouble. To turn to the advanced industrial world for science and tech

nology in the mannerof China becomesever moreurgent. Andthis development, now
clearlysignalled,maymoreor lesscoincidewiththeendof theKimIISungeraandthe
shift to a second- or third-generation political elite.

The intriguing question about North Korea will thus be the impact of these
events on existing political institutions and behavior patterns. It seems unlikely that
the intense, primitive indoctrination, centering on an extremecult of personality and
an ultranationalism with xenophobic coloring, can remain permanently effective once
more complex economic and political stimuli appear. Whether the effect of new
developments will be traumatic,as was the casein the intensively mobilized societies
of Hitlerian Germany and pre-1945 Japan (and, to a lesser degree, Maoist China), or
whether past cultural and political restraints can serve to control the environment
sufficiently to prevent radical change remains to be tested.

North Korea is far from the Utopian society proclaimed by its propagandists.
Corruption and privilege apply to the higher echelons of cadres. Notwithstanding
significanteconomic gains, moreover, life is relativelyspartanfor the averagecitizen,
partly because of high military expenditures. Fear of extemal forces and intensity
derived from constant state exhortations appear to be powerful psychological factors
playing on almost all citizens, creating an atmosphere of heavy pressure.

Whilegrievances exist that mightbe articulated, however, the likelihood is for
very limited evolution toward the type of institutional changes that would increase
Party and state accountability and expand citizens' rights. The economic, political,
and security challenges that lie ahead are too formidable and the political patterns of
the past too deeply implanted to permitpervasive changein the near term. The first
steps may well take place outside the formal institutional structure, with one-man
dominance giving way to a more collectivized leadership, thereby allowing for a
stronger articulation of separate interests among competitive elites. Among such
interests, the military seems certain to play a cardinal role."^^

For two recent monographs seeking to shed light on North Korean politics and society, see Robert A.
Scalapino and Jun-yop Kim, eds.. North Korea Today: Strategic and Domestic Issues (Berkeley:
Institute of East Asian Studies, University of California, 1983), and C.I. Eugene Kim and B.C. Koh,
eds.. Journey to North Korea: Personal Perceptions (Berkeley: Institute of East Asian Studies,
University of California, 1983).
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The institutional structure of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam is virtually
identical to thatof EastAsia's otherLeninist societies. Here too, parallel Party and
state hierarchiesexist, with a systemof indirectelectionsassuringelitistcontroland a
monopolization of communist party (Vietnam Workers' Party) control. A variety of
"democratic" parties are permitted existence, supposed to represent diverse groups
andclasses, but suchpartiesand themassorganizations nowinoperation areallunder
the firm control of the VWP. Religious groups have constituted a problem because
both Catholicsand Buddhistshave had a long historyof politicalactivism,as havethe
Cao DaiandHoaHao. In seekingto handlethisproblem, thegovernment hastriedto
cooptcertain leaders, allowing relative privileges to those who arewilling tocooper
ate while applying coercion to others, making independent organization impossible.

Given the religious and ethnicheterogeneity of Vietnam, Partyand statemake
aneffort toensure "balanced slates" ofcandidates, butchoice is restricted essentially
to Party cadres who select the nominees for voter approval. There has been no
compromise withthe concepts of Partydictatorship or an interpretation of legitimate
citizenrights that prohibits all forms of "antisocialist" behavior. Many Vietnamese
remain under surveillance or in various forms of confinement, and the intellectual
class in particular suffers from a stigma attached to their Western training and
"bourgeois" background.

Atthesametime,Vietnamese authorities, likethose inChina, feelcompelled to
admit majorpolicy errors and extensive shortcomings, particularly in the economic
arena. Thus,Partyandstateorgans areextensively engaged incritical appraisals ofthe
current scene, with cadre corruption, managerial inefficiency, a lax work ethic,
inadequate ideological commitment, and a host of other deficiencies decried. At the
same time, given the precarious standing of the Party and state, especially in the
South, it is necessary to turna blind eye to various nonsocialist economic practices,
legal and illegal, asa desparate effort is made to improve production andthepeople's
livelihood. As in China and North Korea, the prospects are for a gradual rise of
"technocrats" in the institutional structure, many of them Soviet trained, with a
progressive turning outward for science and technology to the extent that this is
permitted by the international political environment.

Given Vietnam's recent history, however, and the currentpriorityaccorded the
quest for hegemony over Indochina, the Party and state will remain heavily
militarized—a fact likely to restrict intellectual-technocratic influence, similar to the
situation in North Korea. Indeed, these two societies will continue to represent
interesting case studies of the interaction of military and technocratic elites in Leninist
societies confronting special security and developmental problems. Meanwhile,
Vietnam—unlike China and North Korea—remains in an early postrevolutionary
stage, with concern about "enemy classes" and "counterrevolutionary forces" still
high, influencing policies that relate to representation and citizen rights. In this
context, the mixture of "united front" and "class struggle" principles now being
applied is understandable.

See Nguyen Long with Harry H. Kendall, After Saigon Fell: Daily Life Under the Vietnamese
(Berkeley: Institute of East Asian Studies, University of California, 1981).
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LEADERSHIP AND ISSUES OF SUCCESSION

If theforegoing analysis isbasically correct, several broad political trends inthe
three societies under discussion seem probable, each of them with institutional
implications. First, at the local levels, a somewhat greater measure of autonomy may
bepermitted. Since these systems donotoperate onfederal principles—and hence do
notdistribute powerbroadly asamong national, regional, andlocallevels—autonomy
doesnotthreaten political control atthecenter and,when applied inmoderation within
the economic sphere, stimulates incentives and productivity, while in the political
realm providing a sense of participation in matters of local importance. There is
always thepossibility thatsuch autonomy—carried toofar—might challenge central
planning and control. Hence, a pendulumlike swing between decentralization and
recentralization is probable, but ultimately, even small states like North Koreaand
Vietnam are likely to find a greater measure of local autonomy useful.

Asecond probability is thegreater diversity ofthetop elite, with the high levels
of militarization characteristic of parties long engaged in warfare and states led by
peasant-soldiers gradually being reduced. The emergence of technocrats and their
varied roles willbe acomplex development, subject to twists andturns, butovertime
they—together with a powerful, professional, civilian bureaucratic class, "general-
ist" in nature—will vie with military types in a manner not dissimilar to the broad
trend in the USSR. This will giverise to pluralistic politics, withelites increasingly
complex and more equally balanced, vying forpolicy priorities and power allocation.

Finally, therole of middle-level elites will grow even more important since, in
an essentially centralized system, these elements serve as transmission belts up and
down, linking topelites with themasses. Associoeconomic development takes place,
thisgroup willberequired to takeon a greater variety of functions and, inthecontext
ofmore complex cleavages at thetop,to make decisions regarding their own policies
that can be of consequence. Either through action or inaction, through a strict
compliance with national instructions orevasion, through high morale ordescent into
corruption, theintermediate cadres—once socrucial to revolutionary victory—will
play an ever-greater role in determining the cohesion and direction of the socialist
order.

Meanwhile, Asia's Leninist states will continue to wrestle with the problem of
selecting andcontrolling top leadership. Institutional arrangements in such societies
cause power tobe shaped inpyramidal fashion. Theoretically, however, thetopofthe
pyramid should be nota single individual buta small oligarchic group, functionally
differentiated, composing the Party Politburo. In fact, such oligarchies, although
often existent at the outset of a new era, have historically given way to the increasing
dominance of one man. In part, this is a product of the political cultures of these
societies andthecontinuing needfora charismatic figure on thepartof themasses in a
period oftraumatic upheaval. Inpart,it isaproduct ofa system allowing the keyfigure
to control appointments at the center, to cooptessential military-security personnel,
and to make the media a personal instrument. Using these means—all rendered
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possible under the Leninist ideological-organizational system—the top leader aug
ments his power to a point where he has virtually unchallengeable control over the
entire structure of governance.

At thatpoint, LordActon's famous maxim applies. Notonlycan the ordinary
citizenhaveno effect in curbingtheexcesses of one-man dictatorship; the elitesfind
themselves in the same position. Either they are wholly dependent on the leader or
theylackthe cohesiveness to take therisksof confronting him. Moreover, theyhave
allowed the prestige of the Party, hence the system, to depend on his survival.

The history of first-generation leadership in Leninist societies is so well known
that no details are required. Stalin's final excesses terrorized the Soviet elite more than
the man on the street, because the elite were more likely to run afoul of the aging,
paranoiac dictator. But this same elite had participated in making Stalin politically
unassailable during his lifetime. A similar development occurred in China under Mao.
DengandotherChineseleadershaveadmittedthatthe cultof personality thatcameto
surround Mao represented an "abnormality" making institutional restraints impossi
ble. Yet today, while Deng's role and power are decidedly not those of Mao at his
zenith, Deng is regarded both by the elite and the average citizen as the source of
highestauthority although he currently holds neitherthe top Partynor statepost. His
collected works are beingwidely disseminated throughout the country, primarily to
place the "imperial seal" on present reforms."^

Leninestablishedthe precedentof causing leadershipto standoutsideandabove
legalstrictures. Illegally deposing theConstituent Assembly, Lenin justified hisactby
merely declaring that "the Revolution takes over." In Mao's case, institutional
arrangements were made in the aftermath of the revolution to accommodate his desire
to avoid direct participation in day-to-day governance. In the 1954 Constitution, a
provisionwas made for a chairmanof the People's Republicof China apart from the
general secretaryof the Party and the premier,with the chairman's powersderivative
largelyfromthe NationalPeople's Congress. Maocontinuedto holdthispositionuntil
the upheaval of the1960s, whenhe becamechairmanof the party. Throughout his life,
he shrewdly retained the chairmanship of the Military Commission of the Party, as
Deng has also done, seeking to ensure his control over the military. In fact, however,
Mao's institutional position like that of Deng proved to be of scant importance, since
power resided in the man, not the office.

In somerespects, the Cultural Revolution wasthe equivalent of Stalin'spurges
of the 1930s. And having deified Mao, none of his targets could defend themselves
againstthe assaults that tookplacebetween 1966 and 1969. Chinese leaders of today
are conscious of the events of the recent past, having themselves been victims. Like
Khrushchev and his colleagues, they are determined that such events should not
happenagain. Article5 of the 1982 Constitution contains thesentence, "Noorganiza
tion or individual may enjoy the privilege of being above the Constitution and the

Selected Works ofDengXiaoping (1975-1982), (Beijing: People's Publishing House, 1983). According
to the publisher'snote, "Theseworksare not only of imperishable historic significance, butalsoareof
great importance in guiding China's socialist construction at present and in the future."
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In this latest document, the offices of president and vice-president (corre
sponding to chairman and vice-chairman) have been reestablished in addition to the
premier. Outside thestate structure exists thepostofgeneral secretary oftheParty, still
theoretically the ultimate locus of power.

The central question, however, is whether the method of selecting leadership
underthe Leninist system can be institutionalized rather than being governed by the
personal decisions of a single individual or a small oligarchy subject to complex
personal and policy divisions. On this vital issue, the 1982 Party and state con
stitutions areoflimited assistance. Aspreviously, theParty Constitution stipulates that
the highest Party organs are the National People's Congress and the Central Com
mittee elected by it. Butthe membership in these bodies is in factchosen by the top
Party leaders currently in power. The Party Constitution also states that the Party
forbids all forms of personality cult, andfurther asserts thatit is necessary to ensure
that the activities of Party leaders be subject to supervision by the Party and the
people—but it doesnotstatehowthisis tobeaccomplished. ByPartylaw, thegeneral
secretary as well as the Politburo and its Standing Committee are elected by the
Central Committee. In fact, a slateis presented to theCentral Committee prepared by
the PartyOrganization Bureauunder the supervision of top Party leaders, with those
sitting on the Politburo Standing Committee presumably consulted, but withthe key
figure—currently Deng—assumed to play a commanding role.

It seems clear that Deng personally selected his long-time associate, Hu
Yaobang, to be general secretary although he undoubtedly hadto persuade otherkey
figures toacceptHu. Similarly, Deng'srolein theselection ofZhaoZiyang aspremier
appears to have been decisive. Once again, the state institutional structure is of limited
consequence in the selection of the premier. Legally, the premier is selected by the
NationalPeople's Congress on nomination by thepresident,whois himselfelectedby
the NPC. In practice, however, these top officialsare selected by Party leaders, with
theirchoicesmerelyratified by theNPC. Thereis no recordof a singledissenting vote
either in this body or in the Party Congress to the choices of the leaders.

Thus, the crucial issue of future Chinese leadership lies wholly outside in
stitutional provisions. Will Hu Yaobang in fact succeedDeng Xiaoping as supreme
political figure upon the latter's demise? What will be the mix between singular and
collective leadership in the future, and, indeed, what is the mix at present? Neither the
1982 Party or state constitutions provide answers—or even approaches to these
questions. Hu is currently seeking to shore up his power, appointing old associates
from the Conununist Youth League, his former organization, to key positions. But
there are rumorsthat Huhas various deficiencies as a leader, andthat he is notpopular
with the military. True or false, these rumors interest the articulate Chinese citizen
more than the constitutional provisions governing the selection of leaders, and with
good reason. The future of Chinese politics hinges upon what type of personal
coalitions can be built and maintained.

1982 Constitution, Article 5. This article opens with thesentence: "The state upholds theuniformity and
dignity of the socialist legal system."
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In this connection, the politicalrole of the military still represents an important
yet unsettled issue. At the close of the Cultural Revolution, thePeople's Liberation
Army hadassumed thecommanding roleinChinese politics, and China was ineffect
undermilitary rule. Thepolitical roleof thearmyhasbeengradually reduced, withno
issue concerning Dengand his associates morethanthisone. Theeffort is nowunder
way, moreover, toshiftcontrol ofthemilitary from theParty tothestate, and toreduce
the functionsof the PLA, placingpoliceand securityforcesundera separateministry.

Will these politicaland institutionalchangesbe successful? Unlike the situation
in the USSR, the Communist Party of China rose to power as a military organization,
with many of its key leaders peasant-soldiers by background. Thus, the military—
more than a pressure group upon the Party as in the Soviet Union—has been a
powerfulconstituentelementwithin the Party,andtheeventssurrounding theCultural
Revolution greatly increased the power of the PLA. The task ahead, as Deng and Hu
envisage it, is to continue the "back to the barracks" movement, seeking to make
certain that the military are fully subordinate to Party and state control. That some
military commanders are unhappy with recent trends has been admitted, and the
struggle to bring the PLAunder control is not yet finished. Indeed, there is noreason to
believe that a political resurgence of the military at some future time is impossible.

As has been noted, however, the current trend in the People's Republic of China
is to place greater emphasis on a technocratic, modernizing elite, even within the
military. A growing number of intellectuals—using that term broadly—are being
placed in upper Party and state posts, suggesting that if and when future struggles over
succession arise, modemizers will have greater power than in the past, irrespective of
their individual personalities. It also seems likely that, as in the post-Stalin USSR, the
phenomenon of a Mao Zedong cannot be reproduced, and a greater measure of
collectivity may well be present at the summit. Yet the procedures whereby top
leadership is selected remain subject to personal cabals, with responsibility vested in a
few hands.

The problem is more dramatically revealed in North Korea. Just as the succes
sion issue in late Maoist China came increasingly to resemble traditional dynastic
politics, with court intrigue revolving around the "emperor" and his family, a similar
situation exists in North Korea at present. Kim II Sung has personally designated his
son, Kim Jong II, as his successor and is seeking to ensure that all party and state
officials accept this decision. Meanwhile, young Kim is attempting to build his power
base, taking advantage of his father's absolute power. He is surrounding himself with
young men of his generation, thereby challenging not one but several generations
more senior. Recurrent rumors speak of opposition to Kim Jong II, especially among
military figures, but such opposition labors under enormous obstacles as long as Kim
II Sung is alive. Not in modem times has the cult of personality been advanced in such
extreme form as in this state. Kim's power over all individuals and institutions in
North Korea is absolute, although undoubtedly various actions and events are kept
from him. The most recent evidence, moreover, suggests that Jong II has been given
direct responsibility for most administrative matters, with his father moving to a
supervisory role.
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Once again, these developments are wholly extralegal, outside the institutional
structureprovided in the Party bylawsand 1972Constitution,albeitmadepossibleby
the institutional structure outlined in those documents. No one can predict whether
Kim IISung's effort to implant his son in power will survive theelder Kim's death, but
whatever the outcome, neither the average North Korean citizen nor such an institu
tionas theCentral Committee of theKorean Workers' Party, nominally responsible for
the selection of the Partysecretary-general, willplay the critical role in determining
NorthKorea'sfuture leadership. KimIISunghimselfhaslongheldbothtopPartyand
statepositions, butat thispointhis institutional position isof limitedconsequence; like
Mao, he could stand aloof from formal office and remain all powerful.

The issue of leadership and succession is equally acute in Vietnam. Recently,
Hoang Van Hoan, now a political defector in China and formerly a memberof the
VWP Politburo, provided his version of the evolution of party-state leadership in
Vietnam in a biting attack upon the present Hanoi leaders in a "Letter to the Viet
nameseCompatriots." One must bear in mindthat this openletterwas written by one
whowasa guestof theChineseandwhohadbeenprogressively isolatedbecauseof his
views before leaving Vietnam. Hoang Van Hoan, praising the"direct leadership of
President Ho Chi Minh" of more than three decades, asserted that Vietnam was now
wholly under the control of Le Duan who "has formed a secret service network in the
country, completelyabolishing all the rights of the peopleexplicitly stipulated in the
Constitution, and ruthlessly suppressingall those who have differentviews and those
honest people whorefuse to be docile andobedient, thus virtually turning the whole
[of] Viet Nam into a prison.

Scholars have generally assumed that Ho Chi Minh, whileprimus inter pares^
lent his prestige to collective decision making and that his political style—together
with the enormous challengesconfronting the DemocraticRepublicof Vietnamin its
struggle to survive and expand—created a collective unity at top Party and state
levels. Hoang's assertion that Le Duan now dominates Vietnamese politicsin tyran
nical fashion, even if exaggerated, suggests that in a period of continuing adversity
and serious policy failures, VWP leadership may have gravitated toward factional
divisions of a serious nature, promoting at the same time the increased power of a
single individual, striving through the appointmentof those whom Hoang refers to as
"henchmen" and the purging of opponents to bring a troubled situation under con
trol."^® Once again, whatever the precise situation with respect tocurrent Vietnamese
leadership, the parallels with the Chinese and the North Koreans are significant.The
selection and maintenance of top leadership are outside the institutional processes
provided by fundamental Party and state law. Moreover, the trend in this case may
have been a greater concentration of power in the hands of one man and his faction to
the exclusion of others at the top.

For one recent article on DPRK politics, see Rinn-sup Shinn, "North Korea in 1982: Continuing
Revolution Under KimJongII,"Asian Survey, 23:1 (January 1983): 102-109.
Hoang's letteris published in English in Beijing Review 26:3 (July 25, 1983): 24-27.
Adiscerning article oncurrent DRY politics isDouglas Pike, "Vietnam, the Winds ofChange," inPDR
1983Annual Reference Edition, December 1982-January 1983.
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If the Soviet Union is a guide, the "institutionalization" of top leadership
selection consists in regularizing the collective decision of the twenty to thirty
individuals (or less) that make up the supreme Party organ, the Politburo. Whether
through consensus or by a majority, this body's decisions have been accepted in recent
times without serious challenge. Even Khrushchev, having once defied the Politburo
by insisting on a vote of the Central Committee, bowed to the Politburo demand for his
resignation in 1964. By gentlemen's agreements, moreover, it has been possible in
recent times to exclude one's opponents without imprisoning or killing them. Indeed,
the scanty evidence available suggests that those who opposed a new leader may even
be left in office, constituting a competitive faction and lending support to collective
leadership.

Yet the systemic problem remains acute. Underlying Marxist-Leninist in
stitutions is the myth that the people are the supreme source of power in the state and
that the rank-and-file Party members occupy a similar position in the Party. These
fictions are maintained by an emphasis on mass participation in grassroots elections
and a constant reference to the mass line, whereby policies are supposedly initiated at
the bottom and sent upward, refined by leadership, and then directed downward in the
form of law, with all commanded to accept the decision of the "majority," once
determined. In all systems based on "democratic centralism," however, it is centralism
that prevails. And with the citizenry at large removed from any meaningful control
over national leaders or policies, all is dependent on the shifting balance of power
within the top elite. Moreover, since the Marxist-Leninist system lacks an independent
judiciary, there can be no check on the arbitrary actions of leaders from within the top
echelons of the structure apart from that initiated by the leaders themselves.

In the past, as we have noted, the balance of power was determined by a mix of
bureaucratic, military, and ideological authority. Currently, technocrats are being
elevated, not to positions of supreme power, but directly under general administrators
and veteran Party and state bureaucrats. Under present conditions, with large military
establishments in all three countries, the struggle to contain military power has been
continual.

LAW AND THE JUDICIARY

Meanwhile, both the USSR and China have stressed restoring "socialist legal-
ism" in the aftermath of the Stalinist and Maoist excesses. This includes the enactment

or revision of both civil and criminal codes and, in the case of China, major efforts to
make the legal system more professional by training lawyers and judges to take the
place of the amateurs assigned to the worker-peasant courts of the past.

The present Chinese leaders insist that those accused of crimes will have the
benefit of all the legal safeguards now written into fundamental law, including
protection against arbitrary arrest or protracted detention without trial, the right to
defense lawyers, and the right of appeal under certain rules. These assurances, it might
be added, are being accompanied by an unprecedented sweep against those accused of
various crimes, with hundreds of thousands having been arrested in 1982-1983.
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Antisocial behavior has deeply worried Chinese leaders, and the recent campaign is
designed to curb what has been an outburst of crimes of all sorts, from murder, rape,
and robbery to a variety of economic crimes, many of them committed by senior
cadres."^^

The sincerity of the present top leaders wishing to restore "socialist legalism"
cannot be doubted since they themselves were victims of the type of utter disregard for
the law prevalent in the late Maoist era. It remains to be seen, however, whether a
judicial system that operates in the final analysis as an arm of the Party, committed to
carrying out Party policy as defined by incumbent leaders, can effect the type of justice
that protects the individual or group from the excesses of party-state power, or apply
the law evenhandedly to those in and out of office.

Cynicism over such prospects was voiced recently by a Beijing taxi driver.
When a passenger in response to a query stated that he was studying law at Beijing
University, the driver remarked with a mixture of mirth and indignation, "But there's
no law in China!"

Data with respect to North Korean and Vietnamese judicial practices are too
incomplete to permit a careful evaluation of past practices and present trends, but the
existing evidence suggests that the same basic issues apply, all of them deriving from
the concept of law as an ideal rather than a set of precise rules to be rigorously
applied—a view embedded in traditional Asian culture; the treatment of judicial
institutions as rightfully belonging in the hands of "the people," not specialists;and the
requirement that the judiciary operate as an arm of the Party, hence charged with
carrying out Party orders, whether or not this accords with some abstract concept of
justice. Nonetheless, the trend toward professionalism and procedures derivative from
European continental practices, first initiated in the post-Stalin USSR and now, with
modifications, emerging in China, should be considered promising. The political
"criminal" will still be in a special category, but the institutionalization of legal
procedures and safeguards may eventually cover all accused.

THE BUREAUCRACY—SUPREME SYMBOL OF

PEOPLE'S REPUBLICS

In a broader sense, the issue of the judiciary is merely a part of the problems
encompassing the bureaucracy as a whole. From the beginning of the effort to put
Marxism into practice, top authorities recognized that a statist society—and one
seeking the consolidation of authority through a single channel—would place enor
mous power in the hands of the officials. In the 1919 Program of the All-Russian
Communist Party, it was acknowledged that various conditions had led to "the partial
revival of bureaucratic practices within the Soviet system," and the pledge was made

For example, see the following articles in recent issues of China Daily: "Gangs Held in Police
Clamp-Down," August 15,1983, p. 3; "Market 'BackDoor' Openers Suspended," August 11,1983, p. 1;
and Shi Huijing, "Pickpockets in Beijing Beware," August 10, 1983, p. 6.
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tocarry outa resolute struggle against bureaucratism.^® Thatstruggle continues more
or less unsuccessfully in the USSR and in all Asian socialist states. One of the
recurrent campaigns in China, North Korea, and Vietnam is to enforce on cadres atiall
levels the idea that they are the servants, not the masters of the people, and to decry
their capricious and arbitrary actions. To look at the other side of the coin, cadres,
especially of lower ranks, constantly complain that they are caught between the
requests of their constituency and the demands of their superiors. Their situation
becomes more intolerable when policies at the center are in dispute, with conflicting
signals sent out.

Once again, the basic problem is structural. In each of the Asian Leninist
systems, the approach to problems is to duplicate rather than to separate functions.
Consequently, officialdom proliferates. Moreover, while jurisdictional problems be
come serious, no adequate method of internal checks and balances exists. The
requirements of state socialism naturally exacerbate the situation. Few aspects of
economic or political life are divorced from official control or surveillance despite
movements toward economic "liberalization." Thus, the bureaucracy as a collectivity
is in a position to defeat those who challenge it, including top leaders. Khrushchev's
lament, "How can I be accused of being a dictator? I can't even get the people
operating the Moscow sewers to run them effectively!" might be repeated by Deng.
Despite a strenuous campaign to streamline the bureaucracy and to inject into it
younger, more professionally trained elements, Chinese officialdom remains huge,
intensely conservative, and dominated by the principle of seniority.

This is equally true in North Korea, although, given the smaller scale of this
society, it is undoubtedly easier for Kim II Sung and other officials at the top to reach
down into the bureaucratic structure, punishing and rewarding. Vietnam currently
presents a chaotic picture, with veteran cadres in the North now joined by Southern
cadres chosen on the basis of political loyalty rather than training or competence.
Massive inefficiency and rising corruption in cadre circles are now being publicly
condemned in all organs. But no solutions are at hand other than continued
exhortation—and selective punishment.

In reality, the current Marxist-Leninist institutional structure meshes well with
traditional Confucian political culture in this respect, and the combination makes a
frontal attack on the problem of bureaucratism virtually impossible. Traditionally,
these societies placed a very high premium on the prestige and authority of the official
class. The present economic and political system enhances officialpower, with cadres
continuing to be responsible only to superiors within the system, not to any external
source. Authority lines are largely vertical, not horizontal. Naturally, there is a desire
among most cadres to preserve the system in its present form, given the fact that their

50 J929 Program, Section onGeneral Politics, Article 8. Fora thorough study of PRC bureaucracy, see
Harry Harding, Organizing China—The Problem of Bureaucracy—1949-1976 (Stanford: Staiiford
University Press, 1981.
For example, see "People's Complaints, Denunciations resolved in Quang Nam-Da Nang," in Nhan
Dan, April 25, 1983, p. 3, translated in Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS), Southeast Asia,
Daily Report, no. 1304 (June 27, 1983), pp. 50-51.
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power and privileges derive from it. Thus, a closed, mutually protective order
evolves. Topmost officials like Deng, Kim, or Le Duan can charge bureaucratic lines,
sword in hand, and decimate a few hundred or a few thousand cadres as "examples,"
but they do not have the instruments within the institutional framework to make
fundamental changes.

CONCLUSION

To draw up a balance sheet on the prospects for more effective political
institutionalization in the Leninist states of East Asia is extremely difficult, given the
relatively brief period of their existence, the uncertain precedents furnished by the
USSR, and the ferment presently taking place in at least two of the three societies
under study. Perhaps these trends can be discerned.

On the positive side, the acceptance of diverse parties, even if these are mere
creatures of the communist party today, together with the acceptance of functional
representationin Partyand stateorgans, and theexistenceof acommitteesystemin the
highest legislative organ suggest that under certain conditions, a monopolization of
power by the dictatorship of the communist party might be challenged, from within
perhaps even more than from without. Second, if economicgrowth and educational
advances make combined progress, these societies will be characterized by a rising
pluralism,notwithstanding pretensions of classlessness andcallsfor monolithic unity.
In that setting, more articulate interest groups can possibly use the instrumentalities
availableat the grassroots, including the smallelementof choicecurrently approved
in some cases. Meanwhile, at the top, this same pluralism should be conducive to a
general movement from one-man dictatorship to more collective leadership, and to
procedureswith respect to successionat the top which, whilecontinuingto be highly
elitist, will take more regularized forms. Finally, an increased reliance upon law,
extensively codified and professionally managed, seems probable.

On the negative side, Marxist-Leninst mythology—especially the use of con
cepts like "the dictatorship of the proletariat" and "democratic centralism"—will
perpetuate a party and state not accountable to the citizenry, and fortified by an
extensive coercive system, capped by a powerful military-public security force.
Under this system, a highly personalized authoritarianism will coexist with im
personal political and legal institutions, and the more or less continuousclash between
these two elements of the state will make steady progress toward institutionalization
difficult. In an effort to live with the system, moreover, individuals and groups will
develop both the dual political culture noted earlier and a formidable gray economy.
Developments in these directions, however natural, are likely to reduce the impetus
for change, the drive for institutional improvements. The premium will be on learning
to cope with system rather than seeking to change it. Meanwhile, the vast bureaucracy
in power have their own reasons for resisting any political reforms that would reduce
their authority.

The earlier hope voiced by some Western liberals that the twentieth century
would see a convergence between communism and liberalism now seems misplaced.
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although one can argue that if communism in most settings has retreated from
Stalinism in both its political and economicforms, the Westernparliamentarysystems
have embraced a stronger degree of statist controls. The more likely convergence of
the near future, however, is not that of communism and liberalism, but that between
the Leninist systems we have been discussing and other "Third World" systems that
might be designated as soft authoritarian in character. The "soft authoritarian" states
have in somewhatlesserdegree the attributesof a one-partymonopolization of power,
restrictionsupon civil rights, and state interventionin the socialandeconomicsystem.
Many of these latter societies, however, by encouraging a significant private eco
nomic and social sector, cultivate pluralism at a much more rapid rate (and reach
greater affluence as well), thereby opening the path for broader, more rapid political
evolution. Perhaps, in these respects, they will prove attractive models for later
generations of Chinese, North Korean, and Vietnamese leaders.
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4. Institutionalization and Democracy
in Japan

Seizaburo Sato

INTRODUCTION

Since the end of World War II, "development" has become one of the most prevalent
ideologies in the noncommunist world. The word has many meanings, but generally it
has been understood to include three elements: First, economic growth by in
dustrialization and the improvement of agricultural production; second, political
democratization, human rights, and a system of rules which guarantee free elections;
third, social democratization and a more equitable distribution of wealth.

Development in these three areas cannot be achieved separately because they are
inextricably connected. Further, the word "development" implies an evolution in a
certain direction. Since all developed countries were the Western nations even after
World War II and until relatively recently (it was only during the 1960s that Japan
became a member of this club), the word implied the process of coming closer to the
developed Western nations (especially the United States, which stood out as the
leader), hence the expressions "Westernization" and "Americanization." The optimis
tic view that development in that direction is desirable and possible for all nations,
including newcomers who achieved independence in the postwar years, has faded
with the disappointments of the past forty years.

First, development in these three areas does not necessarily take place simul
taneously. Even excluding Soviet economic development, we can see how Germany
forged a rapidly developing industrial economy alongside the establishment of a
Polizeistaat during the second half of the nineteenth century, and Japan pushed the
development of its heavy industries as the authoritarian military regime increased its
strength in the 1930s. The more recent economic development of some of the so-called
newly industrialized countries (NICs) has not necessarily been accompanied by
liberalization, democratization, or equalization. Especially at the early stage of
economic development, the distribution of wealth tends to become more uneven.
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On the other hand, such countries as India, Colombia, and Venezuela can be
cited as examples of progress in political democratization in spite of economic
stagnation (the rapid growth of Venezuela's gross national product during the 1970s
was largely because of the sudden oil price rise). Of course, it may still be argued that
economic development at the expense of liberalization and democratization, even if
possible from a short-term viewpoint, is destined to eventual failure. The fact that
Soviet-type economies are stagnating because of the fossilization of powerful
bureaucracies and the lack of spontaneity of the people seems to support this argu
ment. Even in some noncommunist developing nations, authoritarian political sys
tems obstruct economic growth. Also, if political liberalization and democratization
make headway, social equalization inevitably follows. (The reverse assumption, that
equalization brings about democratization and liberalization, is not necessarily true.)
The establishment of liberal democracy, however, does not necessarily provide the
guarantee for sustained economic growth. Furthermore, a liberal democracy, once
established, can continue to function even under stagnant economic conditions so long
as it is not hit by an extreme economic crisis such as at the beginning of the 1930s.

Second, certain domestic and international conditions are needed for growth,
and these conditions do not always exist. Some societies have not succeeded in any
one of the three areas. Some fail to sustain their initial take-off. Certain communist

nations and authoritarian developing nations show symptoms of retrogression.
Third, liberal democracy is not limited to the Western model and can take on

forms considerably different from the Anglo-American type. In this respect, the
Japanese case merits special note. The Japanese political regime, authoritarian or
autocratic in the prewar years, underwent democratization during the years of the
American Occupation and became an eminently democratic society based on the
principles of popular sovereignty and the guarantee of popular control of government.
As we shall discuss later, however, continuity between prewar and postwar Japan still
exists, as, for example, in the influence of the central government bureaucracy on the
administration of policies from before the last world war until the present day. The
incumbency of the Liberal Democratic party, furthermore, has never been threatened
by the political opposition despite the enormous social changes that have taken place
since the 1950s, during which time Japan regained independence and established her
postwar political system.

This circumstance seems to point to an important difference between Japanese
democracy and its Western counterparts, especially the Anglo-American type. The
Japanese economy has achieved a remarkable growth (especially since the last World
War) and still remains one of the most viable economies among the advanced nations.
Japan is also one of the most equitable societies in the world in income distribution.
The Japanese experience seems to merit further scrutiny because Japan has relatively
recently experienced a development transition from an authoritarian to a democratic
regime, because Japan has built her democratic regime under cultural, social, and
international conditions qualitatively different from those experienced by the West,
and because Japan has achieved democratization and social equalization simultane
ously with her economic growth.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The modernization of Japan started in the middle of the nineteenth century,
ignitedby the threatposedby the Western powers. Japan'sefforttoward moderniza
tion was aimed at catchingup with the advancednationsof the West. The secondhalf
of thenineteenth century andtheperiod uptoWorld War I coincided with the"Age of
Imperialism," during which timetheraceforcolonial acquisition among theWestern
powers entered its most intense stage. Tocatch up with the advancedWesternnations
meantthebuildup ofmilitary powercapable ofcoping withWestern strength andofan
economic-technological base to support Japan's military machine. The basis for such
modernization wasindustrialization. Thenational s\og2^fukoku kyohei ("richcountry
and strong military") was widely accepted by the Japanese in that era.

Successful industrialization requires certain socioeconomic conditions as pre
requisites. Important among them are the wider development of the distribution of
goods and services, sustained and cumulative investment and technical innovation,
the propagation of education and the institutionalization of research activities, the
spread of a value orientation toward activist pragmatism, and the progress of social
mobility. For these conditions to function, political and administrative systems are
needed that assure the maintenance of external security and internal order. In other
words, where modemization has progressed, the role of government has been con
siderable, even in the early industrialized nations. For late-developing nations to
become industrially strong, a greater governmental role is necessary because the
conditions needed for industrialization are in a more rudimentary state than in the
advanced nations who pioneered this process. Moreover, in order to avoid coloniza
tion by the imperial powers and to catch up with them, the late comers had to
industrialize within a much shorter time.

Besides achieving national security and internal order, the governments of these
newly industrialized nations were expected to seek outside capital and technology
transfer to organize the allocation systems, to promote the education of the populace,
and to inculcate the ethic of hard work among the people. There was also a need for
arousing a public sense of identity with the state (national identity) and a devotion to
national goals (patriotism) in order to mobilize the maximum number of citizens to
achieve these goals.^ Such efforts, however, hasten the dissolution of traditional
institutions and norms, provoking resistance from traditional forces and creating
anomie. This explains why late-developing nations waver between a policy of "turn
ing outward" by introducing advanced Western civilization and "turning inward," or
"self-reliance," by becoming isolationist and returning to their traditions to achieve
self-industrialization. The governments of these nations face the challenge of
eliminating the resistance of the traditionalists and at the same time provide their
people with a social environment to which they can feel committed.

^ Onthepolitical andsocial system andthevalue system considered indispensable forindustrialization,
see K. Murakami, S. Kumon, and S. Sato, Bunmei to shite no lye Shakai [lye Society as a Civilization]
(Tokyo: Chuo Koron, 1979).
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To achieve these goals, a strong governmental leadership and an efficient
bureaucracy, but not mass political participation, is necessary. To the contrary, as
Samuel Huntington points out, if political institutionalization is preceded by popular
participation, such a process tends to heighten political instability and increase the
danger of frustrating the national effort for a strong industrialized state.^ However,
once the government's effort to awaken feelings of national identity and patriotism
succeeds, then the popular desire to participate will increase. Because the process of
industrialization also increases social mobility, the number of those who have become
better off economically and more educated will grow. All these benefits intensify the
popular demand for participation. If institutions that meet this increasing demand are
not created, political dissatisfaction intensifies, threatening political stability.

In the mid-nineteenth century, Japan was better equipped than any other non-
Westem country to become industrialized. By the early nineteenth century, after an
extended peace of more than two hundred years, Japan's economic activities had
achieved a new vigor, her allocation system had developed on a nationwide scale, and
the bakufu (Shogunal government) and han (feudal domain) bureaucracies were able
to administer growing economic activities effectively as well as maintaining law and
order in their domains. In literacy, Japan was comparable to the most advanced
Western nations. Instrumental activism was a prevalent attitude not only among the
ruling samurai class, practically minded soldiers devoted to their masters and their
governments, but also among the common people. Akira Hayami says: "The Edo
period experienced no industrial revolution but witnessed an 'industrious'
revolution."^ Especially, the quasi-consanguineous management organization of the
wealthy merchants andfarmers (/y^-type organization)"^ was a suitable basic produc
tion unit for promoting industrialization. It provided a new social grouping that gave a
new sense of belonging to those who had been severed from the villages to which they
once belonged before industrialization.

During this period the Japanese were well integrated both politically and
economically, forming a homogeneous society with a well-educated population, and
broad segments of the people shared a sense of belonging to the national entity called
Japan. The ruling samurai class, imbued with a strong sense of national identity and
residing in most cases in urbanized castle towns severed from their fiefs, supported the
building up ofJapan as an industrialized and militarily strong modem state. Becauseof
more than two hundred years of peace and stability, a sense ofbelonging prevailed not
only among the mling samurai class but also among the merchants and craftsnaen.

Throughout the period of upheaval of the Meiji Restoration, therefore, there
were few popular revolts against han mlers. Common bonds between the governing
class and the govemed facilitated modernization because it made mass mobilization

^ S. P.Huntington,Political Order inChangingSocieties(NewHaven, YaleUniversityPress:1968),pp.
78-92.

^ A. Hayami,Rekishi no naka no Edo Jidai [TheEdo Periodin Historical Perspective] (Tokyo: Keizai
Shimpo Sha, 1977).
On the characteristics of /ye-type organization, see Murakami et al., [lye Shakai], ch. 7.
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on behalf of national goals possible. Geographic and demographic factors also
contributed to the effective implementation of modernization. Japan in those days had
a land area comparable to that of East and WestGermany combined, with a population
of 30 million. Its size—both in area and population—was small enough to make a
centralized, efficient modernization effort possible and at the same time was large
enough to create a wealthy, strong nation.

At that time Japan also had a relatively favorable international environment, and
thus the timing for modernization was good. East Asia was far away from the Western
powers, and China was the focus of Western imperialist interests throughout the
nineteenth century. Hence Japan was not faced with a direct military threat until the
Russo-Japanese War of 1904-05, although it was vulnerable to encroachment by the
West. In sum, Japan was kept under foreign pressure—not so overwhelming as to
thwart Japan's national aspirations, but strong enough to give rise to a popular
nationalism. Furthermore, with the exception of the United States, even among the
advanced Western nations democracy was still in its early stage of historical develop
ment. Although universal white male suffrage existed in the United States by the
1830s, the Reform Act of 1832 in England, the most advanced nation economically,
limited voting to a mere 4 percent of the population. Indeed, across Western Europe,
universal male suffrage became widely accepted only toward the end of the nineteenth
century, and it was not until World War I that the privilege was extended to women.
Even in Western Europe, therefore, it was not until this period that the word "democ
racy" became a popular expression capable of exerting political influence. Japanese
political leaders during the second half of the nineteenth century were consequently
not forced to respond to large-scale popular demands for participation at a time when
political institutionalization was still in an early stage of development.

Thus, given these comparatively favorable domestic and international con
ditions, Japan's political institutionalization during the second half of the nineteenth
century produced three special traits that were to exert a lasting influence on the
gradual growth of democracy in Japan during the twentieth century; on the process of
reversion to an authoritarian regime after the 1930s; and on the distinctive type of
democracy emerging after World War II.

1. A centralized bureaucracy predominated. Despite the decentralized features
of the Tokugawa political system, Japan had an efficient bureaucracy capable of taking
on complex administrative duties. Because the challenge posed by the Western powers
heightened the sense of nationalism and because the samurai class was in no position
to put up a strong resistance to the Meiji government's policy of centralization of
power, Japan's bureaucratic structure was rapidly modernized. The feudal daimyo
system was quickly replaced by a new prefectural system, under which the prefectural
governors were appointed by the central govemment, and the past privileges of the
samurai class, including their fiefs and stipends, were abolished. Nationally unified
systems of taxation, military services, currency, and education were created to
eliminate the confusing diversities of the feudal days. By the beginning of the
1890s—that is, within forty years after Commodore Perry opened Japan's doors—the
governmental structure of the centralized Meiji regime had been largely completed.
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There was organized samurai resistance, including uprisings against centralized
institutionalization and popular clamor for participation demanding a national assem
bly (jiyu minken undo, People's Rights Movement), but these uprisings were sporadic
and poorly organized. The central government could suppress them easily or absorb
the movements into the mainstream of the centrally directed institutionalization.

2. In spite of its centralism, the Meiji central government was not a wholly
dictatorial or totalitarian regime. The governmental structure, prescribed by the
imperial constitution promulgated in 1890 and in force until 1947, was an expression
of centralism but had pluralistic features. The cabinet, the Diet, the military, the Privy
Council, the Supreme Court, and other central government institutions were all placed
under the direct administration of the emperor and thus found themselves in a complex
relationship of checks and balances. Furthermore, in administering cabinet affairs, the
cabinet members who presided over their ministries "assisted" the emperor legdly,
and therefore the executive authority of the prime minister was limited.

The popularly elected House of Representatives and the House of Peers—^the
latter made up of those selected from the aristocracy, the rich, and those especially
appointed by the government (most of them ranking former bureaucrats)—were given
more or less equal legislative authority in the Diet. Legislation relating to con
stitutional matters and foreign treaties was subject to review by the Privy Council, a
deliberative body outside the Diet whose members were appointed by the executive
arm of the government. The Army and the Navy were mutually independent; the
Military Administration (the Army and the Navy ministries of the cabinet) enjoyed a
wide range of autonomy; the General Staff of the Army and Navy reported directly to
the emperor, thus being free from the control of the prime minister.

Under this system, no one government department or agency had dominant
authority except the emperor. He had the legal authority to "preside" over these
autonomous and divisive organizations as well as being enshrouded by the mytholog
ical authorityof a "spiritual reign" over Japanas the descendantof a "line of emperors
unbroken for ages eternal." The emperor, in other words, had the equivalent of the
combined authorities of both a powerful American president and the Roman pope. The
manner in which the emperor could exercise his power was not clear, however. The
constitution was vaguely worded, and it was possible to interpret his power as that of
an absolute monarch or that of a constitutional monarch. The three successive

emperors of modem Japan each operated within the limitations of a constitutional
monarch and served as symbols of the national essence rather than wielders of absolute
power.

In spite of the growth of a strong centralized bureaucracy empowered with
extensive privileges and authorities and in spite of the presence of the emperor at the
top of the pyramid, modem Japan, though authoritarian by nature, did not have to
become dictatorial or totalitarian. Since the conditions for modemization were favor

able, her modemizing leaders did not have to force reforms through absolutist
methods. Also, during the second half of the nineteenth century, the modem forms of
dictatorship and of totalitarian goveming techniques soon to emerge in the West were
not yet developed.
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The operation of such a complex pluralistic system would have been impossible
without broad popular consensus on the national goal of making Japan a strong
industrialized nation dedicated to catching up with the advanced Western nations.
Japanese pluralism gave the main political groups sufficient rights to prevent their
polarization into powerful opposition groups. The integration of the pluralistically
independent government institutions was a difficult task, and successive cabinets had
to labor in search of working solutions to the incessant factional struggles among these
institutions. The difficulty of building a stable coalition is illustrated by the fact that
the average life of a cabinet formed under the imperial constitution was less than a year
and a half. Even during the trying years of the Russo-Japanese War, the first Katsura
cabinet, the longest on record, lasted only four and a half years, from 1901 to 1906.
Neither the political parties, which operated from their power base of the House of
Representatives and gradually gained a position of influence as they entered the
twentieth century, nor the Imperial Army, which attempted to build an authoritarian
regime of its own, could find an effective way of dealing with this institutional
pluralism.

3. Middle-level institutions and organizations were prominent despite the pre
dominance of the central bureaucracy. Especially noteworthy was the development of
local government and private enterprises. As already noted, the prewar prefectural
governors, appointed by the central government, exercised extensive control over the
affairs of the publicly elected local assemblies as well as over the mayors and village
chiefs appointed by such assemblies. The control held by the central govemment over
the police and education systems was especially powerful. Day-to-day administration
of local affairs, however, was left to the cities, villages, and traditional local com
munities (buraku). The prefectural, city, and village assemblies, many of which were
established before the national Diet, played a significant role, despite their limited
power and authority, in absorbing and localizing the popular demand for participation.

The role played by the central govemment in Japan's industrialization was
considerable, but it was confined to establishing developmental goals, providing
advisory services, and handing out preferential treatment in finance and taxation,
leaving the responsibility of industrialization in the hands of private enterprises. At
that time, the Japanese govemment established a number of experimental state-
operated manufacturing plants to introduce modem industry in Japan, but these
govemment enterprises soon passed into private hands. In addition, under the unequal
treaties forced on it by the Westem powers at the opening of the country, Japan
remained deprived of the full power to impose import duties until 1911. The Japanese
govemment in those years was unable to provide Japan's infant industries with the
protective shield of tariff barriers, and thus the economic development of Japan
through the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was a considerably more market-
oriented growthprocess in a laissez-faire environment thanis commonly imagined.^

R. Nakamura, Nihon Keizai: Sono Seicho to Kdzd [Structure and Growth of the Japanese Economy]
(Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press, 1978).
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Besides, in those days the tightly knit employee organization, often called the
"Japanese management system," had not yet been contrived by the early Japanese
enterprises. The form of business enterprises in Japan at the early stage of in
dustrialization was thus similar to that of the West.

Starting with the final years of the nineteenth century, however, when the heavy
chemical industries emerged, giving rise to large-scale production plants, the Western
nations entered into a period of so-called organizational revolution, and a new era of
"organized capitalism" emerged. In response to this "call of a new era," Japanese
businesses (especially those large-scale firms that had played a central role in the
economic development of Japan) began developing new institutions such as "business
familism," a "life-time employment system," company-led welfare programs, and
similar techniques, all of which gradually combined to form the Japanese management
system as it is known today. Such a management system, based upon a modified
/ye-type traditional organization principle, improved through the process of in
dustrialization, played an important role in ameliorating conflicts between capitalists
and workers, or employers and employees, thus preventing the intensification of class
confrontation and the spread of anomie.

Under the influence of the further industrialization and the worldwide spread of
democracy after World War I, there were indications in Japan of a rise in the organized
labor movement. This did not materialize into a large-scale movement partly becatise
of stringent suppression by the central government and partly because of im
provements made in labor-management relations within the business units. The
developed middle-level institutions and organizations of Japan's local government
and businesses give the people a sense of community and provide them with oppor
tunities for participation, thus reducing discontent and tension, and making it possible
to channel their vitality into modernization.

The fact that Japan's government structure was pluralistic, though convenient
for the political parties to strengthen their influence, made it difficult for a newly
formed cabinet to maintain a stable existence. Prompted by the local assemblies and
the national Diet, two nationally based political parties were organized as a coalition
of local political groups in the early 1880s. At that time, the political parties were no
more than private clubs of Diet members and political aspirants, and their election was
largely dependent on the support ofthe local notables (in most cases, the landlords and
the local entrepreneurs) who were able to collect a significant number of votes.
Therefore, the organization of political parties was still in its infant stage, and the
"parties" split repeatedly into factions. They held a majority of the House seats,
however, and in the face of their opposition the government could not pass its bills in
the House. On the other hand, the oligarchs (the early leaders of the Meiji Restoration
with high prestige, later known as genro, elder statesmen), who had held the reins of
government since the beginning of the Meiji period (1868), had their own internal
struggles and were far from being monolithic.

The political parties and the oligarchs, both of which groups contained the seeds
of internal dissension, confronted each other in their struggle for power. Rather than
attempting complete mutual elimination, they opted for a modus vivendi throtigh
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complex political compromises. While this was a process by which the oligarchs
manipulated the political parties, it alsoprovidedtheavenuefor thepoliticalpartiesto
make inroads into the political power so far monopolizedby the oligarchs. Thus, the
politicalpartiesbeganto strengthen theirconstituency basebydeftlyusingthe central
bureaucracy and the allocation of publicfunds. The resultwas that duringthe 1920s,
aidedby the worldwide trendtowarddemocracy, a newera of partycabinets emerged
in whichthe twomajorpoliticalpartiesalternately sharedthereinsof the government.
These early political parties were weak, however; as the national and international
environment deteriorated, the new era of party politics came to an abrupt end only
eight years after its inception. The central weaknesswas that, even during the 1920s,
the two major parties continued to rely on the Diet members for their membershipand
remained dependent on influential local notables in the election districts and suppor
tive central government institutions without building strong grassroots organizations.
Therefore, when an election was held, the party in power was always victorious
because it couldeasilymobilizethe bureaucraticinstitutions.The oppositionparty, on
the other hand, would form a coalition with outside forces such as the military, the
House of Peers, and the Privy Council. Thus, by turning its minority position in the
House into a de facto majority through coalition within the pluralistic government
structure, the opposition party was able to stage a comeback to power without recourse
to the electorate. Such Machiavellian dealings among these nonparty (or antiparty)
groups were destined to weaken the position of the political partiies.

A second weakness of the political parties was that the prewar Japanese constitu
tion upheld the emperor as sovereign and the national goal of catching up with the
West. This situation produced a political environment that made it difficult for a
political party to claim full legitimacy to lead the nation. The parties lacked the
oligarchs' prestige of being the "founding fathers" and the "impartiality and fairness"
with which the emperor and his bureaucracy were credited. When it came to the
question of who was to lead the country to become a strong industrialized nation,
moreover, political parties were no match for the central bureaucracy.

A third weakness of the political parties was that, lacking full legitimacy and
being organizationally fragile, they could not fully control the pluralistic government
structure. This was especially true because the military persistently refused to accept
civilian control and remained independent from the party cabinets.

Despite these weaknesses, if the national and the international environment had
been favorable, the party cabinets could have lasted longer and political democracy in
Japan could have progressed. As mentioned earlier, the position of the Japanese
emperor under the prewar constitution could have been construed as that of a con
stitutional monarch, and, therefore, it was possible to argue that parliamentary
government was a legitimate form of govemment under that constitution. The
Japanese economy, however, fell into a chronic recession during the second halfof the
1920s and was dealt a massive blow by the Great Depression, which struck the world
in the fall of 1929. The Depression intensified Japan's economic conflicts with the
Western powers. In China, meanwhile, the Nationalist govemment, which had just
completed its nationwide consolidation of power, began its anti-Japanese campaign
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toward the end of the 1920s, aimed at reclaiming the territories leased and flie
concessions owned by Japan in Manchuria and other Chinese provinces. At the same
time, the Russians were emerging once again as a military power in East Asia after a
period of chaos and confusion following the Revolution.

Japanese young military officers and radical nationalists were deeply impressed
by the spectacle of what appeared to be the coming of a new era of totalitarianism,
signaled by the rise to power of Stalin's Soviet Russia and Nazi Germany, while the
countries with liberal political systems—the United States, Great Britain, and
France—suffered from a serious and protracted economic recession and social unrest.
As political and military pressures mounted both inside and outside, assuming the
proportions of a crisis, these young officers and the nationalists sprang a series of
coups d'etat and assassinations, precipitating the downfall of party cabinet politics.
During the 1920s, several socialist political parties emerged, but their influence
remained severely limited.

After the collapse of the party cabinets, a number of attempts were made, with
the military as the driving force, to consolidate the pluralistic institutions in the name
of "national unity." Especially as the conflict with China became a full-fledged war,
some military factions and the radical nationalists sought to organize a totalitarian
regime similar to that of Nazi Germany. All these attempts failed, and throughout the
war years, even when the cabinets were headed by powerful generals and admirals,
they continued to fall in quick succession. In fact, the real reason that Japan plunged
into war against the United States with no prospect of winning was not, viewed from
the perspective of Japanese domestic politics, brought about by a reckless dictator,but
rather by the lack of a leader capable of controlling and consolidating the pluralistic
institutions and of making the decision to avert the war.

History, however, always provides the other side of the coin. The national effort
to prosecute the war prompted social equalization in many areas. Within business, for
instance, the difference between blue-collar workers and white-collaremployees was
reduced to a minimum, and loyalty and a sense of belonging among workers and
employees were greatly heightened. The result was a nationwide acceptance of the/y^
type of Japanese management practice, which had begun in the large businesses
during the 1920s. In rural Japan, as government control of food production was
strengthened, measures were adopted to encourage tenant farmers to produce more by
increasing their crop shares, which resulted in narrowing the income gap between
them and their landlords—a marked improvement over past inequalities. Nor can one
neglect the implications of the mass entry into the nation's workforce by women
during the war years, when male workers were in short supply.

Furthermore, the central control of the nation's economy in an all-out war effort
broughtgovernmentand industry ever closer together. The "administrativeguidance"
provided by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry, the "window regula
tions" by the Ministry of Finance and the Bank of Japan, the formation of business
groups clustering around their main banks, and the system of internal adjustment of
conflicting economic interests by trade associations are some of the institutions, bom
of the wartimeexperienceof economiccontrol measures, that haveplayedamajorrole
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in Japan's postwar economic growth and provided the important social, economic,
and administrative conditions that have supported postwar Japan's dominant party
system.

ESTABLISHMENT OF A DOMINANT PARTY SYSTEM

The defeat of Japan in WorldWar II, the so-called Occupation reforms instituted
under the aegis of the American Occupation authorities, and the sustained high
economic growth from after the middle of the 1950s have contributed to establishing
democracy in Japan by both altering and strengthening some of the political trends
sununarized in the preceding pages. The democratization of postwar Japan, like
Japanese modernization since the Meiji Restoration, was brought about as a combina
tion of evolutionary change from the past and revolutionary change precipitated by
outside pressure.^ Thedemocracy thatbecame established in Japan afterthewarwas
characterized both by continuity and discontinuity with the political institutionaliza-
tion that had taken place before the war. Therefore, the Japanese democracy that
emerged had features that made it different from that of the West, especially from the
Anglo-American type. Its institutional expression was a dominant party system.

The first significantpostwar change was the acceptanceof popular sovereignty
and with it the primacyof the nationalDiet, the political parties, and otherdemocratic
institutions under the new revised constitution of 1947. The new structure centered

upon a parliamentarycabinet system. Under the newconstitution, the nationalDiet, a
bicameral system composed only of publicly elected members, became "the supreme
organ of the state power," and, as a result, the old institutions of political privilege
such as the House of Peers and the Privy Council, whose members were not publicly
elected, were abolished. The prime minister was to be selected from the Diet member
ship, the majorityof thecabinet membersalso hadto be Diet members, andthe cabinet
was to be held responsible to the Diet.

All prime ministerssince the promulgationof the newconstitutionin 1947have
been members of the House of Representatives, and the cabinet members have also
been mostly Diet members. The executive authority of the prime minister over his
cabinet members has been greatly strengthened in comparison with prewar practice.
The military, which had held a position of independent power in the prewar govern
ment structure, was completely disbanded after the war by the demilitarization policy
of the Occupation authorities. The intensification of the Cold War and Japan's
recovery of national independence have caused the advent of a new military, called the
Self-Defense Force, but its size up to the present has remained considerably smaller
than would be expected by today's international standards because the American
military provide security for Japan. The conunander in chief of the Self-Defense Force

^ A. E. Tiedemann, "Japan ShedsDictatorship," in J. H. Hertz,ed.. FromDictatorship toDemocracy:
Coping with the Legacies ofAuthoritarianism and Totalitarianism (Westport, Conn: Greenwood Press,
1982) pp. 198-202.
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is the prime minister, and the top management of the Defense Agency, directly in
charge of the forces' command and administration, is securely in the hands of a
civilian director and his staff.

In postwar Japan, given the strong criticism of the "rampage" (dokuso) of the
prewar military, a serious division of public opinion has existed over the nation's
defense policy, but a broad national consensus has always supported civilian control of
the Self-Defense Force. Therefore, it is totally unlikely that the Self-Defense Force
might, like the prewar military, attain an independent position free from cabiiiet
control in the foreseeable future. Not only has the governing structure been de
mocratized, but the heterogeneous and divisive nature of the prewar regime has also
been fundamentally corrected. The formation of the dominant party system of postwar
Japan would not have been possible without such revolutionary changes in the
governing structure.

But postwar democratization did not stem from the elimination of old obstacles
alone; it was also characterized by continuity. As already pointed out, even under the
prewar constitution, different interpretations were possible about the status and role of
the emperor, and in fact he was largely a figurehead. Therefore, when the new
constitution asserted that "the Emperor is the symbol of Japan, and he is the symbol of
unity of the people of Japan," most Japanese did not regard this as strange. Moreover,
although the emperor was considered sacred in prewar Japan, the Japanese concept of
God is different from that of the Almighty God of the Judaeo-Christian tradition, the
Japanese having no clear dividing line between god and human. Thus, when in 1946
the emperor publicly disassociated himself from "godhood," most Japanese were not
really surprised. Furthermore, as demonstrated by the emergence of a political-party
cabinet system during the 1920s, it was possible even under the prewar constitutionfor
a parliamentary cabinet system to evolve in Japan so long as there were favorable
conditions. Besides, many political leaders during the occupation period had partici
pated in political party activities during the 1920s. In terms of the parliamentary
cabinet system and the political parties, the postwar democratization of Japan can be
seen as a continuation of the prewar experience.

The fact that both the principle of popular sovereignty and the parliamentary
cabinet system were written into the new constitution, however, had a profound
implication for the legitimization and stabilization of democratic institutions along
with the acceptance of a guarantee of the civil rights of the people. Further, when
anyone comparesJapanbefore and after the war, there is littledoubt that postwarJapan
is more peaceful, enjoys more freedom, and is more affluent, and most Japanese have
come to believe that it is far better than the prewar regime. Although the postwar
constitution was first drafted by the American Occupation authorities and promulgated
by the Japanese government with limited revisions (there are some expressions in the
text difficult to translate into Japanese), the new constitution enjoys wide acceptance
by the Japanese people. Most traditionalists critical of postwar reforms who longed for
a return to the prewar regime were purged and kept out of politics during the
Occupation period, at the end of which time they were pardoned but remained a
minority and lost whatever influence they had had.
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The second significantpostwar trend is the strengtheningof a tendency already
seen in prewar Japan. This is the increase in middle-level institutions and organiza
tions, many of which have assumed increasingly important political roles as pressure
groups. The authority and the autonomy of local governments have been strength
ened, and the prefectural governors, mayors, and village chiefs have been made
publicly elected officials. The Ministry of Home Affairs, which controlled the local
governments with an iron hand during the prewar years, has been divided into a
number of ministries and agencies, and its traditional authority has been dissipated.
The local governments in the postwar period have continued their fiscal dependence
on the central government, and the central government in tum, through its ministries'
and agencies' "directives," "guidance," and subsidies, or by directly sending in their
own staffs, has been exerting a significant influence on the affairs of the local
governments, especially those of the prefectures. But the relationship between the
central government and the local governments no longer takes the form of the prewar
vertical chain of command. The prefectural governors, the mayors, the village chiefs,
and the members of the local assemblies at all these levels have organized themselves
into national federations to function as pressure groups in order to apply their muscle
on the central government's decision-making process for their common good. Some
prefectural governors, mayors, and village chiefs belong to political parties that
happen to be opposition parties at the level of the national government. These
so-called progressive local governments increased during the latter half of the 1960s
and the first part of the 1970s, during which the popular demand for the fulfillment of
environmental protection and social welfare needs reached a new height in most major
cities.

In the private sector of Japan's postwar economy, the /ye-type Japanese manage
ment practice, which spread widely during the war years, gained further acceptance
and became more refined. In postwar Japan, the organization of labor unions was
formally started by the encouragement of the Occupation authorities, but most of the
organized unions were so-called enterprise unions, which included as members all
permanent employees of each business firm, white-collar and blue-collar workers
alike. This form of unionism was in harmony with the personnel policies of the
Japanese management system.

Even though the national federations of these enterprise unions often use
radical, even revolutionary rhetoric, the individual unions and their members have
increased their sense of belonging to the businesses by gaining new positions of
influence within them. Rapid economic growth since the mid-1950s has contributed to
the strengthening of the union members' loyalty to their businesses as a result of
cumulative increases in their wage income. From 1955 until the 1970s, therefore, the
so-called spring offensive of Japanese organized labor—the annual contract negotia
tions by most of the national labor unions—has been no more than a grandiose
ceremony confirming the equitable sharing of the fruits of economic growth between
management and labor. Business corporations on their part have formed national trade
associations, joining their forces in nationwide organizations such as the Federation of
Economic Organizations (Keidanren), and have begun their lobbying activities using
such organizations as pressure groups.
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Momentous changes also took place in rural communities. The landlords, who
had begun slipping in power and prestige during the war years, suffereda mortalblow
when the Occupation authorities implemented a thorough agricultural land reform
program. Along with the landlords the rural power base on which the prewar Diet
members relied so heavily collapsed when the notables ceased to be notables. In their
place there arose within the farm communities agricultural cooperatives whose mem
bers were a new class of independent farmers. The children of the agricultural land
reform, they are now beginning to exercise a dominant influence within their com
munities. Until rapid economic growth started the large-scale exodus of the rural
population in postwar Japan, the rural communities' share of national productivity
exceeded 40 percent, and naturally the influence of the farm cooperatives as pressures
groups was significant. Even after the population exodus had taken place and the urban
centers became flooded, the overrepresentation of the rural regions at the national Diet
has persisted, and the agricultural cooperatives continue to exercise a strong political
influence.

Rapid economic growth has given rise to a variety of new groups, each
promoting its special interests; growth has also increased the size of the pie for sharing
among these groups in the form of distributable state funds and preferential treat
ments. The result has been the mushrooming of pressure groups and their lobbying
activities. Increased opportunities of participation at the middle levels of society,
especially the fact that most workers have been unionized and that the agricultural land
reform was forcefully carried out, were effective means of absorbing the discontent of
the masses and preventing them from feeling excluded. The democratic reforms of the
Occupationauthoritiesreduced thechancesof a socialistrevolutionin Japanand at the
same time reduced the traditionalists' chances to stage a counterrevolution; such
chances were later rendered completely futile by the remarkably high economic
growth.^

The third trend in postwar Japan has been the increasing influence of the central
bureaucracy, which has survived the shock of defeat in the war and the democratiza
tion reform. The Occupation authorities did not place Japan under an American
military government (as in Germany) but chose to adopt an indirect method of
governing Japan by the use of its own governmental structure. Therefore many
Japanese bureaucracies (except the military and the Ministry of Home Affairs) were
preserved essentially intact. Under the direction of the Occupation authorities, many
wartime leaders were purged, but most of them were military leaders, politicians, and
Home Ministry officials; relatively few were high-ranking officials from other govern
ment bureaucracies. Besides, in these government offices, the positions thus vacated
were quickly filled by career officials in the same agencies who would have eventually
assumed these posts anyway.

Finally, the once-important goal of becoming a strong militarypower wastotally
renounced, and the new "purified" goals of postwar Japan became economic recovery

^ T. J. Pempel, Policyand Politics in Japan: Creative Conservatism (Philadelphia: Temple University
Press: 1982). The author places a special emphasis on this point, but in other respects he considers it a
serious weakness of the LDP administration.
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and growth. In the difficult conditions of the postwar years, strong guidance by the
government was deemed indispensable if Japan were to achieve this goal, hence the
roles of the Ministries of Finance and International Trade and Industry (which had
accumulated their expertise through the wartime experience and ties with the business
community) greatly increased.

Japan's economic growth has produced abundant additional funds with which to
pay for administrative instruments of manipulation such as government loans, prefer
ential tax treatments, subsidies, and government contracts. The relationship that grew
between the government agencies in charge of economic affairs and the business
communities is comparable to that between central and local governments. Govern
ment intervention, however, except for the short postwar recovery period, has been
predominantly indirect and advisory in place of the direct and imperative wartime
economic control with its punitive sanctions. The wartime excesses of the government
bureaucracy were not forgotten by the business communities, who were cautious
about their possible recurrence.

Postwar changes contributed to the emergence of a dominant party system, in
which the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) was to monopolize the reins of the
government to the exclusion of other political parties. The LDP, the party in power
since its formation in 1955, can be called an example of a party leading an unusually
long-term and stable government even among the highly industrialized societies of
today, a government that guarantees political freedom in principle. Other examples of
long-lasting governments among the advanced nations with liberal democracy are:
France under the Fifth Republic, where the conservative coalition government lasted
for twenty-three years (1958-1981); WestGermany, where the Christian Democratic
Union maintained its coalition regime for twenty-four postwar years until the Social
Democrats and the Liberal Democrats took over in a new coalition, which in turn

lasted for thirteen years; Canada between 1963 and 1984, where the Liberal party's
government remained in power with a single nine-month disruption when the
Progressive-Conservative Party took power from May 1979 through February 1980;
Sweden, where the Social Democratic government lasted for forty-four years (1932-
1976) and staged a successful comeback in 1982 after a six-year interval; and Italy,
where, despite frequent changes of governing coalitions, the Christian Democrats
have always been at the center of all coalitions.

In most of these cases, however, the long-lasting government was a coalition,
forced to relinquish power, at least for a time, under the worldwide chronic recession
after the first oil crisis. Here the performance record of Japan's Liberal Democrats is
especially noteworthy in terms of their success in maintaining their one-party govern
ment for the past twenty-eight years when compared with the short-lived prewar party
cabinets. Moreover, the LDP, which began to lose popular support after the second
half of the 1960s, showed dramatic gains from the second half of the 1970s, at least if
judged by the popular support as tabulated by public-opinion polls.

How can we explain such exceptional political control? The first reason is the
change in Japan's governing structure, as already discussed. The constitutional
sanction of the principle of popular sovereignty and the system of parliamentary
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cabinet have helped unify and consolidate the governmental structure, and the postwar
cabinets, using the majority support of the Diet, can more easily control the state
institutions and integrate them into a functioning whole. But the democratic par
liamentary cabinet system, which also exists throughout Western Europe and the
British Commonwealth, cannot alone satisfactorily explain the phenomenon of the
LDP's one-party dominance in Japan.

A second reason may be that the simplification of national goals in postwar
Japan rendered the achievement of consensus easier than before. As has been ex
plained, the prewar national goals of catching up with the Western advanced nations
were carried into Japan's postwar policy, but the idea of making the nation a strong
military power was abandoned, and further industrialization was declared the only
means of catching up with the West. Postwar Japan has opted to rely on the United
States for its nationalsecurity, and in so doinghasgreatlysimplified its taskof keeping
the national burden down. The LDP was first established as a great coalition of
nonsocialist political parties, but the fact that such a coalition was possible then, and
that it has been successfullymaintainedsince, indicatesa broadcommonacceptance
of national goals.

In reality, the LDP leadership, faced with the task of maintaining this great
coalition containing a number of factions, almost annually shuffles both cabinet
makeupandleadership postsinorderto"equitably" distribute thevarious postsamong
LDP Diet members; and the terms of the prime minister's office have been on the
averageshorterthaninmostotheradvanceddemocratic nations.So, althoughtheLDP
has perennially been the party in power, the stabilityof each of its cabinets has not been
high. TheLDPis, in fact, a confederation of factions, andthepostsof partypresident
(prime minister), cabinet members, and other important partyleaders are sharedby
LDPmembers overshort intervals. Thisdevice hasmade it possible for thepartyto
maintain a flexible position relative to the changing outside world, absorb the in-
traparty discontent, and give the people a constantly new impression of party
leadership—all ofthesefactors helping tostabilize theLDP'sholdonthegovernment.

Third, we can cite the unrealistic position of the oppositionparties. Since the
formation of the LDP, theJapanese political parties havecustomarily beenreferred to
as "conservative" and "progressive." The progressive political movement in postwar
Japan has been forged by a variety of Marxist socialist ideologists and those who
professedfaith in the individualism,democracy,and pacifismconceptuallyembodied
in the new constitution. Among the latter group, however, individualism was never
popularlyacceptedexceptby a few intellectuals, whiledemocracywasgivendifferent
interpretations by the conservatives and progressives. Socialism as an ideology has
always beenof secondaryimportancein dividingconservativesandprogressives,and,
as time has passed, it has diminished in political importance. Marxist socialism is not
in harmony with the new constitution. When most people, and the supportersof the
progressive parties in particular, became the beneficiaries of the new constitution, the
selling of Marxist socialism grew difficult. Therefore, when the JapaneseCommunist
Party (JCP) adopted the policy of revolution by violence during the first half of the
1950sunder the influenceof the Soviet Union and the People's Republicof China, its
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downfall as a political party was foreseeable. Furthermore, the world of capitalist
economies, including Japan, grew vigorously after the second half of the 1950s. As
thefacts about repression andstagnation in theSoviet-style socialist societies became
evident, Japanese socialism, with its predominant Marxist influence, suffered a
serious blow.

Incontrast, theidealistic pacifist movement hascontinued toshow strength until
recently and hasrepresented a more formidable "progressive" force in opposition to
thegovernment. The primary reason forthis is Japan's tragic war experience, which
produced strong support forpacifism; secondly, theparties inopposition didnothave
to face the harsh realities of the Cold War: the security of Japan was almost fully
guaranteed by the American nuclear deterrent andAmerica's powerful navy and air
force so longas theLDPgovernment maintained friendly tieswith theUnited States.
In other words, while the conservatives, as the party in power charged with the
responsibility of coping with the realitiesof the East-West confrontation,were forced
to make thedifficult decision whether to go ahead with theU.S.-Japan security pact
and the buildup of the Self-Defense Force, the progressives could engage in high-
sounding, abstract criticism from their sanctuary legitimized by the pacifist new
constitution. Thus, thequestion ofwhether Japan should embrace theMutual Security
Agreement withtheUnited States andsupport theexpansion oftheSelf-Defense Force
emerged as a major issue for the contending political parties.

The fact that the progressives were able to launch a safe, easy attack on the
conservatives by taking the position of idealistic pacifism was laterto place a heavy
burden on the progressives' effort to expand their political power. But earlier, the
idealisticpacifistmovementto guard the new constitution from conservative attacks
acquireda degree of reality,even urgency, during the latter half of the 1950s. At that
time, the LDP remained thepowerhouse of theold-time conservatives purged during
theOccupation years, many of them dissatisfied with thepostwar reforms. During the
1960s, however, the LDP learned an important lesson from the rising tide of the
progressive movement against therenewal of theU.S.-Japan Mutual Security Agree
ment. Starting with theIkeda administration, theLDP dropped theissue ofamending
the constitution and, in its place, pushed the idea of economic growth, which had
already begun bythattime, astheparty'shighest political goal. Asaresult, thepacifist
movement lost its momentum, and its attackon theconservatives wasreduced topro
forma criticism.

The progressives were faced with a political dilemma. It was too much of a
political gamble for them to renounce their idealistic pacifism, which had been
legitimized by theconstitution andsupported by a fairnumber of voters. Therefore, it
was easier for them to wrap themselves in abstract idealism divorced from the realities
while passively accepting the protected atmosphere of Pax Americana. At the same
time, the sustained continuance of Japan'seconomic growth underthe LDPadminis
trations was a serious challenge to thesocialist ideology of theprogressives. Buthere
too, so long as the labor unions, who comprised the largest segment of the pro
gressives' organizational base, could continue to receive their share of the fruit of
economic growth, there was no compelling need for the progressives to consider a
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fundamental change intheir economic program. Militant postures were infact useful
to progressive Diet members and organized labor leaders in maintaining their status
quo. Insimilar circumstances inWest Germany, theSocial Democratic party opted to
sever itsrelationship with Marxism infavor ofjoining theconservative party toform a
grand coalition, indeed a historical turnabout, and move toward joining thegovern
ment. At thismoment in history, theJapanese Socialist Party, theprinciple opposition
party, decided to abandon its policy of "structural reforms," and regressed into
dogmatic Marxism, which had already lost most of its enthusiastic supporters.

Once the LDP administration, supported by the impotence of the opposition
parties, became a long-term occupant of thecentral power position inJapan, positive
feedback beganto occur,guaranteeing theincumbent administration aneasier tiniein
perpetuating itselfjustbecause of its longincumbency. Thisis thefourth reason that
theLDP has been able tohold onfor anextended period: the "incumbency effect."® As
already pointed out, theLDPwasfirst formed as a product of a complex realignment
and the resultant great coalition of the nonsocialist political parties after their long
history of antagonism since the Meiji period. At the early stage of the LDP's
organizational consolidation, therefore, it lacked a sophisticated fundraising organ
izationandeffectivelyfunctioningpressuregroupsandremainedlargelydependenton
the personal fund-raising abilities of influential faction leaders. In thoseearlydays,
furthermore, the dependable constituencies for these nonsocialist political parties
were still the rural farmingcommunitiesand the old urban middle-classpopulation—
the traditional basis of conservatism—and for this reason the early LDP had a strong
built-in traditionalist orientation.

Burgeoning pressure groups, however, aided by democratization and rapid
economic growth have increasinglybecome alignedwith the LDPduring its long-term
incumbency. LDP Diet members, in the meantime, have continued building their
campaign support organizations intoa carefully constructed vote-getting machine by
brokering public works funds and subsidies and by relaying the needs of itheir
constituencies to the appropriate executiveagencies. Thus, the LDPhas beenable to
consolidate its organizingeffort not only at the party level, but also by workingwith
pressure groups andvoters. Thispositive effortcontrasts withthesociaists' approach
of remaining a merely structural opposition, with organizational support at present
coming only from organized labor.

Among the various interest groups, however, the labor unions alone were not
incorporated into the LDP's sphere of organizational influence. But the individual
business unions maintained (albeit not at the level of their national federations) an
intimate and favorable relationship with business management, and in that sense, at
least indirectly, were tied to the LDP administration by way of these corporate ties.
Labor union representatives also participated in a number of advisory councils
attached to the cabinet and the government ministries and agencies, and thus the
unionscould hope to exert someinfluenceon the processof governmental policy. The

®T. Inoguchi, Gendai Nihon SeijiKeizai no Kozo [Political andEconomic Structure of Modem Japan]
(Tokyo: Toyo Keizai Shimpo-sha, 1983), ch. 1.
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Ministryof Labor, in particular, maintains a closerelationship with the laborleaders,
and often functions within the government as the spokesman for labor's interests.
When these aspects are considered, it is not difficult to see that the labor unions are
actually insiders of and collaborators with the LDP.

Japan's economic growth did not supportjust the LDP. The large-scalemove
ment of the rural population into the urban centers as a result of the progress of
industrialization depositeda large numberof new voters in the largecities whomthe
existing pressure groups and campaign organizationswere unable to recapture. Most
of them, however, remained beyond the reach of the Socialist party, which was built
upon the support of organized labor. Given these social changes, the LDP, despite its
effort to consolidate vote-getting and fundraising organizations, has suffered from
lossesinvoteshareandrateof supportalongside theSocialistParty. Theonlypolitical
parties that have succeeded, at least in part, in organizing these new urban voters,
whom neither the LDP nor the SocialistParty havebeen able to capture, are the Komei
party {Soka Gakkai) and the Communist Party, which has renounced its earlier policy
of violent revolution. The significant growth of both parties from the 1960s through
the early part of the 1970s can only be explained in the light of these events.

The stormy process of growth in Japan has also produced serious environmental
problems and has intensified the demand for replenishing the welfare budget for the
benefit of those who have been placed in a relatively disadvantageous position
vis-a-vis the sharing of the fruit of economic growth. The advances in personal income
in Japan and the further spread of higher education among the populace have in the
meantime created a large stratum of population that has come to be known as the "new
middle mass."^ This group is more critical of political leaders than voters in thepast
and has a strong desire to participate in the social decision-making process. At the
beginning, the progressive parties reacted more positively to this new trend, especially
on the local-government level. The environmental issue is predominantly a local
problem, and participation in policy decisions and the administration of welfare
programs bring the participants into close contact with the local government.

The conservatives, on the other hand, who had committed their party to the
policy ofeconomic growth and had gained considerable self-confidence in its success
ful execution, were not sufficiently sensitive to popular demands concerning environ
ment, welfare, and the like; nor were they able to respond in a timely fashion to the
mounting popular desire for participation. This happened because they had become
too involved in their program of building a political following through the distribution
of public funds. Therefore it can be said that the progressives, who remained passive
beneficiaries of economic growth but were excluded from power, found themselves in
a better position, at least at the beginning, to respond to the changing political needs at
the local government level. The result was a mushrooming of progressive-controlled
prefectural and city governments after the 1960s. In this respect, the opposition parties
did have some opportunities to stage a possible upset of the uninterrupted LDP
control.

^ Y.Murakami, "The Ageof the NewMiddle Mass Politics: TheCaseof Japan," Journal ofJapanese
Studies, vol. 8, no. 1 (1982).
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Thischance, however, was quicklylost becauseof the flexible responsethatthe
LDP administration soon developed to this new challenge of the progressives. The
LDP administration incorporated into its own policy its concept of environmental
protection and welfare program improvement. Environmental problems became
nationalissuesthroughJapanafter the springof 1970;by theend of the year,however,
fourteen antipollution bills had been voted into law, and in 1971 the Environmental
Agencywascreatedas a bold newLDPresponseto theenvironmental issues.In 1973,
welfare benefits were improved in the areas of retirement pensions, medical in
surance, and social welfare; the Japanese social-security system reached roughly the
level of that found in the United States and the Western European nations.

After the first oil shock in the fall of 1973, the ensuing economic crisis redirected
the world's attention from environmental issues back to the question of economic
growth. Behind this shift of public concern was also the fact that the strengtheningof
antipollutionmeasures had stopped unrestrained environmentaldestruction and even
produced some success in reversing the trend. In this period, the loss of government
revenues made the further expansion of welfare programs difficult, which took away
the luster from the progressive local governments—they were now held responsible
for the deficit spending.

The performance of the Japanese economy after the oil crisis was one of the most
impressive in the world. The living standards of mostJapanese in this periodcontintied
to rise, aided by the expansion of the welfare and environmental programs since the
beginning of the 1970s. The deterioration of the international environment, however,
and the general slowdown of the world economy heightened a sense of uneasiness
about the future, and the popular expectations for better living standards were
lowered. In these circumstances, when daily life was satisfactory while the future
seemed full of uncertainties, most people tended to support the status quo and to seek
an avoidance of sudden changes or adventuresome politics. This conservative trend
translated into political support for the LDP. In fact, the ratio of support for LDP, after
continuously falling until shortly after the first oil crisis, began a slow climb despite
occasional ups and downs and gained the highest level since LDP formation by the
early 1980s.

The fifth reason for the LDP's ability to stay in power, and perhaps the most
important one, hasbeenpolicy flexibility andgenerally excellent performance,Of
the four successive general elections held since the middle of the 1970s, the LDP was
only able to win in three, and by a bare simple majority despite the expected voter
tendency to "return to conservatism." The LDP's "retrogression," however, was not
necessarily causedby an increase in influence by the opposition parties,but ratherby
the lack of turnout among the conservative voters, who are LDP supporters. Many
stayedhomeconvinced thatvictory already belonged to theLDP; others did notvote
as a protest against annoying public issues such asLDP involvement in scandals and
the suggestion of tax hikes. As a result, despite the high percentage of LDP support

Inoguchi, [Modem Japan], ch.4, and Y. Murakami, Shin Chiikan Taishu noJidai[The Age oftheNew
Middle Mass] (Tokyo: Chuo Koronsha, 1984), ch. 5.
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determined by public opinion polls, the number of LDP Diet seats decreased. The fact
that popular criticism against the LDP does not translate itself into votes for the
opposition shows the latent strength of popular support for LDP as well as the
weakness of the opposition parties.

In summary, reflecting on the Japanese experience in political institutionaliza-
tion and democratization, three points can be made. Although Japan's industrializa
tion was started under favorable domestic and international conditions, democracy did
not emerge in Japan's first phase of political institutionalization. This is an indication
of the difficulty of fostering democracy in the early stage of industrialization; it also
shows how the effort to democratize can often be counterproductive, at least temporar
ily, to the goals of industrialization.

Industrialization cannot succeed in any country without mass mobilization of
the people toward specific goals and success in industrialization will heighten the
demand for participation. The government that sets economic modernization as its
goal will sooner or later be forced to prepare an institutional framework in which
groups with divergent political persuasions are encompassed. The government must
provide opportunities for participation, especially at the middle level, to prevent
"overloading" of political institutions.

Finally, such a framework does not have to be a democracy in the traditional
Western sense. The important function of such a framework is, after all, a flexible
response to the changing demands of the people, including their demand for political
participation and a high level of societal performance in all respects, including
economic growth.
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5. Political Institutionalization in South
Korea, 1961-1984

Sung-joo Han

South Korea is at a political crossroads. After four decades of political experimenta
tion with both democratic and authoritarian systems, Koreans are still debating
whether a full-fledged democracy is desirable and feasible. Those in power and their
supporters contend that South Korea can afford to have only a partly democratic
system, one in which some political rights must be curtailed to enable the nation to
cope with its security and economic problems. Those who do not accept such a view
argue that a democraticsystemwith the libertiesof thecitizenryfully operativecan be
just as effective andstableas an authoritarian order, if notmoreso. Furthermore, they
contend, it will provide the society with greater socioeconomicjustice, because it is
likely to be more responsiveto the people. This debateis notuniqueto Korea. But it is
particularly important in Korea because the division of views and interests is itself a
major source of political instability.

Contemporary South Korean politics can be characterized as basically au
thoritarian, with a degree of effectiveness but also of potentialinstability. A series of
questions in this regard require answers. What are the explanations for such a
development?What are the internaland externalpolicy implicationsfor SouthKorean
politics today? How stable and well-established—that is, institutionalized—is the
South Korean political structure? How is it likely to evolve in the immediate and
long-term future? These questions will be explored in the following pages.

THE AUTHORITARIAN LEGACY OF THE PARK GOVERNMENT

Juan Linz defines authoritarian regimes as "political systems with limited, not
responsible, political pluralism; withoutan elaborateand guiding ideology(but with
distinctive mentalities); without intensive or extensive political mobilization (except
at some points in their development); and in which a leader (or occasionallya small
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group) exercises powerwithin formally ill-defined butquitepredictable limits."^ With
minor qualifications, this seems to be a general description of the characteristics of
South Korean politics of the past two decades.

In South Korea today, opposition parties, elections, policy debates, and a
subsystem autonomy of various official and nonofficial groups and institutions exist
and are meaningful, but only to a limited extent. Elections generate competition and
debate mostly within the government and opposition parties, but not between them.
Because of the built-in safeguards (for the incumbents) in the electoral system, the
opposition parties cannot realistically hope to win the presidency or a majority of the
seats in the National Assembly. Serious debates on public policy issues are conducted
inside and outside the government and its party, but only as long as they do not involve
a question of the nature of the governing system or of the presidential leadership. Yet
social groups and institutions are generally left free from intense ideological in
doctrination or politicization. The state exercises effective negative control aimed at
preventing antigovemment activities rather than totalitarian positive control designed
to elicit unqualified support for the government or party in power.

Although there are historical and sociologicalexplanationsfor the authoritarian
trends in South Korea, much of the structural and practical applications of au
thoritarian politics can be traced to the eighteen-year rule of the Park Chung-hee
government. Thus, understanding the nature of the Park period is essential for an
analysis of contemporary South Korean politics.

Major General Park Chung-hee came to power in May 1961 after toppling the
constitutionally established government of Chang Myon, accusing Chang and other
civilian leaders of being corrupt, incapable of defending the country from internal and
external threats of communism, and incompetent to bring about economic and social
transformation. Upon taking power. Park pledged to transfer the government to "fresh
and conscientious politicians" when the initial tasks of the revolution were completed.
During the ensuing two years. Park made preparations to assume the leadership of a
future "civilian" government by (1) banning for at least six years more than 4,000
politicians of previous regimes from political activities;^ (2) consolidating his own
position within the ruling group by purging the recalcitrant elements and potential
rivals from the junta\ (3) having a new constitution adopted by a referendum that
provided for a strong presidential system with a weak legislature; and (4) building a
government party, the Democratic Republican Party (DRP), which later aided Park
and his supporters in presidential and National Assembly elections.

Following a series of political crises that resulted from Park's reluctance to
relinquish military rule, a presidential election was held in November 1963 under
pressure from the United States and domestic political forces. Park formally retired
from the military at the end of August to participate in the campaign and won the

' Juan Linz, "Oppositioninand underan Authoritairan Regime,"inRegimes and Oppositions, ed. Robert
A. Dahl (New Haven, 1973), p. 185.

^ This was done through the "Political Purification Law" of March 1962. Most of those banned from
politics were cleared by early 1963.
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election, considered to have been conducted in a reasonably fair manner. He received
only 46.7 percent of the votes cast, with his major opponent, YunPo-sun, receiving45
percent. Park's support was particularly weak in the urban areas; he also failed to
receive strong support fromtheso-called military areas along thedemilitarized zone.^
In the legislative election that immediately followed. Park's party won a large
majority, 110 seats out of a total 175. Park was reelected in 1967 by the more
comfortable plurality of 49 percent of the votes cast over his chief opponent's 39
percent. In the second half of the 1960s, all appeared to be going well for President
Park's continued stay in office, except for two elements. One was the agitation of the
students, who opposed many aspects of the Park government's foreign and economic
policies as well as his political record; the other was the constitutional restriction on
the presidency to two four-year terms.

The first major outbreak of student demonstrations during the Park period took
place in 1964 against the proposed Korea-Japan normalization treaty. The students
believedthat SouthKoreahad madetoo manyconcessions toJapanandthat the treaty
was negotiated in a "humiliating" manner. They demonstrated not only against the
treaty but also againstwhat they consideredotherfailuresof theParkgovernment.The
government initially attempted to mollify the students through postponementof the
signing of the treaty anda cabinet reshuffle. As theprotest grew in sizeandintensity,
however, the government, well awareof the consequences of an earlier (April 1960)
student uprising, stemly suppressed it, declaring martial law and arresting several
hundred students. Afterthisevent,large-scale student demonstrations occurred naany
times until the end of the Park regime: in 1965, against allegedly unfair National
Assembly elections; in 1969, against the constitutional revision which permitted a
third-termpresidency;and since 1972 (on a smallerscale), againstthe Yushin constitu
tion (described later). In the face ofa mounting threatto the governing system caused
by studentdisturbances. PresidentParktightened the legal ban againststudentactiv
ism. In October 1971, the presidentordered the expulsionfromschoolof the leaders of
demonstrations, rallies, sit-ins, strikes, or other "disorderlyactivities," the disband-
mentof allnonacademic circlesandgroupsonthecampuses, andtheprohibition of all
unauthorized student publications. An April 1974 presidential decree provided for
punishment up to the deathpenaltyfor studentprotestactivities. Thisdecree, together
with the widely publicized Emergency Measure 9, which banned student de
monstrations and forbade "dissemination of falsehood," remained in effect until 1979.

The 1969 constitutional amendment—achieved through a referendum—
enabledthepresidentto runfora thirdtermin 1971. Thismovebecametheimpetus for
furtherstudentagitation,whichin turntriggered heavierpenalties forantigovemment
activities. The 1971 presidentialelection, in which Park's chief oppositioncandidate,
Kim Dae-jung, received 46 percent of the votes cast, indicated that Park's continued
stay in officecouldbe threatened underthe existing electoral systemnotwithstanding
the enormous advantages he enjoyed as the incumbent.

^ Se-jin Kim, The Politics ofMilitary Revolution inKorea (Chapel Hill, 1971), p. 135.
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Except for political-intelligence operations and the suppression of student
political activism, many ofthe authoritarian features ofthe political system did not
begin to appear in full force until 1972. There was relative freedom of press, speech,
and political activities by government opponents. All three presidential elections held
before 1972 were close and could have gone the other way ifthere had been agreater
degree ofunity, popular appeal, and determination within the opposition.'̂

During the 1970s, the restrictions on opposition activities and limitations to
effective political competition were legally prescribed. Until 1979, when the Park
government collapsed after the president's assassination, the key legal instmment for
this purpose was the Ymhin ("revitalizing reform") constitution, which was adopted in
a referendum heldunder martial lawin November 1972. The Yushin constitution had
been proposed by the Park government assertedly to facilitate the unification of the
country, to cope with the changing intemational situation, and to carry out Park's
socioeconomic development programs. It provided for an indirect election of the
president by the National Conference for Unification (whose delegates, being locally
elected, were most easily subject to governmental influence and control); appointment
by the president ofone-third of the 219-member National Assembly (the rest of the
membership being elected in 73 two-member districts); an unrestricted number of
six-year terms for the president; a reduction of the powers of the legislature and the
judiciary; and the curtailmentofcivil and political rights made possible by presidential
decrees.^ Aseries of "emergency measures" promulgated by the president beginning
inJanuary 1974 banned all criticism ofthe Yushin constitution and any demand for its
revision.® AMarch 1975 revision ofthe criminal code provided for heavyjail terms for
any citizen at home or abroad who "insults, slanders or harms by rumors or other
means the Govemment or its agencies." Student demonstrations and rallies were
prohibited by law and presidential decrees, under penalty of imprisonment and
expulsion from school.^

Other legal instruments that could be used to weaken the political opposition
included the National Security Act (promulgated in June 1960 before the military coup
d'etat and revised in September 1962) and the Anti-Communist Act (promulgated in
July 1961 and revised inDecember 1961, September 1962, and October 1963), under
which antigovemment activity might bedesignated as'Sympathizing with comunism
or communists" or "aiding antigovemment organizations," thereby constituting a

One may ask what would have happened ifone ofthese elections had gone the other way. On this point, a
student ofKorean military politics wrote: "Park's victory [in 1963] was in fact ablessing for the futuie of
democracy in Korea. Had the military lost, itcan be safely assumed that the military would have ignored
theelectoral outcome and continued itsrule even though such rule would have meant a total destruction
of constitutionalism." Ibid., p. 136.

' Korea: The Politics ofDomestic-Foreign Linkage," Ariun Survey (January 1973),
®Sungjoo Han, "South Korea: The Political Economy ofDependency," AsianSurvey (January 1974), pp.

43-45.

^ John K.C. Oh, "South Korea 1975: APermanent Emergency,"ASurvey(January 1966), pp. 74-75.
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criminal act.® The arm of the government most directly involved with carrying out
these laws was the Korean Central Intelligence Agency (KCIA), which had prac
tically unlimited power to investigate and to detain any person accused ofaiding the
enemy." The operation ofthe KCIA, established in 1961, "severely restricted the right
to dissent and to criticize the regime in power."^

An overallassessmentof PresidentPark's legacyand hiscontributionto Korean
political development indicates that in both cases, acomplex balance sheetofnegative
and positive contributions can be drawn up. One ofPark's negative contributions was
his failure toprovide for an institutional and political framework inwhich an orderly
succession could take place following his departure from the political scene, volun
tarily or otherwise. He left the nation with the Yushin constitution, which was
unworkableafter his death. It was tailor made for him to prolong and strengthenhis
presidency, making a major constitutional revision inevitable. When Park died, the
country did nothave a viable framework within which a new leader or government
could be chosen in an orderly way.

Secondly, Park had notbeen helpful inthe institutionalization ofpolitical parties
and a party system through which a new generation of leaders could emerge and
compete before the electorate. He was suspicious of both the progovemment and
opposition parties, and considered them necessary evils at best, a threat at worst.
Neither his own Democratic Republican Party nor the opposition New Democratic
Party was given anopportunity todevelop a leadership structure orcultivate grassroots
support. As aresult, neither party could attract the participation ofhigh-caliber people
or induce strong identification onthepart ofalarge number ofcitizens. Thus, political
parties failed tobecome the principal vehicle through which the struggle for powerand
the opportunity to make policy could be carried out following Park's death.

Third, inthecourseof hisprolonged rule. Parkhadgenerated somuchalienation
and opposition against his own rule and also against the sociopolitical system as a
whole that, once he departed from the scene, piecemeal changes and peaceful
transition became almost impossible. Various persons and groups sought radical
solutions and tried to settle old scores immediately. In addition, during Park's tenure,
much of thetopelite circulation took place horizontally and within a limited circle of
supporters, thus frustrating the hopes for power of many ambitious persons both
within and outside of his party. It resulted in intensifying the intraparty as well as
interparty power struggle after Park's death.

Finally, asa result ofhisincreasing loss ofpopularity. Park made political use of
the security issue with the unfortunate result of weakening its credibility. Many
people, particularly the smdents, became cynical about South Korea's security prob
lems, even though these problems were genuine. At the same time, the political
involvement of some government law-enforcement andintelligence agencies resulted
in compromising their effectiveness in the tasks for which they were created and
caused a decline in their legitimacy.

' Yiim,Politics of Military Revolution, p. 145.
' Ibid.
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Against the negative legacy, certain positive consequences of the Park era
should be mentioned. As a result of Park's persistent drive for rapid economic
development, he succeeded in creating a substantial economic class with a stake in
social stability and political continuity. A government in power, regardless of its
personalities or party support, could count onitsacceptance byanimportant segment
of the society as long as the government was committed to providing continued
economic growth, social stability, andsecurity from external threats. Similarly, with
his basically agrarian orientation, which found its expression in the Saemaul ("new
village") movement, Park brought about rural development and stabilization. In
return, the rural areas on the whole supported the existing regime.

A related consequence of Park's rule was the regularization of government
procedures and the institutionalization of presidential power. These were accom
panied by excessive bureaucratization of the government and the proliferation of
authoritarian practices surrounding the presidency. In the Korean context, however,
they couldbe seen as serving positivepurposesby makingthe exerciseof administra
tive power by the government and its leaders more economical, automatic, and
effective. The increased capabilityof the military to playa political role maybe seen
as another important consequence of the Park regime. After Park's presidency, the
militaryhas been ready to intervene when it felt the need. The latepresidenthad much
to do with this phenomenon because of the way he came to power and because of his
heavy dependence on the military to maintain his power.

The picture of Korean society at the time of President Park's death emerging
from this description is that there was a potential for acute polarization and a power
struggle, but no leadership structure or institutional mechanisms by which political
struggles could be carried out without violence and social disorder. These were the
sociopolitical conditions that enabled a group of determined military leaders to take
over the government, to carry out social reforms, to findconsiderable initialsupport,
and to undertake the task of building new political institutions. There was no resis
tance to the abrogation of the Yushin constitution, which had not enjoyed popular
support. The task of disbanding the existing political parties was also made easier
because they lacked institutional coherence and popular support.

SOME EXPLANATIONS FOR THE AUTHORITARIAN TREND
OF PARK'S GOVERNMENT

Explaining the military takeover of power in 1961 and the"authoritarianizing"
trendinSouth Korea sincethelate1960s amounts totwodifferent tasks. To explain the
former development, onehasto realize thecapacity and propensity of themilitary to
intervene in politics, thereasonsfor the socialreceptivity to sucha takeover,^® andthe
weaknesses of thepreceding regime(s) toppled bythemilitary. ^̂ Anexplanation of the

S. E. Finer, "Military Regimes," in Comparative Government (New York, 1971), pp. 532-73.
Thisis themain subject of Sungjoo Han,The FailureofDemocracy inSouth Korea(Berkeley, 1974).
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second phenomenon—the transformation of anexisting regime—^which is themain
concern of this presentation, requires an analysis of the developing and ongoing
relationship and interplay between the government and other political forces.

Concerning the authoritarian trend in Korea, various explanations hve been
offeredby bothcriticsand apologists of the government as wellas observers purport
ingto beobjective. Neo-Marxist writers argue thattheSouth Korean government had
to resortto repressive measures in orderto collaborate withtheeconomic interests of
international capitalism led by the American and Japanese multinational
corporations. This,however, isanoversimplified anddistorted viewthatfails to take
into account the realities of South Korean politics.

On a generallevel, scholarshavepointedoutfactors suchas (1) thecentralimg
and hierarchical nature of Korea's political culture;^^ (2) ideological cleavages be
tween the rightists and the leftists as well as between authoritarian and liberal-
democratic traits implicit in contemporaryKorean society; and (3) the unbalanced
development of political institutions—that is, the overdevelopment of the "output"
organization such as the bureaucracy and the militaryrelativeto the"input" organiza
tions such as political parties and interest groups.Other explanations include the
leaders' personal penchant for power,the legacy of Korea's recent history, (es
pecially theKorean War, which hasleft the society militarized andlacking incivilian
values),and the emergence of the "national consensus" on the need for a strong
system of governance to cope with the security needs and to complete Korea's
socioeconomic transformation.^^

Comprehensiveas this list of explanationsmightappear, it is notadequateintwo
respects. First, it does not distinguishbetween what might be called the "permissive"
factors, which constitute the general background to authoritarianism on the one hand;
and the "causal" factors, which act as the direct moving force in authoritarianizatioh on
the other. Second, the explanations do not specifically explain why the process of
authoritarianization has been accelerated in South Korea since the end of the 1960s.

See, for example, Herbert P. Bix, "Regional Integration: Japan and South Korea in America's Asian
Policy,"in Without Parallel: TheAmerican-Korean Relationship Since1945,ed. FrankBaldwin (New
York 1973), pp. 179-232; GerhardBreidenstein, "Capitalism in South Korea," ibid., pp. 233-70.
Gregory Henderson, Korea: The Politics of the Vortex (Cambridge, 1968); also Edward Reynolds
Wright, ed., Korean Politics in Transition (Seattle, 1975).
Han, Failure of Democracy in South Korea.
Han Sung-jo, Han'guk chok Minjujuui wa Chdngch'i Palchon [Korean Democracy and Political
Development], (Seoul, 1975), pp. 215-218.
This is the view expressedby many witnesses in the U.S. Congressional hearingson humanrights in
Korea. See U.S. House of Representatives, Human Rights in South Korea and the Philippines:
Implicationsfor U.S. Policy, Hearings Beforethe Subcommittee on International Organization of the
Committee on International Relations, 94th Congress, 1st Session (Washington, D.C., 1975); also.
HumanRights in Korea: Implicationsfor U.S.Policy,HearingsBeforetheSubconunitteeon Asianand
Pacific Affairs of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, 93rd Congress, 2nd Session (Washington, D.C.,
1974).
Chae-jin Lee, "TheImpact of theWar onSouthKorea," paperdelivered at the 1965 Annual Meeting of
the Association for Asian Studies, San Francisco.
Forexample,YiChong-shik, Yushin Inyomgwa Han'guk Chdngchi'i[TheYushin Ideology andKorean
Politics] (Seoul, 1977).
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It seems that the general-level explanations—sociocultural, ideological, in
stitutional, and historical—stipulate a permissive environment for authoritarian rule.
The militarized nature of the society—large numbers of military personnel and
veterans, diversion of large amounts of resources to defense, the priority given to
military considerations in foreign and domestic policy making, and the permanent
atmosphere of emergency—as well as the support that the Park government received
from the military, bureaucratic, and business sectors also contributed to creating a
political environment that permitted the strengthening of the authoritarian structure.

Another important factor was the relative absence of foreign pressure. Whereas
American pressure had been responsible, at least in part, for the reintroduction of the
National Assembly and the holding of the presidential election in 1963,^^ major
constitutional changes and other political measures of the late 1960s and 1970s were
carried through without protest from the United States. It seems that South Korea's
participation in the Vietnam conflict in the second half of the 1960s and early part of
the 1970s was an important reason for America's refraining from applying pressure on
Korea's internal affairs.^®

The most important impetus for introducing the Yushin constitution came from
the Park government's realization that elections under the existing system {^XQ-Yushin)
would not guarantee continued victories for the DRP candidates, and that, should a
favorable outcome be engineered by nonlegal means to give the incumbent an election
victory, it would provide the government's opponents a rallying point, just as such an
action had provoked Syngman Rhee's opponents to collective action in 1960. The
1969 constitutional amendment, which enabled Park to run for a third term, was a
turning point in the government's ability to maintain the electoral support necessary to
keep the president in office indefinitely. Many who had a favorable attitude toward the
Park government and a high regard for its achievements were disappointed by the
decision to tamper with the constitution to prolong Park's presidency. Since the 1969
amendment only permitted a third term for the incumbent, a further stay in office
beyond that term would have required another change in the constitution, which in
turn would have cost the Park government more popular support.

During the several years following his narrow election victory in 1963, Presi
dent Park succeeded in increasing his support levels, primarily due to the successful
implementation of the government's economic development plans. In elections, he
and his party were also aided by the availability ofdisproportionately large amounts of
campaignfunds, whichwereof crucial importance in Korea.^^ Becausethe situation
was changing substantially after 1969, however, a significant restructuring of the legal
system was deemed necessary if a transition of power either within the government
party itself or to the opposition were to be prevented.

W. E. Reeve, The Republic ofKorea: A Political and Economic Study (London, 1963), pp. 161-64.
Sungjoo Han, "South Korea's Participation in the Vietnam Conflict: An Analysis of the U.S.-Korean
Alliance," Orbis (Winter, 1978), pp. 893-912.
Chang Won-jong, "Son'go Kyongje ron" [A Study of Electoral Economics], Shin Dong-A (June 1971),
pp. 98-111.
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The government advanced the following arguments in defense of the Yushin
structure: by eliminating for practical purposes the interparty electoral competition,
much "waste" of resources and time that had played a part in previous electioneering
by both parties could be eliminated;the government, throughits systemof "adminis
trative democracy" (to be discussed later), could now concentrate on solidifying the
nation's defense and achieving social and economic development without the in
terference of politics; and the country would not be turned over to a weak government
that could easily be toppled again by groups such as the military.

Apologistsfor the governmentalso arguedthat an authoritarian,but humaneand
benevolent, political structure was in tune with Korea's political-cultural tradition and
was therefore acceptable to most Korean people.Some of these arguments might
have much truth in them. The nation's alleged need to have a strong state, however,
happened to coincide with the government's political need to remove through legal
means the possibiity of effective political competition.^^

MODERNIZATION AND POLITICS: A COMPARISON WITH JAPAN

The problem of political development—that is, institutionalizing stable, effec
tive, and democratic politics—may be understood more clearly when the Korean
experience is compared with that of Japan, which, as a non-Westernnation coming out
of an authoritarian tradition, has combined democratic politics with relative stability,
social order, and rapid economic development in the post-World War II era. In this
regard, we may ask why and how socioeconomic modernization has had political
consequences in Korea different from those in Japan.

Modernization is defined in many different ways. For our purpose, socioeco
nomic modernization encompasses four processes: (1) growing social mobility that
usually results in urbanization and involves the physical and psychological uprooting
of the people from the traditional setting; (2) industrialization, which means the use of
new and scientific technology and human organization for greater productivity;
(3) increased awareness among the people about the relationship between themselves
and the rest of the world; and (4) growth in rational and secularized thinking.
Socioeconomic modernization, thus defined, is bound to have a direct and profound
bearing upon the politics of a country undergoing that process.

On the negative side, modernization tends to undermine traditional bases of
political authority. Furthermore, increased awareness creates demands and ex
pectations that cannot be met by the government. Industrialization creates new social
and ideological cleavages and conflicts. Social mobility and urbanization make people
more susceptible to ideological agitation and disorderly mass action. On the positive

Pyong-choon Hahm, "Toward a New Theory of Korean Politics: A Reexamination of TradiUonal
Factors," in Korean Politics in Transition, pp. 321-56.
Lloyd 1.Rudolph andSusanne Hoeber Rudolph, "India's Election: Backing into theFuture," Foreign
Affairs (July 1977), p. 839.
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side, rational thinking makes the government more efficient. Improved communica
tion and greater awareness make it easier for the government to mobilize national
energy for achieving the collective goals set for the country. Economic growth and
social development contribute to the expansion of social group, such as the middle
class, which can support a democratic system of government.

Given these general tendencies, what actually happens to the politics of a
modernizing country during a particular period depends on several factors: the nature
of the traditional society of the modernizing country before the beginning of the
process; the ways in which social change (modernization) has come about—for
example, whether it has taken place in a controlled or uncontrolled manner; the timing
of the modernization process; and the external environment that the country confronts.

Before the process of modernization began in the late nineteenth century, Korea
was an authoritarian society ruled by a highly centralized bureaucracy under an
autocratic monarch. This was in sharp contrast to traditional Japan, which, although
equally authoritarian, had maintained a feudal (therefore, more pluralist) society with
an emperor whose power was more symbolic than real. The concentration of power in
the central government in Korea received a further boost in the twentieth century
during Japanese rule, which imposed on Korea a centralized colonial administration.
Until the end of World War II, Koreans experienced only a highly centralized
executive system, neither checked nor balanced by countervailing power groups such
as regional lords or elected representatives. Thus South Korea today has experienced
an unbalanced development of political institutions—that is, the "overdevelopment"
of the output institutions such as the bureaucracy and the military as opposed to the
"underdevelopment" of input organizations such as political parties and interest
groups.

Further, social change in Korea took place in an uncontrolled, indiscriminate
way. During the colonial period, the traditional elite lost their power and social status;
most of their values were discredited and their traditional practices discarded. While
Japan had her Meiji Restoration and retained the emperor system, Korea experienced a
total dismantling of her former political institutions and authority structure. Socioeco
nomic modernization was introduced to Korea by a foreign elite who had no interest in
preserving its traditional institutions. By contrast, Japan was able to carry out mod
ernization in a relatively selective, controlled manner. Thus, when the Koreans had the
opportunity to form their own government after WorldWarII, they had to build almost
everything anew. No traditional mechanisms had been preserved by which loyalty to
the new government could be generated; yet new means of conferring legitimacy, such
as elections, were not institutionalized. In addition, the Korean War (1950-1953)
brought about a process of massive, indiscriminate social dislocation and change for
Korea from which it is still trying to recover.

Next, there is the question of timing. The type of politics a modernizing country
is likely to experience at any given period depends in part upon the time it has had to
experiment with modernization. Japan was ahead of most other non-Westemcountries
in socioeconomic modernization. By 1945, she had had three-quarters of a century to
experiment with "modem politics," involving such elements as political parties.
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representative democracy, and the military institution. The disastrous consequences of
militarism in the pre-World War II period gave democracy a chance to thrive in Japan
after the war. South Korea's experiments with various modem political practices came
wholly after 1945. Furthermore, neither the initial results of the charismatic leadership
of Syngman Rhee nor those flowing from parliamentary democracy in 1960-1961
could be considered successful. Such unsatisfactory experiences could give an au
thoritarian system "negative legitimacy"—that is, its acceptance, albeit un
enthusiastically, by the people derived from the feeling that other alternatives were not
more desirable. A governmental system that would have been rejected if it had been
attempted before experimentation with other systems could be deemed acceptable
because of the unhappy earlier experiences.

Finally, South Korea has been under a constant and acute security threat since
1948. It has had to maintain a large military establishment, a govemment capable of
mobilizing national resources for defense, and a society oriented toward maximizing
security against intemal subversion and external attack. Such requirements have
tended to favor the rise of a "firm state," to use the late Indira Gandhi's expression.
Indeed, a substantial portion of the people seems to feel that a "soft state" will not be
able to cope with the security problem and handle the task of industrialization, which
is deemed necessary for security.

From this discussion of the relationship between socioeconomic modernization
and politics, we may draw the following conclusions.

Socioeconomic modernization presents both opportunities for and obstacles to
political development, which can be defined as the process of building a stable,
effective, and democratic political system. A balanced achievement of these goals is a
difficult task for a modernizing country: maximizingone political goal often reqmres
sacrificing other goals.

The politics found in a country undergoing modernization are the consequence
of a complex set of factors and circumstances; it cannot be easily blamed on or credited
to a particular individual or group of people although he or they can make a material
difference.

Political development is a slow, agonizing, and gradual process, which may
require many experiments, errors, and setbacks. It would be too optimistic to expect
that it can be achieved by the simple decision of the person or persons in power at a
given time. On the other hand, without their dedicated effort to realize it (such as by
helping to bring about a peaceful transfer of power), the country will have to go
through more trials.

With increasing social complexity and growing political awareness on the part
of its citizens, a successfully modernizing state will eventually have to respond to the
demands for a more pluralistic and democratic system, since legitimacy will be tied to
such development. At the same time, as the society comes to have more goods and
services at its disposal, it will be better able to afford a political system with a greater
degree of consensus, rationality, legitimacy, and freedom.
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POLICY CONSEQUENCES OF A BUREAUCRATIC-
AUTHORITARIAN SYSTEM

The preceding discussion of the key variables affecting the political con
sequences of social modernization underscores South Korea's difficulty in realizing
politics that combine stability and effectiveness with democracy. For almost two
decades after 1961, South Korea opted for something resembling what some political
scientists have labeled a "bureaucratic-authoritarian" model of politics.

In recent years, the bureaucratic-authoritarian state as a growing phenomenon in
the developing world has received much attention from scholars interested in political
and economic development. Building upon Juan Linz's formulations on authoritarian
ism based on the Spanish experience and using post-1964 Brazil as their primary
contemporary example, several scholars have delineated a model of governance that
combines an authoritarian political structure with a high level of capability for rapid
economic growth.Put in summarized form, the model describes a political system in
which a nonpopulist, pragmatically oriented group or individual (most likely from the
military) comes to power; imposes a disciplined, centralized executive structure on the
polity; adopts a "liberal-internationalist" economic strategy, which stresses export
industry, foreign capital, and technology; and achieves a high rate of economic growth
through the suppression of workers' wages by using the bureaucratic approach and
technocratic personnel in alliance with the "international capitalistic" interests at
home and abroad. In short, according to Guillermo A. O'Donnell, it is a com
prehensive, dynamic, penetrating, repressive, bureaucratic, and technocratic state
closely linked to international capital, of which Brazil is "undoubtedly the 'purest'
exampleSuch a state's developmental strategy—"associated-dependent develop
ment," as Fernando Henrique Cardoso calls it—will compel the country to depend on
advanced foreign economic and foreign forces. At the same time, upward representa
tion of interests is likely to be relegated to secondary importance or allowed to take the
form of corporatism.^^

Although the model introduced here has been developed with primary reference
to South America—particularly Brazil—it seems to have relevance to the governing
and developmental patterns of the developing countries in other continents. Many of
them experience the takeover of the government by the military, which subsequently
attempts to accomplish political consolidation and carry out rapid economic develop
ment. The South Korean experience during the past twenty years offers a conspicuous
example of success in such an attempt.

Of particular relevance are the various chapters in Alfred Stepan, ed., Authoritarian Brazil: Origins,
Policies and Future (New Haven, 1973), Guillermo A. O'Donnell, Modernization and Bureaucratic-
Authoritarianism: Studies in South American Politics (Berkeley, 1973); and James Malloy, ed.. Au
thoritarianism and Corporatism in Latin America (Pittsburgh, 1977).
Guillermo A. O'Donnell, "Corporatism and the Question of the State," in James M, Malloy, ed,.
Authoritarianism and Corporatism in Latin America, pp. 53-54.
Silvio Duncan Baretta and Helen E. Douglass, "Authoritarianism and Corporatism in Latin America: A
Review Essay," in ibid., pp. 513-24.
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The record of South Korea's economic development under the Park government
was remarkable. The main thrust of the industrialization effort in Korea was made

with the launching of the first five-year plan, the latest (fifth) plan having been
launched in 1982. As the theorists postulate for a bureaucratic-authoritarian state,
South Korea followed a strategy of export-led growth that depended heavily on
foreign capital and technology, and foreign trade. The Park government's de
velopmental strategy, which contains many elements of the bureaucratic-authoritarian
model, can be attributed to the following factors: (1) the availability of foreign capital,
especially from the United States and Japan; (2) the inability and unwillingness of the
government to attempt a near-total mobilization of domestic resources (in the manner
of the pre-World War II Soviet Union, China of the 1950s, or perhaps Meiji Japan);
(3) the existence of sufficient state power and bureaucratic capability to carry through
developmental plans of a less drastic kind; (4) general acceptance by government
planners of the "unbalanced growth" theory, which emphasizes the advantages of
developing industry over agriculture, and consumer-goods industry over capital-
goods industry; (5) the technological monopoly by the advanced countries and the
technology-intensive nature of modem industries; and (6) the desire and willingness
of government leader(s) to adopt a pragmatic and efficient method of economic
growth.^^ In the developmental effort of the 1960s, South Korea was aided by the
availability in the society of a large educated, achievement-oriented working force; a
development-oriented, forward-looking, andhard-working bureaucratic elite;^® anda
favorable world market capable of absorbing growing Korean exports.

The most notable service that the Park government rendered in this period was to
combine a coherent economic plan with the necessary political backing that its
predecessors had not been able to provide. Hahn-been Lee, a senior scholar in public
administration, has stated: "In putting into effect a social innovation the seeds of
which had been germinating over a period of time through several changing regimes,
the military administration played the role of an 'initial adopter.'One might add
that it also played the role of an "implementer." The Park govemment was able to play
these roles successfully for a decade because: it was assured of a continuance in power,
giving the officials, businessmen, and people an expectation of stability; it received
the cooperation of the administrators and technocrats who were happy to be supported
by strong state power; and its nonideological, pragmatic, and intemation^ist
approach was consistent with the economic interests of advanced foreign countries.

From the point of view of economic growth, foreign capital, from wherever it
came, has been beneficial to Korea. It has relieved import and export bottlenecks;
stimulated domestic savings; encouraged entrepreneurial, managerial, and technical
expertise; and provided for linkage development and positive secondary

For a discussion of various patterns and strategiesof development, see AlbertO. Hirschman, Strategy of
EconomicDevelopment (New Haven, 1958); Lloyd G.Reynolds, The Three Worlds ofEconomics ^ew
Haven, 1971).
David C. Cole and Princeton N. Lyman, Korean Development: The Interplay ofPolitics and Economics
(Cambridge, 1971), pp. 137-42.
Hahn-Been Lee, Korea: Time, Change, and Administration (Honolulu, 1968), pp. 144-74.
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repercussions.^^ However, it has had an important negative impact on the gov
ernment's goal of maintaining political stability by undercutting its legitimacy and
support at home. Japan's often successful attempt to obtain political concessions from
Korea by using its economic influence (as shown in the so-called Kim Dae-jung affair)
caused bitterness among the public, whose pride was hurt. As a motivating factor for
political action, nationalistic emotions are explosive, as the experience of many
developing countries illustrates. The first and largest student protest under the Park
government, as stated earlier, was conducted in 1964 and 1965 against what students
called a humiliating treaty with Japan. Subsequent student movements have shown
that nationalist sentiments are among their most important motivations.^^

Another serious political challenge to the governmental and socioeconomic
systems came from those who opposed them on ideological grounds. Export-led
industrialization seemed to render social gaps and contradictions more serious—
between the rich and the poor, the industrial and nonindustrial sectors, and the
international and nationalist orientations. "Socioeconomic justice" and "national
identity" became catch phrases with which dissenters who opposed the entire system
attacked the government, its leaders, and the socioeconomic order. No amount of
piecemealpoliticalor economicconcessionswouldhave appeasedthis dissent, which
seemed to be growing. Furthermore, ideological dissenters attempted with limited
success to join forces with the political critics and dissatisfied interest groups.

In the 1960s, the Park government was not in a position to adopt a nationalist,
populist single-party option, for reasons that were not necessarily economic. The
government could not employ nationalist, anti-imperialist (and therefore anti-
American) rhetoric, because of immediate economic necessities and because of South
Korea's unique security problem: South Korea badly needed American help to cope
with the military threat of the communist government in North Korea. Therefore,
rather than taking the populist option. Park sought to strengthen the presidency and the
administrative-executive power at the expense of parliament and the political parties
(including the DRP). As we noted in the preceding section, this objective was sought
mainly through coercive and remunerative rather than "symbolic" means, and in
legalistic rather than ideological terms.

One may have expected that South Korea's dependence on the United States and
Japan could be a restraining factor on the process of authoritarianization in Korea as
the advanced liberal democracies might wish to use their economic influence to assist
political liberalization in a dependent country. This has not been the case, however,
and is not likely to become so—even under an administration commited to human
rights abroad. An advanced and powerful nation is not likely to sacrifice its vital
economic and military interests for liberal-democratic principles. In any event, the

According to Albeit O. Hirschman, "Foreign capital, acting of its own or jointly with local capital,
seems to be better equipped than domestic capital alone to take the first 'unbalancing' steps in growth
sequences" (p. 207).
UNESCO Korea Commission, Haksaeng Munje Yon'gu [A Study of Student Problems] (Seoul, 1970),
pp. 231-95.
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degree of South Korean economic dependence on either Japan or the United States,
although still substantial, is decreasing, and that nation increasingly feels strong
enough politically and economically to stand up against pressures that might come
from abroad.

To summarize, the government's successful implementation of industrialization
and economic development plans eventually brought about political problems that
seriously threatened the stability and effectiveness of the government toward the latter
part of the 1970s. By that time. South Korea had undergone a high degree of social
mobilization and raised political consciousness. Hence there was pressure both from
within and without the ruling party for reviving political competition. The government
was faced with three choices: to further tighten its control at the risk ofprovoking more
extreme opposition; to liberalize at the risk of losing power and bringing about
political uncertainty; or to build an ideological party and move toward a mobilization
system. The third option was not feasible as long as the government pursued a
pragmatic and liberal-internationalist economic policy.

THE CONSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK

OF THE CHUN GOVERNMENT

The act of drafting or adopting a constitution indicates no more than the hopes
and intentions of those participating in the act. There are at least two possibilities that
such intentions may not be carried out: first, the constitutional provisions may be
interpreted in ways that are different from what was originally intended; second, the
constitution itself may be changed. Nevertheless, as of now, the new Korean constitu
tion is the only guide to the evolution of the political institutions and processes in the
years to come. For this reason, a review of its key features is imperative for any
prognosis of future Korean politics.

After President Park's death in October 1979, the Yushinconstitution had to be
replaced by a newone. Anextensive discussion ensued concerning thekeyprovisions
of the new document. The main pointsof contention, not surprisingly, concerned the
waysin whichexecutive powerwasto be acquired andexercised. Themainquestions
were: (1) whether the new governmentwouldbe a presidentialsystem(likethe United
States), a parliamentary system (like Great Britain), or some combination of the two
(like the French Fifth Republic); (2) whether, if the presidential system was to be
adopted, the presidentwouldbe electedby directpopularvoteor by indirectelections;
(3) how many years a presidentialterm wouldbe and whetherthe presidentwouldbe
allowed to serve consecutive terms; and (4) whether there wouldbe a singleor a dual
executive system. (Under a dual system, the executive power would be divided
betweenan executive head—thatis, the president—who would controlprimarily the
security and foreign policy issues and another executive—the prime minister—who
would handle mainly domestic and socioeconomic matters.)
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Public hearings and discussions on constitutional revision took place in numer
ous forms, and drafts were prepared by various public and private institutions and
groups including the National Assembly, the executive branch, the two major parties,
and other professional and intellectual organizations. In the course of the de
liberations, it became evident that most of the power contenders preferred a pres
idential system of government that would enable the "winner to take all." By the time
that open discussion on the matter was abruptly halted on May 1980, with the full
extension of martial law, billions of words had been spoken and countless proposals
made concerning the new constitution.

After May 17, 1980, the task of writing the draft fell exclusively on the
Constitutional Amendment Deliberation Committee, which had been appointed ear
lier by the executive branch. The draft constitution, which was prepared in closed
deliberations, was officially proposed by the president on September 29; it was
adopted by a national referendum held on October 22 in which 95 percent of the
electorate voted and 91 percent of those voting approved. The main features of the
constitution of the "Fifth Republic" are as follows:

1. It provides for a presidential system of government, giving the president
extensive executivepower. Presidentialpower is modifiedsomewhatby the provision
empowering the National Assemblyto call for the resignationof all cabinet members
including the prime minister. No-confidence motions against the latter, however,
cannot be taken in less than one year from his appointment.

2. The president is chosen in an indirect election by an electoral college to be
made up of more than 5,000 delegates who may affiliate themselves with political
parties and who may let their preferences be made known to the voters before the
popular election. The electoral college is to dissolve on the day it elects a president.
Previously,under the Yushin constitution, the membersof the NationalConferencefor
Unification who elected the president were prohibited from making public their party
identity, and the conference was not to be dissolved for seven years after its election.

3. The president is to serve a seven-year term and is barred from seeking
another term. Any change in the clause restricting the presidency to one term cannot
apply to the incumbent at the time of the constitutional amendment regarding the
presidential term. Previously, the presidential tenure was set at six years, and the
president was allowed to seek an unlimited number of terms.

4. It provides for a unicameral National Assembly. The term of office of the
members of the National Assembly is four years. The National Assembly is composed
of members elected directly by the popular electorate and others elected on the basis of
proportional representation. Previously, the official term of the lawmakers was set at
six years, and one-third of the National Assembly membership was appointed by the
president.

5. It provides for a National Assembly of more than two hundred members, the
exact number to be decided by the election laws, which were to be legislated by the
interim Legislative Council.
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6. The president is not allowed to dissolve the parliament in less than one year
from its formation. He also shall not disband the National Assembly more than twice
for the same reason. Previously, the president was empowered to disband the National
Assembly with no exceptional terms on the presidential authority stipulated.

7. Presidentialemergencymeasuresare to be taken only when the nation is in a
state of waror an extraordinary situationsimilarto it. The president has to notifythe
National Assembly about the measures and obtain its concurrence; in case no con
currenceis obtainedthe measures are supposed to lose effect forthwith. Previously,
thepresident wasempowered to takeemergency measures incasethenational security
or public safety was seriously threatened, and the National Assemblycould recom
mend the withdrawal of presidential emergency decrees.

The most crucial task for the new constitution is that of institutionalization—

that is, the process of acquiring acceptance, value, and credibility. Although the
unsuccessful record of a Korean constitution to become an "institution" in its own

right facilitated the adoption of the present constitution, that factor will make it harder
for this constitution to elicit stable expectations from the general public. During the
historyof theRepublic of Korea, itsprevious constitutional system experienced seven
majorrevisions (in 1951,1954,1960,1962,1969,1972, and 1980); withtheexception
of the 1960 and 1980 revisions, all were engineered to give the incumbent chief
executive morepowerandlongertenure. Undersuchcircumstances, it isonlynatural
thatpeoplewouldbe reluctantto conferimmediate credibility tocurrentconstitutional
stipulations. Therefore, time, effort, and even luckwill be required for a successful
process of institutionalizing the new constitution.

It is uncertainhow the successful candidate for the presidency will be chosen
and be regarded after the end of the first seven-yearpresidential term under the new
constitution. Giventhetendency inKoreafor a bandwagon of support to form aroijnd
the incumbent under theindirect electoral system, theoutgoing president is likely to
have a substantialinfluenceon the outcomeof the nextpresidential electioneven if he
cannot become a candidate himself. A concomitant consequence would be to dis
courage the election and perhaps even the candidacy of individuals considered to be
antigovemment or radical.

Another area of concern is the relationship between the president and the
parliament. Acomplete domination ofthelatterbytheformer defeats thevery purpose
of a parliament, but lack of cooperation, hostility, and deadlock between the ^o
institutions would result in undesirable consequences ranging from paralysis of the
government to possible alteration of the constitution. This is always a serious dilemma
forthepresidential system ofgovernment andisparticularly acute inapolitywhere the
partysystemis notfirmly established. Therefore,a smoothandsuccessful operation of
the constitution willdepend on the speed withwhich aneffective newpartysystem is
established and takes root in Koreaprior to the scheduled transferof power in 1988.
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PROBLEMS OF INSTITUTIONALIZATION

Precisely because the present leadership emerged out of sociopolitical instabil
ity and conflict, and because as yet the constitutional structure lacks institutionaliza-
tion, there can be substantial challenges to the process of building a "political order."
Most important, the various political groups and sectors including the workers,
farmers, students, religious groups, press, military, and bureaucracy will play key
roles in furthering or hindering the sociopolitical stability that the government is
seeking to maintain on its own terms.

It is impossible to predict precisely the role each of the groups will play and the
impact it will have on the process of Korean political development. But any prognosis
of the future Korean political process would be meaningless unless at least some
diagnosis on the groups' probable roles is made.

How cooperative the workers and farmers will be in the building of a new
political order depends on the government's ability to sustain economic vitality and
expansion. A series of labor disturbances in the spring of 1980indicates a potential for
further problems if the workers ' demands are not adequately met or if there is a crack
in the government's ability to establish order. The farmers are not likely to resort to
collective disorderly action, but their continued positive support is indispensable if
any government party is to sustain its electoral majority in South Korea. Despite its
emphasis on industrialization, the Park Chung-hee government basically had an
agrarian orientation, conferring disproportionate benefits on the rural areas. The fact
that the current leaders appear to pay more attention than the previous government to
industrial and urban problems may be a positive factor in keeping the labor sector at
peace with the government.

Student activism remains the most intractable problem for the government.
Because of the large numbers and heavy concentration of university students, their
political role during the past two decades has been important and will remain so. A
combination of political, social, psychological, and organizational factors keeps the
student situation fluid. The government's goal is to create a campus atmosphere in
which the majority of students can concentrate on their studies without being swayed
by what the government considers to be a radical minority. Whether the government
can achieve its goal will depend upon its ability to generate support among the rest of
the society and, in addition, on its willingness to be stem without being heavyhanded,
to be flexible without projecting confusion. A related problem area is the religious
groups. The nature of the problem is somewhat similar to that associated with student
activism although of lesser magnitude and therefore more tractable.

The press in any country tries to probe the limits of its freedom and responsibil
ity. The South Korean govemment feels that it is premature now to grant full discretion
to the mass media. But a process of relaxation is inevitable, given the mobilization of
political consciousness by the readership and by the press itself. That process will
probably be gradual. What will happen after lifting of all restrictions, if that ever
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happens, is a matter of concern not only to the government but also to the press it
self and the general public. The government presumably hopes that the press will be
able to exercise sufficient self-control so that the government will not be com
pelled to reimpose censorship. Past experience shows that such hopes are likely to be
unrealistic.

The bureaucracy will continue to support the prevailing order because it has a
preference for a strong, pragmatic, and stable executive leadership. Those in the
bureaucracy who will have been "purified" may grumble quietly, but they will still
have a sufficient vested interest in the system not to wish to bring it down. The
bureaucracy, however, will remain zealous to protect its prerogatives in policy and
personnel matters, particularly vis-a-vis the intrusion or intervention by outside forces
such as the military. Thus, the extent to and the manner in which the "civilization" of
the military takes place will continue to have a major influence on the morale and
effectiveness of the bureaucracy. The military will play a crucial role by providing the
necessary physical support and by participating in state affairs. Military support of the
present leadership seems to be reasonably intact, but whether unified support will
continue dependson a combinationof factors includingthe abilityof the leadershipto
parcel out positions and benefits to everyone's satisfaction and, at the same time, its
capacity to maintain the appearance of order, justice, and continued economic pros
perity.

The failure of a stable party system to take root currently presents a serious
problem to political institutionalization in Korea. There are several reasons for the
weakness of political parties and the party system. First, a serious imbalance between
the bureaucracy (including, of late, military officialdom) and political parties has
hampered the developmentof the latter.Powerholdersin Koreagenerally tend to favor
and depend more on a bureaucracy that is readily available and generally dependable
than on politicalparties that often poseobstacles to unchallengedpower.The large and
well-developedmilitary bureaucracymagnifiesthe problem of bureaucraticsuprema
cy that is the result of a lengthy Confucian tradition and Japanese colonial rule.

Second, parties have not been able to cultivate a stable following among the
voters because there was no room after 1948 for ideological deviation from the
officially accepted line on virtually all important issues including unification, national
defense, socioeconomic development, and the management ofwealth. This insistence
on ideological consensus is in part the result of traditional Confucian orthodoxy and,
since 1948, the physical and ideological confrontation with the communist North.
Ideological uniformity has thus deprived the parties of opportunities to offer meaning
ful policy choices and to effectively organize those sectors of society that are yet to be
mobilized politically for support in elections and in other party activities.

A third reason for the weaknessof the party system can be found in the many
changesof regimesandconstitutions that tookplace, usuallybyextraordinary means,
since the establishmentof the Republic. No parties, progovemmentand opposition
alike, have survived long enough to claim loyalty and support from the public.
Instead, parties and their leaders have often been purged and discredited after an
uprising, coup d*etat, or other upheaval that have been relatively frequent in Korea.
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A fourth obstacle to the deveopment ofa strong party system is the private nature
of South Korean politics. Personal, fractional, and regional rivalries are still deeply
embedded in Korean political behavior. Factions and personal relationships are often
formed on the basis of provincial origin, school ties, the same graduating class (as in
the case of military ties), conunon experiences in the past, or a common patron who
had assisted the members in financial and other matters. Personal lines (inmaek)
constitute an extremely important political factor even under circumstances of cur
tailed political activities.In contrast with political factions in Japan, which in some
way contribute to stable party politics, Korean political factions and groupings tend to
be fragmented, amorphous, and often lacking in strong personal leadership. In the
absence of strong leadership supported by government power, they usually pursue
their separate interests, frequently at the cost of hurting the interest of the larger body
(such as the party and the party system) of which they are a part.^^

Finally, the government's occasional banning of existing leaders from active
political participation, as happened during the early Park period as well as in the Chun
era, makes institutionalization of political parties difficult. Other restrictive legal
measures, including regulations controlling political activities, have reduced the
chances for party continuity and stability.

In the first National Assembly election held after the establishment of the Chun
government, the ruling Democratic Justice Party received 36 percent of the votes cast;
the rest was shared by twelve other parties including the opposition Democratic
Korean Party, which obtained 21 percent, and the National Party with 13percent of the
votes.Although the Democratic Justice Party ultimately secured a majority of the
National Assembly seats as a result of additional seats obtained by proportional
representation, the ruling party was basically a minority party as far as the percentage
of votes it received was concerned. Furthermore, the Democratic Justice Party cannot
count on the full support of that minority in future elections. At the same time, the
opposition parties are considered to be dependent on the discretion of the government
in how far they can oppose it. Under these circumstances, the institutionalization of a
stable party system can be expected to take an extraordinary effect by both the
government and the parties themselves, if it is to be realized.

This review of problems of political institutionalization in Korea should convey
the sense that the effort to establish a stable political order in Korea is beset with
uncertainties. Yet it is not without a chance of success. The obstacles consist of the

following factors: the presumed association of the present government with the
previous one, against which much grievance and dissatisfaction had accumulated; the
inflated hopes of liberalization shared by a large number of people who were dis
appointed by the political developments since 1979; the general cynicism of the
Korean people toward promises contained in the constitution and their reluctance to

See Chu Don-shik, "Wither Korean Politics, 1984," Wdlgan Chosdn (January 1984), pp. 66-74.
Han, The Failure of Democracy in South Korea, pp. 74-75.
Byung-joon Ahn, "Political Change and Institutionalization," Korean Political Science Review (1981),
p. 135.
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trust the words of the government; and the socioeconomic imbalance that might grow
as a result of continued economic growth and industrialization.

On the other hand, certain factors would tend to justify a degree of optimism
concerning future political development in Korea. These are: the perceived need for
order and stability, recognized to be important by a large number of people; the sense
felt by many that no viable alternative exists to accepting the present arrangements and
that the future will unfold itself; the expected absorption of the previously dis
franchised political leaders into the existing parties and party system; and the apparent
determination of the present leadership to let the transfer of power take place as
envisaged by the constitution.

On a more general level, a few basic problems related to political institutional-
ization in Korea remain. The tension created by military dominance of the polity is
substantial. Political intervention by the military in a country is commonly the result of
three factors: the characteristics and proclivities of the military in that country; the
nature of the political institutions and the political culture; and the external security
environment. As noted earlier, the security threat to which South Korea is subjected is
perceived and real, and makes some social militarization (including the large size of
the military) inevitable. On the other hand, political dominance by the military lacks
legitimacy in Korean society, strongly influenced by Confucianism as well as liberal
democratic values as it is. Inasmuch as both the Confucian and democratic institutions

are supposed to be based on civilian supremacy, military rule or the appearance of such
results in tension and weakness in the system.

Another general problem of political institutionalization is the result of rapid
social change. Accelerated socioeconomic modernization seems to have intensified
old issues and advanced new ones. The extraordinary improvement in communica
tions and transportation makes highly centralized government in this already
bureaucratized country ever more possible, even though cultural regionalism con
tinues as a legacy of the past. At the same time, economic growth and the strategy to
bring it about have resulted in new socioeconomic stratification, ideological polarfea-
tion, and a high degree of sociopolitical mobilization, which tends to make politics
more volatile and unpredictable. Also, the emergence of a fairly large, educated,
reasonably affluent, and outward-looking middle class makes for growing tension
between traditional politics and ongoing socioeconomic change.

Finally, the division of the country into South and North Korea has had a
decisive impact on South Korea's politics during the past four decades. It has imposed
upon the country a large military establishment accompanied by militarization of the
society, ideological uniformity, and rigidity, and it has skewed resource allocation in
favor of security and military efforts. South Korea's less than satisfactory experience
with its democratic interludes in the postindependence years constitutes yet another
factor that works against the successful institutionalization of democracy. The argu
ment that democracy will not succeed because of forces opposed to it works as a
self-fulfilling prophecy. Also, a constant sense of security threat and crisis has had the
effect of shortening the time horizon of political actors, depriving them of patience,
long-term perspective, and flexibility.
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Against these obstacles of political institutionalization, the Korean polity has
opportunities and potentials that may contribute to making it more democratic yet
stable and effective. Such factors include an educated and dedicated elite group in
various sectors of the society, economic growth and complexity accompanied by the
growth of the middle class and social pluralization, broadening contact and exchanges
with the outside world, and the growing sense of success, hence confidence among the
Koreans in their ability to manage their own affairs. The long-term political future of
South Korea will depend upon how these positive factors balance off with those
elements in the society that work against political institutionalization.

It is possible to imagine three scenarios for South Korean politics during the
remainder of this decade. One is rapid democratization with full democratic rights and
liberties as well as genuinely competitive elections. A second is a radical reversal of
the democratization process involving a vicious circle of increasing opposition and
repression. A third scenario is one in which South Korea undergoes a slow but steady
process in which increasingly more liberal and pluralistic politics emerge. The first
scenario is unlikely. The second portends the dangers of heightened conflict and
instability. Thus, a gradual liberalization within a basically authoritarian context is the
most likely, and perhaps the most optimistic, prospect for South Korean politics in the
years to come.
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6. Rediscovering the State: Political
Institutionalization in Southeast Asia

Donald K. Emmerson

The business of this essay is to explore the meanings of the term "political in
stitutionalization" in two contexts, authorship and application, in order to illustrate its
heuristic value for students of Southeast Asia.

Tounderstand the term's connotations, one should know how and why "political
institutionalization" has become popular among social scientists. To demonstrate its
worth, one should define the term operationally and use it to compare Southeast Asian
states. In taking on these rather vast tasks, this essay sacrifices depth for scope, more
by necessity than choice. Students of modem political institutions in Southeast Asia
still lack the detailed cross-national data base that a fully disaggregated comparative
analysis would require. Accordingly, this essay does not delve into or contrast specific
political organizations, but discusses in synthetic terms the more encompassing notion
of "the state," partly because of previous intellectual neglect of that concept, and
partly because it seems a logical place to begin to prepare for the narrower-gauge work
that will have to be done if "political institutionalization" is itself to become an
institutionalized concept in Southeast Asian studies.

To tum first, then, to previous writers: What is it about the state that has so often
confounded its observers?

Karl Marx misjudged it. An evanescent piece of superstructure in his eyes, the
capitalist state would have to collapse into the grave being dug by its founding class.
Proletarian revolution would rout the executive committee of the bourgeoisie. Under
proletarian dictatorship, the very need for a state would eventually wither away.^

In his "Eighteenth Brumaire," Marx came closest to inverting the primacy of socioeconomic as opposed
to political forces. "WTien you play the fiddle at the top of the state," he wrote, "what else is to be
expected but that those down below dance?" But even this remark did not imply a willful, autonomous,
or enduring state-as-such. On the contrary, Marx meant to show how, in mid-nineteenth-century France,
bourgeois parliamentary mle had by its raucous example (the "fiddle") stimulated broad-scale opposi
tion (the "dance"), which had persuaded the bourgeoisie to abdicate its political position for the sake of
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Instead, in the century since Marx died, the state has thrived: Enlivened by
nationalist sentiments, aggrandized by ruling elites, legitimated by international
relations; defended with armed force, buttressed by foreign aid, propagandized
through mass media; territorially ensconced, legally empowered, technologically
amplified; resource-extracting, labor-mobilizing, commerce-regulating, welfare-
meting, dispute-adjudicating, loyalty-demanding, opponent-coopting, subversion-
curbing, history-rewriting, future-blueprinting—far from languishing, the twentieth-
century state seems hypertrophic, hyperactive, ubiquitious.^

Notwithstanding Chinese, Cuban, and Vietnamese revolutionary successes and
the use of Soviet troops in Eastern Europe and Afghanistan to enforce the irreversibil-
ity of a pro-Soviet kind of socialism, and regardless of Beijing's latest tactical zag
toward a highly constrained kind of capitalism, the "prerevolutionary-capitalist" state
as a historical type is no more on the verge of being toppled than its "post-
revolutionary-socialist" counterpart is of being dispensed with.

NEO-MARXISM BEYOND THE "TIPPING POINT"

Unable to celebrate the decline, let alone the demise, of "mere" political
authority, Marxists have instead had to reconsider the passivity, dependence, and

its prior and primary class interest in making money. In power and under pressure, the French
bourgeoisie had acted in conformity with the presumptions of historical materialism by forfeiting its
"crown" to protect its "purse"—acquiescing in the usurpation of its own parliamentary regime by a
military-backed Bonapartism that could assure the short-run security of bourgeois capital by alternately
repressing the lower classes and buying them off with "money as a gift and money as a loan." Nor,
accordingto Marx, wouldthis authoritarianstateprove anymore stablethanits predecessor,becausethe
bourgeoisie, historically bound to pursue above all its economic interest, would soon chafe under the
"socialistic" controls of the new regime. Karl Marx, 'The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Napoleon"
(orig. pub. 1852), inThe Karl Marx Library, vol. 1, OnRevolution,ed. and trans. SaulK. Padover(New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1971), pp. 243-328, esp. 280-284.
Note again the modernity of Marx at his least "Marxist," on the state in mid-nineteenth-centuryFrance,

where the executive power conunands an army of officials numbering more than half a million
individuals and therefore constantly maintains an immense mass of interests and livelihoods in
the most absolute dependence; where the state enmeshes, controls, regulates, superintends, and
tutors civil society from its most comprehensive manifestations of life down to its most
insignificant stirrings, from its most general modes of being to the private existence of in
dividuals; where through the most extraordinary centralization this parasitic body acquires a
ubiquity, an onmiscience, a capacity for accelerated mobility, and an elasticity which finds a
counterpart only in the helpless dependence, the loose shapelessness of the actual body politic
[Marx, "Eighteenth Brumaire," p. 277].

A "parasitic body" is not, of course, autonomous; nor did Marx forsee its endurance beyond the
overthrow of the bourgeoisie whose material interest in augmenting private profits with public salaries
was mainly responsible for the state's engorgement.

This passage raises the vexed question whether and how to avoid reifying and personifying "the
state," a complex and composite abstraction that varies in time and place. The state is not a sentient
being. The life-ascribing language used in this chapter to characterize the state is intended metaphorical
ly to counteract the opposite misinterpretation of the state as necessarily inert, peripheral, or neutral. To
be reminded of the danger of confusing the metaphor with reality, one need only contrast the etymology
and modem meaning of Thomas Hobbes's Leviathan (1651), which began its career as a Biblical sea
monster epitomizing evil (Job 41). See also Franz Neumann, Behemoth (2nd ed., 1944).
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expendability of the state: its active role in maintaining a classless, precapitalist,
"Asiatic" modeof production, possiblywellbeyondthe periodof initialcontactwith
the colonizing West; its relative autonomy in capitalist society from the relations of
production, includingits ability to transcendclass origin and interest, possibly even
transforming one social formation into another, without class struggle, through
"revolution from above"; and its apparent tendency to penetrate deeper into—to
bureaucratize—capitalist andsocialistsocieties alike,engendering pseudoprivate and
parastatal forms of organization that blur the distinction between publicand private
ownership (or control) and thereby jeopardize reams of theory founded upon that
distinction—including, to cite a recent example, the reinterpretation of modem
historyas the evolution of an economically drivenanddistinctively capitalist "world-
system."^

Although the roleof the statein precapitalist societycontinues to be debatedby
Marxists, few of them have tried to salvage the notion of a uniquely state-centric
"Asiatic" mode of production."^ But the nature of the capitalist state has become a
major—arguably the major—theoretical issue dividing Marxists today. Caught be
tween the oversimplification of economics-first and the heresyof politics-first, Marx
ists have struggled to accommodate the "relative autonomy" of the state.

Best known among such tightrope walkers is the late Nicos Poulantzas. He
portrayedthe state in autonomist italicsas "creating, transforming, making reality,"
But he explained it in reductionist terms as a "condensation of class relations." So
completely was the Poulantzian state"shot throughandconstituted withandby" class
relations thatit became, forhim, itself"a relation."^ Unfortunately, Poulantzas failed
to clarify how something as disembodied, lifeless, and derivative as his class-
relational or "condensation state" could be as concrete, animate, and original as the
"agency state" in which he simultaneously believed.

By balancingeconomismagainst superstructuralism, Poulantzascould retaitiat
least a partial claim to being a historical materialist. More recently, another self-
identified Marxist, Fred Block, in his own effort to resolve the anomaly of the
expansionist state, has been driven "beyond relative autonomy" toacknowledge that
"state power issuigeneris, not reducible toclass power." Unpersuaded by Poulantzas,
because "a condensation cannot exercise power," Block argues the existence of a
"tipping pointpastwhich capitalists losetheircapacity to resist further state interven
tion, leading ultimately to the Leviathan state," which is, presumably, absolutely
autonomous; Block cites Nazi Germany.^ At this point, not only isthe capitalist state

^ In the latter connection, see Christopher K. Chase-Dunn, ed..Socialist States in the World System
(Beverly Hills,Calif.:Sage, 1982) andthereferences therein. Of interest onbureaucratic expansion is
Henry Jacoby, The Bureaucratization of theWorld, trans. Eveline L. Kanes (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1973 [orig. pub. 1969]).
Foranentr6e intothisliterature, seeBryan S.Turner, MarxandtheEndofOrientalism (London: George
Allen and Unwin, 1978), esp. chs. 1, 2, 6, and References.

^ Nicos Poulantzas, State, Power, Socialism (London: 1979), esp. pp. 30 and 127-128, and "The
Capitalist State: A Reply to Miliband andLaclau," New LeftReview, 95 (Jan.-Feb. 1976), p. 74.

^ Fred Block, "Beyond Relative Autonomy: State Managers asHistorical Subjects," inRalph Miliband
and John Saville, eds.. TheSocialistRegister (London: Merlin, 1980), pp. 229 and 234.
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tipped out of the hands of the bourgeoisie, but Block himself is tipped out of the
basicallyMarxist fold, if by "basicallyMarxist"one meansthe attribution of causal
primacy to the relations of production.

LIBERAL-PLURALISM AND THE INDONESIAN "ANOMALY"

If the state has bedeviled leftists, it has not been kinder to liberals. In American
political science, overreacting to an earlier formal-legal bias—the state as an ensem
ble of constitutionally prescribed institutions—Arthur Bentley and (to a lesser extent)
David Trumanreduced government to an informal process of interacting groups, as if
these were the decisive constituents of political life and the organizational state a mere
facade, while David Easton advocated abandoning the concept of the state in favor of a
general model of "the political system," a model that in name at least still informs the
discipline.^

Meanwhile, according to the liberal-pluralist interpretation of American
democracy that flourished in tandem with the "group-focusing" and (later) the
"systemization" of political science, if the people did not govern in any literal sense,
the elites who did were nevertheless sufficiently plural in number, narrow in scope,
and amenable to electoral challenge that no one of them could long determine policy
outcomes on more than a few subjects at once. In this benign and widely held (though
not uncontested) view, the democratic-capitalist state had no interest of its own, but
served as a reasonably neutral forum for the expression, pursuit, and conciliation of
the interests of the elite-represented groups of which society was made. The groups
were not equal, but inequalities were at least dispersed among them, so that no one
group could dominate the others on all dimensions.^

Such a comforting view of American democracy would have mattered less to the
study of non-Western politics had Gabriel Almond not drawn his seven universal
functions, which every political system (he believed) had somehow to perform, from
the experience of the United States and other advanced industrial nations: on the
"input" side, political socialization/recruitment, interest articulation, interest
aggregation, and political communication; and on the "output" side, rule formation,
rule application, and rule adjudication. Almond acknowledged that "the
bureaucracy"—he abjured "the state" for its formal-legal connotations—need not
only perform, say, the "output function" of applying rules, but could in some political
systems help to discharge as well the "input function" of articulating interests.

^ Arthur F. Bentley, The Process of Government, ed. Peter H. Odegard (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1967 [orig. pub. 1908]), esp. pp. 263-264 and 300; David B. Truman, The Gov
ernmental Process (New York: Knopf, 1951), esp. pp. 47-52; and David Easton, The Political System
(New York: Knopf, 1971 [orig. pub. 1953]), esp. pp. 106-114 and 142—143. See also Earl Latham,
The Group Basis of Politics (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1952), and Robert A. Dahl, A
Preface to Democratic Theory (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1956), pp. 131 and 145ff.

® Robert A. Dahl, Who Governs? (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1961); cf. Kung Chuan
Hsiao, Political Pluralism (London: Kegan Paul, 1927), and Kenneth Prewitt and Alan Stone, The
Ruling Elites (New York: Harper &Row, 1973), ch.5. Eiahl's notion of"dispersed inequalities" isakin
to the idea familiar to Southeast Asianists that "cross-cutting cleavages" can help to stabilize a culturally
plural society against despotic excess.
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Indonesia, he wrote, exemplified the latter circumstance. But this Indonesian condi
tionofunregulated "multifunctionality" was inAlmond's eyes anomalous incompari
son with his norm: "the modem Westem system, [where] each of the functions has a
specialized stmcture which regulates the performance of the particular function by
other structures."^

BUREAUCRATIC EXPANSION: BEYOND ALMOND

Almond did not expectmodemity to eraseentirely the "multifunctionality" of
political stmctures. His formulation was subtler than that. Indeed, in his notion of
modem stmctures regulating the performanceof their functions by other stmctures,
one can see Almond teetering on the brink of discovering his own "tipping pomt,"
which, had he found it, might have drawn himout of his liberal-pluralist paradigm,
muchas Blockin acknowledging the full weight of the statehad to risk becoming a
non-Marxist. Almond said, in effect, that in a modem or "non-Indonesian" political
system, a strong and autonomousstmcture of associational interestgroups wouldbe
able to preventthebureaucracy fromplayingtoo largea role in theperformance of the
groups' own specialty, namely, the articulation of interests. But he did not go on to
doubtwhether, evenin the mostmoderp, industrial, First-World democracy, giventhe
bureaucracy's sheer size and (likely as not) its increasing (not decreasing) multi-
functionality, a congeries of private groups, each with its own more or less self-
interested agenda, couldreasonably beexpected tocontrol thebureaucracy's ability to
articulate interests. Not to mention the unlikelihood of such control in either the
revolutionary Leninist orthecolonially bestowed administrations inpowerinsomiany
Second- or Third-World societies, where private-sector associations typically have
less autonomy and strength.

Even in 1960, when Almond's scheme first appeared, "Indonesian-style" multi-
functionality unregulated byprivate organizations was less theexception than themle,
and the pattem would become still more widespread with the failure of democratic
experiments and the rise of military and pseudomilitary regimes in the rest of that
decade andbeyond: Brazil (1964), Nigeria (1966), Philippines (1972), and Thailand
(1976), among otherThirdWorld examples. Bythe1980s, inmuch ofAsiaandAfrica,
Almond's description ofthe Indonesian "anomaly"—"an indication ofpoor boundary
maintenance between the polity and the society"^^—had become an unnecessary
euphemism for normal, everyday, run-of-the-mill, what-else-would-you-expect,
function-absorbing, sector-penetrating, bureaucratic-authoritarian rule. The Indone
sian state itself moved in a similar direction in 1966.^^

^ Gabriel A. Almond, "Introduction: AFunctional Approach toComparative Politics," inAlmond and
James S. Coleman, eds..The Politics oftheDeveloping Areas (Princeton, N.J.:Princeton University
Press, 1960), pp. 4 (the state), 13 (Indonesia), 17 (functions), and 63 (quote).
Almond, "Introduction," p. 35.

^̂ This isnot to say that democracy in the Third World isdoomed. In 1984, nine ofthe twelve independent
states in South America were either plausibly democratic or planning elections (Everett G. Martin,
"Democracy Spreads inSouth America," WallStreetJournal, March 16,1984). Whether what Secretary
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The point is not that Almondfailed to foresee these developments—almost no
one else did, either—but that by striking the state from his vocabulary he made it
harder to understand why they could occur. By entertaining a plurally functional
system rather than a self-interested state, Almond could transfer onto the non-Western
world—then still pretty much a blank slate for Western scholarship—an image of
publicauthority asrelatively, or at leastideally, disinterested andmanagerial, process
ing inputs intooutputs, managing theflow of stimuli intofeedback, andguarding the
good-fences-good-neighbors difference between polity and society. By deemphasiz-
ing Max Weber's violence-monopolizing state in favor of Talcott Parsons' self-
maintaining system. Almondcould in 1960 overlookthe modernity of official coerc
ion andcooptation, andcould underestimate thecreativity of thepredatory, system-
destroying state (Yahya's Pakistan); the partisan, system-endangering state
(Gemayel's Lebanon); the corrupt, system-vitiating state (Mobutu's Zaire); and the
interventionist, system-changing state (Mao'sChina)—among othertypes thatwould
become familiar in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s.

From Bentley and Truman to Easton and Almond, the treatment of the state in
the mainstream of American political science entailed contradictions comparable to
those generatedby Marxistanalysts. For just as somepoliticalscientists attributed to
interest groups the causal force reservedby Marxists for economic classes, and thus
merelypreferreda differentmeansof makingthe stateepiphenomenal, so did others
turn the idea of a political system into somethingno less general and elastic than the
Marxists' notions of a mode of production or a social fonnation, and thus merely
swamped the state in a different abstraction.

Last and briefly, but not least, on the right, free-enterprise economists havealso
discounted theroleof thestate. The apotheosis ofHong Kong into theworld's purest
exemplarofcapitalism isonlythemostironic instance inthisliterature ofdisregard for
thepower of thestate. Hong Kong being, ofcourse, a colony. Farfrom vindicating
the natural vigor and universal incidence of free markets, or the inseparability of

of State George Shultz hailed as "an extradordinary trend toward democracy" will last is another
question (Paul E. Sigmund, "Rediscovering Democracy inLatin America," Worldview, 26[May 1983],
p. 10). Noris it cleartowhat extent liberalization is a necessary response to increasing socioeconomic
complexity, in which case one mightspeculate that the impressive economic growth of mostof the
Association ofSoutheast Asian Nations could, byspeeding internal differentiation, build uppressures
toward greater political accountability. Consistent with thispossibility isAfrica's experience ofvicious-
circular poverty, stagnation and autocracy. ForSoutheast Asia, however, this essay makes thecontrary
point that capitalismand authoritarianism can—and widelydo—coexist.
Milton andRoseFriedman, Free toChoose (NewYork: Harcourt BraceJovanovich, 1980), pp. 25-29.
Otherillustrations ofHong Kong'spopularity ontherightinclude AlvinRabushka, HongKong: AStudy
in Economic Freedom (Chicago: University of Chicago Graduate School of Business, 1979), and P.T.
Bauer, Equality, theThirdWold, andEconomicDelusion (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1981), ch. 10. Another Asian city-state, Singapore, achieved anaverage annual rateofeconomic growth
considerably higherthanHongKong's in the 1970s^—14.4. vs. 8.5 percent,according to HhtAsia 1982
Yearbook (HongKong: FarEasternEconomic Review, 1982), pp. 8-9. YetSingapore hasattractedless
attention fromfree-enterprise analysts, presumably because the statehasplayed a more active part in
Singapore's success. Ontheprojection offree-market assumptions ontostate-fostered economic growth
in capitalist Asiagenerally, seeDonald K. Emmerson, Pacific Optimism, vol. 2:Explaining Economic
Growth:HowMagicis theMarketplace?(Hanover, N;H.: Universities FieldStaffInternational, 1982).
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capitalism and democracy, Hong Kong's experience suggests that the fullest im
plementation of "marketplace magic" may require a magician-state that is uniquely
unaccountable to its subjects, and thus able to resist the temptation to improve their
welfare directly. Just as Marxists and liberal-pluralistpolitical scientists have reified
classes and groups, respectively, so have free-enterprise economists overfocused on
the market, underestimating the extent to which some kinds of state guidance and even
intervention in some circumstances may actually enhance "free-market values" such
as innovation, competitiveness, and efficiency. (On authoritarian capitalism in East
Asia, see Chalmers Johnson's chapter in Asian Economic Development—Present and
Futurey the first volume to come out of this conference.)

HUNTINGTON REDISCOVERS THE STATE

What, then, is it about the state, that it should prove so elusive to Marxists,
liberal-pluralists, and free-enterprisers alike?^^

TTie answer is: nothing at all. It was not the state that discouraged scholarly
encounters with itself. Rather it was, by and large, the Western-industrial social
context in which those encounters took place, whether they involved Karl Marx,
writing in London in the mid-nineteenfh century, or Robert Dahl and Milton Fried
man, writing in private universities in New Haven and Silicon Valley roughly a
century later.The complex, polystructural societiesof the First-World offerednot Only
classes, groups, and markets, but whole realms of differentiatedprivate life that could
be studied without major recourse to the state. Insofar as these three concepts could
also be used prescriptively, to promote revolution, democracy, or capitalism, they
encouraged wishful thinking—an unwarranted faith in the expendabilityof the state.

In sum, the state's relatively low profile and many competitors for attention in
most First-Worldcountries—Nazi Germany notably excepted—discouraged its being
taken seriously. Conversely, those who rediscovered the state tended to do so in
Second- or Third-World countries. In Soviet-bloc nations, observers could less readily
minimize the presence of public authority, so obviously elephantine, or retain their
revolutionary idealism, meliorist pluralism, or free-market optimism in the facje of
bureaucratic power, so obviously repressive and centralized;while in less developed
societies lack of discipline and instability underscored the need to strengthen '̂ soft
states" for the sake of "political order,"even at theexpenseof democracy. Toomuchof
a bad thing in the SecondWorld, not enough of a good thing in the Third, the statewas
in both locations unavoidable.

In American political science, Samuel Huntington, writing about the Third
World, led the rediscovery of formal-legal political institutions—including the state,
althoughhe avoided the term. In his view, in many Third-World societies, political
organizations wereuninstitutionalized, andpolitical orderconsequently wasabsentor

For an earlier query along parallel but more functionalist lines, see Robert M. Maclver, The Weh of
Government (New York: Macmillan, 1947), p. 56
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fragile. Huntington defined institutionalization as "the process by which organizations
and procedures acquire value and stability," and argued that different political systems
could be compared according to how institutionalized they were, that is, how adapt
able (or rigid), how complex (or simple), how autonomous (or subordinate), and how
coherent (or disunited) were their organizations and procedures.

Huntington not only encouraged his colleagues to refocus on an old-fashioned
subject: formal, legal, public institutions. By recommending terms in which one
might (for this essay's purpose) estimate the relative institutionalization of the ten
independent nation-states of Southeast Asia—Brunei, Burma, Indonesia, Kam
puchea, Laos, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam—he chal
lenged students of comparative politics (as opposed to comparative classes, groups,
markets, or functions) to do what their subfield in political science was supposed to be
about.

INSTITUTIONALIZATION AS COMPLEXITY,
AUTONOMY, AND COHERENCE

How much Huntington's formulation helps to meet that challenge is another
matter. Of his four variables, three do not consistently indicate institutionalization
even as he defined it, or potentially contradict one another, or both. Consider his
assertion that a complex state, with a great number and variety of units and subunits,
will be ipso facto more valued or more stable, that is, more institutionalized, than a
simple state. At the extremes, rule by a single individual equipped with a minimal or
no administrative apparatus is not obviously less valued or stable than rule by an
assemblage of offices so redundantly labyrinthine, with so many entrenched and
competing bureaucratic interests, each elaborating its own empire, that little or
nothing is accomplished. Overcomplexity in the latter sense is an invitation to a
usurper to overthrow and "modernize," that is, to simplify, the regime—witness the
fate of Indonesian President Sukarno's hundred-member cabinet in 1965-66. By
subverting Huntington's criterion of coherence, overcomplexity can encourage the
deinstitutionalization of a given regime. At the same time, the more complex a
bureaucracy is, the harder it is to prevent its being captured or corrupted by social
forces that would undermine its autonomy to their own particularistic ends.

The criterion of autonomy too is ambiguous. If the state is not to some degree
autonomous from specific interests, it cannot rise above them to represent the "public
interest," yet that very autonomy enables the state to interpret the "public interest"
without consulting the public. When Huntington defines the public interest as "what
ever strengthens governmental institutions,"^^ he ignores the"tipping point"beyond
which governmental institutions become so strong, so exclusively the source of
punishment and rewards, that they are free to construe the "public interest" as

Samuel P. Huntington, Political Order in Changing Societies (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University
Press, 1968), p. 12.
Ibid., pp. 17-18.
Ibid., p. 25.
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whatever continues to strengthen their own repressive rule. The organization (Can
Lao) of the Ngo brothers' South Vietnam in the early 1960s and, on a vastly harsher
scale, the organization (angka) ofPol Pot's Kampuchea in the mid-1970s illustrate this
point. Regarding the forced collectivization of agriculture in North Vietnam in the
1950s, not to mention more recent experiments in unified Vietnam, one might even
turn Huntington's aphorism against itself to define the public interest in such cases as
whatever weakens governmental institutions.

Recall Gabriel Almond's Indonesian "anomaly": a bureaucracy that not only
implements rules but takes part in the articulation of the interests in response to which
those rules are supposedly made. If this condition illustrates the subordination of
society to the state, then the subordination of the state to society feared by Huntington
is merely a reversed instance of the "poor boundary maintenance" lamented by
Almond.

But "poor maintenance" and "subordination" in the eyes of whom? Depending
on the history and political culture of the society in question, the autonomy of the state
from social forces may be illegitimate. In that they purported to fuse or bridge what
Westerners commonly distinguish as nature and supemature, the sacral states of
classical Southeast Asia—Hinduized or Islamicized—were patently multifunctional.
Such states were not particularly stable, but they left a tradition of legitimately blurred
boundaries that may have encouraged the nationalist rejection of colonial administra
tion as overautonomous, and that still inclines many Southeast Asians not to value
clearly demarcated or specialized institutions, but rather to want to open them up and
bend them to particular interests. It is not entirely facetious in this context to say that
corruption in Southeast Asia is a way of making bureaucratic machines user-friendly.

Finally, apart from cultural precedents and personal expectations, the availabil
ity of extrabureaucraticinterest groups conditions the relationshipbetween autonomy
and value. In a society with few successful voluntary organizations to manage the
input sideof politics, thestatecan actuallyincreaseits legitimacy, and to thatextent its
institutionalization, by refusing to limit itself to the making of output alone.

Although it is partly a way of rationalizing military autocracy on the one hand,
and entrenching preferred military access to the spoils of a growing economy on the
other, the Indonesian armed forces' self-conferred "dual function" (dwifungsi) is also a
sincere strategy of institutionalization in this sense. By the same logic, however,
military-cMm-political authorities who discourage the formation of independent
demand-articulating organizations potentially undercut the military's own stability
and value, by appearingto have to shoreup the organizational vacuumwithoutwhich
Indonesia's multifunctional military might lose one of its excuses to rule. Depending
on what else the army does to warrant its influence, this kind of self-requisite or
"bootstrap legitimacy" couldprovetobeanoxymoron inthelongrun. Worth watching
in this regard is the prospect, still highly constrained in 1984, that Indonesia's
FunctionalGroups (Golkar)couldbecomemoreinput-sensitive and moreindependent
of their militarymentors, not to mentionthe morelimitedpossibilityof greaterlatitude
for opposition parties, labor unions, business and professional organizations,
religiousand educational establishments, the media, and so on. Again, however, as
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Huntington argued, democratization and institutionalization are not the samething.
As for coherence, contrary to Huntington's usage, it is not an antonym for

disunity; unity is. But unity, too, canbe super- as well as suboptimal. While "unity,
esprit, morale, and discipline are needed in governments as well as in regiments,"^^
the two types of organization have different tasks to perform. If internal disunity
reduces stabilityand value, it begins to do so at a higher threshhold in a government
than in a regiment, because a government is necessarily and legitimately the more
multifunctional body, subject to evaluation in terms notonlyof output-efficiency but
alsoof input-sensitivity. Andif thesociety is diverse, as is sowidely trueinSoutheast
Asia, thatinput-sensitivity mayimport intothestate a constructive kindofdisunity, as
differentagencies articulate and defendthe interests of differing classesor groups, or
of producers, middlemen, and consumers (to recapitulate the favored actors of
Marxists, pluralists, and marketeers). "Limited bureaucratic pluralism," far from
debilitating the state, can improve its ability to respond to various segments of the
public in whose name thestatesupposedly rules, andthusto become more stable and
valued. Such a variation on Almond's "Indonesian condition" should in Hunting-
ton's terms be considered more exemplary than anomalous. Conversely,and contrary
toHuntington, "discipline and development" do not necessarily "go hand in hand,"^^
at leastnotall thewaydowntheroadto thefanatic superdiscipline of, say, thePeople's
Church in Jonestown or, in Southeast Asia, the Khmer Rouge in Phnom Penh.

INSTITUTIONALIZATION AS ADAPTABILITY

Among the hallmarks of Huntington's institutionalized state—that it be adapt
able, complex, autonomous, andcoherent—Huntington discussed adaptability first
andat greatest length, and with good reason, for it remains themost convincing and
the richest of his four recommended dimensions. Unlike complexity and coherence,
which describe the state without reference to its environment, adaptability is thor
oughly contextual; unlike autonomy, it is interactive with thatcontext. By implying
original initiative, adaptability also better fits the activist record of modem in
stitutionalizedstates, and moreovertlycorrectsforpreviousconceptionsof the stateas
passive,dependent, peripheral, or goveming bestby intervening least, to citeimages
in writings reviewed earlier in this essay.

Huntington proposed tomeasure anorganization's adaptability inthreeways: by
its chronological age; its success in surmounting the problem of succession fromone
generation of leaders to another; anditsdemonstrated ability toreduce, augment, and
alter, as necessary, the repertoire of things that it does to meet the challenges of an
environment that the organization itself helps to change.^® One might call these
achievements survival, renewal, and reprogramming.

Ibid., p. 23.
Donald K. Emmerson, "Understanding the New Order: Bureaucratic Pluralism in Indonesia," Asian
Survey, 23 (Nov. 1983), 1220-1241.
Huntington, Political Order, p. 24.
Ibid., pp. 13-17.
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Insuch terms, themore institutionalized astateis, other things being equal, the
longer ithas lasted; the more often it has successfully refreshed itsleadership; and the
more readily it hasbeen abletoreorient itselftohandle problems ofrising importance
byaugmenting itsorganizational capacities and agenda, while letting goofproblems
of declining importance by pruning its organizational capacities and agenda. (An
added orsubtracted capacity isofcourse notcoterminous with anoffice ordepartment
created ordismantled, sincethe sameagency inprinciple canbe reprogrammed to fit
new tasks; adaptability in this sense involves quality more than quantity.)

ADAPTABILITY REDEFINED

Consonant with this revised-Huntingtonian definition, but placing more empha
sis on the legal aspect of the state, is Robert Scalapino's understanding of political
institutionalization as

the process whereby a political structure is made operational inaccordance with stipu
lated mles and procedures, enabling more regularized, hence predictable patterns of
political behavior, minimal trauma in power transfer, and a foundation for the effective
development as well as the application of justice. Ideally, political institutionalization
enables a movement away from the erratic practices and arbitrary decisions stemming
from a high dependence upon personalized rale. In its success, it also reduces the
likelihood ofabrupt, drastic change inbasic structure, including revolution, since change
is made possible in a legal, evolutionary manner by established procedures. '̂

In this formulation, evolution suggests longevity and regularized leademhip
change implies renewability, while the picture of political structures successfully
enacting and executing policy over time connotes what could be called—
inelegantly—their reprogrammability. Adaptability, then, can be defined in these
three terms.

Implicit in thepast-to-future reach of these variables is anextrapolation from
historical evidence: that astate that has managed toendure, torenew itself, and tokeep
abreast ofenvironmental changes will continue todoso.But itisrisky toinfer stability
and value—institutionalization—from any one of these conditions alone.

Take longevity. One could argue that inthe absence ofademonstrated capacity
to replaceits leadersandrepattemitsactivities ina stableandvalued manner, theolder
a state becomes, themore itsbureaucratic arteries harden, thedimmer thememory of
the founding experience that once legitimated it—an anticolonial revolution, for
example—and the more widespread and persuasive the opinion that "it's timefor a
change." Consider how wrong an observer could have been to infer from mere
years-in-power the institutionalizationof Mao's China in 1949-1966, the Shah's Iran
in 1953-1979, and Thieu's South Vietnam in 1967-1975, ontheeves, respectively, of
the Cultural Revolution, Khomeini's retum, and the fall of Saigon. Such instances

Robert A. Scalapino's essay in this volume, "Legitimacy and Institutionalization in Asian Socialist
Societies."
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underscore the need not only to examine state characteristics other than age but to
consider how the state has interacted with society. Just as a state that has simply
endured may beunable inaregularized manner toreplace whomever leads it, soastate
with a record ofpeaceful-legal succession may nevertheless beunable, inthe face of
new challenges, to revise what it does.

Institutionalization, in other words, is not a single-stranded certainty, but a
composite likelihood. And because the environments in which problems arise to
challenge the state differ as much if not more than do the states that occupy those
environments, a comparison of"more" with "less" institutionalized states necessarily
violates the condition that other things be equal.

LONGEVITY APPLIED

Enough caveats—what about application? To explore even superficially the
relative institutionalization of Southeast Asian states would require another essay. But
it should stillbe possible in thisoneto illustrate how onemight begin to apply to the
region these modified-Huntingtonian notions of institutionalization as adaptability
andofadaptability asrenewability, mdreprogrammability. (Inprinciple, of
course, thisunderstanding of institutionalization couldbe pursued elsewhere in Asia
and beyond.)

To begin with longevity: Chronological age varies according totheunitandtime
period used, making this variable harder to measure than it looks. While in its
formal-legal meaning the state is a more tangible unitof analysis than the political
system, the state is hardly unambiguous, for depending on usage it can refer to an
empire (Majapahit), acolony (Cochinchina), anation (Thailand), a regime (Suharto's
New Order), or even a subfederal unit (Sarawak); and depending on the choice of a
unit, the dates of its beginning and ending will vary as well.

First, and mostcomprehensively, onecould estimate the ageof the statein the
sense of an empire, colony, nation, or regime (omitting the subfederal state as too
unique and local) byasking how long thepopulation inagiven area canbesaid tohave
been subject to any supralocal political structure, from thepresent through colonial
andclassical to prehistoric times. Suchan approach couldyield—in archaeology, has
yielded—insights intothe ways in which different "protostates" may have arisen at
different times in different places, and might, for example, underpin the claim of
Vietnamese leaders to have inherited one of the oldest state traditions in Southeast
Asia.

Butevenif onecould in anybut the vaguest way distinguish "the origin of the
state" onthe pieces ofland orland-and-sea now known as"Thailand," "Philippines,
and so on—against mounting evidence for the contrary or "parallelist" view that
elements and semblances of the state were more or less simultaneously innovated in
various parts ofwhat isnow called Southeast Asia—it would take an inferential leap
acrossmillenniato concludethat chronological differences in prehistoric stateforma
tion should bepreserved asgrounds for rank-ordering twentieth-century states. Forthe
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most part—Vietnam and Thailand could be exceptions—the modem nation-states of
Southeast Asia areonly metaphorically related towhatever went onprehistorically in
their vicinity.

Second, and preferably, one could estimate the "sovereign-spatial" age of
Southeast Asiannation-states, datedfromtheyears inwhich theybecame independent
from colonial mle, asintheleft-hand columns ofTable 1."Sovereign-spatial" denotes
generally acknowledged jurisdiction over a defined area. This notion of the state
focuses not on empires or colonies but on nations that are either postcolonial or (in
Thailand's case) noncolonial, on thenotunchallengeable butstillreasonable assump
tion that recent experiences are more likely to influence the future, and also in order to
reduce the topic to more manageably contemporary proportions.

Third, one could compare the longevity of different states-as-regimes. In
keeping with Scalapino's emphasis on legality, the state could be considered a
constitutional regime, in thesense thatwhen theconstitution is replaced, soina legal
sense is thestate, and the longer a given state has operated onthebasis of itsunique
constitutional rules, the greater its longevity. The right-hand columns in Table 1 are
based on these assumptions.

One difficulty with this usage is that significant changes of regime in a more
ordinary sense do not always coincide with the replacement of one constitution by
another—witness the transition from the Old to the New Order in Indonesia. On the
other hand, by focusing on the rules and procedures that legalize state power, its
transfer and its use, the notion of "constitutional" age usefully transcends the life
chances of a givenstateleader, avoiding thefallacy ofdefining theIndonesian stateas
Suharto's, dating its life from the year (1968) that he became full president, and
requiring that it cease to exist when he leaves office. To cut off in this way the life
expectancy of the state would mutilate the idea of institutionalization as a state's
capacity toescape, inScalapino's previously quoted phrase, "ahighdependence upon
personalized rule," that is, to survive its incumbents.

As can be seen in Table 1, the decision to use "sovereign-spatial" versus
"constitutional" ageyields dramatically different results. Dejure independence poor
ly accommodates noncolonial Thailand, whose modem factionalism and instabiity—
as in the famous Octobers of 1973 and 1976, not to mention routine coups—is ill
reflected in its first-ranked position by"sovereign-spatial" age. Kampuchea andLaos
also seem overoptimistically placed along the more historical dimension, while the
converse applies to young-but-relatively-stable Malaysia andevenmoresoto young-
but-extraordinarily-stable Singapore. This is not to say that"sovereign-spatial" age
yields incorrect results, but that it is tooremoved, conceptually andchronologically,
from institutionalization in the sense of enduring rules,, to be useful. Unlike a
nation-state's birth year, the birth year of a constitutional regime-state is subject to
change, and is thus a more sensitive candidate for inclusion in political in
stitutionalization as a variable that varies.
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Table 1

The Sovereign-Spatial and Constitutional Ages of Southeast Asian States

Year of de jure Year of present
State independence Rank State constitution Rank

Thailand 1782 1 Malaysia 1957 1

Philippines 1946 2 Indonesia 1959 2

Burma 1948 3 Singapore 1965 3

Indonesia 1950 (1963, 1976) 4 Philippines 1973 4

Kampuchea 1953 5'/2 Burma 1974 5

Laos 1953 5'/2 Thailand 1978 6

Vietnam 1954 (1976) 7 Vietnam 1980 7

Malaysia 1957 (1963, 1965) 8 Kampuchea 1981 8

Singapore 1965 9 Brunei 1984 9

Brunei 1984 10 Laos none 10

NOTES: The year of "independence" of never-formally-colonized Thailand dates from the establishment
of the still-reigning Chakri dynasty in Bangkok; colonially- and WorldWarIl-related border changes are
ignored. The year listedfor Indonesianindependenceignorestheconditionalandtransitionalnegotiationof
sovereignty from the Dutch in December 1949. Also omitted are all constitutional amendments, and the
suspension of constitutional guarantees in Malaysia in 1969-1971. Years in parentheses refer to major
border changes.

Also ignoredare the colonial antecedentsof constitutionsthat havebeen ineffect since independence,on
the grounds that independence perforce implies a "new" constitution. This decision discriminates in
particular against the sultanate of Brunei, whose present constitutionwas adopted in 1959,nearly a quarter
of a century before independence. By substituting 1959 for 1984, and thus elevating Brunei from ninth
place to second in constitutional age, one could showcase the apparent procedural stability of former
British compared to former French colonies. But without apostindependence track record to examine, who
is to say that Southeast Asia's sole remaining outright monarchy will last?

REMAINING DIMENSIONS CHARTED

That leaves renewability and reprogrammability. Rather than pursuing these
complicated topics in analytic or empirical detail, it may be helpful, and in keeping
with the alternative-trying purpose of this essay, to shift in the pages that remain to a
different style of analysis than that used in Table1. Althoughthe results shownon the
right sideof the tabledo not exactlycontradict a commonsense ranking of Southeast
Asian states according to procedural stability, to limit oneself to constitutionally
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defined ageis methodologically timid. Depending ontheavailability ofdata,scholars
will wishto venturebeyondthe merelyactuarial state to takeinto accountits patterns
of interactionwith society. The richnessof the notionsof renewabilityand, evenmore,
reprogrammability call for a supplemental approach—one moresynthetic andsynop
tic than the enumeration of precisebut artificial and question-begging threshholds of
formal-legal change. If for present purposes Easton was wrong to abandon the
narrowly juridical state, he did so for understandable reasons.

Accordingly, Table 2 is an intentionally sweeping, impressionistic, andsumma
rizedanswer to eightbroadquestions aboutthestate's ability to refresh its leadership
while influencing and responding to the national society in whichit must operate.
The state in Table 2 is not "sovereign-spatial," nor "constitutional," but "modem-
national" in a lessclearly delimited sensethatdirects attention to therelative stability
andvalueof regimes nowin powerandconsiders theirandtheirpredecessors' success
or failure in "resolving" certain"problems." The greaterthe number of such"prob
lems" that a state has encountered and handled "well," the stronger its ability to leam
and releam in future—that is, the more renewable and reprogrammable it probabfyis.

In Table 2, renewability corresponds to the problem of "succession": how to
routinize the transfer of power within a state. The other seven problems, although
collectively incomplete, partly overlapping, and not necessarily equivalent in dif
ficulty or importance, are usedto estimate cmdely the reprogrammability of eachof
SoutheastAsia's (or,in principle, anyother region's) states. The problemof "penetra
tion" is how to create and maintain the state's presence in society; that of "distribu
tion," how to ensure an acceptably proportional sharing of socioeconomic benefits;
that of "growth," how to expand the economy; that of "identity," how to foster or
maintain in the populace a sense of belonging to the nation; that of "unity," how to
preserve the integrity of the nation against attempted secession andcivilwar; thatof
"legitimacy," how to ensure popular support; and that of "participation," how to
involve citizens in their own govemance, to some extent and in some appropriateway,
if only to inhibit their disaffection.^^

As the proliferation of quotation marks suggests. Table 2 is a tentative effortto
raise importantquestions directlyandsubjectively, withoutfirst narrowing theirscope
and connotation and without first reconstructing analytic units to enable more exact
comparisons. Although its referents arereal, thetablehasbeendesigned notto prove
but to provoke.Nor are its simplifying signsandsums(+ = 1 = relativesuccess; -
= —1 = relative failure) meant to suggest precision. Each sign simplifiesmatters still
further by combining two potentially different estimates of a state's success in
handling that particular problem, first, relative to its success in handling other
problems, and second, relative to the successof other states in handling that same

Excluded for convenience here, how the institutionalization of the state is affected by its foreign affairs
also deserves scrutiny.
Compare thistreatment of"penetration," "distribution," "identity," "legitimacy," and"participation" as
"crisesofpolitical develoment" inLeonard Binderetal., CrisesandSequences inPoliticalDevelopment
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1971).
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problem—enabling the signs to be compared(andsummed)acrossboth problemsand
states. (Critics may wish to explore the epistemological and methodological thickets
into which such double comparisons admittedly lead.)

In other words, if Table 2 is about problems, it is itself problematic: Because the
notion of what constitutes a problem varies from one observer to another, how can the
dimensions of a problem, not to mention its resolution, be objectively measured and
compared across time and space? How much of Singapore's apparent problem-
handling success is attributablenot to the skills of its prime minister, Lee Kuan Yew,
but to his good fortune in presiding over a city-state whose small size makes every
thing more manageable? Does the history-collapsing character of Table2 render it too
vague to be useful? And aren't the comparisons patronizing and invidious, as if states
like pupils could be graded on their performances?

These are constructive objections. Any single observer who uses his or her own
subjective impressions to rank-order states risks the charge of hubris.Table 2 would
certainly carry more weight if it presented a consensus of experts—reached, say, by
the Delphi method. But if only to have something to improve on, one has to start
somewhere, and comparisonswill alwaysbe readableas criticisms, regardlessof why
or by whom they are made.

The historical details of how a particular state has come to grips with a specific
problem, or failed to do so, are vital, and would lend needed and possiblycorrective
depth to the summary judgments in Table 2. In this way, history could be used to
improve the study of how effectivelydifferent stateshave addressedsimilarproblems
and how different problems have been addressed by the same state.

Disaggregation would certainly help: The two kinds of comparisons—across
states per problem and across problems per state—could then be separated. The
fallacy of anthropomorphism—that states consciously try to solve problems—could
be overcome by comparing the different ways in which problems are defined and
addressed by different agencies, groups, and leading individuals within the same
regime, and these contrasting agendas could be compared with their unofficialcoun
terparts in society at large. Attentioncould also fruitfullybe paid to the ceterisparibus
assumption, because some "other things"—the sizes of Brunei and Indonesia, for
instance—are strikingly unequal.

Finally, the comparability and measurability of problems and problem-
resolving performances could be investigated. Of the eight problems listed in Table 2,
for example, "legitimacy" may be the hardest to operationalize: Is it purely a psycho
logical phenomenon? What source gives or denies legitimacy to a state—the people as
a whole, an influential stratum such as a middle class or an intelligentsia, the civil
service in whole or in part (e.g., the army), the leader of the regime c'estmoi),
or perhaps even some nonhuman sanctioning force such as a Javanese concept of
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power oraSino-Vietnamese mandate ofheaven?^"^ To what extent and inwhat manner
are states able to determine the criteria whereby their legitimacy is judged?
Approached in thiselite-focused manner, theproblem of legitimacy neednotbe ruled
out of one's analysis simplybecause many ordinary Southeast Asians want little or
nothing from government but to leave them alone.

Table2, in short, invites furtherresearch, and the invitationis not weakenedbut
strengthened by the likelihood that different observers will comeup withsomewhat
different scores. For this reason it makes little sense to defend the table cell by cell.
Instead, a few summary inferences shouldbringout theusefulness of theexerciseas a
stimulus to further, more overtly empirical, and less densely symbolized thinking
about political institutionalization in Southeast Asia.

PATTERNS OF INSTITUTIONALIZATION

Imagine, for purposes of illustration, that the rankings in Table 2 are approx
imately correct. If so, these nontrivial "conclusions" logically follow:

1. Singapore and Kampuchea are the most and least institutionalized (renew
able, reprogrammable) states in the region, respectively, a conclusion reinforced by
their longevity (constitutional age in Table 1).

2. With the significant exceptionof Vietnam, the avowedly socialist states of
Southeast Asia are less fully institutionalizedthan their ostensiblycapitalist counter
parts.

3. Consonant with the emphasis in this essay on the salience of the state, the
problemof penetration in Southeast Asia has been resolved more successfully than
other problems.

4. In the region as a whole,distribution andgrowth have beenaddressed with
relative success, and about equally so, with the socialist and capitalist states com
parativelyadvantaged, as one mightexpect, in distribution andgrowth, respectively.

5. Only in Singapore and Bruneidoes the same state do relatively well at both
distribution and growth, and in both states the small size of the population discounts
the achievement and impedes the derivation of transferable lessons from it.

6. Their greater success in handling problems of penetration, distribution, and
growth shows the bureaucratic-activist profile of most Southeast Asian states, but
raises the prospect that instability and devaluation (loss of political support) could
(re)occur in the future if more basic issues of identity, unity, and legitimacy, as well as
participation, which may have been addressed earlier in a decolonizing context, are
taken for granted.

Benedict Anderson, "The Idea of Power in Javanese Culture," in Claire Holt et al., eds.. Culture and
Politics in Indonesia (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1972), pp. 1-69; John T. McAlister, Jr.,
and Paul Mus, The Vietnamese and Their Revolution (New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1970); Frances
Fitzgerald, Fire in the Lake: The Vietnameseand the Americans in Vietnam(New York: Random House,
1972). The case for a more elite-centered, less Western-democratic understanding of legitimacy has been
made persuasively for the USSR by Seweryn Bialer, Stalin's Successors: Leadership, Stability, and
Change in the Soviet Union (Cambridge, U.K.: Cambridge University Press, 1980), ch. 9.
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7. The hardest problem to resolve in Southeast Asia generally has been the
problem of succession. Some first-generation leaders still hold positions they show
few signs of relinquishing voluntarily. As aging or ailing incumbents weaken or die,
and contenders are emboldened to maneuver, the problem of successioncould pose the
greatest near-term obstacle to the institutionalization of the region's states.

Most Southeast Asian states, and especially the six members of the Association
of Southeast Asian Nations,^^ have managed toreprogram themselves from anearlier
concern with establishing political, cultural, and psychological justifications for state
power to a subsequent priority on using and extending that power economically and
socially. But so long as the leadership-renewing dimension of institutionalization
remains problematic, future crises of succession could reopen those prior items on the
states' agendas.

The problems a state faces, after all, are not necessarily ever fully resolved. The
permanently successful state does not exist, in Southeast Asia or anywhere else.
Institutionalization is a reversible process. Perhaps it is this erratic behavior by the
state, its perverse contingency, which accounts for the neglect it has suffered at the
hands of theorists of revolution and modernization alike—theorists who, in class or
group conflict, system-functional autonomy, or market supply and demand, sought
above all the consistent and the predictable.

In politics, such aspirations guarantee disappointment, and that is no less true of
those who now focus on the state. For all its heuristic value, the reintroduction of the
state into political science holds no certain promise of uncovering stable regularities in
the process of institutionalization.

Nevertheless, the effort to study the composition and adaptations of the state in
Southeast Asia is worth pursuing, because whatever happens to the region, the state is
there to stay—to improve, to worsen, or to ignorehumanlives. On practicaland moral
grounds alone, whatever the payoff for theory, the rediscovery of the state isune.

^ Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand.
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7. The Military in Thailand, Burma,
and Indonesia

Takashi Shiraishi

The military isthe coercive arm ofthe state for defense and internal security. Without
the military, the state can hardly survive. But the arm sometimes commands the head,
and this has been the case in Thailand, Burma, and Indonesia. The Thai army took
over the state in 1932, the Burmese armyin 1962, and the Indonesian army in 1966.
Sincethen, and in Indonesia evenbefore its final takeover, military officers in these
countries expanded their roles beyond national security to include politics, govern
ment, and economy.

The military that becomes the master ofthe state iscommonly called praetorian,
and different from that which remains subordinate to civilian control. The Thai,
Burmese, and Indonesian militaries are praetorian. In this essay 1 will discuss the
changing nature of the political roles of the military in Thailand, Burma, and In
donesia incomparative historical perspective; my purpose isnottosearch for ageneral
theory of the political roles of the military.

Before discussing thepolitical roles ofthemilitary inthese countries, however, 1
will identify thepoints ofreference bywhich we cancompare these roles. The concept
ofprofessionalism first formulated by Huntington, though much criticized and indeed
fundamentally wrong, will provide astarting point. According toHuntington, modem
military officers are the professional managers offorce and violence. Inhis view, there
are three dimensions to their professionalism: expertise, social responsibility, and
corporateness. The military officers' expertise isthe management ofviolence, that is,
the application of organized coercive power cultivated by training. Military pro
fessionalsconstitutean autonomous,exclusivecorporatebody, infringementof which
by outsiders is resented by the officers. As professionals, the military officers have
their clients, justasthe medical professionals have patients astheir clients. Hunting-
ton's thesis in formulating the concept of professionalism is that maximization of
military professionalism neutralizes the military politically and thus minimizes the
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propensity ofthe military tointervene inpolitics.' To put it another way, the military
becomes praetorian because it is not professional or perhaps not sufficiently pro
fessional. Huntington thus argues that the Japanese military meddled inpolitics inthe
1930s because it was never professional, even though army officers like Tojo Hideki,
who formed the "Discipline" (Tosei) faction and led Japan into that disastrous war,
were staff officers at the Ministry of the Army and the Army Central Coirunand,
graduates of the Army College, and most professional.

The fallacy in Huntington's thesis lies in his formulation of the concept of
professionalism. He assumes that the three dimensions ofprofessionalism gotogether.
Thusthemilitary thatis "irresponsible" is bydefinition notprofessional, even if the
level of expertise achieved by the officers is sufficiently high. As a result, his
proposition that maximization ofmilitary professionalism minimizes the propensityof
themilitary to intervene in politics turns outto bethenormative proposition thatthe
military should remain politically neutral and not intervene in politics in order to
maintain its professionalism.

This, however, is not to say that theconceptof professionalism itselfis useless.
Infact, three dimensions ofmilitary professionalism provide a clue tounderstanding
politics in the military and the military in politics.

The first dimension is the officers' expertise in the management of force and
violence. Theofficer corps is nota simple collection of military professionals buta
hierarchically and rigidly organized professional bureaucracy. If the military bureau
cracy is rationally organized, the recruitment, promotion, andplacement of officers
willbebasedonachievement criteriaandtheranksandpositions of theofficers wiU be
inaccordance with their military expertise. But this state ofaffairs israrely achieved.
The promotion and placement, especially of senior officers, are sensitive matters and
their political and personal loyalties to themilitary leadership arealways taken into
account, sometimes attheexpense oftheirmilitary expertise. Since thepromotion and
placement are of prime importance to career officers, those who are professionally
competent but sidelined by political, personal, and other "irrational" reasons may
develop strong emotional feelings against the military leadership and sometimes get
politicized. This is what happened to the Japanese army in the 1920s when pro
fessionally competent non-Choshu middle-ranking officers such asNagata and Tojo
hated the army leadership dominated bythe Choshu clique and systematically blocked
juniorofficers of Choshu origin from entering theArmy College, themajor gate to
army leadership.

Conversely, in the countries that are communally divided along religious,
racial, ethnic, and other lines, the"rational" achievement criteria become problem
atic, because promotion and placement based on achievement criteria tend to be read
in communal terms, such as Luckham demonstrated with reference to the Nigerian
army.^ And as we will see, in the armies that are transformed from guerrilla forces into

Samuel P. Huntington, The Soldier andthe State: The Theory andPolitics ofCivil-Military Relations
(New York: Random House, 1957).
Robin Luckham, The Nigerian Military: ASociological Analysis ofAuthority andRevolt (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1971).
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modem conventional armies, promotion and placement tend to be read in political
terms.

The second dimension is the military as a corporatebody with its own corporate
interests. The military's corporate interests refer to adequate budgetary support,
autonomy in managing its own internal affairs, the preservation of its responsibilities
in the face of encroachments from rival institutions, and the continuity of the in
stitution.^ Thus, when its corporate interests are threatened by outsiders—for in
stance, by the interference of civilian politicians in promotions and placements of
officers or by the creation of a strong militia under the command of civilian
politicians—the military tends to react and intervene in politics to defend and further
expand its corporate interests. This element of defense and expansion of the military's
corporate interests is important in understanding the political role of the military. The
personal interests of officers are often entwined with the military's corporate interests;
similarly,military officersoften identify the military's corporate interestswithnation
al interests.

The third dimension, the social responsibility of the officer corps, is also
important in understandingthe political roles of the military.The question here is who
is the client of the militaryprofessionals. On the surface, the answer appearssimple:
the nation. But the nationis essentiallyan imageandthereis no suchthingas a unitary
national interest."^ This means twothings. First, that the officers themselves decide
who their client is. This decision is partly dependent on the officers' ideology as
formed by their experiencesand training;generallymilitaryofficerstend to equate the
nation with the state and the state with the military and thus identify the military's
corporate interests with the national interests. Second, the military officers' choice of
their clients depends on the legitimacy that civilian political institutions enjoy. As
Finer rightly notes, it is always an ominous sign of military praetorianism when
military officers differentiate the incumbent government from the nation or the
constitution.^

This question of the legitimacy of civilian political institutions leads us to
external factors that condition the politicalroles of the military. Two of these are the
level of legitimacy that civilianpolitical institutions enjoyand the levelof mobiliza
tion of social forces in the political process. If the level of legitimacy of civilian
political institutions is sufficiently high relative to the level of mobilization of social
forces, thesituation is "civic"in Huntington's terminology, andthepolitical orderis
essentially legitimate and stable. In this situation, the military is less likely to
intervene in politics unless outsiders seriously infringe on its corporate interests. On
the other hand, if the level of legitimacyof civilianpoliticalinstitutionsis low while

^ Eric A. Nordlinger, Soldier inPolitics: Military Coups and Governments (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1977).

^ Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread ofNationalism
(London: Verso, 1983).

^ Samuel E. Finer, The Man on Horseback: The Role ofthe Military in Politics (New York: Praeger,
1962).
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the level of mobilization of social forces is high, the political order is essentially
unstable and the situation is praetorian.^

It is in this situation that military officers, whether they like it or not, are forced
to decide on their client. Here, however, we need to distinguish their client. If there is
no strong state, anarchy prevails. In this situation, the military cannot be a hierarchi
cally organized corporate bureaucracy but represents a collction of warlords. Without
the centralized civil and military bureaucracy, the central government cannot govern
the country and the military central command cannot command its forces. This was the
situation in the warlord era of China in the early 1920s when large and small warlords
infested the country and the central government could not govern.

There are two ways out of this situation. One is the revolutionary path followed,
say, by the Chinese Communist Party: A revolutionary party, intent on revolutionary
transformation of the social and political order from below, builds up and expands its
power and authority bases in the society and, after taking over power, embarks on the
"completion" of its revolutionary mission. The other is "state building": The revolu
tionary path starts from above, as it were, to fashion the strong state by creating an
autonomous, centralized, and hierarchically organized civilian and military bureau
cratic apparatus, initiating social and political transformations from above, and
building up and expanding the power and authority bases of the state. In these courses
lie the important, though often brutal and costly, roles the military can play in national
politics. In this age of technological progress, the military, having achieved a degree
of centralization, has enough capability to crush poorly armed social forces or to
demobilize them by force or the threat of force. Once the military succeeds in this task,
the governing elite, whether military or civilian, can buy time to initiate policies to
fashion state building from above.

Besides, in this age of superpower rivalry and multinational corporations,
resources for state building can partly become available from abroad in the form of
foreign military and economic aid and foreign capital investment. The policies the
governing elite pursue concerning security and economic development are crucial in
conditioning the success or failure of state building, the kind of state the elite create,
and the social bases of the state. Once a strong state is established, anarchy no longer
prevails, even if civilian political institutions enjoy little legitimacy and the level of
mobilization of social forces is high. The state is like an automobile. Anyone can drive
it as long as he knows how to drive, keeps it in good condition, has gas, and the road is
not too rough. In this era of the United Nations, a state can derive its legitimacyfrom
the "imagined" nation, from the sense of the people that it is their country. If civfiian
political institutions—above all, political parties—that can domesticate the state are
weak, the military and civilian bureaucratic elites sit in the driver's seat. In this case,
the kind of regime that emerges is the Beamtenstaat, as the Dutch officials called the
Indies, or the bureaucratic polity, the polity ofthe bureaucrats, by the bureaucrats, and
for the bureaucrats, if we use the term currently in fashion.

^ Samuel P. Huntington, Political Order in Changing Societies (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1968).
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We can see in the Thai, Burmese, and Indonesian histories of the past thirty-five
years (and in the case of Thailand, of the past fifty-five years) this state-building effort
and, in most instances, the eventual domination of state over society: in Thailand and
Indonesia the emergence of the bureaucratic state followed different paths and thus
contained different features, but in Burma an ineffectual and unsuccessful "socialist"
state, trapped in political and economic stagnation, has been stalemated in seeking
domination over Burmese society.

THAILAND

Thailand is the only country in Southeast Asia that escaped the fate of coloniza
tion by European powers, mainly because of its geographically strategic location as a
buffer between French Indochina and British Malaya and Burma. This conditioned its
political development in three respects. First, colonization of Burma, Vietnam, and
Cambodia constituted pacification of Thailand's traditional enemies; in their place,
however, Thailand faced the militarily far superior French and British. Military means
to defend its independence was now out of the question, and thus Thailand sought and
successfully managed to maintain its independence by diplomatic means. The modem
Thai military force, created in the early 1900s, never fought a war before 1940 and its
function from the beginning was solely to maintain intemal security.

Second, because Thailand was not colonized, anticolonial nationalist mobiliza

tion of social forces did not take place. Whereas Burma and Indonesia experienced
a large-scale nationalist mobilization, the level of mobilization of social forces
in Thailand remained low for a long time, and consequently traditional sources
of legitimacy, above all the monarchy, remained strong without being seriously
challenged.

Third, under these conditions, Thailand was transformed from a decentralized

"feudal" state to a centralized absolutist state during the Chakri Reformation, with the
newly created civilian bureacracy and the military as the arms of the absolutist mle.
Thai society thus experienced "intemal colonization" by the state in the first thirty
years of this century and the arms of the state (the civil bureaucracy and the military)
were staffed by professionally trained, career-oriented salaried officials and officers.
The highest positions of the civil bureaucracy and the military were monopolized by
royal princes and favorites appointed for reasons of birth rather than competence, and
thus civil bureaucrats and military officers who were professionally competent but of
commoner birth were blocked from ascending the promotional ladder.

The 1932 coup marked the end of this Thai absolutist state. Two factors
combined to produce this situation. First, in the Great Depression, the bottom fell out
of the intemational rice market, and the state whose major source of income was the
export tax on rice experienced serious financial difficulties. The king cut down both
salary and staffing of the civil and military bureaucracy and thus threatened their
corporate and personal interests. Second, in this situation middle-ranking military
officers and civilian bureaucrats, who had already been alienated by their subordina
tion to royal princes because of their birth and despite their professional expertise.
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became politicized and formed a group calling themselves the People's Party. They
were not really a political party, however, but a tiny group of conspirators whose sole
power base was in the military and civilian bureaucracy.

The 1932 coup and the following consolidating coup of 1933 strengthened the
grip of the coup leaders, especially Phibun Songkram, over the state apparatus, but
these moves were not accompanied by extensive mobilization of social forces. Nor for
that matter were the coup leaders committed to the transformation of the Thai state and
society by mobilizing social forces from above. They simply inherited the centralized
state created by Chakri kings and consolidated their control over the state by extensive
patron-client networks without trying to mobilize extrabureaucratic forces and to
create a new legitimacy base for their regime.^

What emerged from the 1932 coup was thus a bureaucratic polity, in whose
driver's seat sat army leaders in coalition with the civilian bureaucratic elite. From
1932 to 1973, though the drivers changed from Phibun to Sarit Thanarat to Thanom
Kittikachom and Praphat Charusathien, state domination over Thai society was
perpetuated under the bureaucratic polity, with a brief interlude in 1944-1947 when
army leaders were in trouble because of their wartime collaboration with the Japanese.
Except for that interlude, army leaders who controlled the most powerful coercive arm
of the state dominated the scene, threatened only by internal factionalism but not by
the emergence of powerful competing groups. There are significant differences
between the bureaucratic polity of the Phibun era and that of his successors, but we
may still note four general features of the Thai bureaucratic polity.^

First, the level of mobilization of extrabureaucratic social forces remained low.
Peasants were never mobilized and trade unions were controlled by civilian bureau
crats and military leaders. Business elites, largely Chinese and vulnerable to bureau
cratic harassments, bought protection by becoming lesser partners of military and
civilian bureaucratic leaders. Political parties, if allowed to exist, were dominated by
military and civilian bureaucrats and had no strong social base or legitimacy. The
legislature and political parties were put out of their existence whenever they became a
nuisance to army leaders.

Second, the political process was dominated by military and bureaucratic elites,
culturally and ideologically homogeneous, with their power base in the military and
civilian bureaucracy, who were fighting with each other for more lucrative, powerful,
and prestigious positions. Positions generated money for military and bureaucratic
elites not only because their positions provided them with chances of corruption but
also because those who controlled powerful positions were invited by business leaders
to sit on the corporate boards of enterprises in exchange for protection. Politics was
essentially a clique affair without any significantideological difference, or mobiliza-

^ Tom Yano, TaiBiruma Gendai SeijishiKenkyii [Studyof Modem Political Historyof Thailand and
Burma] (Tokyo: Sobunsha, 1968).

®For an analysis of Thai politics in 1932-1957, see Yano, ibid. For an excellent analysis of the Sarit
regime, see Thak Chaloemtiarana, Thailand: The Politics of Despotic Paternalism (Bangkok: Social
Science Association of Thailand and Thai Khadi Institute, Thammasat University, 1979).
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tion of social forces. Each clique was generally headed by high military officers and
cut across institutional boundaries among the military, the civilian bureaucracy, and
business.

Third, politics oscillated between stability and instability: stable when there was
a dominant clique that controlled important positions within the army, and unstable
when there was no such dominant clique and the army was fragmented by competing
factions. The coup became a part of this power game. A successful coup group
dominated other cliques by controlling key positions in the army—such as the
ministry of defense, the commander-in-chief of the army, and the commander of the
First Army garrisoned in and around Bangkok. In turn, army officers ascended the
promotional ladder by joining a successful coup group; their classic route to power
was from commander of the First Army to commander-in-chief of the army. A typical
example is Sarit's group.It first emerged as a powerful faction by joining the 1947coup
led by General Phin Chunhawan and became the ruling clique by staging the 1957
coup. Sarit and his leading proteges—^Thanom, Praphat, and Krit Sivara—rose to
power in the classic manner, from commander of the First Army to commander-in-
chiefofthearmy totheminister ofdefense totheprime minister.^ Buta clique wasnot
bound by strong ideological commitment; leading members of a clique in time built up
their own cliques, and then the cycle started again.

Fourth, in these clique politics, the monarchy played the role of legitimizer,
especially in the Sarit and Thanom-Praphat eras. The king played this role by
remaining above clique politics and bestowing legitimacy on any successful coup
group. But the monarchy is a strange institution. Once on the throne, the king stays
there for life. By staying on the throne since 1950, by the early 1970s the king had
outlived all other institutional and personal elements and had become the most
powerful figure in Thai politics.

Lastly, the Thai bueaucratic polity was buttressed by American strategic in
terests as a forward base of the war in Vietnam. American military and economic aid
strengthened the Thai state and enabled it further to penetrate and dominate Thai
society.

If the Thai bureaucratic polity changed little in this period, however. Thai
society underwent profound socioeconomic transformations, especially from the
1960s onward. The machinery of change was economic development, which became
the primary national goal with the onset of the first National Economic Development
Plan in 1961. Measures were taken and a favorable climate was created to induce

foreign investment, first from American and then from Japanese corporations. The
Thai economy developed rapidly. The GDP index rose from 100to 169between 1962
and 1974. Economic development gave the bureaucratic elites access to new sources
of wealth and made further penetration of the state into the society possible. Pro
fessionally trained civilian bureaucratic technocrats were coopted into the regime.

See Chai-Anan Samudavanija's contribution in this volume.
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because the military elites permitted civilian bureaucrats a wide range of freedom to
carry out economic development programs and budget, fiscal, and foreign exchange
reforms.

But rapid industrial expansion also generated new social forces. From 1960 to
1970, the nonagricultural labor force increased from 2.12 million to 3.19 million. The
number of university students increased from 15,000 in 1961to 100,000 in 1972. From
1964 to 1969, the number of high school students rose from 310,000 to 450,000, and
that of vocational students from 45,000 to 80,000. Business and professional sectors
also expanded. In the countryside, further penetration of the state into the society
exacerbated tensions between those better off who had access and connections to the

lower bureaucracy and the tenant and landless peasants "cheated" by those of hi^er
economic status and intimidated by the police.

The 1973 "student uprising" and the collapse of the Thanom-Praphat govern
ment took place against the background of these enormous socioeconomic changes.
Essentially three factors brought about the demise of the government. First, by the
early 1970s, the 1957 coup group headed by Sarit had already broken up into rival
cliques headed by Thanom, Praphat, Krit Sivara, and others. The military cliques and
the noncommitted "professional" soldiers were upset by the dynastic marriage of
Thanom's son. Colonel Narong Kittikachom, to Praphat's daughter; Narong's rapid
promotion; and the prospect of an eventual dynastic succession of the Thanom and
Praphat cliques by Narong. Second, when students took to the streets to protest the
government and Praphat ordered the army to crush the demonstrations, Krit, then
commander-in-chief of the army, refused. Third, at this critical moment, the king
persuaded Thanom and Praphat to resign and to leave the country with their heir-
apparent, Narong. The government fell because the students struck at the right
moment, when the ruling cliques headed by Thanom and Praphat had alienated other
cliques, noncommitted soldiers, and the king.

The collapse of the Thanom-Praphat government ushered in a brief period of
"open politics." The military officers were temporarily in a state of shock; officers who
did not join cliques were hostile to corrupt military leaders, whom they regarded as
having tainted the military as an institution. Though General Krit controlled the army
and tried to strengthen his position by placing his allies in strategic positions, he was a
suspect not only because he had double-crossed Thanom and Praphat, whose proteges
were still in the army, but also because he was essentially no different from Thanom
and Praphat in the eyes of many officers.

With military officers thus in temporary paralysis, new social forces emerged in
politics. On the left, university students demonstrated, raised political, economic, and
social issues, and went to urban slums and the countryside to mobilize workers and
peasants. Trade unions mushroomed, and many strikes took place. Tenants and
landless peasants organized for the first time and pressed the government for redress of
their grievances. On the right, ultranationalists, calling for the defense of "king.

Benedict Anderson, "Withdrawal Symptoms: Social and Cultural Aspects of the October 6 Coup,"
Bulletin of Concerned Asian Scholars, 3 (1977): 13-30.
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religion, and nation," struck back, especially after communist victories in South
Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos in 1975. Seeing the leftist movements as playing into
the hands of the communists, army officers in charge of counterinsurgency and the
police directed rightist movements, which recruited lower officials, local toughs,
vocational students, and the Village Scouts. In this growing political polarization,
political parties of the center and the center-right dominated the parliament and for the
first time tried to build their constituency among the people at large. Now one factor
that had conditioned the Thai bureaucratic polity—the low level of mobilization of
social forces—no longer existed, not only because new social forces had emerged but
also because the once amorphous legitimacy symbols of king. Buddhism, and nation
became ideologically charged and narrowly defined.

In October 1976, the "open politics" era was closed by a coup in the wake of the
bloody suppression of the student movement by the police and right-wing forces.
Since then, the government has been successively headed by Thanin Kraivichien,
General Kriangsak Chomanan, and General Prem Tinsulanon. The leftist movements
have been largely crushed and the rightist forces demobilized. The military as an
institution has reemerged as the most powerful single force, and the defense budget
has increased by 25 percent each year. The legislature has been reconstituted with an
elected House of Representatives and an appointed Senate, whose members are
mostly military officers.

But these facts do uA mean that the post-1976 military leaders are guiding Thai
politics back to the old comfortable bureaucratic polity. Though the military is the
most powerful institution, military officers, especially army officers, are deeply
divided. Neither General Kriangsak nor General Prem have risen to power following
the classic route and their rise was partly due to the support of the "Young Turks." The
"Young Turks" were those middle-ranking officers who commanded troops and who,
from their combat experiences in Vietnam and their sense that the military was tainted
by "corrupt" officers, refused to be coopted into established patron-client networks,
choosing ratherto act independently in their collegiate style to regenerate the military,
the state, and the nation. The "Young Turks" were defeated in the coup they staged in
April 1982. But the military still appears divided, though General Arthit has recently
appeared to be following the classic route in his effort to become the next political
chief.

In addition to changes within the military, the king's political role has changed.
Already in the period of "open politics," the king, bestowing royal blessings on the
Village Scouts, had descended from "above politics" to involvement in the ul-
tranationalist antileftist crusade. At that time, however, he was still above clique and
party politics. But the April 1981 coup unambiguously demonstrated that the king's

For an excellent study of the 1973-1976 democratic era, see Chai-Anan Samudavanija and David
Morell, Reform, Reaction, Revolution: Political Conflict in Thailand (Cambridge: Oelgeschlager, Gunn
& Hain, 1980).
For an informative study of the "Young Tbrks," see Chai-Anan Samudavanija, The Thai YoungTurks
(Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1982).
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support of Prem was the single most important factor in the defeat of the "Yoimg
Turks," As Chai-Ananwrites, in the past it was said: "He who controlsthe FirstArmy
Division controls Bangkok, he who controls Bangkok controls Thailand." But this was
now changed: "He who is with the king, although not being able to control Bangkok,
emerges the winner in every coup."^^ And with this change, the king is no longer
above politics but in the middle of them. Future coup leaders will now have to consider
what to do with the king.

Finally, though the leftist movements of students, workers, and peasants were
crushed, parties in the center and the right have retainedtheir socialbases of support,
and the expandedgroupsof businessmen,professionals, and middle-class peoplecan
no longer be disregarded by military and bureaucratic elites.

All these things do not mean that the Thai civilian and militarybureaucracy is
now in difficulties.The state—the military establishment, the police, and the civilian
bureaucracy—will dominate the societyfor years to come. But even if the powerful
military leadership remainsdominant, the changing role of the monarchy, theexpsm-
sion of the middle class, and the existence of political parties with substantial social
bases will mean that military and buraucratic elites will have to work out institutional
mechanisms of power sharing. Given the disintegration of the revolutionary left, the
bureaucratic elitescan morecomfortably accept the ideaof power sharing withright
and center extrabureaucratic forces, as the Kriangsak and Prem governments have
shown thus far. Indeed, now that the king has committed himself to this course, the
stake is high for the monarchy itself and for the Thai state as a whole.

BURMA

Different from Thailand, Burma was colonized by the British in the nineteenth
century and achieved independence in 1948. In Burma the same generation of political
leaders who led the country to independence still rules it, even though the regime has
changed from parliamentary democracy to a military regime.

The two most important political institutions in postindependence Burma—the
Burma Army and the Anti-Fascist People's Freedom League (AFPFL)—were created
during the Japanese occupation. The Burma Independence Army was organized with a
nucleus of thirty Thakin nationalists led by Aung San and trained by the Japanese army
as military officers; these men served as the core of the officer corps. Thakin Shu
Maung—the present General Ne Win—was one of the Japanese-trained Thakin

Ibid.

The following account of the army and politics in Burma is based, unless otherwise noted, on: Tom
Yano, TaiBiruma Gendai Seijishi Kenkyu\ Tom Ono, Minom Kiryu, and Temko Saito, Biruma: Sono
Syakai toKachikan [Burma:The Societyandits ValueConsciousness](Tokyo: GendaiAjiaShuppankai,
1975); Josef Silverstein, ed.. The Future of Burma in Perspective: A Symposium(Athens, Ohio: Ohio
University Center for International Studies, Southeast Asia Program, 1975); Josef Silverstein, Burmese
Politics: TheDilemma ofNational Unity(NewBmnswick, N.J.: Rutgers UniversityPress, 1980);David
1. Steinberg, Burma's Road TowardDevelopment: Growth and Ideology under Military Rule (Boulder,
Colo.: Westview Press, 1981); James Guyot, "Political Involution in Burma," Journal of Comparative
Administration, 2-3 (Nov. 1970).
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nationalist army officers. After the Japanese occupied Burma, the Burma In
dependence Army was reorganized into the Burma Defense Army and then again into
the Burma National Army headed by Aung San as army commander; he was minister
of defense when Japan granted independence to Burma. Though trained by the
Japanese army, the Burma National Army was not a colonial but a national army led by
Burmese nationalists. In March 1945, after army leaders established contact with
Allied forces in India, the Burmese National Army revolted against the Japanese when
the Allies were advancing into Burma. After the war, forces of the Burma National
Army constituted a major component of the Burma Army newly organized by the
British, together with Burmese minority members, especially Christian Karens (from
the British Burma colonial forces).

The AFPFL was organized in 1944 as a secret resistance oganization by
Burmese army and civilian nationalist leaders and emerged as the united front of
nationalist forces for Burmese independence after the war.The AFPFL was headed by
Aung San and composed of prewar Thakin nationalists; the People's Volunteer
Organization (PVO), a paramilitary organization loyal to Aung San and joined by
members of the wartime Burma National Army not absorbed in the new army; ethnic
minority affiliates; mass organizations; and the Socialist Party. Under Aung San's
leadership, the AFPFL led Burma to independence through negotiations with the
British. But before final independence in January 1948, Aung San, who commanded
the AFPFL and the loyalty of the former Burma National Army component of the
army, was assassinated. U Nu inherited the AFPFL and became the first prime minister
of independent Burma, while the Burma army was placed under the command of Ne
Win, another protege of Aung San, who was appointed supreme commander of the
armed forces, minister of defense, and deputy prime minister in 1949. The division of
labor was thus worked out between Nu and Ne Win in the absence of Aung San.

From the beginning of independence, Burma was beset by rebellion, insurrec
tion, and disorder. Both White Flag and Red Flag communists staged insurrections and
were joined by dissidents of the PVO and units of the army. The unification of the
frontier areas with Burma proper and the participation of ethnic minorities in the
Union of Burma were problematic from the beginning. Though the constitutional
provisions allowed some minorities statehood within the federation and even a
theoretical right of secession, the Karen National Defense Organization rebelled, and
this was soon followed by insurrections by other ethnic minorities. The army could
control Burma proper but could not pacify insurgents in the frontier areas, and thus
became engaged in continuous pacification campaigns that affected its character.
First, the Burmanization of the army proceeded. The army was reorganized after the
war with forces of the largely Burman Burma National Army and units of the British
Burma colonial army (which were strongly Christian Karen) as two major com
ponents. But because Karen and other minority officers and soldiers deserted the army
and joined insurgent ethnic minorities, the remaining army became increasingly
Burman. Second, Ne Win's leadership was firmly established in the army, because he
improved the military organization and the officers' expertise, and also because the
few Thakin nationalist officers who could rival him joined the insurrection. Third, the
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engagement of the army in the continuous pacification campaigns created a sense
among army officers that it was through their sacrificesthat the integrity and unity of
Burma was being maintained. Thus the army officers soon came to see moves of
civilian politicians to make concessions to insurrection movements as betrayal of the
army, the state, and the nation.

In the 1950s, however, the army avoided direct intervention in politics. This
circumsteincewas basically due to the existence of the AFPFL. In the 1947elections,
the AFPFL captured 172 out of the 182 noncommunal seats, while its affiliate, the
Karen Youth Organization, took all 24 Karen-reserved seats. In the 1952 and 1956
elections, the AFPFL took 200 and 172respectively, out of the 239 seats and continued
to dominate the parliament. In this AFPFI^dominated parliamentary democracy,
however, it was not the elections and the parliamentary form of democracy that
accorded legitimacy on the AFPFL government, but the AFPFL as "the party of the
nation" that made the elections and the parliamentary form of democracy "norms."
Thus the single most important condition for the survival of parliamentary democracy
was that the AFPFL remain "the party of the nation." This in turn made it imperative
that the AFPFL not split and that it demonstrate its role as the "party of the nation" by
winning landslide victories in each election. The collapse of parliamentary democracy
thus came with the collapse of the AFPFL. The 1956 election triggered the event.

In the 1956 election, though the AFPFL captured the majority of the seats, the
National Unity Front obtained 37 percent of the votes and received 48 seats. Besides,
by that time, the AFPFL, once the united front of Burmese nationalist forces for
independence, had been transformed into a collection of patronage networks, each
controlled by a faction, bestowing jobs, positions, and favors on its clients, and
functioning as an electoral machine. The poor performance of the AFPFL in the
election presaged its breakdown. U Nu called for the "cleansing" of the party, yet the
AFPFL continued to be plagued by factional fighting. In 1958, the AFPFL finally split
into two factions, the "clean" AFPFL led by U Nu and the "stable" AFPFL led by Ba
Swe and Kyaw Nyein. The split in the central leadership quickly spread along the lines
of patronage networks, and each faction tried to mobilize mass support at the expense
of the other. The political order collapsed and the country was on the verge of civil war.
At this moment U Nu called on General Ne Win to organize a caretaker government to
restore order and oversee a fair and free election.

The army under Ne Win thus took over state power as a guardian above party
politics. Ne Win ran the government by assigning senior officers to leading gov
ernmental positions together with a few professional civilian bureaucrats who had no
previous connections with the political parties. A national election was then held in
1960 and the "clean" AFPFL won the majority. The new parliament was convened, U
Nu was elected prime minister, and the army returned to the barracks. By that time,
however, the U Nu government as well as the parliamentary form of govemment was
already doomed because, to win the election, U Nu on the one hand promised to make
Buddhism the state religion to obtain Buddhist Burman votes and on the other called
for the creation of new "states" within the Union for the Mons and the Arakans. His

promise to make Buddhism the state religion alarmed and antagonized the non-
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Buddhist minorities. At the same time, his leniency toward ethnic minorities encour
aged secessionist movements, which became more vocal in their demands. This
angered army officers, who saw U Nu's move as an act of betrayal. In addition, the
AFPFL was no longer the "party of the nation." Though U Nu's "clean" AFPFL,
whose name was soon changed to Burma Union Party, won the majority ofparliamen
tary seats, it was a party representing only a part of the nation, qualitatively different
from the AFPFL, the "party of the nation." If the AFPFL no longer existed, the army of
the nation, the army led by Thakin nationalists-tumed-army-officers fighting for the
unification of Burma, was still there as the only remaining institution with sufficient
nationalist credentials. In March 1962, the army under Ne Win thus took over state
power "to defend the nation." The constitution was suspended and the Revolutionary
Council, headed by Ne Win and consisting entirely of military officers, took command
of the state.

If the 1932 coup group in Thailand took power out of their frustration with and
hostility toward the "irrational" monopoly of the military leadership by royal princes
and the 1957 coup group out of outright personal interest, the 1962 coup group in
Burma took over out of their consciousness—or false consciousness—of guardian
ship, a sense sustained and reinforced by the fact that Ne Win and other coup leaders
were nationalists who happened to follow careers as military officers. To them, the
integrity and unity of Burma had been maintained by the sacrifices made by army
officers and soldiers. The 1962 coup leaders in Burma were therefore a breed different
from the Thai coup leaders. While Thai coup makers were career officers who had
climbed up the promotional ladder to the highest positions by joining and staging
coups d'etat, the Burmese officers were filled with a sense of self-righteous historical
mission to inherit Aung San's will to lead Burma to socialism, a will "irresponsibly
sabotaged" by civilian politicans. Thus the Revolutionary Council justified its rule and
formulated its task in "The Burmese Way to Socialism," a program that embodied the
principles propounded by Aung San for building socialism. What informed then-
ideology, however, were events of the past. It was a deliberate attempt to recreate the
now highly mythologized historical condition when "the people were united as one" in
the unique period of General Aung San's leadership as the antifascist movement
reached its final phase. The Revolutionary Council was thus from the beginning a
captive of the past, and Burma was placed and remains under the command of this
"reactionary" national-socialist group.

On taking over state power, the Revolutionary Council, calling for the comple
tion of the unfinished revolution, set for itself as objectives the socialization of the
Burmese economy and the unification of Burma. The performance of the Revolution
ary Council (1962-1974) and the Revolutionary Council reincarnated (1974-present)
in achieving these goals, however, remains unimpressive.

In the first place, socialization of the economy (read: nationalization of private
businesses) began in 1963 with the takeover of the banks and was followed by the

Revolutionary Council, The Burmese Way to Socialism: The Policy Declaration of the Revolutionary
Council (Rangoon, 1962).See also Jon A. Wiant's articlein Josef Silverstein, ed., TheFuture ofBurma.
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socialization of imports and exports, production, and distribution. Socialization of the
Burmese economy, however, did not lead to economic development but to stagnation.
From 1962 to 1974, when the Thai GDP index increased from 100 to 169, the Burma
GDP index (the 1962 GDP set as 100) fluctuated between 97 and 111. Malaise was
most apparent in the production of rice. Here the state took on the entire purchasing as
well as the milling of rice. The abolition of private purchasing and milling had
disastrous effects. The effective price for paddy (unhulled rice) fell, and the incentive
to produce consequently declined. Further, the increased gap between paddy and rice
prices encouraged many peasants to mill their own paddy for the black market.

Socialization of the economy thus led to economic stagnation under state control
and to a flourishing of the black market and illegal smuggling across the Thai-Burmese
border. Being rice producers, peasants were not hit seriously and the countryside
remained calm, especially where law and order was reestablished by the military
pacification campaign. The hardest hit were the urban workers. They periodically
struck and rioted, and were suppressed by the army. By the late 1970s, the economic
malaise had become so serious that the Revolutionary Council reincarnated adopted a
new economic policy in the name of the state party, the Burma Socialist Pro^am
Party, which sought modest foreign assistance and allowed some room for the
economic private sector to operate. Since then, the Burmese economy has shown
some improvement.

In the second place, the unification of Burma under the rule of the Revolutionary
Council has been no more successful than the socialization of the economy. In the late
1960s and 1970s, the army succeeded in crushing several insurrections and placed
Burma proper firmly under its control. But insurrection movements are continuing in
the frontier areas, and the unitary structure of the state as defined by the 1974
constitution, which ended ethnic "states" and the right of secession, left little room for
compromise between the state and the insurgents.

If the 1962 coup leaders have not been very successful in the socialization of the
economy and the unification of Burma, they were highly successful in perpetuating
themselves in power and placing the people in Burma proper, if not in the frontier
areas, under their firm control. Two related measures contributed to their success.
First, the civilian state apparatus shattered in the 1940s and left weak in the 1950s by
the penetration of AFPFL loyalists was for the first time strengthened in the 1960s.
Different from their Thai and Indonesian counterparts, the Burmese "civil service,"
above all its middle and higher echelons, was largely filled by British and Indian
personnel in the British era. Under the Japanese occupation, those British and Indian
bureaucrats left the country and the vacated posts were filled by lower-ranking
Burmese officials.

After independence, the AFPFL further weakened the civil service by dis
couraging some of the best-trained administrators from staying in office and filling the
vacated posts with inexperienced party loyalists. The Revolutionary Council inherited
this weak civilian bureaucracy and tried to strengthen it with an infusion of military
officers in key positions while purging many party loyalists. One of the most telling
attempts to strengthen the civilian state apparatus was the creation of the Security and
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Administrative Councils (SACs). These councils were constituted by the military,
police, and civil service heads at divisional, district, and township levels, most often
with a military officer as the chairman, thus restoring and streamlining a single line of
command in the administrative apparatus.

In a second measure contributing to the success of the 1962 coup leaders, the
Revolutionary Council arrested many "old" politicans after its takeover and either
disbanded or forced out ofexistence political parties and their affiliated mass organiza
tions. The Revolutionary Council then created its own party, the Burma Socialist
Program Party (BSPP), to mobilize social forces in an orderly fashion from above,
while banning all other political parties for the reason that "parties reflect divisions and
there can be no further divisions in Burma's socialism." In the late 1960s, the People's
Workers Council and the People's Peasants Council were created as BSPP's mass
organizations. And in the new 1974 constitution, the Socialist Republic of the Union
of Burma was formally established as a one-party state with the BSPP as the single
state party. The Revolutionary Council was abolished, and all power was transferred
to the People's Assembly, whose members are BSPP members. All these institutional
trappings, however, are a thin veil that can hardly conceal the fact that the 1962 coup
leaders are still in power and that their power base is the military.

To be sure, the BSPP has the facade ofa mass party. As of 1981, the membership
of the BSPP was 1.5 million, and the military with 144,000 members represented only
9 percent of the total. But the majority of the Central Committee and the Executive
Committee members are military officers, both retired and on active duty, and Ne Wm
is the chairman. Therefore the Party-military relationship in Burma is a mirror image
of that in communist states in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. There the Party
controls the military, and the fusion of the Party and the military is attained on the
Party's terms. In Burma, the military controls the Party and the fusion between the two
is attained on the military's terms.

The 1962 coup leaders' power base thus remains the military, even though
General Ne Win and his associates who formed the original Revolutionary Council
have retired from active duty. The expansion of the military's corporate interests as
well as the officers' personal interests, coupled with the ideological indoctrination and
surveillance of the officer corps and promotion and placement of loyalist officers,
guaranteed their hold on the military. But these same measures sometimes caused
tensions because the mythologized past that informs the ideology of Burmese social
ism is irrelevant to younger officers; officers well versed in ideological matters are not
necessarily competent officers; and promotions and placements of loyalist officers
warp the "rational" system of promotion and placement. Besides, the economic
malaise demoralizes soldiers, and their demoralization is often seen as a threat to the

military by middle-ranking officers who command troops and are in daily contact with
soldiers.

Asian Survey, 22 (1982).
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The 1976coup can be understoodin this perspective. Theplotterswerecaptains
and majors who planned to kill General Ne Win, General San Yu (then secretary
general of the BSPP and the State Council), and Colonel Tin Oo (then head of the
NationalIntelligence Board),"outof theirdisaffection withthegovernment one-party
system and the failures of the economic policies." After the plot was uncovered.
Brigadier Tin U, who had just been ousted from the positions of defense minister and
chief-of-staffof the armedforces, wasalso arrestedon the chargethathe had not taken
any actiondespite his knowledgeof the plot. BrigadierTin U wasoutsidethe original
1962 coup group and seen as a "hero" by the young officers.

If the threatof Burmese"Young Turk"officers to the coupgroup is real if only
remote, extra-state forces pose little threat to the present regime, because political
parties and the mass organizations allied with them have been thoroughly destroyed
and the key social forces are well domesticated in the framework of the BSPP.
Besides, the stagnation of the Burmese economy has precluded any chance of the
emergenceof an autonomous middleclass suchasThailandhasrecentlyexperienced.

The outcomeis a stagnation not only in economy but alsoin politics.The coup
leadersare gettingold;Ne Winresigned the presidency in 1981 at the ageof seventy,
though he retains his position of chairman of the BSPP. Given the weakness of the
extrastatesocial forcesand thepenetrationof themilitaryin thestateapparatusandthe
party, the power base of any successor will be the military. This means that those who
will emergeas Ne Win's successors may not be Ne Win's proteges (such as General
San Yu and Aye Ko) but those who are still on active duty and can command the
loyalty of officers who command troops.

INDONESIA

Indonesia was colonized by the Dutch and, after an interlude of Japanese
occupation during the war, achieved independence in 1949, though not, likeBurma,
through negotiations but by a combination of diplomacy and armed struggle. To
understand themilitary andpolitics inpostindependence Indonesia, it is important to
notethree developments that tookplacein theseyears of occupation andrevolution.

The Beamtenstaat created by the Dutch since the late nineteenth century
collapsed inthe 1940s. Theformer Dutch Indies was divided administratively under
theJapanese occupation, andtheresource basisof thestate, theexport economy, was
shattered during this period. Besides, ruthless exploitation of human and material
resources by theJapanese occupation forces generated deeppopularhatredagainst the
officials, which culminated in many "social revolutions" in the early revolutionary
period.

Ibid., 17 (1977).
For the concept of the Beamtenstaat, see Harry J. Benda, "The Pattern of Administrative Reforms in the
Closing Years of Dutch Rule in Indonesia,"Journal of Asian Studies, 25 (1966); BenedictAnderson,
"Old State, NewSociety: Indonesia's NewOrderin Comparative Historical Perspective," Journal of
Asian Studies, 42 (May 1983): 477-496.
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During the revolutionaryperiod, the troubled new state was further weakened.
The republicangovernmentwas not strong enoughto protect the state againstpopular
forces who were often armed. Indonesia was divided between the expanding Dutch-
occupied territory and the shrinking republican territory. Thus, when Indonesia
achievedindependenceand was transformedinto a unitarystate shortlythereafter, the
state apparatus inherited by the republican government was poverty stricken, shat
tered, demoralized, and weak.

Further, in the revolution no political parties emerged, as the AFPFL had in
Burma, that could claim legitimacy as "the party of the nation" that led Indonesia to
independence. Rather, the revolution was fought as myriads of revolutions by the
youth, who joined numerous locally rooted organizations. Soekamo, a long-time
nationalist from the prewar days, emerged as the leader of Indonesia without any
strong organizational base, because he successfully made himself a focal point of
these numerous revolutions and became the symbol of revolutionary experiences,
hopes, and excitements shared by these youths, now called the "1945 generation."

Finally, the Indonesian army was bom in this revolutionary era along with
numerousirregular fightingorganizations. The Japanese 16thand 25th armiescreated
the Peta (Fatherland Defense Force) and the Giyu-gun (Voluntary Army) in Java and
Sumatra, but these were essentially local guerrilla forces without a central command,
thus qualitatively different from the Burma National Army led by Aung San. They
were quickly disbanded after the Japanese surrender. The Indonesian army was thus
assembled from relatively well equipped local fighting organizations, often led by
Japanese-trained former Peta and Giyu-gun officers and a tiny group of Dutch-trained
officers. The center of gravity of the military leadership therefore lay in the fighting
units, as the fact that army conunander General Sudirman was elected by divisional
commanders shows. The central command had little authority and military muscle to
enforce its will on its forces, even though General Sudirman was increasingly seen as a
charismatic figure by his subordinates.^^

In the immediate postindependence period (1950-1959), Indonesia had a par
liamentary form of government because no other form of government was possible,
given the absence of a strong centralized state apparatus. Insurgencies and rebellions
in West Java, South Sulawesi, and Aceh were illustrative of the inability of the center
to command allegiance. Army leadership was also extremely decentralized. The
central command did not have troops at its direct disposal. Territorial divisions were
locally rooted and regional commanders acted in warlord style, especially in the Outer
Islands. The state was so poor and conventional sources of revenue for the army so
inadequate that regional commanders developed irregular local sources of revenue to
maintain their forces.

For excellent analyses of the Indonesian revolution, see Benedict Anderson, Java in a Time of
Revolution (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1972); George McT. Kahin, Nationalism and
Revolution in Indonesia (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1952).
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Thecentralcommand led by Nasution planned to transform theguerrilla armies
intoa modem professional army, butthisplandidnotproceed well. It was resisted by
officers unqualified for professionalization, and Nasution was suspended for more
than two years after the October 17 affair, when Soekamo ousted him and other
officers in the central command, mobilizing the support of regional commanders
against the central conunand. Moreover, given the fact that most officers were in then-
late twenties and early thirties, it was an almost impossible task to create a "rational"
and professional promotional and placement system in a few years.

The army, then, was dividedbetweenlocallyentrenched regionalcommanders
and the powerless centralcommand and was susceptible to outsidemanipulation and
intervention. But to make matters worse, the political parties and the parliamentary
form of democracy were devoid of legitimacy, and governments were toppled one
after another by shifting coalitions of parties. Besides, in the early 1950s, the
parliament was not elected by general election but was a carryover from the brief
federalist era. Thus ironically, but understandably, the parliamentary formof democ
racy started to crumble after the first general elections were held in 1955. In those
elections, four parties, the nationalist PNI, the modernist Islam Masjumi, the con
servative Islam NU, and the communist PKI emerged as major parties.

The elections starkly exposed the distributional imbalance between resources
andpopulation. Import-consuming Java, richlyendowed withpopulation, wasrepre
sented by the PNI, the NU, and the PKI, and dominated the parliament, while the
export-earning Outer Islands, endowed with natural resources, were represented by
the Masjumi. Further, the PKI emerged as one of the four majorparties largely by
obtaining votes in Java, especially from "statistical" Muslim Javanese. This aggra
vated the tensions generated by the expose of the distributional imbalance between
naturalresources andpopulation, because Masjumi nowsawJavaas thestronghold of
communism.

From 1956 onward, intraarmy politics and party politics were increasingly
interrelated. Nasution, rehabilitated tothearmyhighcommand, triedtostrengthen the
position of the central command by reshuffling local territorial commanders. In
response, some army commanders in the Outer Islands declared martial law, cut their
ties with the central government in 1956, and in early 1958 formed the PRRI-
Permesta, which was joined by Masjumi and PSI politicians. This rebellion marked
the demise ofparliamentary democracy. In March 1957,President Soekamo declared a
state of siege, and in 1959 decreed the retum to the 1945 constitution and introduced
"Guided Democracy."

Imposition of martial law and the inauguration of Guided Democracy vastly
expanded the army's role in politics. Nasution was appointed defense minister for the
first time as a military officer; many officers of the army and the other services were

See Ruth T. McVey's excellent "The Post-Revolutionary Transformation of the Indonesian Army,"
Indonesia, 11 (April 1971) and 13 (April 1972). Also see Ulf Sundhaussen, The Road to Power:
Indonesian Military Politics I945-I967 (Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press, 1982).
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appointed to theparliament. Butunlike Burma, where thecollapse of theAFPFL was
followed bymilitary takeover, inIndonesia thearmy didnot immediately assume state
power, but,asNasution formulated it, chose tofollow "themiddle way," neither being
"thedead hand" ofthecivilian government nortaking overpower outright, butplaying
a dual function in national security and in social, political, and economic affairs
together with civilians.

The reason for this more gradual encroachment was that Soekamo, asymbol of
revolution^ experiences shared by the 1945 generation, was still present as the
charismatic "leader ofthe nation," untainted because he had kept himself above party
politics. Though Guided Democracy wasinaugurated as a coalition of Soekamo and
the army led by Nasution, its base was soon expanded and increasingly it became a
coalition of Soekamo andthe 1945 generation. ThePNI, theNU,andthePKIwithall
affiliated mass organizations were still formidable political forces. Relationships
between the army and the other services were not cordial. The army under Nasution
was itself still divided and susceptible tooutside manipulation, especially by Soekar-
no, "the leader ofthe nation." Since imposition ofmartial law and the inauguration of
Guided Democracy vastly expanded the army's role in civilian affairs, "themiddle
way" was indeed reasonable.

From 1957, however, not only was the army's role in politics expanded, but it
also underwent aprofound transformation. The central command had finally started to
have its own muscle to enforce its will on territorial commanders; paratroops broke the
rebellions by mid-1959 and in the early 1960s the elite Army Strategic Reserve
(Kostrad) became available at the direct disposal of the central command. Besides,
when the West Irian campaign led to the seizure of Dutch corporations that had
dominated the Indonesian economy, the army took control ofmost ofthese corpora
tions with martial-law powers. Suddenly, the army had obtained corporate economic
interests, which gave the central command the financial means to attach the officer
corps to itself and to "rationalize" the hierarchy by placing many senior officers in
lucrative jobs outside the mainstream army establishment. At this moment ofsigni
ficant transformation, the army in 1958 started toaccept the new generation ofcadets
at the Academy who were to form the Young Generation (Generasi Muda). '̂

For Soekamo, the expanded army role in politics and its centralization and
rationalization were a necessary cost to fight the threatof national dismemberment
posed by the rebellions. But when the threat was gone and West Irian had been
retumed to Indonesia, he sought to counter the growing power of the army. He
mobilized under his patronage the PNI, the NU, and the PKI with all their mass
organizations, because theconsolidation of thearmy offered for thefirst time thereal
possibility ofa successful coup. In the late Guided Democracy period, the political
influence ofthe PKI grew rapidly under Soekamo's patronage and so grew the fear on
the part ofanticommunist forces. The result was a growing polarization between the
PKI and the anticommunist forces—the latter looking to the army for protection.

Benedict Anderson, "Last Days of Indonesia's Suharto?" Southeast Asia Chronicle, 63 (July-Aug.
1978). ' V r 6
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Guided Democracy, in any case, was essentiallytransitory, becauseSoekamo was at
the apex, and Soekamo as a mortal would die while the army and the PKI as
institutions would continue.

The abortive coupon September 30,1965, marked thebeginning of thedemise
of Guided Democracy. Whether or not masterminded by the PKI, the coup was
disastrous for the PKI and for Soekamo. The rebels assassinated six top generals and
announced the abolition of all ranks above lieutenant colonel in a protest against
"cormption" among generals. The coup was thus a mutiny as well. The quick
suppression of the coup by General Suharto, commander of the Army Strategic
Reserve, thus madepossible the reassertion of the military hierarchy andguaranteed
widespread support among senior officers. Supported by anticommunist forces $uch
as Islamic groups. Catholic and Protestant minorites, the small indigenous entre
preneurial, professional, and bureaucratic middle class, and intellectuals and stu
dents, the army phsyically wiped out the PKI and its mass organizational bases.
Liquidation of the leftbothpolitically andpsychologically cleared the road for the
army's domination. InMarch 1966, Suharto virtually took overpower from Soekamo
and a year later was formally swom inas acting president.^^ Dissociating itself from
Soekamo's "Old Order,"Suharto's regime is called the New Order,and its watchword
"development" replaced the old slogan "revolution

Under the new order, Indonesia has undergone profound changes both in state
andsociety. Themilitary hasbeen centralized and rationalized. After Suharto took the
army leadership into his hands, he first consolidated his control by purging many
leftist and Soekamoist officers and installing still others in lucrative but powerless
positions. Then, inthe late 1960s and inthe mid-1970s, major institutional changes of
the whole military establishment were carried out. If a basic strategy of Soekamo had
been to dividethe four servicesand to patronize thejunior services as counterweights
to thearmy, thestress was now onintegration andtheclear organizational ascendancy
of the army overthe other services. Thus the four ministries serving the individual
services were absorbed into the Department of Defense and Security, the in
dependence of the service chiefs was sharply curtailed, and their functions were
confined to staff functions with their authority over military operations virtually
abolished. Regional commands were also created to ensure service integration and
greater subordination to the center. The Army Strategic Reserve was further ex
panded. The Kopkamtib (Command for the Restoration of Security and Order) was
retained as the intemal security apparatus, and a new branch was created in the
Defense Department to supervise the political and social staff, those thousands of
military men assigned to civilian affairs. The effect was the strengthening of the

Ibid. SeealsoHarold Crouch, TheArmy and Politics in Indonesia (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University
Press, 1978).

^ Foranexcellent discussion of thepembangunan (development) ideology of theNew Order, seeKenji
Tsuchiya, "Indonesia no Kaihatsu to Seijiteki Antei" [Development of Indonesia and its Political
Stability], ASEAN wo meguru Sogo Anzen Hosho: Takushoku Daigaku Kokusai Symposium '82[Total
Security Policy for ASEAN Countries: Takushoku University International Symposium '82] (Tokyo:
Takushoku University, 1982).
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central command in which the Defense Minister/Commander of the Armed Forces and
theDeputy Commander oftheArmed Forces/CommanderofKopkamtib occupied the
mostpowerful positions. Thisconsolidation guaranteed thecontrol of themilitary by
Suharto.^"^

The civilian bureaucracies of the state were also centralized and rationalized
underthe NewOrder. Manyofficials werepurged afterSuharto cameto power, and
officials were required eitherto relinquish their party membership or toquit theirjobs
in the name of "monoloyalty." Besides, many officers were assigned to positions
within civilian bureaucracies as "backbone." The overall effect was again that of
strengthening the control of the apparatus by the center and—what Emmerson has
aptly called "departization"—a sealing off of the state from the political parties.

If the state apparatus, both military and civilian, centralized and streamlined,
hasbecome themain base oftheNew Order regime, itssocial bases have also changed
in the course of the 1970s. The anticommunist coalition, which supported Suharto in
his rise to power, collapsed by theearly1970s. Butthiscollapse hardly weakened the
regime, not only because the stateapparatuswas strengthened,but also becauseof the
emasculation of the political parties andthe creation of Golkar as the stateparty; and
the policies of economic development generated new social groups essentially de
pendent upon the regime as well.

From the late 1960s, the New Order regime embarked on a new course of
"development," summoning technocrats, asking forforeign assistance, andinstituting
new regulations for foreign investment that broughta host of multinational corpora
tions into Indonesia in the 1970s. As Anderson persuasively argues, the economic
policies steeredby the technocratsand madepossibleby foreigneconomicassistance,
foreigninvestment, andhuge oil revenues havestrengthened the positionof the state
vis-a-vis society and of the center vis-a-vis the regions.

But these economic policies also generated new social groups. Indeed, the
partnership of generals, cukong (Chinese tycoons), and multinational corporations
brought enormous wealth to the military elite, and rampant corruption alienated
professionals, intellectuals, and students. But in urban centers, sizable "new urban
middle classes" emerged as a direct product of the regime's economic policies,
consisting of such people as subcontractors, consultants, professionals, real estate
dealers, fashiondesigners, brokers, clerks, and typists. In thecountryside, a newrural
middleclassemergedwhosemembershavecometo dominatethe localeconomywith
their interests partly in land, partly in small business, and partly in the lower
bureaucracy. (We may visualize as a typical member of this new rural middle class a
minor official—say,at a kecamatan [subdistrict] office—working also as a pembor-
ong [contractor] and investingpartof hisearningsin land, part in hisbusiness, andpart
in the education of his sons often at the university level.

UlfSundhaussen, "TheMilitary: Structure, Procedures, andEffects onIndonesian Society," inKarlP.
Jackson andLucian W.Pye,eds., PoliticalPowerand Communications inIndonesia (Berkeley, Calif.:
University of California Press, 1978).
DonaldK. Emmerson, "The Bureaucracy in Political Context: Weakness in Strength," in ibid.
Anderson, "Last Days" and "Old State, New Society."
Takishi Shiraishi, "Desa Ngaran: Golkar no Mura" [Desa Ngaran: A Golkar Village], Keizaigaku
Ronshu [Economics Collection] (Tokyo: University of Tokyo, 1981).
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These new urban and rural middle classes now form the social basis of the New

Order regime. They are essentiallydependent on the state and the economicpolicies
pursuedunderthe NewOrder,becausethe new urbanmiddleclassis createdby capital
and structurally dependent on a large and rich foreign presence while the new rural
middle class dependson its strategicposition astride the commercialand bureaucratic
networks of the countryside.

What has emerged under the New Order is a Beamtenstaat or, if we use General
Alamsjah's words, negara pejabat ("bureaucrats' state").Its mainstay is the mili
tary and civilian bureaucracies with the new urban and rural middleclasses as junior
partners and beneficiaries. Students may demonstrate and the urban poor may riot;
after the long reign of Suharto, even members of the new urban and rural middle
classes maywish to have a new presidentout of boredom.But theseconditionshardly
theaten theregime as longas Suharto is in control of the military, as he hasbeenthus
far. This is not to say that there has been no tension in that sector; in fact, there have
been institutionalandgenerationaltensionswithinthe military. Thereare generational
differences between the officers of the 1945 generation and those of the young
generation whostarted theirprofessional careerfrom theearly1960s. If theofficers of
the 1945 generation have revolutionary prestige, those of the young generation are
moreprofessional andmaybemore concerned withthepresent stateof themilitary, all
the more so because the material, equipment, and training of the military declined in
the 1970s, as was disastrously demonstrated by the poor military performance in East
Timor. But as the rise of General Benny Murdani, the rising star of the interstitial
generation, shows, the days of the 1945-generation officers havealmost passed and
the days of the young generation officers are soon to come.

Two typesof institutional rivalries within themilitary estabishment stillremain.
One is a well-knownrivalrybetweenthreeterritorialdivisionsinJava, thoughwiththe
passing of the 1945 generation this rivalry may disappear. The other is the rivalry
between the mainstream military establishment in the Ministry of Defense and
Security and the political generals of Suharto's personal clique. Those political
generals aremainly from theDiponegoro division and, since they arenotspecialized
in thefield operations butin intelligence, supply, finance, andmilitary police, theyare
ultimately dependent onthepresident's political survival fortheirpower andprestige.
The political struggles that surfaced in the 1970s essentially represented the rivalry
betweenthe militaryestablishmentand the politicalgenerals(Sumitrov. AliMurtopo;
Surono v. Ali Murtopo).

All thesrproblems, however, are not necessarily fatal to the President's sur
vival. Nor, for that matter,is a drasticchange in the regime's structurelikely in theiiear
future, given theliquidation of theleft, thefragmented Islamic forces, theemergence
of the new urban and rural middle classes, and above all the strong, centralized state.

Hamish McDonald, Suharto's Indonesia (Honolulu: University Press of Hawaii, 1981).
Anderson, "Last Days."
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Even anti-Chinese riots reveal regime stability. Those most active in recent anti-
Chinese riots were youths, especiallyhigh schoolpupils and someuniversitystudents.
But they were apolitical and, destroying, not stealing, Chinese properties, the youths
seemed to be saying that there could be only one legitimate way to climb the social
ladder—by becoming a pejahat through education.

CONCLUSION

The state is a complex institution with its own interests, its own organizational
structures and distribution of functions, its own personnel, and its own institutional
memory intheformoffiles anddossiers.^® Intheageofnation-states, thestatederives
its legitimacy from the nation, and the military, the coercive arm of the state, defends
the state in the name of the defense of the nation. If the state is weak and the military
incapable of maintaining internal security, society is in disorder and the nation is in
jeopardy. Strengthening the military is thus a necessary cost to create a strong state and
to safeguard the national community. But since the nation is essentially imagined,
military officers tend to equate the military's corporate interests with state interests,
especially if civilian political institutions are absent or weak or if the military's
corporate interests are threatened by outsiders. The result is military takeover ofpower
and domination of society by the state in the name of the nation.

In Thailand, the military took power in 1932 and inherited the centralized state
apparatus created by Chakri kings. Since then, the military's domination of state and
state domination of society were hardly threatened by extrastate forces until the early
1970s.

In Indonesia and Burma, neither the state nor the military were strong in the
years immediately after independence. Despite only partial success of pacification
campaigns, the nation survived in the face of insurgencies because a sense of
nationalism was embodied in "the party of the nation"—the AFPFL, in Burma's
case—and "the leader of the nation"—Soekamo, in the case of Indonesia. During the
1950s, however, both the Burmese and the Indonesian armies were gradually strength
ened and consolidated. Thus in Burma, the army under Ne Win took over state power
in the wake of the collapse of the AFPFL and embarked on the consolidation of the
state in the name of "the Burmese Way to Socialism." The problem with the Burmese
Way to Socialism was that it was not a good strategy to consolidate the state; in opting
for self-reliance, the coup group lost its chance to use foreign assistance, resources
available only to the center, in order to strengthen the state. The socialization of the
Burmese economy led Burma only to stagnation while destroying any possibility for
autonomous social forces to emerge as a threat to the regime. In Indonesia, in contrast,
the officer corps expanded its political roles well before the military's takeover of state
power, and under the New Order regime the Beamtenstaat, once shattered in the years
of occupation and revolution, has been reconstructed as negara pejabat.

Anderson, "Old State, New Society."
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Thus, as I have suggested earlier, bureaucratic polities have emerged in Thai
land and Indonesia, while in Burma the "socialist" state is trapped in political^ and
economic stagnation. The difference between the Thai bureaucratic polity and the
Indonesian negara pejahat can be understood in terms of their different paths to the
present regime. In Thailand, the military inherited the state from an absolutist
monarchy without creating a new basis of legitimacy. Thus when the state came to face
challenges from extrastate forces, the military had to fall back on the monarchy to
obtain legitimacy while searching for a formula for "power sharing" with new social
forces. In Indonesia, however, it was the military that reconstructed the Beamtemtaat
as the Indonesian nation-state. Thus the Indonesian state derives legitimacy from the
nation without the medium of any traditional institutions, and the military plays a far
more expanded role in the civilian bureaucracies as well as state corporations than its
counterpart in Thailand. Given the dependency of the urban and rural middle classes
on the state for their existence, the military in Indonesia will remain as the mainstay of
the regime for a long time.
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8. Sociopolitical Development and
Institution Building in Indonesia

Jusuf Wanandi

INTRODUCTION

Since the 1970s, remarkable progress has been achieved by the ASEAN countries in
economic, social, political, and security terms. Seen from within each of the ASEAN
countries, the achievements have been significant. They are all the more pronounced if
viewed in comparison with other developing regions in the world—the Middle East,
Africa, and Latin America.

A number of factors explain the favorable developments in the ASEAN region.
Two stand out as most important. First, the ability of the national leaderships to assess
the internal social and political threats to the states and assign priority to national
development; to recognize the threats is to be credited not only to the leaders but also to
the established social and political institutions including the bureaucracy. Second,
equally important has been the stable regional environment, which helps support
national development. In fact, it is not only the Southeast Asian region that has
become more conducive to national development in the ASEAN countries; the
stability of the Asia Pacific region as a whole has been enhanced by favorable
developments in both the Northeast Asian and Southeast Asian regions, which
mutually influence each other.

These two factors are interrelated. In accordance with the ASEAN Concord,

adopted at the ASEAN Summit in Bali in 1976 and still valid, the main preoccupation
of the ASEAN leaders must be to cope with the rising demands by the population, both
in quantitative and qualitative terms. These include more food, adequate clothing, and
better housing, and also better education and health services, greater participation in
political processes, greater freedom in the pursuit of social justice, the rule of law, and
the development of democratic practices. The ASEAN leaders understand these to be
their priority tasks if they are to deal effectively with the principal threats to their
nations, since these threats are internal in nature*.
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Compared to the situation of about a decade ago, the primary internal threat to
the ASEAN countries no longer takes the form of insurgencies and subversion or
infiltration in support of internal rebellions (separatist, religious, or communist
movements). These irritationsare still present, but they are of secondaryimportance.
They can create frustrations for national govemments in causing the reallocation of
scarceresourcesawayfrom nationaldevelopmentprograms,but they are not likelyto
destabilize thesecountries to thepointwhere thegovemments areforced tostepdown.

The mainchallenge to the ASEANcountries hasbecomemorecomplicated and
more difficult to overcome. Insurgencies, subversion, or infiltration take concrete
formsandare thereby easierto dealwith. Butthechallenges ofdevelopment aremore
widerangingandencompass the entirespectmmof life—economic, political,social,
and cultural.

In the initial stages of national development priority has been given to eco
nomics as a prerequisite to further development. Economic growth is equally an
important task to legitimize national govemments, especially in societies that have
suffered from a colonial past. In vigorously pursuing economic development, it has
beendeemed acceptable to postpone efforts in otherfields as a temporary sacrifice to
obtaining longer-term objectives.

Economicgrowthin the ASEANcountriessince the 1970s has beensuccessful,
andprospects remain brightalthough theASEAN economies haverecently beenunder
immense pressures, largely because of the protracted global recession.

Progress in economic development, however, brings with it complexities:
Traditionalvalues need to adapt to new challenges and to intemational influences.The
rising middle classis no longercontent withphysical andmaterial progress alone and
demands a higher quality of life, which among otherthings entails greater political
rights, greater participation in deciding the future, and legal guarantees.

Economic development, moreover, cannotsatisfytheentirepopulation because
somepartsof the society willgainmorethanotherparts, andstillothersmayevenbe
deprived by theprocess. Thus, sooneror later, socialandpolitical measures arecalled
for to rectify theside-effects of economic growth. Social development should be able
to provide minimal basic needs of each member of the society, in terms of health,
education, and the like, but political development is also important for various
reasons.

First, it is vital in the establishmentof a political system that can accommodate
national values and intemational influences. The system that evolves from such a
process will not be liberal and democratic in the precise Westem model, but one in
which individual interests can be harmonized with the interests of the conununity.
However, the system will have to evolve as a result ofbetter education, more intensive
intemational relations and communication, and the growth of the middle class. Hials
anderrorscannotbe avoided,but a propermanagement of the process willguarantee
the necessary supportby the majority of thepopulation, bothfor theprocess itselfand
its outcome.
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Second, it isneeded inthedevelopment ofpolitical institutions: the legislative,
executive, and judicial branches ofgovernment as well aspolitical parties and other
mass organizations.

The establishment of such government institutions constitutes the most impor
tantpartin thedevelopment of a national political system. A strong executive branch
isnecessary inbuilding upa firm foundation fornational development. However, it is
also necessary tobalance a strong executive branch with a legislative branch respon
sive tothe aspirations ofthe populace. Short ofthis, the system will become too rigid
and repressive.

Forthelegislative branch toplayitsproper role,political parties andother mass
organizations must be given room to develop. The judiciary branch should play an
important role as arespected arbiter for the conflicting interests inthe society as well as
between the government and the people. The development of a political system so
conceived should be able to mobilize popular support and thereby stand the testof
changes in national leadership (succession) without turmoil.

The ASEAN contries, withtheexception of thePhilippines, havefared wellin
their political development, measured in terms of theresponsiveness of the political
systemto the demands of the people. Without popular support, the political systems
could not have survived the past twenty years; this includes Indonesia, notwithstand
ing the role of the armed forces. Moreover, while there are still a number of medium-
andlonger-term political problems in each ASEAN country, theprevailing systems
are likely to survive.

Asin thecaseoftheLiberal Democratic Party (LDP) inJapan, thesystem ofone
dominant political party—in Indonesia (GOLKAR), Malaysia (UMNO), and Singa
pore (PAP)—islikely to continue. Similarly, the political role of the armedforces in
Indonesia and Thailand is likely to be sustained. The recurring question raised by
Western scholars—when will the armed forces cease to playa political role—is not
relevant solong as they perform a useful role in themaintenance of internal political
stability. Even the Philippines may rely more on its armed forces in the future for the
simple reason that they have become the principal remaining factor for the mainte
nance of internal stability.

Of the many tasks facing governments of developing societies, sociocultural
development may be the most difficult one. The preservation of a coherent value
system in an era of rapid changes resulting from economic development, tech
nological revolution, advancement in transportation, and telecommunication is an
enormous task. In this realm, one can still be optimistic if one takes into account the
acculturation processes bySoutheast Asian nations and cultures overthepastcenturies
wherebytheywereabletoabsorbinfluences fromHinduism, Buddhism, andIslam, as
well as from Chinese and Western cultures.

Overall, the ASEAN countries—with the exception of the Philippines—have
been successful in dealing with their central challenge—namely, todevelop thestate
and nation in a more or less balanced and comprehensive way to satisfy the rising
demands of their people.
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Despitemanyshortcomings, recentachievements in theASEAN countries have
been remarkable compared with the failures and recurrent crises of the past. The
abortive coup by the Indonesian Communist Party (PKI) in 1965 was the culmination
of the government's mismanagement in almost all respects. Examples from other
ASEAN countries, perhaps less traumatic than the 1965 abortive coup in Indonesia,
might have led to national crises with disastrous implications had they not been
overcome. These include the May 13, 1969, racial conflict in Malaysia and the 1973
students' rebellion in Thailand.

At present, there are no serious mismanagement problems in the ASEAN
countries (except for the Philippines) that may lead to a national crisis in the immediate
future. The present economic difficultiesfaced by the ASEAN countries are manage
able, and their future prospects remain bright. Similarly, the few prevailing political
problems are equally manageable. These include the problems of relations between
the armed forces and the political parties in Thailand; the relations between the
government and the sultanates in Malaysia; the revitalization and reorganization of
GOLKAR, the political parties and mass organizationsin Indonesia;and the so-c^led
succession problem in Singapore.

The focus of this paper is on sociopoliticaldevelopmentin Indonesiaduring the
past fifteen years. A majorchallenge to Indonesia and other ASEAN countries is to
develop a political system that is supported, andcan be executed, by themajority of
theirpeople. In describing the Indonesian experience, occasionally reference willbe
made to political systems and concepts originating in the West, but in making
judgments, the Indonesian system will be viewed on its own merits.

SOCIOPOLITICAL DEVELOPMENT

The term "sociopolitical development" is used here to emphasize the in
terrelationship between the social and political fields. It is possible to distinguish
between them analytically, but in practice these two conceptual categories are only
separable aspects of a single phenomenon. Developmentsin the political fieldmustbe
implemented within a fixed social environment and societal framework, which both
influences and is influenced by those developments. In this regard, any discussion of
sociopolitical developments in Indonesia must take into consideration two factors:
(1) the distinctive character of Indonesian cultural values, which contribute their own
meaning to Indonesian sociopolitical development, while at the same time setting
limits of interpretation on such commonly used terms as democracy, basic human
rights, political rights, constitutional state, rule of law, and so on; and (2) the history
of Indonesia's struggle for self-determination, which continues to influence the
present-day course of political development.

It is within the context of these factors that present efforts at Indonesian
sociopolitical development must be seen and evaluated. No claims are made here as to
whether these cultural values are intrinsically good or bad, but they must be taken into
consideration if Indonesian development is to be achieved. Whether such values will
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contribute to development is more dependent onthemanner in which development is
attempted than on the quality of the specific values in themselves.

In this regard, Harry Benda seems to be correct in stating that both President
Soekamo andhisgroup of Indonesian military officers, while appearing superficially
modem, in essence seek ways of solving problems in the traditional Javanese way.^
Thosetraditions, however, may bechanged in thecourse of development. Nomatter
what form it takes, anyprocessof development that bringsaboutmodemization will
also bring about fundamental changes in social stmcture and in the cultural values
contained therein.

Progress in economic development willbringabouta growing middle classthat
will havegreatereconomicandsociopolitical demands.Western values, asmanifested
in the practice of democracy, mle of law, and basic human and political rights, will
have a greaterinfluence in the development of society because of a moreextensive
education system and widening mass communications. Therefore, a more open
political process becomes inevitable.

Theproblem ishow these new values—as introduced bytheyounger generation
and the middle class—can be integrated into a system with its roots in Indonesian
traditional values. In Asia,Japan hassucceeded mostin harmonizing traditional with
modem values to achieve a stable political system, although Japan went through a
difficult periodin the 1930s and 1940s. Political development involves trialanderror
as well as risks.

The history of Indonesia's stmggle for independence gave the armed forces
(ABRI), asfreedom fighters, a right toparticipate inthe nation's state affairs equal to
that enjoyed by other groups. At the same time, the revolution caused a severe
deterioration in the economy and in other aspects of life, such as splits in the body
politic, changes in values, and social disharmony, problems that could not be over
come in the early years of the republic and that served to gradually reduce the
capability and role of political parties. Let us first, however, focus on certain cultural
characteristics that have influenced current Indonesian sociopolitical developments:^

1. Theworld isviewed asanessential balance ofthetotality offorces, including
the conflicting currents between the macro- and microcosmos. The desirability of
maintaining balance and order underlies thesystem ofconsultation aimed atachieving
a mutual consensus—a system goveming the decision-making process. Here the
maintenance ofabalanced order isachieved byemphasizing thatthepartcipation ofall
social elements results in the mutual acceptability of the outcome.

2. The interests of the society as a whole are emphasized over those of the
individual member. Thus, basic rights including political rights are accompanied by

^See Harry J. Benda, "Decolonization in Indonesia: The Problem of Continuity and Change," in
Continuity and Change in South East Asia: Collected Journal Articles of Harry J. Benda, Yale
University South East Asian Studies Program, Monograph No. 18, 1972.

^ Benedict R. O'G. Anderson, "The Idea of Power in Javanese Culture," in Culture and Politics in
Indonesia, ed. by Claire Holt with the assistance ofBenedict R. O'G. Anderson and James Siegel
(Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1972), pp. 1-69.
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socialresponsibilities, whichare weighted equally. It is expected thateachindividual
will exercise self-restraint and will be willing to make sacrifices for the sake of serving
the interests of society in the course of safeguarding his personal rights.

3. The process of development, including sociopolitical development, must
followan evolutionary path in a spiritof togetherness. The lawsandpractices already
established dictate that the path of sociopolitical development should be the con
stitutional path.

4. Asingleultimate source ofpowerisrecognized from which allpower holders
derive their authority. Under current law, that ultimate source is the Majelis Per-
musyawaratan Rakyator MPR (thePeople'sConsultative Assembly), situated at the
apex of a system based on the harmonious separation of powers among Dewan
PerwakilanRakyator DPR (the People'sRepresentative Council), the presidency, the
Dewan PertimbanganAgung or DPA (the Supreme AdvisoryCouncil), the Supreme
Court, and the State Comptrolling Body. This system manifests itself in a strong
executive office headed by a president who acts as mandatory of the People's
ConsultativeAssembly. He is flanked and controlledby the People's Representative
Council, which does not have the power to remove the president but cannot be
disbanded by him.

5. Indonesian cultural values dictate that criticism leveled against office holders
or other social groups should not be destructive. Extreme attacks undermine the
balance and harmony that are so highly valued in Indonesiansociety; therefore, they
are not accepted.

All these values form the basis of the 1945 constitution.^ In essence, thoy are
primarily Javanese values, now expressed asPancasila (Five Principles), which has
become the state ideology. The principles are:Beliefin god, humanity, nationalism,
democracy, andsocial justice. Theyconstitute thefundamental lawof theIndonesian
nation as well as its official ideology and way of life prescribedfor the people. While
Pancasila was originally derived from Javanese history andculture, its values have
evolved into national values in the course of the development of the Indonesian state,
and not merelybecauseof the important role of the Javanese majority in the govern
ment, including thearmedforcesandthebureaucracy. Otherlocalcultures havemany
basic elements similar to, albeit less developed and systematized than, those of the
Javanese. This can be seen in the customary laws existing throughout Indonesia,
whichhave in commonthe practiceof musyawarah mupakat("consensus building"),
gotong royong ("mutual help"), and the understanding of the preeminence qf the
totality (society of a whole) vis-a-vis each individual member. Deliberations in
forming a consensus {musyawarah untuk mupakat) 2ire to include all members of a
particular group (avillage, anethnic group) intheprocess, while therole ofauthority
(village head) is stillfully recognized. These practices haveworked wellwithin small

^ See, forexample, Soedjono Hoemardani, Renungan Tentang Pembangunan [Reflections on Develop
ment] (Jakarta: Centre for Strategicand International Studies, 1981), ch. 1;and Ali Moertopo, Some
BasicThoughts on theAcceleration andModernization of25 Years Development (Jakarta: Centre for
Strategic and InternationalStudies, 1972), ch. 1,2.
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and homogeneous groups, but to apply them to the national level has required the
nation to undergo various adjustments. Yet this challenge has been successfully met.
Further changes and modifications, however, are likely to be required as a result of a
more wide-spread educational system, progress in technological development, as well
as more extensive communication and transportation networks.

International influences have had an equally profound effect on the evolution of
Indonesian society's values, mainly introduced through the rising middle class,
comprising the bureacracy, the armed forces, professional groups, intellectuals, and
business circles, which have become more influential in the process of development.
The middle class in Indonesia has become the main supporter of the government. At
the same time, since these groups are more vocal, they also have been in the forefront
in demanding a more open political system and a gradual, but systematic, effort
toward political development. These demands are well understood by many at this
point, in light of the country's experiences since independence and the process of
political institution building under the New Order.

As a background to these developments, Indonesia's sociopolitical history may
be divided into four phases:"^

Phase I (1945-1950) covers the period of revolution, in which armed conflict
created conditions not conducive to the orderly development of a healthy sociopolitic
al system. During this period, the 1945 constitution was formally recognized, but
during these early years deviations were allowed to occur as a tactic to gain the support
of world public opinion for the republic's struggle. The essence of these deviations
was a liberal democratic edifice with a multi-party system and a prime minister
supported by a coalition of parties sitting in a provisional legislative body. Under the
impact of the "Second Dutch Attack" and the revolt of the Indonesian Communist
Party at Madiun, the presidential system was reestablished in 1948-1949 under Vice
President Mohammed Hatta.

Phase II (1950-1959), commonly referred to as the period of liberal democracy,
represents Indonesia's attempt to apply the principles and practices associated with the
operation of the Western governmental model. The failure of that system is generally
attributed to weaknesses in the structure of the political party system at the time. The
replacement of the dynamic strength once found in the parties by a reactionary
preoccupation with the advancement of the vested interests of some elements within
those parties and their emphasis on ideological considerations over programmatic
concerns created a situation ofconflict. Cabinets fell at a rate reminiscent of the Fourth

Republic in France, and the integrity of the state was challenged by both the right-wing
attempt of the House of Islam movement (DI/TII) to declare Indonesia an Islamic state
and by the separatist movement (PRRI/Permesta), which flared up in parts of Sumatra
and Sulawesi. This pattern of increasing political instability culminated in a deadlock
between the forces favoring a theocratic state based on Islam and those favoring the

^ Fora discussion in detail on thesedevelopments, seeAliMoertopo, StrategiPolitik Nasional [National
Political Strategy] (Jakarta: Centre for Strategic and International Studies, 1974), pp. 3-12.
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existing secular state based on the five Pancasila principles. The fact that this
deadlock occurred in the Constitutional Convention, which had been convened
several years earlier to draw up a new constitution that would decide this point and
other salient points of conflict, added to the severity of the situation.

Phase III (1959-1966) covers the period of "Guided Democracy," which was
both designedand implemented by PresidentSoekamoas a response to the preceding
period of instability. Convincedthat only strongleadershipcouldresolve the existing
problems, the system he created wasdesigned to place the reins of power in his hatids.
Sources of power that he could not directlycontrolhe soughtto neutralizeby playing
off against their opponents within the constantly changing array of councils, fronts,
and movements that he created for that purpose. However, the mutually conflicting
ideological forces that he attempted to contain within a "united front" of nationalism,
religion, andconununism(NASAKOM)provedto bebeyondSoekamo'scapabilities.
The unsuccessfulcoup attempt of the IndonesianCommunistParty on September30,
1965, marked the beginning of the end for both President Soekamo and his "Guided
Democracy."

Phase IV (1967-present) marks the introduction of the present period of the
"New Order," characterized by its attempt to implement the 1945 Constitution.
Although the present constitution has been in effect since 1959, its provisions were
frequently violated under President Soekamo. The record of the New Order in this
regard stands in sharp contrast to that of its predecessor and it is that record to which I
would like to direct the remainder of my analysis.

The New Order's record of accomplishments in the sociopolitical field is
remarkable, but basically those accomplishments may be reduced to two fundamental
principles: the reinstatement of the principle of constitutionalism and the simplifica
tion and reorganization of the entire system of political institutions in an attempt to
strengthen them and to replace previous ideological influences with a commitment to
modernization and development.

Among the efforts undertaken to retum Indonesian sociopolitical life to the
principles set forth in the 1945 Constitution, two are particularlyworthy of mention.
First arethoseeffortsaimedat retumingmajorstateinstitutions—that is, thePeople's
Consultative Assembly, the People's Representative Council, the presidency, the
Supreme Advisory Council, the Supreme Court, and the State ComptrollingBody—
to their proper positions and to reestablish interrelationships among them which are in
accordance with the 1945 Constitution. Some details of those efforts with respect to
specific institutions are outlined later.^

A second initiativecarried out in an attempt to retum Indonesiansociopolitical
life to the path of constitutionalism and the mle of law was the successful conduct of
three general elections for 360 of the 460 seats in the People's RepresentativeCouncil
in 1971, 1977, and 1982. The 1971 elections marked the second time in more than
twenty-five years of independence that Indonesians had the opportunity to register

^ Ibid., pp. 29-47.
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their political preferences. The results of the elections may be taken as a barometer of
the people's view of the existing political institutions. As a new sociopolitical force
that offered a development program to which the government of President Soeharto
was already committed, GOLKAR offered the voters an alternative to the established
record of the parties. Bearing in mind Indonesia's limited experience with elections as
a mechanism of democratic control, the recent, attempts to establish an electoral
tradition should be seen not only as an expression of the people's sovereignty but also
as part of an ongoing process of democratic education for the population.

Among the efforts toward the reorganization of the political system are anumber
of long-range initiatives that have been undertaken simultaneously. Some of the more
prominent of these are outlined here.

Attempts to achieve a final resolution of past conflicts in connection with the
Indonesian public philosophy of Pancasila have centered on efforts to redirect the
basic orientation of the political parties away from their past preoccupation with
ideological concerns toward a more pragmatic orientation. Since 1968 this has been
attempted by way of persuasion and was accomplished only in the People's Con
sultative Assembly in its 1983sessions. The Pancasila as an explicit guiding principle
has been accepted by the political parties, including the United Development Party
(PPP), which is based on Islam. Some mass organizations, particularly Islamic
organizations, still oppose the adoption of Pancasila as the governing national
ideology. Its recent adoption by Nahdlatul Ulama (NU), the largest Islamic social
organization, however, although conditional and with its own interpretation, is likely
to reverse the situation in the near future. At present, two strategies have been adopted
by Islamic organizations. One is to concentrate on activities in the political field, the
course adopted by PPP; the other is to confine activities to nonpolitical areas, such as
education. The latter strategy has been followed by Muhanunadiyah for many years
and is now being adopted again by Nahdlatul Ulama, which in fact was established for
that purpose.^

A genuine national acceptance of Pancasila could bring an end to ideological
conflicts, which have been a main feature of the Indonesian political scene since the
early days of nationalism at the beginning of this century.

In the past, the process of political decision making has been confused by the
fragmentation among a large numberof political institutions. In line with efforts to
definemorepreciselythe role of state institutionselaboratedpreviously, simultaneous
efforts have been made to reduce the number of political organizations. The consolida
tion of previously existing organizations into two political parties and the
GOLKAR—which was completed with the legislative passage of Law No. 3/1975—
is designed to channel the people's aspirations more effectively and to increase the
clarity and openness of the political decision-making process.

^ Muhammadiyah is an Islamic socioeducational organization founded in 1912 in response to the
Nahdlatul Ulama. Its basic objective has been to purge the Islamic teachings in Indonesia from Javanese
influence. For a discussion on the process of the adoption of Pancasila by the NU, see, for example,
Susumu Awanahora, "A Nod to the State," Far Eastern Economic Review, January 5, 1984, pp. 12-13;
and Tempo, 24 (December 1983), pp. 12-17.
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The GOLKAR, as a sociopolitical organization based on the articulation of the
interestsof functionallydefinedsocial groups and a commitmentto program-oriented
development, plays the role of catalyst in sociopolitical development. Its influence is
intendedto pressure the two politicalparties to formulatetheir specificprogramsmore
clearly so that they can better compete with GOLKAR both in the elections and in the
representative assemblies at the center and at the lower levels. In this way the sharp
distinction between them evident since the formation of GOLKAR can gradually be
overcome. Thus, the ideological nature of the United Development Party via its link
with Islam and the identification of the Indonesian Democratic Party with a broad
appeal to socionationalism will become muted by the need to grapple with concrete
policies and with the routine matters of government. They will thus both be in a better
position to compete with GOLKAR on the basis of providingchoicesamongdevelop
ment programs for the electorate.

The creation of organizations on the basis of categorically defined common
interests—e.g., workers, farmers, fishermen, youth, women, teachers, scholars in
various fields, and religious leaders—provides a basis for the formulation and
articulationof the interestsof thosegroups. Throughsuchorganizations,theparticipa
tion of the various groups in developmentwill be facilitatedandthe groups themselves
gain spokesmen capable of presenting their viewpoints to both government and other
social groups, as well as exercising a social-control function in their fields of ex
pertise. Through the institutionalization of these organizational forms categorical
social-group interests will be strengthened and the groups will be guaranteed direct
expression free of their former dependence on either the parties or GOLKAR.

The role of the press, institutions ofhigher education, research institutions, and
intellectuals is recognized and their freedom is guaranteed within the limits of those
cultural values referred to earlier. The press especially is expected to show self-
restraint and implement its own code of ethics. Aside from its freedom, which is
guaranteed, a sense of responsibility toward the success of national development in all
fields is called for. In order to maintain a two-way flow of information, periodic
meetings are conducted between leaders of the press and government officials cover
ing politics, economics, and security.

As for universities, research institutions, intellectuals, and students, it is hoped
that their participation in development can be realized in the form of research projects,
as well as by way of alternative proposals and criticism of development tactics and
strategies being employed. An example of one such project designed to involve
university students in the development process is the "Learn by Practical Work"
(Kuliah Kerja Nyata or KKN) program, which is aimed at strengthening the bonds of
mutual understanding between the students and the village population and channeling
student dynamism in a constructive direction.

Efforts to guarantee basic rights and to implement the rule of law may be seen in
the settlement of the case of the Indonesian Communist Party detainees and in the
acceptance of a new Law on Criminal Procedure, which incorporates the kabeus
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corpus existing in common law. Security considerations arising from Indonesia's
geopolitical situation as an archipelago, however, pose problems that are not easily
overcome. Although the apparatus involved in the implementation of the law has
already been upgraded, it is still minimal. Legal consciousness in Indonesian society
is only gradually able to be increased through education and information as well as
through good leadership by social leaders and the government.

This discussion would not be complete without mentioning the role of the armed
forces, which remain the dominant force in Indonesian sociopolitical life. The jus
tification for their role as a political force is their recognition as one of the functional
groups, which guarantees that their voice will be heard in affairs of state, and in the
established tradition of their continuous involvement in politics arising from their
origins as freedom fighters in the independence movement.

But the primary reason for the dominance of the military is that they remain the
only well-organized group willing and able to unite the whole of the Republic of
Indonesia in carrying out national development, a task left unfinished after twenty
years of attempts by civilian sociopolitical forces. With the unification of the various
armed branches under a single command structure in 1969, the capability of the armed
forces has been further heightened. Nevertheless, the total people's defense system,
which they themselves have created, dictates that the entire society become a defense
force and that the professional armed forces form only the core of that system. It is
believed that the main threat comes from insurgencies aided by subversion and
infiltration from outside. The nation as a whole should thus get involved in the efforts
to avert these threats. One consequence of the adoption of that system is that between
1966 and 1969 the full strength of the Indonesian armed forces has declined from
650,000 to about 300,000 men. It is also expected that a system of obligatory service
in a militia will supplement the professional nucleus in the future; only 5-7 percent of
the total development budget is earmarked for the armed forces.

From the information presented so far—namely, the armed forces' doctrine of
"total people's defense," their number, and their budget—it would seem warranted to
draw the conclusion that the Indonesian armed forces will gradually and consciously
withdraw themselves from the implementation of their sociopolitical tasks. However,
such withdrawal will not affect the armed forces' commitment to the principle of a
dual role, which is accepted by the Indonesian people. Besides, withdrawal from
sociopolitics is premised on the assumption that the civilian group will continue to
display a sense of responsibility, so that political stability and the commitment to
national development, which forms the essence of the New Order, is continued.

The expectation that the armed forces will withdraw from the sociopolitical
sphere is based on observations by members of the generation of 1945 within the
armed forces that a new generation of military leaders is now rising to take their place.
This new generation of leaders differs from the generation of 1945 in that they do not
originate from all levels of society. And, although their formal military training in the
service academies has equipped them with modem specialized skills which are much
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needed for security and defense, they are less prepared to assume responsibility for the
whole range of social activities. A further consideration, already touched upon, is lack
of sufficient manpower to make performance of both roles possible.^

AN EVALUATION

So far we have stressed the structural aspects of political development and
provided an outline of the sociopolitical system that the New Order is trying to create.
In the present section we will analyze the more dynamic aspects of current attempts at
development; including the obstacles and difficulties, the successes and the failures,
the criticisms that have been leveled at its shortcomings, and the view of the future,
which are all parts of Indonesia's present sociopolitical development efforts.

The success of economic rehabilitation and development in the years 1966-1973
was followed by a growing awareness of the importance of sociopolitical develop
ment. This awareness is based on the recognition that economic development does not
benefit all members of the society equally and that the gap between high and low
income groups is growing. In spite of increasing economic productivity, some social
groups continue to derive no benefit from those increases, while other groups, which
formerly played an active role, now find themselves left out of recent advances. Also,
all developing nations experience a "revolution of rising expectations," which for
Indonesia means a time lag between the attainment of increased income and the earlier
increase in perceived needs.

Efforts to compensate for these unintended consequences of economic develop
ment and to provide for a wider distribution of welfare benefits through a more
equitable distribution of income among the various levels of society constitute the
major tasks for social and political development. Here it is possible to distinguish
between social development, which aims at increasing the welfare and standard of
living of the entire society, and political development, which is intended to involve
increasingly larger segments of the society in the political process. Increased political
participation is also directly related to the previous discussion of structural change.
Greater involvement in the process of decision making in important matters of state
and society requires channels for such participation. Appropriate participatory chan
nels now exist in the form of sociopolitical organizations (e.g., GOLKAR and the two
political parties), the professional organizations, and the other institutions discussed
earlier—such as the press, the legislative bodies, social analyses by the universities,
and others.

For a discussion on the roles of the ABRI, see, for example, Ali Moertopo, Strategi Politik Nasional,
pp. 107-108;Harold Crouch, TheArmyPolitics in Indonesia (London:CornellUniversity Press, 1978);
David Jenkins, "Operation Regenerasi," Far Eastern Economic Review, September 15, 1983, pp.
40-44; and Brig. Gen. A.S.S. Tambunan SH, Fungsi Sosial Politik ABRI:Suatu Usaha Pengenalan
Permasalahan-permasalahan [The Sociopolitical Function of the Indonesian Armed Forces] (Jakarta,
Perguruan Tinggi Hukum Militer, 1980).
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These efforts at sociopolitical development, however, face obstacles that are not
only encountered in politics, but that also arise from conditions in the social and
economic areas. They are:

1. Lack of employmentopportunitiesis causedby the concentrationof popula
tion on the islandsof Java and Bali. Althougheconomic growthhas averaged about7
to 8 percent annually during the past ten years, this rate can provide employmentfor
only about 1 millionpeopleeach year out of a work force that increases annually by
about 1.5 million. The continuingmaintenanceof a village-levelsocial systembased
on family and corporateprincipleshelps to offset the impact of this factor, but the level
of observable underemployment remains high. Due to financial constraints, the
economy is targeted to grow only by about 5 percent per annum average for the next
Five Year Development Plan (1984-1989). Thismeansthat theproblemofgenerating
employment will become much more acute unless the economy undergoes structural
changes to emphasize agricultural and labor-intensive industrial development in
whichtherole of thenonoilsectorcan be greatlyenhanced. Thisshouldimplygreater
participation by the private sector and drastic elimination of governmentregulations
and bureaucratic red tape.

It can be expected that in the years immediately ahead, the attention of the
government and the public will be focused on economic matters. The present eco
nomic difficulties are considered manageable, but the uncertainties of the international
oil market warrant careful management and allocation of the country's resources,
because oil earnings constitute the largest source of foreign exchange earnings and
government receipts.®

PresidentSoeharto, who assignshighestpriorityto economicdevelopment, has
made the necessary—even if painful—decisions during critical times. A series of
such measureshave been taken sinceearly 1983: devaluationof the rupiah, increaseof
the domestic prices of petroleum products and energy, a postponement of capital-
intensivegovernment projects, encouragement of greaterparticipation of the private
sector in national development, partial liberalization of the banking sector and de
regulation of the economy, reform of the tax system, and introduction of new
measures to promote nonoil exports. These measures promise a strengthening of the
economy.

2, The pressure of population densities in excess of that which can be
accommodated by the available supply of agricultural land is also the cause of high
rates of urbanization, resulting in the rapid growth of a large urban proletariat.
Political problems associated with these newly urbanized elements arise from their
inability to find gainful employment in an industrial labor market that is too limited to
accommodate them together with the problems of adjustment to a different social
environment.The result is an evengreaterwideningof the gapbetweenthebottomand
top layers of urban society.

See Hadi Soesastro, "Repelita IV: The Political Economy of a Five Per Cent Growth Target," The
IndonesianQuarterly, vol. 9, no. 4 (October1983), pp. 26-38; in thesamejournal, seealsoDavidO.
Dapice, "Dealingwith the 1980s: Indonesia and the World Economy," pp. 39-53; and Ali Wardhana,
"Overview: Indonesia's Economy—the Next Five Years," pp. 10-25.
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3. Similarly, insufficient attention is paid to the participation of the national
private sector, which isoneofthemost dynamic groups inthesociety. Neglect ofthese
groups engenders negative consequences for thecreation of a middle class,essential
for the growthof an openandhealthyIndonesian democracy aswellas for thesupport
of economic development. Duringthepastyearstheeffortsof theCentreforStrategic
and International Studies (CSIS) have been successful in stimulating interest in this
problem, but much remains to be done.

The attitudeof the government and the public toward the private sectoris still
ambiguous, largely because of political considerations. As stipulated in the 1945
Constitution (Article 33), the economy should be run on the basis of kekeluargaan (the
principleof family life) in whichthreeelements—thestate sector, the privatesector,
and cooperatives—mutually support each other. The private sector, however, has
been neglected. Some would assert that the private sector has been accommodated
mainly to attract capital and technology from abroad. In view of the economic
progress achieved thusfar andthechallenges thatlie ahead, it hasbeensuggested that
Article 33 of the constitution and the role of the private sector therein be further
clarified.

An additional complication to enhancing the role of the private sector arises
from the alleged dominant role of the Indonesian Chinese in theeconomy as seen in
trade and distribution. This politically sensitive issue dates back to the nation's
independence, but the need to resolve it is currently recognized.^ The key to its
resolutionlies in the politicalwill of the governmentto promotethe role of theprivate
sector in general, and to formulate policies that encourage"indigenous" entrepreneurs
while recognizing the positive role of "nonindigenous" entrepreneurs.

4. Separatism in Indonesia has been largely overcome at this point. The bitter
experience of the PRRI and Permesta rebellion in the late 1950s warned separatist
movementsof the high cost and low chances of success. In addition, the New Order
government regions outside Java, particularly Sumatra, Kalimantan, and Sulawesi,
have seen rapid development. The other regions and the small islands in the eastern
part of the country remain relatively underdeveloped, but greater attention is now
beinggivento theirdevelopment. Onefactorthathelpstoovercome separatism andto
strengthenthe unity of the country is the extensivedevelopment of transportation.and
communication networks throughout the country as well as the better established
administrative capabilities of local govemements and of the central govemments in
the various regions. Finally, the armed forces and national administrationhave been
the most important uniting factor.

5. Corruption is another area of concern, both to the public and to the gov
ernment. ^̂ While drastic measures have been taken by the government to deal with it.

^ On this issue, see, forexample,"A Strugglefor Identity,"Asiaweek, June3,1983, pp. 27-37;andKwik
Kian Gie, "Masih Adakah Masalah Pembauran Pri dan Non-Pri?" [Is There Still a Problem of
Integration Between Pri and Non-Pri?], Kompas, December5, 1983.
See A. R. Soehoed, "Conunodities and Viable Economic Sectors—A Possible Basis for Development
Planning," The Indonesian Quarterly, vol. 5, no. 1 (January 1977), pp. 46-70.
This was shown, for example, in a public poll conducted for Tempomagazine;see Tempo,August 20,
1983, pp. 20-23.
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this problem remains. Different value systems, a weak bureaucracy, the low salaries
of civil servants, as well as rapid economic growth have all contributed to such
practices. Corruption by petty bureaucrats to a large extent is being tolerated, but that
practiced at the higher levels of the bureaucracy has harmful effects on the credibility
of the government.

6. A furtherobstacle to sociopoliticaldevelopmentis the still unfinishedsearch
for a new political tradition that will be capable of giving expression to the public
philosophy of Pancasila. This search is made difficult by the often conflicting
requirements that Pancasila must not only be capable of expressing the enduring
aspectsof Indonesia's rich culturaltradition, but mustalsotakeintoconsiderationnew
value resultingfrom the increasingreceptiveness of Indonesiansocietyto valuesfrom
outside.

The government is aware of these obstacles. This fact and the self-restraint of
social leadersopensup the opportunity for theirremovalto proceedat an accelerated
rate. It is also recognized that sociopolitical progress cannot be accomplished in
sudden spurts. It requires mutual cooperation and the recognition of shared
responsibility byboththegovernment andsocialleaders.Especially, thedevelopment
of new politicalinstitutions such as professional organizations cannotbe expected to
takeplacein a shorttime. It maytaketwomoregenerations beforetheseorganizations
are rooted in society and can truly perform their functions. The same is true of the
politicalparties and GOLKAR. Although the partieshave already been in existence
for aboutfortyyears, thedeclineintheirpositionbroughtonbytheirinability to adjust
themselves to changing political circumstances has only recently shown signs of
improvement. Furtherimprovement canonlyresultfrominternal adjustments, suchas
their willingnessto acceptnew ideas and conceptsas wellas theirabilityto attractnew
workers by way of a soundcadre system. At present, the lackof such indications of
health within both the United Development Party and the Indonesian Democratic
Party have caused large numbers of young people to leave their ranks. On the other
hand, the twenty-year-old GOLKAR organization must be careful to guard against
beingstricken by thesameillnessbyguaranteeing aconstantflow of newbloodintoits
body. The limited capabilitiesof the two internallyweak politicalparties to develop
relative to GOLKAR pose another obstacle.

In the future, the burden GOLKAR will be expected to shoulder will consist of
two heavy responsibilities that must be carried simultaneously. First, the majority
support that it now enjoys will have to be safeguardedas a conditionfor the continua
tion of the legacy of the New Order and the continued implementation of national
developmentfor whichit stands. Second, asa continuation of the transferof the armed
forces' sociopolitical role and the gradual transition of political power to a civilian
political institution like GOLKAR, GOLKAR will integrate a part of the 1945
generation from the armed forces into the organization. This planned transfer of power
must be implementedslowly in order to providethe armedforceswith guaranteesthat
the statephilosophyof Pancasila and nationaldevelopmentwillbe continuedwithout
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disturbanceand with full responsibility. Regardingthis transferof power, GOLKAR
has set for itself two major tasks: the gradual transfer of sociopolitical power from
the armed forces to a civilian political organization such as GOLKAR and the trans
fer of executive power in an orderly manner to a new leadership and to coming
generations.

Already, politicaldecisionsare made withinGOLKARand no longerrest with
the Department of Defense and Security. GOLKAR itself no longer has active
members of the armed forces, apart from retired servicemen, although their support
remains important for GOLKAR during the next few years.

The overseeingbody of GOLKAR—the Dewan Pembina— chairedby Presi
dent Soeharto with the aid of former members of the armed forces, technocrats, and
socialleaders,willpreparefor the country'snextnational leadership. In thisway, it is
hoped that the transitionin 1988 or 1993 will not cause grave politicaldisturbances.

The consolidation of GOLKAR is important for the implementation of GOL
KAR'S described main tasks. The third GOLKAR Congress in November 1983
overcametwo major problemsof organization: integratingthe various factionsbased
upon each initial organization and resolving the dualism between DewanPimpinan
Pusator DPP(thegoverningcouncil)andDewanPembina(theoverseeingcouncil). In
addition, some of the best people among GOLKAR'S younger generation have been
elected as new members of the DPP. This trend has been followed by the regional
branches in electing the regional governing councils for the period 1984-1989.

GOLKAR'S new governing council, headed by Sudharmano, a close aid of
President Soeharto, in essence means that GOLKAR will be supervised by the
President himself. This is regarded as a way to speed up GOLKAR'S consolidation
process. A main issue that needs to be clarifiedduringthis consolidationprocessis the
relationship between GOLKAR (proper) and the armed forces, as well as between
GOLKAR and the bureaucracy (KORPRI).

As has been said, the armed forces are no longer represented in GOLKAR by
active servicemen. Their political interests are channeled through the organizationof
retired servicemen (PEPABRI) and further deliberated upon within GOLKAR. This
does not mean that the armed forces no longer are taking part in political decisions.
GOLKAR upholdsthe principleof the armedforces' dual function,but their involve
ment becomes less direct and no longer plays the leading political role of earlier days.
Western scholars often regard the transfer of political power from the armed forces to
civilians as an indicator of progress toward a more democratic system. This may not be
valid in the Indonesian case because the armed forces are seen as part of the national
political system.

Two additional remarks on the armed forces' future political role need to be
made. First, their role in the general elections: The armed forces were prominent in the
1971 general elections because they assumed the role of GOLKAR'S "main cadres."
GOLKAR won 62 percent of the votes in that election. The bureaucracy could not play

See also Jusuf Wanandi, "Sociopolitical Development in Indonesia," in Institute of Asian Affairs,
Indonesia Seminar (Hamburg: Institute of Asian Affairs, 1977), pp. 47-71.
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a majorrole in the 1971 elections, largelybecausethey werethemselvesstillpolarized
between the political parties until the creation of KORPRI, the only organizationfor
civil servants, in 1974.

KORPRI took a more active part in the 1977 general elections, whereas the
organization and cadres of GOLKAR (proper) were in a better shape than in the
previous elections. This allowed the armed forces to reduce their level of involvement.
In the 1982generalelections, the role of the armedforceswasfurtherreduced, in part
as a matter of policy but largely due to increased capabilities of GOLKAR and
KORPRI themselves. It is hoped that in the coming 1987general elections GOLKAR
(proper) will be in a position to play the leading role by itself, albeit with the full
support of both the armed forces and KORPRI in the background.

Second, the younger generation of armed forces officers, the so-calledgenera
tionof the 1960s—namely, thosegraduating fromthe military academy inMagelang
who have assumed important positions within the armed forces—has shown un
derstanding and support of the evolving political processes and their role therein.
Apart from military operations, the armed forces' involvement in civilian matters,
which include social and political problems, has enabled them to keep up with
sociopolitical affairs in the tradition of their predecessors. A number of reasons,
however, limit theirdirect participation in nonmilitary affairsof the country. For one
thing, armed forces personnel has been reduced in numbers while development in
military technology requires greater specialization, as earlier noted. For another, the
stabilityof the country has much improved, and political institutions have begun to
function satisfactorily.

Most civil servants opted to join KORPRI and have chosen GOLKAR as their
political channel. Thus, GOLKAR and KORPRI workcloselytogetherin supportof
bothGOLKARandgovernmentprograms.This relationship is similarto thatbetween
the Democratic Party and the AFL-CIO in the United States.

Since GOLKAR has become the focal point of political decisions, both at the
national and regional levels, it is withinGOLKAR that the future national leadership
will emergejointly with the armed forces and KORPRI. In a way, a mechanism for
succession of the country's national leadership has been created. Therefore the next
national leadership will also be supported by the coalition that currently supports
President Soeharto—namely, GOLKAR, the armed forces, KORPRI, and other
middle-class groupings, such as professional groups, business circles, and some
intellectuals.

President Soeharto, who chairs GOLKAR'S supervisory council, will play an
important role in choosing his successor. The consolidation of GOLKAR is also
necessary to balance the heavy-handed role of the bureaucracy, especially in the
regions, which, unless checked, can become a major source of instability.

Critics have pointed out that thus far GOLKAR has functioned only as an
instrument of thegovernment, usedto winthegeneralelections oncein five years,and
thatGOLKARlacksan infrastructure of itsownapartfromrelyingon thearmedforces
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in the past and on KORPRI presently. It is asserted that GOLKAR has also failed to
perform thetaskof a political partyinchanneling information andaspirations from the
bottom up, instead of the other way around.

The Third GOLKAR Congress has sought to rectify those deficiencies with the
election of younger members into the central governing council and the regional
councilsaswell as the adoptionof a programfor cadretrainingat the villagelevel(100
persons per village for the next five to ten years). Suggestions in this directionhad
been made already in the First GOLKAR Congress in 1973 but were not im
plemented. A view by Liddle, suggesting that the GOLKAR congress has little
effect on the power configuration in Indonesiabecause it continuesto rest solelywith
President Soeharto, is premature. In addition, the mechanismof politicaldecision
making has shifted since about 1978 from centering on President Soeharto with the
Departmentof Defense, to PresidentSoehartowith GOLKAR'S governingbody and
its overseeingbody, in which important ministers and social and professional leaders
are involved. Although deliberations for political decision consume more time be
cause the president consults many advisers, the decisions are to a large extent
acceptableto most people. This also explains the acceptabilityof PresidentSoeharto,
who has governed for more than fifteen years, a period twice that of President
Soekamo (since the 1959 decree).

Consolidation of the political parties and other functional or professional orga
nizations is equally important for the development of the national political system.
Consolidation is not merely a concern of political parties and organizations but is
essentially a national problem.

Two other matters are worthy of our attention because of their connection with
the success of national development. These are the upgrading of the government
administrative apparatus and the increased popular desire to take part in developnaent
efforts in all fields. In all developing countries the government apparatus holds the key
to the success of development. In addition to the importance of the role of that
apparatus as the most active supporter of development, government officials are a
major source of leadership for the people. For these reasons government integrity,
efficiency, and effectiveness become conditions for the exercise of good leadership
and the success of national development. In this regard Indonesia has not been so
fortunate as the former British colonies, which at the time of their independence had an
administrative structure with well-established traditions. Not only did the Indonesian
administration have to be recreated anew after the Declaration of Independence in

See Julian M. Boileau, Golkar: Functional Group Politics in Indonesia (Jakarta: Centre for Strategic and
International Studies, 1983).
For a discussion on this subject, see Susumu Awanohara, "A Grip on the Grassroots," Far Eastern
Economic Review, December 1, 1983, pp. 40-43, and the other two of his articles in the same issue.
See R. William Liddle, "Golkar's Authority Is Overestimated," The Asian Wall Street Journal,
November 16, 1983, p. 10.
See Donald K. Emmerson, "Regime Survival in Indonesia: Questions for an Old New Order," a paper
preparedfor a Conference on Indonesia, cosponsored by theFletcherSchool of LawandDiplomacy of
Tuft University;the Centrefor Strategicand International Studies, Jakarta;and the Asia Societyat the
Fletcher School in Medford, Massachusetts, October 6-8, 1983.
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1945, but it subsequently experienced the arbitrary controls of a political-party-
dominated spoils system, which resulted in internal divisions and lack of horizontal
coordination among government sectors.

In view of the crucial role of the bureaucracy in the development process, it is
necessary to maintain a balanced system of sociopolitical counterforces such as
GOLKAR, the political parties, professional organizations, and the other democratic
institutions, which are capable of exercising social control and correcting adminstra-
tive excesses. Those same sociopolitical institutions are alone capable of generating
among the public at large the desire to play an active role in national development.
Sole dependence on the agencies of government is insufficient to produce the max
imum effort necessary to overcome Indonesia's enormous problems. Only a truly
maximal effort by the entire society can guarantee the success of such efforts. It
follows, then, that sociopoliticaldevelopmentis vital in inducingsocial participation
and the accompanying feelings of responsibility.

A discussion of sociopolitical development would be incomplete without at
least some reference to the security factors that influenceit. To date, it has appeared
that the threats which Indonesia faces are primarily internal, with only the possiblity of
external aid in the form of subversion or infiltration. After the fall in Indochina there is

still no indication of any increased threat to Indonesia in the form of increased
subversion or infiltration. Among the reasons are the IndonesianCommunistParty's
orientation toward Beijing and the continued preoccupation of the countries of
Indochina with their own huge domestic problems. Domestically the Central Com
mittee of the Indonesian Communist Party has found it impossible to establish itself
inside the country since 1966.

Theproblem ofdissidence onthepartof opposition groups should beviewed in
the context of political development in Indonesia. The Indonesian political system
essentiallydoes not recognize the roleof the opposition in theWestern sense, because
all political elements are to be included in arriving at a consensus. On a number of
occasions, the govemment or GOLKARwill have to be assertivein its views and on
other occasions it will have to compromise. In a country as large and diverse as
Indonesiano singlegroupcan haveeverything its ownway. Dissidence of an extreme
and radical nature is not accepted in the political process and therefore will be
excluded, by force if necessary.

CONCLUSIONS

Since 1973, sociopolitical development in Indonesia has received the full
attention of the govemment and of the country'swell-known thinkers andleaders. In
recognition of the fact that national development cannot succeed by economic de
velopment alone, sociopolitical development is now considered to playan important
role in producing a balanced development.
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Efforts in that direction have emphasized the strengthening of constitutionalism
and political institutions. The aim is to place the institutions of the state on the course
assigned to them by the 1945 Constitution and periodically to register the will of the
people through general elections once every five years. It is also hoped that these
efforts will result in the creation of a political infrastructure that will provide political
parties, GOLKAR, and professional organizations with the opportunity to perfoim
their functions by acting as spokesmen for the interests of the people and by fostering
their education in democracy.

These efforts will take time, however. Present estimates are that only after
several more general elections will such political institutions be fully capable of
performing their functions. These estimates are based on a consideration of ongoing
efforts at internal consolidation and projections of the level of development and the
educational attainments of the population that will enable them to support the perform
ance of those functions; they should not be interpreted, however, as meaning that those
institutions are now considered to be unimportant. Since the beginning of the New
Order, political institutions have consistently increased their ability to provide the
government with feedback concerning the aspirations of the people, to exercise their
social-control function, and to encourage the people's participation in national de
velopment. This progress has been made possible by continued adherence to In
donesian cultural values of kekeluargaan (togetherness) and musyawarah-mupakat
(consultationaimedat producingmutualagreement) in all mattersof generalconcern.
The results may be seen in various products of legislative action and in the im
plementation of government programs where the participation of all social groups is
guaranteed.

During this period of transition, the position and role of the armed forces
continues to be of vital importance because of their influence as an integrating factor
for the nation and their ability to implement the long hoped-for development. In the
sociopolitical field the armed forces' own plans call for a step-by-step transfer of their
tasks over to the existing political institutions. In this latter case GOLKAR'S role will
be important in implementing those tasks; but the willingness of all political forces to
assume responsibility for safeguarding political stability and development will be a
major determinant.

With the success of present development efforts and the resulting growth of
societal complexity, it is expected that the resulting growth of other democratic
institutions such as the press, institutions of higher learning, and scientific and
research institutes will also grow.

Provided that all segments of society can achieve consensus on the public
philosophy or ideology of the nation and on the accomplishment of their goals by
evolutionary means, and provided that all sides exercise social control in addition to
guaranteeing that all people receive a share of the proceeds of development as growth
programs are effectively advanced, Indonesian sociopolitical development will
achieve stability. Indonesia will then proceed toward the realization of a more
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democratic, more open, and modem society. Meanwhile, governmental openness is
an unqualified condition for the achievement of this goal because the role of the
govemment will continue to be dominant for the next two decades.

Political power rested totally with President Soekamo under the Guided Democ
racy of the Old Order. The national political system under President Soeharto has
gradually moved toward greater institutionalization. President Soeharto himself has
not been in favor of a govemment based on power despite pressures in the mid-1960s
by the students, intellectuals, party leaders of the Pancasila Front, and the army, to
take over the national leadership by force. Instead, he opted for and designed a
strategy for the transfer of the national leadership by constitutional means, even
though the process will consume much time.

Since then. President Soeharto has laid the foundation for an orderly process of
political development and institutionalization. The first step was the efforts aimed at
retuming state institutions to their proper positions. The next steps were to reorganize
the political parties and GOLKAR to end the ideological conflicts in the Indonesian
political scene. This process took more than ten years, but it prevented instabilities.

This evolutionary development toward a more established political system is
likely to continue. Soeharto's major achievement has been in the evolutionary nature
of political development achieved, which reflects his personality. With more es
tablished political institutions and political leaders who have become more technocra
tic and bureaucratic, the future political scene in Indonesia may not include another
upheaval such as that experienced under the leadership of President Soekamo.
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9. Political Institutionalization in
Singapore

Lee Boon Hiok

In 1984, Singapore's ruling People's Action Party (PAP) celebrated two important
anniversaries. The events were the thirtieth anniversary of its founding on November
21,1954, and the twenty-fifth anniversary of its accession to power on May 30,1959.
These two dates provide convenient benchmarks for assessing the development of
political institutionalization in Singapore. By "political institutionalization," follow
ing the definition proposed by Robert A. Scalapino,^ we undertand the process
whereby a political structure is made operational in accordance with stipulated rules
and procedures, making possible regularized, hence predictable performance in such
key functions as the selection of leadership, the making and implementation of
policies, and the execution of justice. From the viewpoint of decision making and
leadership selection, our perspective emphasizes modem achievement criteria and
discourages the traditional ascriptive and personalized approach.

SURVIVAL AND ACHIEVEMENT

Political, social, and economic life in Singapore have been influenced by two
dominant themes: the PAPgovemment's political ideology of survival and the concept
of achievement. These often contradictory themes have been fused in Singapore to
produce a unique styleof politics and economic life.^The historical roots of Singa
pore's political ideology of survival lie in the events following the country's ejection
from Malaysia in 1965. For newly independent Singapore, survival in both political
and economic terms was a real issue for the PAP govemment. From 1965 to 1967, the
govemment was engaged in an intense, often violent stmggle for power against an

^ Robert A. Scalapino, "Legitimacy andInstitutionalization in Asian Socialist Societies," Chapter 3 of
this volume. 1984.

^ Lee Boon Hiok, "Singapore: Reconciling the Survival Ideology with the Achievement Concept,"
Southeast Asian Affairs 1978 (Singapore Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1979), pp. 229-244.
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opposition party, the Barisan Sosiaiis, and the communists, which was eventually
resolved in favor of the government. Again, survival meant the task of inculcating new
values in a population that was often loyal to their countries of origin and that had little
sense of national identity. Thus after 1965, the PAP government felt that it was
important for the population to acquire nonideological pragmatic values related to the
concepts of multiracialism and multilingulalism.^

In terms of economic policy, the survival ideology is linked with the concept of a
"global city" first proposed in 1972 by Singapore's second deputy prime minister, S.
Rajaratnam."^ Thisconcept suggests that if Singapore is to survive, it mustestablish a
relationship of interdependence in the rapidly expanding global economic system.
This interdependenceimplies an economicpolicy that emphasizesa worldmarket for
Singapore's products rather than a policy that relates to regional trade. In recent years,
however, the global city concept has been modifiedto allow for greater economic and
political cooperation with the ASEAN countries. In 1965, economic survival meant
that the economy would have to shift from an import-substitution policy to an
outward-looking, export-oriented policy of industrialization. The successes of the
Singaporegovernmentin transforming the economyto these desiredobjectiveshave
been extensively documented elsewhere.^

The politicalstrategy of survival has takenmanyforms on the domestic level,
withthePAP government attempting tomoldthenatureandstyleofpolitics,economic
growth, and social life into clearly defined channels to achieve desired results. An
important objective has been the achievement of political stability in the islandstate.
Political stability together with industrial peace would give investors from abroad
confidence that all would be well with their investments in Singapore.^ Political
stability was thus equated with industrial peace.

Chan Heng Ghee suggests three elements in the survival ideology. First, the
PAP's unshaken belief that Singapore's survival depends on the "willingness and
ability toadopta newsetofattitudes, a newsetofvalues, a new setofperspectives; in
short, on the creationof a new man."^ Second, the PAP government's insistence on
producing a tightly organized society; thegovernment believed thatthebestchance for
Singapore's survival layin its ability to mobilize itspotential to themaximum. Third,
the nation-building task, which was an important objective in the early days of the
young nation.

John A. MacDouggal, "Birth of a Nation: National Identification in Singapore," Asian Survey (June
1976), pp. 510-524.
S. Rajaratnam, "Singapore: Global City," The Mirror, vol. 8, no. 7 (February 14, 1972).
A recent article is Chiew Seen Kong, "Singapore in 1982: Economic Slowdown and Normative
Changes,"SoutheastAsianAffairs 1983 (Singapore: Instituteof SoutheastAsian Studies, 1983).
PangEngPongandThelmaKay,"ChangeandContinuity in Singapore's Industrial Relations System,"
Sociology Department University of Singapore, Working Paper no. 35.
Chan HengChee, Singapore: ThePoliticsofSurvival1965-1967 (Singapore: OxfordUniversityPress,
1971), p. 49.
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This political theme of survival has been developed and used by the Singapore
government to legitimize and justify its domestic policies and its stance toward the
outside world. Survival ideology is often combined in Singapore with the themes of
achievement, excellence, and merit at all levels of society, implying a commitment to
achievement rather than ascriptive criteria in assessing individuals for promotion in
society.

There has been a gradual shift from a society tied to traditional ways to one
influenced strongly by modem attitudes and values. Thus, in Singapore a somewhat
pessimistic and present-oriented survival tactic has been fused with achievement and
transformed into an optimistic and future-oriented ethic. These themes, nevertheless,
have been constantly refined and updated in Singapore. Moreover, the analysis in this
contribution will show some inherent tensions between the survival and achievement

concepts that have frequently arisen in the Singapore context. A number of these
tensions remain unresolved and are potential pressure points in the body politic.

THE PAP AS A NATIONAL INSTITUTION

The distinction is often made between the role of political parties and interest
groups in some Westem and non-Westem countries.® For example, in the Anglo-
American political system the functions of political parties and interest groups are
sharply differentiated, bureaucratized, and autonomous. Political parties in such
systems tend to be free of ideological rigidity and seek to be aggressive in then-
function. They attempt to form the largest possible interest group coalitions by
offeringacceptable choices ofpolitical personnel andpublicpolicy. Inthesecountries,
furthermore, the party system stands between the interest group systems and the
authoritative public policy-making agencies. It aggregates interests and transforms
them into a relatively small number of alternate general policies. The relationships
between the party system and the interest group system allows for choice among
general policies in the legislature. Thuselections legitimize theroleof a certain party
or parties to rule the country through the bureaucratic agencies.

Another model focusing on the political system is found in Asia, the Middle
East, and Latin America. Generally speaking, parties and interest groups are not
always fully differentiated in such systems, although associational interest groups
such as trade unions and business associations may exist in the urban Westernized
parts of society. Parties in suchsystemsare oftenad hoc coalitionswithoutpermanent
bureaucracies and without grassroot organizations. They exist primarily in election
periodsandcease to exist in the intervals between. In manyof thesepolitical systems,
significant politicalgroupsare neitherthepartiesnor theassociational interestgroups.
Instead they can be elementsor cliqueswithin the bureaucracy and the army, or they
can be elements among the landowners and business community.

For a criticalanalysison the role of parties, see AnthonyKing, "PoliticalPartiesin Westem Democra
cies: Some Sceptical Reflections," Polity, vol. 2, no. 2 (Winter 1969), pp. 111-141.
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We need to take a closer look at Singapore's PAP, particularly its historical
development and structural features, to ascertain whether either of the mentioned
models fits the Singapore case. On paper, the PAP's record is impressive. The party
was formed in 1954 and has been in power since 1959, when it won 43 of the 51 seats in
the Legislative Assembly. In the four general elections since 1968, the PAP won all
seats in Parliament each time with total votes cast ranging from 69 percent to 84.43
percent.^ In the Anson by-election of October 1981, however, an opposition party
member, J. B. Jeyaretnam, was elected into Parliament for the first time in fifteen
years.

But such bare figures do not tell much about the qualitative aspects of the PAP's
development and the institutionalization of its power in Singapore. Internal party
historians of the PAP divide its history into five periods. The first period has been
described as "the years of opposition and the United Front," or what Toh Chin Chye
(a former party chairman) describes as the"push-pull years."^^ The PAP's founders
decided that their policies would try to make a broad appeal to nationalistsand those
with radical political views. The aim of the party was to be anticolonial. It was also
tacitly understood that communists and fellow travelers would be admitted into the
ranksof thepartyin aunitedfront. It wasagreedthatthepro-communists ontheparty's
Central Executive Committee (CEC) should not number more than three or four and
should not be office bearers in the CEC. This linkage by the party's more moderate
elements with the extreme left-wing elements was to become a major problem in
future years.

The PAP faced external and internal pressures during this first period. Ex
ternally, there was the fightagainstcolonialism and the right-wing groups withinthe
arenaof the David Marshall and Lim Yew Hock governments.^^ More interesting,
from the viewpoint of our analysis, was the internal dissension within the PAP
between the moderate and left-wing elements. The groups were divided into those
who believed in creating a democratic mass organizationand those who were prepared
to employ violent and reckless tactics, using nonconstitutional methods. Control of
the CEC was lostby themoderateelementsto themoreradicalgroups, but, fortunately
for the former, five CEC members together with thirty-five others were detained for
their communist activities in October 1956, under the Preservation of Public Security
Ordinance (PPSO). After this experience, the party leadership amended the party
constitution to prevent a similar seizure of control in the future by undesirable
elements. A system was introduced where election to the CEC would be by cadres
members, not by ordinary members. Thus a party which had initially believed in
mass-based participation by its members in the internal electoral process was forced

^ Republic of Singapore, Singapore 1983 (Singapore: Ministry of Culture, 1983), pp. 37-38.
Chan Heng Chee, "Political Parties," in Jon Quah et al., eds., Government and Politics of Singapore
(Singapore: Oxford University Press, in press).
Toh Chin Chye, "PAP—Waysand Means," Petir, 25th anniversary issue (Singapore: People's Action
Party, 1979), p. 16.
Chan, "Political Parties."
OngPangBoon, "Problemsof PartyOrganization: The Procommunist Challengefromwithin1954-57,"
Petir, 25th anniversary issue, pp. 45-59.
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by reasons of political survival to change to a more elitist and less democratic method
of election.

The second and third periods of the PAP's history were between 1959-1961 and
1961-1963 respectively. At the beginning of the first period the PAP had received an
overwhelming majority of the seats in the 1959 general election. Left-wing elements
inside and outside the party made attempts to topple it, however, and it was obvious
that eventually there would be a "parting of ways."^"^ The third period was one of
instability in which right-wing and left-wing forces in the country combined to topple
the PAP from power. In fact, in April and July 1961, the PAP lost in two vital
by-elections and even contemplated dissolving the government. In this period also,
the PAP began to campaign and negotiate for merger with the proposed state of
Malaysia. In a referendum on September 1, 1962, Singapore residents over
whelmingly supported the proposal for merger. In February 1963, Operation Cold
Store, carried out by orders of the Internal Security Council, detained more than one
hundred pro-communist, political, trade union, and student leaders. This move
effectively crippled the communist movement. It was during this difficultperiod for
the party that the PAPfinallybroke awayfromits pro-communistsupportersandbegan
to cultivate its own broad base of supporters. Interestingly, this period is describedby
TohChin Chye as "schizophreniaresolvedand PAPdiscoveredits own massbase."^^

In the fourth period (1963-1965), Singapore was part of the Malaysian Federa
tion. Toh Chin Chye has characterized this period of "unfulfilled hopes and dec
larations: Singapore grafted and rejected."^^ The factors contributing to Singapore
leaving Malaysia in 1965 do not concern us here and have been discussed com
prehensively elsewhere. The PAP continued to consolidate its hold on Singapore
politics by winning thirty-seven of the fifty-one seats in the September 1963 state
elections, with the Barisan Sosialis obtaining thirteen seats.

The final period of the PAP's history is from Singapore's independence in
August 1965 to the present. From the beginning of this period, the PAPgovernment
began to consolidate its hold on all aspects of Singapore life. The government's
nation-building objectives wereachieved througha well-developed civilbureaucracy,
government-owned enterprises, and a number of grassroots organizations. In fact, it
has been argued that, after 1965, internal party developments have been uneventful,
while all energies have been concentrated to build the island economy.^® Neverthe
less, it is possible to discern a number of significant developments and trends within
the PAP that have had an impact on political life in Singapore.

Toh, "PAP—^Ways and Means." p. 23.
Ibid., p. 26.
Ibid., p. 27.
For an official view, see Separation (Singapore: Ministry of Culture, 1965).
Chan, "Political Parties."
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Scholars have characterized Singapore as a one-party dominant system. In
such apolitical system, one party dominates the legislature and much ofpolitical life.
The existence of other political parties is tolerated, but they tend to be weak and
ineffectual, often becoming (barely) visible just before elections. In Singapore, the
PAP dominates all aspects of political life, including the legislature, where until
October 1981 the party occupied all seventy-five parliamentary seats.

The relative weakness of the opposition parties in Singapore is also cited as
another reason forthe PAP's dominance.^® Butfor aparty that ishighly differentiated
andvisible like theWestern model ofapolitical party, thePAP isnothighly bureaucra-
tized from the organizational viewpoint. The PAPmaintains a small secretariat and
also has a branch headquarters in each of the country's seventy-five constituencies.
There are, in addition, seven District Committees that coordinate activities within the
various groups of constituencies. But the large bureaucracy that often exists in
powerfulpoliticalpartiesinotherpartsof theworldtoperformresearch,mobilization-
al, and interest-aggregatefunctionsis not obviousin the PAP'scase. The answeris, of
course, that the civil bureaucracy and a numberof parapolitical organizations outside
the party perform a substantial number of these functions. In fact, it is often observed
thatthePAP, like many non-Western systems, appears tobecome highly visible only
before a general election or a by-election.

Again, from the organizational viewpoint the PAP has continued to stress the
distinction between cadre and ordinary members first introduced into the party's
constitution in 1958. In 1971, PAP membership was estimated atabout 9,000ordinary
members; a former party member has stated that there is an average of four or five
cadres foreach of Singapore's 75constituencies. This makes a cadre membership of
300 to 400.^^ Thebasis for these figures is a 1971 estimate, however, and since that
yearperiodic exercises havepromoted ordinary members tocadre members, although
the numberis not publiclyknown. In fact, the relatively smallnumberof members for
a population of 2.4 million indicates that the PAP is not a mass party. It has been
suggested, therefore, that the term "mass party" can be defined in another way: in
termsof itsstructure, whichmaydemonstrate a concern withthepolitical education of
the party's members, financing, and membership control of the leadership. Thus the
PAP has been described as a cadre party disguised as a mass party.

During the 1960s and 1970s, there was little contact between CEC members and
thebulk oftheparty membership. Infact, thelow level ofparty life demoralized party
members, whocomplained of the lack of participation in the party'sorganizational
activities.^^ To some extent, this was due to the government's reliance on the
bureaucratic structure to provide the feedback function and to deliver the economic

Chan Heng Ghee, The Dynamics ofOne Party Dominance: The PAP at the Grassroots (Singapore:
Singapore University Press, 1976).
Thomas Bellows, The People's Action Party: The Emergence ofa Dominant Party System (Yale
University, Southeast Asia Studies, Monograph Series No. 14, 1970), pp. 67-100.
Patrick Smith, "Hying aOne-party Kite," FarEastern Economic Review (November 12 1982) p 14
Chan, "Political Parties."
Ibid.
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goods. It wasfelt thatthegovernment ratherthanthepartywasdirecting thecourse of
politics andproviding leadership inall spheres of social andpolitical life. Fortheman
in the street, the distinction between the party and the state did not seem to be
important in either theoretical or practical terms. For him the party had always been
identified with good and efficient government, and the two structures appeared to be
synonymous.

After 1976, the PAP leadership focused its attention on tightening the party
organization.A task forceof eight membersof parliamentwasdelegatedtostrengthen
the links between party headquarters and the branch. The task force was also to
provide more guidance to the branches and to step up political education programs.
It was also responsible for the day-to-day activities of the party. In 1983, a branch
liaison conunittee was established to coordinate activities between the PAP branches.

Plans were implemented for PAP leaders to visit various party branches in the middle
of 1983. The idea for visits to the branches stemmed from the successful constituency
tours or "walkabouts" by cabinet ministers in the preceding months. In the walkabouts
the ministers had met residents to explain government policies and to receive feed
back. The visits to the party branches were to intensify feelings of solidarity among
PAP activists at the branch level.

A move was also made to improve the party's political recruitment program.
Observers had noted that a substantial number of new PAP candidates at general
elections were not party members, among them civil servants. There was, therefore,
the formality of the candidate's having to join the party before he could be nominated.
Consequently, party workers who had worked in the branches for years were annoyed
that they had been left out. This feeling was compounded by the fact that there
appeared to be some "personalism" involved in the selection process, especially for
the civil-servant candidates. An indication of the move toward a more systematic and
regularized political recruitment program is a recent announcement that the party was
asking branches for recommendations on candidates for the next general election.

The PAP's total dominance until recently of the Singapore Parliament has played
down the role of members of Parliament in the legislative process. This is especially
true for the backbenchers who have no opposition MPs to act as a foil against.The
most significant and practical consequence of J. B. Jeyaretnam's election to Parlia
ment in 1981as an opposition MP has been to make more important and active the role
of the PAP backbencher in parliamentary debates. Generally speaking, the MPs' role
outside Parliament, especially at the constituency level, has been important to the
party. The major activity of the party branches has been weekly "Meet the People"
sessions where the MP receives feedback from his constituents on various matters.

The MP also acts as channel of communication between government agencies and the
public. For example, representations by MPs to government ministers, in 1983, meant

Ibid.

Petir Supplement (May 1983), p. 3.
Ibid. (December 1983).
Chan Heng Ghee, "The Role of Parliamentary Politicians in Singapore," Legislative Studies Quarterly
vol. 1, no. 3 (August 1976), p. 423-441.
Ibid.
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thatconcessions were given totenants of theHousing andDevelopment Board (HDB)
commercial properties after a proposed rent increase.In January 1983, the PAP
responded to the National Trades Union Congress (NTUC) call to make available
classes for workers to upgrade themselves in basic education for skills training
(BEST), by opening classes in fourteen branches.In these examples one sees an
institutionalizingof extraparliamentarychannelsof communication,interest articula
tion,andsome patterns ofcooperation. TheMPandthePAP facilitate aninterlocking
relationship among the government. Civil Service, Parliament, and trade unions.

Two developments originating from the PAP's biennial party conference on
November 15, 1982, have given added significance to the role of the party in
Singapore politics. First,themeeting ofpartycadres approved a number ofchanges to
the party constitution that would basically centralize powerwithin the PAP's upper
echelons and reduce further the power of the ordinary members. An argument put
forward wasthatthisconsolidation of partyamong thecadreswas"a furtherattemptto
guard against the emergence of a dissident movement within the ruling party.

Second, another amendment to the party constitution updated and redefined
party objectives. The preamble to the new objectives stated that the PAP "shall be a
national movement dedicated to the service ofthe nation and to the advancement of the

well-being of our people.The party justified the changes by arguing that it was
more than a registered political association and was concerned with the business of
running a nation and looking after 2.4 million Singaporeans. It stressed that the "PAP
is thevital nerve centre of theentire nation."^^ Consistent with ourprevious argument
that Singaporeans tend to identify the PAP with the government, a Petir editorial
quoted Lee Kuan Yew as stating, "I make no apologies that the PAP is the Government
andtheGovernment isthePAP."^"^ Anarticle inthePetirSupplement waxed eloquent
by saying, "A national movement. As phrases go, it is a rather good one. In an
articulate stroke, the PAP has consigned the opposition parties to some far lower
reaches of politics. In the beginning there were political parties. Now, there is a
national movement, and the rest are registered political associations merely."^^

Independent observers pointed out some of the broader implications of this
redefinition of the PAP's objectives. One view was that it took Singapore closer to the
concept of a one-party state. Tony Tan, the PAP's first assistant secretary, responded
that the PAP believed in democratic government and that the government of the
country should go back periodically to the people in free, fair, and open elections in
order to renew its mandate. Tan asked how Singapore could have such elections if

Lau Teik Soon, "The Influence MPs Have over Decisions of Government," Petir Supplement (August/
September 1983), p. 1.
Ibid.

Smith, "Flying a One-Party Kite."
Tony Tan, "PAP's Objectives for Future Decades," Petir (December 1982), p. 22.
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there was a one-party state, adding that the notion was absurd.It was obvious,
nevertheless,that thePAPfelt that it had enoughlegitimacyinSingaporetobe calleda
national movement. Thus a small political party (in terms of membership), which is
notfully democratic initselection ofleaders, could, without much problem, signify in
its new objectives the impact it has on Singapore politics.

POLITICS AND THE ADMINISTRATIVE STATE

Political institutionalization suggests that regularized and predictable perform
ance must be achieved in the making and implementation of policies within the
political system. Withrespectto thepolicyimplementation function, thePAP govern
menthas used three basicorganizational types in Singapore.These are the traditional
civil service structure, the statutory boards, and the government-ownedcompanies. In
this sectionwe will examine these types, particularly the first two, and consider issues
related to their development.

Some writers have proposed the concept of the administrative state as a major
feature ofmodem govemment.^^ The administrative state arises from theexpansion of
modem govemment as economy and technology become more complex. One
characteristic of the administrative state is the increased power of the administrator
and bureaucrat in relation to the politician. This shift arises from the complex
organization and proliferation of developmental activities. It is argued that the pol
itician's role is playeddown, whilethe technocratholdsa higherstatussincethere is a
deliberate attempt to eliminate politics. This depolitization process is carried out
concomitantly with the process of what S. N. Eisenstadt has called "bureau-
cratization."^^ Theprocess occurs whenthe civilbureaucracy's functions go beyond
the minimalrole of regulationandcontrol. Newlyindependentcountrieshaverealized
that they must go beyond the law-and-orderactivitiesof the colonial mastersto more
complex activities of social development. Chan Heng Ghee therefore suggests that
Singapore displays thecharacteristics of the administrative state. She argues that the
process of depolitization was evolved afterSingapore's separation from Malaysia in
1965 as a conscious explicit policy. Bearing in mind these concepts of in
stitutionalization and the administrative state, let us examine more closely the Singa
poregovemment's organizational stmctures, especially therole thatpolitics playsin
the administrative process.

The origins of the Singapore Civil Service can be traced to the founding of
Singapore in 1819 by theEastIndiaCompany. Thehistorical development of thecivil
bureaucracy in colonial times need not concem us here, but some developments

Tan, "PAP's Objectives," p.21.
Fritz Morstein Marx, The Administrative State (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1957).
S. N. Eisenstadt, "Bureaucracy, Bureaucratization, and Debureaucratization," Administrative Science
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originating in Singapore's colonial days had an impact on the present-day bureau
cracy. Thus, the Trusted Commission's classificationof the Civil Service in 1948into
four divisions has provided the basis up to today for determining the various points of
entry into thecivil service, salary scales, and fringe benefits."^® Another development
occurred in 1955, when Singapore's constitutional status was changed from that of a
crown colony to a ministerial form of government in which local citizens have
representation and have some political power. In the public sector, the country's new
constitutional status generated structural and procedural changes in the civil service.
These changes took three forms. First was the physical breakup of the Colonial
Secretariat and its pattern of control, and the reallocation of the secretariat's de
partments to the new ministries. This new administrative setup formed the basis of the
civil service structure for the future.

Second, the new constitutional arrangements required a redefinition of the
properrelationshipbetweencivil servantsand ministers. This led to the creationof the
position of permanent secretary to head each new ministry. The permanent secretary
was to be responsible for the day-to-day administration of his particular ministry. He
was also to formulate recommendations on policy for the minister's consideration and
for ensuringthat the policydecisionsof the ministerand the Councilof Ministerswere
put into effect. The creation of the permanent secretary position demarcated the
division between the executive and administrative branches of government.

A third change arose from the need to define proper procedures of behavior
between the civil servant and the minister. Before 1955, the top colonial civil servants
(of British origin) had performed the administrative and executive functions of
government,hence therewas littleneed to determinetheproperrelationships between
the two branches of government. In 1955, the General Orders of the Colony and the
Ministerial Circulations were revised and reissued, and a Manual ofAdministrative
Procedure was compiled as a guide for the new ministers and their civil servants.
These administrative reforms helped to institutionalize bureaucratic behavior in the
Civil Service and, with subsequent modifications, was the norm for future years.

In 1957, the new Public Service commission was established to appoint
Malayans to replace the expatriates as permanent secretaries to all ministries. The
placing of more local persons into positions of responsibility in the civil service,
coupled with their greaterpoliticalconsciousness, raised the questionof civil service
neutrality. Initially, the issue of neutrality focused on whether the local civil servants
should devote their energies to an improvement of their conditions of service or,
instead, take up political issues which were, in a sense, external to their job concerns.
One group insisted that the civil service should be apolitical and prepared to carry out
the instructions of whichever party was in power. The other group, led by K. M. Byrne
and Goh Keng Swee (Singapore's former first deputy prime minister) stressed that the
civil service should not divorce itself from the environment and that it should be

Colony of Singapore, Report of the Public Services Salary Commission (Kuala Lumpur: G.P.O., 1947),
para. 44.
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willing to work for the attainment of full independence even though this might mean
opposing the policies of government. The former group identified with the Labour
Front coalition government, the latter with the PAP, which was then not in power.

As mentioned earlier, the PAP in 1959 won 43 of the 51 seats in the Legislative
Assembly elections. In the political arena, the years 1959-1965 were a period of
turmoil and uncertainty. In part, such unstable conditions were reflected in Singa
pore's civil servece as the PAP government attempted to mold civil servants to perform
some crucial political, economic, and social functions. Of central importance was the
PAP govemmant's insistence that civil servants be absolutely loyal to their new
political masters. It was expected that civil servants would develop new attitudes to
make them more aware of the environment in which they worked and of the pubilc
they served. The PAP government perceived that a number ofcivil servants of all ranks
were openly hostile to the party's socialist ideology.

Accordingly, several measures were taken by the government to reorient the
civil servants for the tasks ahead. First, for reasons of economy, their variable
allowances were cut drastically. Second, some subtle psychological tactics and
disciplinary measures were introduced. Of particular importance was the establish
ment of a Political Studies Centre that conducted courses to make civil servants more

aware and sympathetic to developments in Singapore and the rest of Asia."^^
The combined effect of these measures was the resignations of civil servants

who could not tolerate the new conditions of service. The measures also removed from

the civil service many right-wing elements and dissenters. This createdjob opportuni
ties for the educated Chinese who had previously looked upon the civil service as a
domain of the educated British. The first batch of Nanyang University graduates was
recruited in 1960, which was regarded as a politically shrewd move to woo the
political support of the educated Chinese in the country by improving their job
opportunities."^^

The resignations of the former civil servants meant, however, a loss in tradition
and expertise for the civil service which was to affect its efficiencyin future years. Not
only were the higher echelons of the civil service decimated, but the middle and lower
sections of the bureaucracy also saw resignations. The vacuum at the top, however,
resulted in the promotion of talented young men on whom the PAP came to rely.
Among them were future permanent secretaries such as George Bogaars, Pang Tee
Pow, Sim Kee Boon (the present head of the civil service), and Howe YoonChong (the
present ministerof health). Thus despite the hostilitygeneratedby the reformsandpay
cuts, the PAP could mobilize the civil service for the challenges of the future.
Moreover, these newly promoted civil servants were important in helping the govern
ment meet immediate concerns, namely, the challenges by the Barisan Sosialis and the
communists.

41 Lee Boon Hiok, "The Singapore Civil Service and its Perceptions of Time," Ph.D. dissertation,
University of Hawaii, 1976, pp. 120-121.
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The analysis so far demonstrates that, at least in Singapore, the model of the
politically neutral civil servant may not be valid in a situation where an incoming
government's political ideology is different from that of incumbent servants. No
doubt, for some civil servants the major reason for their resignations was more
monetary than political. For the senior civil servants the cut in allowances had a
considerable impact on income. Besides, a newly independent country needs political
socialization programs to reorient the values of civil servants so as to make them more
consistent with those of the new government. It was also necessary to create a sense of
political awareness in civil servants who had previously been isolated from the public
they served.

Interms ofnumbers, thecivil service hasgrown from 28,253 persons in 1959"^^
to 68,677 in 1983; statutory board employees numbered approximately 56,000,
making a total of 124,677 forthepublic bureaucracy."^ The growth and development
of the civil bureaucracy have been examined comprehensively elsewhere,but it will
be usefulhere to identifythe main trends. The civil serviceministrieshave grownfrom
nine in 1959 to fourteen in 1983. The more impressive growth has been outside the
formal civil service, where statutory boards have been established to perform a
diversity of economic, social, and political functions. A recent analysis shows that
statutoryboards in Singaporegrewfromfiveduringthecolonialperiodto eighty-eight
in Wll.^ The reasons for the establishment of these boards outside the formal civil
service structure are greater financial and administrative autonomy. The most recent
board was the Mass Rapid Transit Authority, established in 1983.

Outside the formal civil bureaucracy are the partly-owned or fully-owned
government companies, which are important in generating growth in the Singapore
economy.The government'sparticipation in business enterprises has beenjustified
from two perspectives. First, participation has helped government restructure the
economyfrom an entrepotcenter to one more dependent on industries, services, and
other pioneering fields. Second, government involvement in business is a safeguard
against massive foreign control and ownership. From the viewpoint of economic
survival it is arguedthatbecauseof Singapore's smallsize thestatecannotallowundue
dominance of the economy by foreign companies, particularly the MNCs. Govern
ment, in fact, is the only indigenous body with enough resources to counter foreign
investment and also to mobilize skills. In terms of size and numbers, therefore,
Singapore life has been "bureaucratized."

An interestingaspectof this bureaucratizationprocesshasbeen the participation
of seniorcivil servants in government-ownedenterprises. In whollyownedenterprises
control is exercised by the governmentthroughtheBoardof Directors, whichconsists
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of civil servants or individuals who head statutory boards. Through a system of
interlocking directorships it is not uncommon for a top civil servant to simultaneously
occupy five to fifteen directorships or other posts in limited companies owned or partly
owned by the government. In 1972-73, a list of the top ten government officials
showed that among them, they held a total of 93 directorships in addition to the
chairmanships of the majoreconomic statutory boards."^® It couldbe argued that the
rewarding of the bureaucratic elite with directorships represents an unequal distribu
tion of wealth and contradicts the basic ideals of socialism. In response one could say,
though, that it goes well with the PAP's notion of merit and excellence together with
the concept of political loyalty on the part of the civil servants.

The civil bureaucracy has been in many ways the testing and training ground for
a number of second-echelon political leaders. Bureaucrats in the civil service, statu
tory boards, and government-owned companies have been identified early in then-
careers and carefully groomed to test their worth in a series of administrative tasks.
After 1976 especially, a number of PAP candidates originated from the civil bureau
cracy or government-owned companies. Among them was Goh Chok Tong, the
defense minister and second health minister, formerly from the Administrative Ser
vice and Neptune Orient Lines, a government-owned company. Also, there was S.
Dhanabalan, the present foreign minister, formerly from a statutory board and a
government-owned company respectively—the Economic Development Board and
the Development Bank of Singapore. There are, of course, advantages arising from
this reliance on former civil servants as politicians in Singapore. The bureaucrats'
previous working relationship with senior politicians has made both groups familiar
with each others' personalities and operational styles. Presumably, also, there is a
congruence in values and political ideology.

Nevertheless, there have been some reservations about this practice. In some
cases, relatively young former civil servants inpolitical positions caused unhappiness
among senior civil servants who saw that their former subordinates were now their
political superiors. Also, thePAP's method ofselecting younger men forgrooming to
filltopleadership positions mayleadtoa lossofmorale in thepartyamong those more
senior but less meritorious. George Bogaars, a former head of the civil service, has
made another observation: "If you pick a successful civil servant and make him a
politician, fine. Myonlyconcern isthatyoumustpicktherightguybutnottrytomake
an unsuccessful civil servantintoa successfulpolitician.AndI amsayingthisbecause
there are unsuccessful civil servants picked to become politicians.'"^^

What concluding statements can be made about politics and the administrative
state? From the viewpoint of institutionalization, the civil bureaucracy and
government-ownedcompanieshaveensuredregularizedandpredictableperformance
in the implementation of governmental policies. To some extent, this has been due to
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the British "steel frame of administration" established in colonial times. The steel
frame has expanded considerably since then and has been recast into anew entity, but
with recognizable features fromthe past. Eisenstadt's bureaucratization hasno doubt
occurred in Singapore given the extent of the country's complex developmental
activities, but thedepolitization of thestate has not occurred to as large anextent as
originally described. Certainly promotion and rank within the civil bureaucracy reflect
the elitist notions of Singapore society, but these are merged with notions such as
political loyalty and ideological commitment. Chan's original conception of the
administrative statesuggested thattheroleof theelected politician would be reduced
ina noncompetitive political arena. Shehassince modified this thesis topoint outthat
bureaucrats have not usurped power from the politicians, and argues that "in Singa
poreParliament is supreme, withthe Cabinet leadership very much supreme."^^ Our
previous discussion seems to substantiate thisthesis. Butit canalsobe argued thatin
Singapore theroles of Parliament andthesenior bureaucrats slowly merged, andthat
their functions often overlap. This point, in addition, illustrates the difficulties faced
by oppositionparties in Singapore, which are unable to draw on the resourcesof a civil
bureaucracy thathasinstitutionalized itsrelationship with theruling party overa long
time. Moreover, the civil bureaucracy, particularly the senior civil servants, have a
symbiotic relationship with the PAP leadership. This fact emphasizes that thebureau
cracy is far from the classicalconceptof a "divorced"and apolitical institution. The
point is made even clearer when at regular intervals the bureaucracy is seen as an
important resource base for future political leaders.

POLITICAL SUCCESSION, SELF-RENEWAL, AND DEMOGRAPHY

An important component of the concept of political institutionalization is the
political succession issue. In most developed political systems regularized and
accepted procedures to meet this issue have been establishedthrough constitutional
means and through custom. The successor to the political leader in such states is
accepted by the majority of the population as the legitimate incumbent until his
mandate to govern is taken away fromhim at a generalelection, by death, or for some
other reason. In most developing countries and in most communist regimes, the
institutionalization of political succession remains a problem. Although thesubject of
politicalsuccession may be spelledout explicitly in constitutions and procedures for
electing a new leader may be outlined, the process of leadership selection remains
unstable. New leaders may come to power through unconstitutional methods and often
byforce. They frequently donothave thesupport of themajority ofthepopulation and
suffer from a legitimacy problem.

Thequestion of political succession in Singapore iscomplex. Although thePAP
received from the electorateoverwhelming majorities in successive generalelections

Chan Heng Ghee, "The Emerging Administrative State" in Swee-Hock and R. S. Bhatal, eds.,
Singapore Towardthe Year 2000 (Singapore: Singapore University Press, 1981), p. 11.
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since 1959, and presumably clear and unambiguous mandates to govern, its leadership
has considered political succession tobeatopic worthy ofpublic attention and debate.
In fact, the party leadership has stressed the need for a self-renewal process in the
higher echelons ofthe poitical elite to ensure that men ofsufficient caliber succeedthe
"old guard."

Bymoststandards, thepresent or recent topleaders of thePAP arenotvery old.
Lee Kuan Yew turned sixty-onein September1984 and Goh Keng Swee, the former
first deputy primeminister, is sixty-six. However, S. Rajaratnam, the second deputy
prime minister (foreign affairs) is sixty-nine andwentthrough a major bypass heart
operation. A senior minister of finance, Ron Sui Sen, died and some old-guard
ministers have expressed a desire to retire. A major reason for this concern with
political succession andthe stress on theneedto develop a second-echelon leadership
is thatmanyof theold-guard seniorministers, including theprimeminister, havebeen
in office since 1959. Thus in the search for successors to political leadership, the PAP
has looked to men who are at least two generations younger that they—to candidates in
their late thirties or early forties. There is an unspoken recognition that the older and
less senior leaders maynot meet somecriteria for high leadership,partlybecausetheir
background and training are not thought to be in line with the technocratic needs of
Singapore society. Another aspect of political succession in Singapore is that since
1959 the process has not been implemented for the office of the prime minister. Lee
Kuan Yew has remained the undisputed leader throughout the period, although during
his absence from the country, the first deputy prime minister, Goh Keng Swee, has
acted as prime minister.

From the early 1970s, the determination to promote self-renewal in the PAP
government has been apparent. New MPs after the 1972, 1976, and 1980 general
elections had predominantly technocratic backgrounds with a preference for engineer
ing, science, and economics. It has been observed that "from the 1972generation of
nine new recruits two were elevated to senior ministers of state by 1976 and in the 1976
generation of 13 newcomers to politics, one was promoted to the senior minister of
state for finance, another to minister of state for defence and a third to parliamentary
secretary."^^Of the five promoted to higherpositions in government, threehad civil
service backgrounds.

But the rejection rate has alsobeen high even for thosewho attainedthe position
of minister. A recent casualty was the minister without portfolio Lim Chee Onn, who
was concurrently secretary-general of the National Trades Union Congress (NTUC).
Lim, a former civil servant, publicly admitted that he had not related well to the
grassroots and had a too reticent personality. Other second-echelonleaders have been
removed from senior government positions in the past, often without any publicly
stated reason. One must assume that it was for reasons of ineptitude, lack of political
instinct, and also a certain degree of personalism. Most of the persons had relatively
quickly risen to power and had equally rapidly fallen. This fact illustrates the lack of

ChanHengChee, "In Middle Passage: The PAP FacestheEighties" (Department of Political Science,
University of Singapore, Occasional Paper No. 36, 1979).
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stronggrassroots supportfor the leaders andalsothehighdegree of personalism in the
selection, promotion, and rejection process for leaders. Ina sense, legitimacy of a
transitory kind is conferred on the second-echelon leaders, and their positions in
politics depend on the views of the senior old-guard leadership. Thus, it could be
argued that the political succession process in Singapore is not as regularized and
predictable as it is inmany parliamentary countries. The criterion ofpredictability in
thepolitical succession process, therefore, may notbecompletely institutionalized in
Singapore.

A speech by thePAP's first organizing secretary. Gob Chok Tong, provides an
insight into the qualities the PAP requires of potential leaders. Gob said: "Ability is
important, buttheoverriding factors arecharacter andsincerity. However able oneis,
if there isa doubt about his sincerity and character, heisout."^^ It would appear that
Gob was merely identifying someof the prerequisites of PAP candidates. However,
the criteria for eventual success in the PAP political arena were not mentioned, but
presumably they would include the elusive factor of political acumen.

Political succession in Singapore has also been characterized in terms of
national survival and the search for excellence. Lee Kuan Yew has described the
slowness and difficulty the PAP experienced inthe 1970s infinding successors worthy
ofthe older leadership. Hewas puzzled bythe dearth ofthe able, the dynamic, and the
dedicated to become MPs, parliamentary secretaries, and ministers. Lee suggested
that the answer was that the original group ofleaders had come from atalent pool made
upof persons from Singapore and theregional countries. Talent from theregion had
gathered in Singaporebefore the new political boundaries were demarcated in 1965.
Besides, the present Singapore-bom group were politically not as active as then-
predecessors. The able young, especially after independence, have found the pro
fessions and business more attractive. Lee argued that ifSingapore left the problem of
maintaining a talent pool to the "normal process of attrition and change, and to the
vagaries of chance, wemn thedanger of leaving Singapore in thehands of mediocri
ties. To allow this would be criminal."^^ Lee has therefore stressed the need to search
outside Singapore for talent, so that Singapore can maintain its edge in high-
technology industries and other areas of the economy. Accordingly, in recent years
schemes suchas theCommittee forAttracting Talent toSingapore (CATS) have been
introduced to attract talent from abroad.

Lee, however, recognized that the"Singapore-bom must bethepillars onwhich
wecanplace thecross beams and stmts offoreign-bom talent to raise usuptohigher
standards of achievement." '̂* In fact, the PAP has been thorough in its search for
political talent. Gob Chok Tong has remarked: "It's a painstaking effort. We look at
every important nook andcranny where potential political talent may be found—the
business sector, the community organizations like the Citizen's Consultative Com
mittees, the Residents' Committees and Management Committees of Community

"PAP to Announce New Faces Soon," Petir Supplement (December 1983), p. 1.
Lee Kuan Yew, "The Search for Talent," in S.Jayakumar, ed.. Our Heritage and Beyond (Singapore:
National Trades Union Congress, 1982),
Ibid.
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Centres, professional associations, service clubs, the University, the trade unions, the
Civil Service and, of course, the Party."^^

The search for talent in Singapore's tightly knit society has recently become
controversial. Inaspeech atthe National Day rally in1983, Lee Kuan Yew said hewas
disturbed at the demographic trends he had observed in the 1980 Singapore census.^^
Tworelated findings gave himconcern. Hediscovered thatmore university-educated
than nongraduated women preferred toremain unmarried, often until the age offorty.
Furthermore, he found, the better educated a Singaporean woman is, the fewer
children she has. Thus women with no educational qualifications produced an average
of 3.5 children and women with university degrees only 1.65. There was also the
related problem that male graduates preferred to marry nongraduate women. Lee
contended thatthecountry's family planning program hadbeensuccessful inreducing
the birthrate, but the development hadbeenlopsided, favoring the lessable.Leesaid
that if thispattern of procreation continued, competence would decline, theeconomy
falter, the administration suffer, and the society decline.

The controversialaspect of Lee's speech was his belief that nature (or what was
inherited) is moreimportant thannurture (meaning education andenvironment). Lee,
quoting several studies, argued thatthedifference between nature andnurture was80
percent to20percent. Leeproposed thatsteps betaken to improve Singapore's talent
poolbearing inmindhisarguments. Infact, thefirst ofpresumably anumber ofcarrots
was introduced in February 1984, when it was announcedthat graduate womenwill
have preference for places at the best primaryschool for their third and subsequent
children.

Some reactions to Lee's speech were highly critical. It was charged that Lee's
speech hadelitistimplications, discriminated against minority racesandthelessable,
and challenged basic rights of individuals to marry and have children. Many also
questioned thevalidity of theresearch findings thatplacedsuchemphasis onthenature
factor in determining bright offspring.

Lee's long-termgraftingof the concernsof survival, excellence, and leadership
succession to the entire demographic process of the country may perhaps be a unique
theme within the field of nation building. If he should be able to institutionalize the
whole complicated process that contains many imponderables and a number of
controversial assumptions, the result would be an exceptional society and political
system.

Goh Chok Tong, Petir Supplement (December 1983).
Lee Kuan Yew, "Talent for the Future," Straits Times (August 15, 1983).
"Breeding a Talent Elite," Asiaweek (February 10, 1984), p. 18.
See V. G. Kulkami, "DesignerGenes,"Far Eastern EconomicReview (September8,1983), pp. 23-24;
DavidJenkins,"BigFish,SmallPool,"ibid.,pp. 28-31; andV.G. Kulkami,"Lee's Birthday Wishes,"
ibid., pp. 31-32.
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CONCLUSION

This essay has been concerned with the concept of political institutionalization
in Singapore. We have examined the concept in relation to two themes, survival and
achievement, and have focused on three substantive concerns—the PAP, the civil
bureaucracy, and political succession. The past thirty years has seen the PAP con
solidate and institutionalize its hold on politics as well as on social and economic life
in Singapore. It has moved from a narrow, sectarian political party to one all-
encompassing in its political appeal. The party has evolved from one that encouraged
mass participation by its members in the internal electoral process to one that
subscribes to a more elitist and less democratic method of election for leadership
positions. We have described how a relatively small political party has consolidated
its hold on Singapore by developing and institutionalizing channels of influence
over important sections in society such as the civil bureaucracy. Moreover, the re
cent redefinition of the PAP as a national movement emphasizes its legitimacy in
Singapore.

We also examined the institutionalization process in relation to the formal civil
service structure, the statutory boards, and the govemment-owned companies in
Singapore. The topic was analyzed by means of such concepts as the administrative
state, bureaucratization, and depolitization. From the viewpoint of institutionaliza
tion, the civil bureaucracy and govemment-owned companies have been instrumental
in ensuring that there be regularized and predictable performances in the implementa
tion of govemmental policies. Also, Eisenstadt's bureaucratization has no doubt
occurred in Singapore if one bears in mind the country's complex and complicated
developmental activities. The depoliticization of Singapore life, however, has not
occurred to as large an extent as originally described. Promotion and rank within the
civil bureaucracy do reflect the elitist notions of Singapore society, but this is merged
with notions such as political loyalty and ideological commitment.

The idea of the administrative state suggests that the politicians' role would be
reduced in a noncompetitive political arena. In Singapore, what has happened is a
slow merging of the roles of Parliament and the senior bureaucrats, and there is often
an overlap in the functions they perform. More significantly, the bureaucracy has been
an important resource base for recmiting future politicians. Finally, we examined the
political institutionalization concept in relation to the issue of political succession in
Singapore. It was pointed out how Singapore leaders linked the succession issue to
questions of excellence and survival. More recently, discussion has focused on certain
demographic data and their linkages with the search for excellence in all walks of life.

The significance of anniversaries is that they provide a chance to look back at
what has happened in the past, but more importantly they allow a look toward the
future with renewed hope. In January 1984, the Singapore govemment announced
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plans to celebrate the twenty-fifth anniversary of Singapore's internal self-
government. Ong Teng Cheong, the minister in charge of the celebrations, approp
riately said that the activities would evoke a sense of joy and pride at what Singapore
has achieved as a nation. At the same time, however, Ong stressed that the celebra
tions would reflect a commitment to the nation and confidence in the future. Political

institutionalization is a continuous process and the record of the past suggests that, in
the future, the Singapore elite will continue to adjust, improvise, and innovate in the
making of a nation.
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10. Evolution and Development of the
Political System in Malaysia

Zakaria Haji Ahmad

A leading Malaysian politician once commented that the style of democracy in
Malaysia was "d la Malaysia" as if to justify the fact that the political norm as
understood in the liberal West required a transformation to suit conditions of the
country thatadopted it.* Aleader andformer prime minister ofMalaysia isonrecord
as stating: "The view we take is that democratic government is the best and most
acceptable form ofgovernment. Solong astheform ispreserved, thesubstance canbe
changed tosuit conditions ofa particular country."^ Similarly, but going further ina
revisionist direction, the late leader of Indonesia, Soekamo, described his country's
style ofgovernance after 1959 as"Guided Democracy," implying that nondemocratic
practices were allowable.

Whatever the merits of such views, the issue that remains is to determine what
structure of political governance is durable and able to perform economically, yet
liberal enough to accommodate the needs of increasingly politically aware pop
ulations. Theconditions in thepost-1945 period donotevenapproximate theenviron
ment that would enhance democratic forms as now pursued in theWest.^ Indeed, it
would appear thatthegoals ofeconomic modernization inmany so-called developing
societies would be better or more easily achieved through nondemocratic policies or
through nonpluralistic political systems.

In the analysis of the politics of postindependence transitional societies, a
recurrent theme has been the inability of the political system and process to achieve

The views expressed in this essay do not necessarily represent or reflect those of the Institute of Strategic
and International Studies (ISIS).

^ MichaelOng, "Government and Opposition in the Malaysian Parliament: The Rulesof theGame," in
Zakaria Haji Ahmad, ed., SelectedReadings inMalaysian Politics and Government(OxfordUniversity
Press, in press).

^ For a discussion, see Karl von Vorys, Democracy Without Consensus: Communalism and Political
Stability in Malaysia (Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press, 1976), pp. 3-13.
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stability despite the increasing demands of newly emergent peoples with rising
economic expectations. Generally, two schools of thought have sought to explain the
political instability (usually concomitant with poor economic performance) that has
occurred. One explains it as the lack of institutionalizaton of processes and demands as
these societies undergo rapid change;^ in diverse instances, postcolonial societies
either did not inherit an established public service and operating political institutions
to begin with, or became unable to institutionalize a system that could cope with the
new demands arising from socioeconomic and political change. The other explanation
focuses onthe inability of elites'̂ to tackle thechallenges of modernization in bothits
economic and political dimensions; as these challenges become less manageable,
leaders who had often been democratic in their initial inclinations often resorted to

authoritarian or undemocratic modes of governance, exhibiting intolerant attitudes
and repressive tendencies.

The central question, then, is: What political form best meets the needs and
conditions of new countries, with at least some semblanceof democratic or perhaps
more appropriately polyarchical^ practices, and atthe same time enhances the quality
of life?

In attempting to answer this question, the peculiar socioeconomic circum
stances, the ideological bent of a country's leaders, and the interdependence of
economics and politics are primary factors for consideration. Political systems that
emerged as dictatorships with state-controlled economies are not discussed here.

The question may be approached by exploring the Malaysian experiment in
political problem solving, drawing on several facets of thatexperience, andanalyzing
future trends;in the process, the possibilities andlimitations of theMalaysian formof
political governance are suggested. Given the restricted space, the discussionneces
sarily highlights only the more salient points.

The Malaysianpolitical system has been remarkablystablesince independence
in 1957. There is at least a semblance of democracy through a popularly elected
governmentthat has been tested throughregular, reasonably frequent, and generally
free elections; there is an explicitsenseof the ruleof law anda military subservient to
civilianauthority; there is a bureaucracy and there are politicalpartieswhichenjoy a
substantial degree of institutionalization; and there has been generally peaceful,
orderly, and evolutionary political change. Concomitantly, the country has also
enjoyed a comfortable standard of living and high growth rates (especially in the

^ The foremost theorist of this school is Samuel P. Huntington. See his Political Order in Changing
Societies (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1968).
Studies onelitesanddevelopmental politics arenumerous inpolitical science literature. Asoneexample
of elite inabilities to meetthechallenges ofmodernization, seeLucianW.Pye,Politics,Personalityand
Nation-Building: Burma's Search for Identity (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1962).

^ The term "polyarchy" was coined by Robert Dahl to denote the elements of "contestation" and
"inclusiveness," rather than refer to "democracy," which has multiple connotations. See Robert Dahl,
Polyarchy: Participation and Opposition (New Haven, Conn.: YaleUniversityPress, 1971).
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1970s);according to an annual review for 1980Malaysia's political economy demon
strated a process of development and consolidation.^

SETTING AND POLITY GOALS

It might be useful at this point to set forth the context in which Malaysia exists so
that its travails in political conflict resolution may be better understood. We must
evaluate both the setting and the goals of the polity. By "setting" we mean both the
socioeconomic conditions of the polity and the existing issues. "Goals" may be
interpreted as the underlying objectives as perceived by leadership.

The multiethnic setting is a serious problem. Tensions erupted on May 13,
1969, in racial riots, and race relations continue to be a simmering issue. Ethnicity,
race, or communalism—all of which may be used interchangeably in the Malaysian
context—set the tone for virtually every political issue^ and are likely to color all
future issues as well. So predominant is the ethnic issue that class relations are
subsidiary andcannot replace ethnic divisions asa paradigm.® Theethnic distribution
is not simply an issue of a majority versus a minority. The major ethnic group, the
Malays, only comprise about 40 percent of the population but, coupled with other
indigenous groups, they are considered the bumiputras (literally "sons of the soil,"
meaning indigenous races) with a total of 52.7 percent, whereas the non-bumiputra
comprise the remaining half (Chinese, about 35.8 percent; Indians, 10.7 percent, and
other "nonindigenous," the remainder).^ Thus, ethnic distribution may be seen as
bimodal and complicates the "numbers game."

Political issues are often couched in "Malay" versus "non-Malay" (read usually
"Chinese") terms although the rich ethnic distribution—which includes groups such
as the Ibans and other tribes (as in Sarawak) and the Kadazans, Bajaus, and others (in
Sabah), not to mention the Indians, Pakistanis, and Eurasians—renders such a
dichotomy an oversimplification. In the main, political parties are organized along
racial lines, and no political party without ethnic appeal has succeeded in winning
electoral support. The ruling Barisan Nasional (National Front) is a coalition of ethnic
parties but depends on the ethnic appeal of its component parts.

A second element of the setting is the geographical division between peninsular
Malaysia (the former Federation of Malaya with its eleven states) and the states of
Sabah and Sarawak on the island of Borneo. The latter two states are separated from

Zakaria Haji Ahmad, "Malaysia in 1980: A Year of Political Consolidation and Economic De
velopments," Southeast AsianAffairs, 1981(Singapore: Instituteof SoutheastAsian Studies, 1981),pp.
201-216. The observation in this study can be said to be generally applicable for other years of the 1970s
and early 1980s.
For a seminal treatment of this theme, see the classic work of Malay(si)an politics, K. J. Ratnam,
Communalism and the Political Process in Malaya (Kuala Lumpur: University of Malaya Press, 1965).
For a discussion, see Zakaria Haji Ahmad, "Introduction: History, Structure and Process in Malaysian
Politics and Government," in Zakaria, ed.. Selected Readings.
Percent figures cited are from the 1970 census of population, adjusted, as found in Malaysia, Depart
ment of Statistics, Unjuran Penduduk Malaysia 1970-1990 [Population Projections 1970-1990] (Kuala
Lumpur: Department of Statistics, 1974). To date, the 1980 census results have not been released.
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the peninsula by the South China Sea, which constitutesa communications barrier.
Integration is made difficult by geographical distance, by differing histories, and by
certain state powers (for example, concerning inunigration) of Sabah and Sarawak,
which the other states do not have. National political issues are often seen as
concerning only the peninsular portion, almost to the exclusion of the peculiarities of
Sabah and Sarawak.

A third element is the "close administration" existing in Malaysia, a legacy of
British colonial rule. The powers and coverage of the bureaucracy, as will be seen, are
extensive and have made Malaysia a "closely administered" state, more than, say,
Burma, which also was under British colonial tutelage. This close administration,
to an extent, provides a political setting with advantages for the postcolonial govern
ing elite.

As has been noted, however, beneath the stability there are problems. Apart
from race, existing issues in Malaysian politics include inequities in the distribution of
wealth, federal-state relationships in which the role of a strong, central government is
questioned, unequal rates of institutionalization of the bureaucracy and political
parties, the challenges of modernization, and the raising of the standard of living. The
existing political order has been forced to be less complacent with previous solutions
to problems; it has come as a surprise that rising expectations—and corresponding
frustrations—have resulted in open demonstrations and in opposition by students
recipients of government scholarships and subsidies and farmer-peasant alliances
(hitherto considered politically docile).

Polity goals may be also considered a part of the Malaysian setting. The first
goal might be stated as being a democratic system of government with the political
mandate tested by the polls.

The second is an "integrative model" for national unity. This goal was naade
more explicit after the 1969racial riots, the documentsbeing the 1970proclamationof
the New Economic Policy or NEP (with its twin goals of poverty eradication and
societal restructuring so that race is not identified withoccupation and that by 1990
bumiputras would own 30 percent of the corporate wealth)alongwith theRukunegara
or national ideology.

The third is the tacit objective of a Malay-based if not Malay-dominant political
system as the platformfor Malaysiannation and statehood. In somesense, it connotes
an assimilationist tendency, although the process of political bargaining seems to have
evolved from an accomodationist to a hegemonistic style. Also, since 1981 increasing
reference has been made to the goal of an "Islam-based" society, but this goal appears
to be more rhetorical than seriously contemplated.

Fourth, to the extent that economic development has been accepted as a primary
objectiveof nationaleconomicplanning, in the 1980s it appearsto be tied to thegoalof
a "newly industrializing country" as opposed to being merely a country producing
primary commodities.^®

According to one writer, at the end of the 1970s, Malaysia had become "one of the twenty largest
exporters of manufactured goods in the world." Chong Kwong Yuan, "Trade and External Relations" in
E. K. Fisk and H. Osman Rani, eds.. The Political Economy of Malaysia (Kuala Lumpur: Cbcford
University Press, 1982), p. 184.
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In comparative terms, Malaysia's experience in state and nation building may be
unique in that it has been able to sustaina high degreeof stabilitydespite politicaland
economic change and despite its difficult setting. Why has Malaysia been able to retain
an open political process and a working party system when other similar political
systems or those with lesser problems have failed? How persistent are the patterns that
have enabled a functioning, stable political system with democratic features? Given
the goals and setting of the polity, can the political process sustain the ability to
overcome political challenge in the future? To approach these questions, we firstneed
to look at the patterns of political authority.

AUTHORITY PATTERNS

To the extent that Malaysia has enjoyed relative political stability and high
economic performance, the structure that allows for effective political authority has
beena contributing factor. It is tempting toaccept thethesis byEsman^ ^thatMalaysia
is an "administrative state" in which administrators have not only been important as
administratorsbut also as conflictmanagers. Partsof the Esmanthesis are acceptable,
but I would add the following features as part of the country's authority pattern:

1. The primary role played by the ruling political elites; the style of this elite may
be characterized as "moderating" through a process of "top down" leadership and
"cooptation." Elite turnover has been gradual and ongoing, and sections of the
counterelite are aware that they cannot press their demands too hard.

2. A strong, central government in a federal setting.
3. A party system with a ruling political coalition that thrives on apparent

consensus.

4. A cabinet system of government within a Westminster form of political
representation.

5. The notion of the rule of law and civilian dominance.

6. A working formof constitutionalmonarchyallowingsymbolicMalaypolitic
al power in a Malay-based but multiethnic setting. It is this combination, then, that for
nearly three decades has provided the foundation of Malaysian political stability.

The notion that Malaysia is an administrative state is predicated on the proposi
tion that "the state is the dominant institutionin society, guidingand controllingmore
than it responds to societal pressures; and administrative (bureaucratic) institutions,
personnel, values, and styles are more important than political and participative
organs in determining the behaviour of the state and thus the course of public
affairs.The bureaucracy in Malaysia—largely through the senior civil service
presently known as the Perkhidmatan Tadbir dan Diplomatik (PTD, or its better-
known appelation, the Malayan Civil Service or MCS)—has been a major factor in

M. J. Esman, Administration and Development in Malaysia (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1972).
Ibid., p. 62.
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policymaking and implementation, much more than the United Malay National
Organisation (UMNO), the dominant political party of the ruling coalition. Among
other factors, political parties were recent creations in Malaysian institutional de
velopment and have lagged behind the established public bureaucracy.

Puthucheary has explained that, in large part, the men of the MCS must be
regarded as part of the political elite. They played a primary role as advisors to the
political leadersand for a considerable time held two topmost positions. According
to Elyas Omar, a top Malaysian civil servant, "The dominance of the MCS in national
political decision-making is such that the administrative elites share with the political
leaders the responsiblity for charting the course of Malaysia's history through the
formulation of long term policies

But although the bureaucracy provides the country with an extensive adminis
trative infrastructure and thus contributes to law and order and, one might argue, even
to the developmental process,its style may inhibit innovation in a fast-growing
economy. Moreover, while the bureaucracy contributed to phenomenal public-sector
growth in the 1970s, it did not contribute to the quasigovemment organization of
economic growth. Even Esman admits that "despite strenuous efforts by national
political leaders, the administration has not significantly improved its capacity to
integrate specialized progranunes, to adapt to new conditions, to innovate improved
services, or to manage conflict. In ability to manage change processes, which is the
core of development administration, it has been deficient and unable to respond to
demands for more dynamic performance."^^

It is less clear, then, whether the advantageous position of the Malayan civil
service has resulted in what Fred Riggs has called "the heavy weight of bureaucratic
power" in relation to the weight of UMNO. The MCS has played a significant role^but
it is still acting under a government led by political parties dominated by UNMO^ To
overrate the role of the bureaucracy would be tantamount to accepting that politics has
been insignificant, but it is difficult to deny the drama of politics in Malaysia.

Esman's thesis should not be rejected, but, although politics has its place, the
interplay of politics and the bureaucracy in Malaysia must be considered. Unlike niany
other postcolonial states rejoicing in independence and rejecting the bureaucracy as a
colonial legacy, Malaysia continued to rely on the MCS as an institution of political
governance. In large part, this acceptance was attributable to the fact that the first,
second, and third prime ministers were former civil servants and were comfortable in
working with other civil servants. For a while, indeed, the ruling political parties had
coopted a number of talented civil servants into their ranks.

M. Puthucheary, "The Administrative Elite" in Zakaria, ed., Selected Readings.
Elyas Omar, "Policy Analysis and Development in Malaysia," in Policy Analysis andDevelopment, Part
1 (Kuala Lumpur: Asian Centre for Development Administration, 1975), pp. 198-264.
See Gayl Ness, Bureaucracy and Rural Development in Malaysia (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1967).
Esman, Administration, pp. 284-285.
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But the essential factor was the elite style. Stability, gradualism, and regularized
behavior and procedures were norms of this elite style. There was also an essential
element of moderation in terms of the rate of economic progress and the multiethnic
setting. In retrospect, one can credit the first prime minister, Tengku Abdul Rahman
(commonly referred to as "the Tengku") for this gradualism in political institution
building. That the military, for example, was not allowed to expand and that the
British were relied on for defense is attributable to the views of the Tengku. The
emphasis on law and order on the government's authority are also hallmarks of the
Tengku's astute style in political leadership. In terms of race relations, the Tengku's
role as the leader above communal political passions cemented the basis of a multi
ethnic setting in which conflicting conununal demands could be settled by compro
mise. At least for the first decade of independence, such an elite style allowed for a
steady evolution of the political process; there was no rush to introducechangemerely
for its own sake.

Other notions were also central to the style, such as the public services being
insulatedfrom political influence.A close nexusbetweenpoliticianand publicservice
was established that blurred the distinction between the two, but the principle was
nonetheless enunciated. It can well be argued that if the postindependence elite
(especially the Tengku and his deputy and successor. Tun Abdul Razak) had not
believed in such a principle, political institutions in Malaysia wouldbe different today.

It may be significant that challenges from the counterelite or even from the
second echelon were never serious enough to upset the stable pattern the Tengku and
his successors established. Even after the Tengku was challenged in 1969 (and
subsequently stepped down in 1970), the pattem had been well accepted; the process
of elite change has not really been altered. One observer has argued that the lack of
challenge toestablished authority may bea manifestation ofthe Malay psyche^^ butit
may merely be an expression of acceptance of the channels of political elite competi
tion as being legitimate. To some extent, the elite style maybe viewedas paternalistic,
and it is no accident that the Tengku has been accorded the title of Bapa Malaysia
(father of Malaysia), but this title may also symbolize the acceptance of the elite style
by all sections of the diversified population.

One must also note the practice of "coopting" of elites. One practice, as has been
mentioned, was the tapping of talent for political leadership from the civil service. The
other was coopting of those in the opposition who could be induced to join those in
authority. Similarly, public service regulations could be extended to those outside the
bureaucratic circle. Thus, religious teachers loudly opposing the government were
brought into the government by giving them better pay and conditions of service, thus
stifling their criticisms. It was an efficient way of doing things. Simply stated, then,
this elite style in its various manifestations is a major factor in the functioning of
political institutions and processes in Malaysia.

Chandra Muzaffar, Protector? An Analysis of the Concept and Practice of Loyalty in Leader-led
Relationships within Malay Society (Penang: ALIRAN, 1979).
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Inasmuch as the elite style was also nationally or centrally oriented, the notion of
"a strong central government" was stressed above that of the states in the federal
system. The ruling elites saw the need for the primacy of the center and in fact
controlled all political party organizations at the subnational level. To this day, federal
politicians of the ruling coalition are "liaison chiefs" for their respective party units at
the state level, more so as it concerns the dominant political party, the UMNO.

The notion of a strong, central government may be simply a continuation of a
centralizing process that had been apparent from the beginning of the century, but
Tilman^^ has observed that it has beena strong theme in recent relations between the
central and state governments. Through the "proclamation of emergency" clause in
the federal constitution—used in Sarawak in 1966 and in Kelantan in 1978—^the

federal government has been able to exercise its writ. Tilman also notes the articula
tion of central political control in political party processes and in the arguments on the
need for federally financed development aid so as to keep the state goverments "in
line."^^ In Malaysia firm central control prevails over its constituent parts.

Related to elite style and central political control is the format that allows for
political authorityto be sustainedin a multiethnicsetting, a modeof politicslabeledby
von Vorys as a "democracy without consensus."^^ According to von Vorys, "By
necessity and choice, Malaysian (Malayan) leaders set out to establish a viable,
democratic system not based on a national community, but on the cooperation of
discrete communal groups."^^ He elaborates the"formula" by noting its features:

First, the relationshipof citizens within the same group would continue to be managed
through a semiautonomous communal hierarchy. Second, the relationship of citizens
across conununal boundaries or to the government would be regulated through terms
agreed to by an inter-communal Directorate at the highest level. Third, the terms of
intercommunal relations would be promulgated in a constitutional contract, then im
plemented and when necessary augmented by policies secretly negotiated. Fourth, the
membersof the Directoratewouldhave to possessdual qualifications. They wouldhave
to be the leadersof the politicalorganization (party)of theircommunity mostcapableof
mobilizing mass support behind the govemment in democraticallyconductedelections.
No less important, they would also have to be men who could maintain the confidence of
their colleaguesby keeping negotiations within the Directorate secret and by refraining
from ever mobilizing their extemal mass-support to bring pressure on the secret
negotiations.^^

Inasmuch as politics continue to be communally based, the prospects for
communalfree politics would seem to be negligible, and hence a "democracy without

In police documents of the 1960s, this term was commonly used as a govemment imperative. Zakaria
Haji Ahmad, "The Police and Political Development in Malaysia: Change, Continuity and Institution-
Building of a 'Coercive' Apparatus in a Developing, Ethnically Divided Society" (Ph.D. dissertation,
M.I.T., 1977).
R. Tilman, The Centralization Themein Malaysian Federal-State Relations, 1957-1975 (Singapore:
Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, Occasional Paper No. 39, 1976).

20 Ibid.
2^ von Vorys, DemocracyWithout Consensus.
2^ Ibid., p. 14.
23 Ibid., pp. 14-15.
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consensus" along the lines sketched by von Vorys would appear practical. There were,
of course, problems arising from the model in experience, as developments and
changes in socioeconomicstatus and political expectationtook place in Malaysia. But
the model is important because it specifies an "accommodationist" rather than
"assimilationist" approach to the communal problems of the Malaysian polity and
society through the intercommunal nature of a coalition government headed by its
Directorate.

As an explanatory construct, the von Vorys model suffered its most serious
setback with the May 13, 1969, riots, which must be seen as a watershed event. But
after a period of emergency rule, during which parliamentary democracy was sus
pended and a specially established government body, the National Operations Coun
cil, was in control by fiat, the process of authority returned to the intercommunal
Directorate. According to van Vorys, however, the functioning of the Directorate
system after 1969 rested on the conditions of "integrity in government, depoliticiza-
tion of the constitution (along with a new national ideology), and the decommunaliza-
tion of politics Essentially, the last two stipulate the prohibition of public discus
sion that concerns sensitive issues (citizenship rights of non-Malays, position of the
sultans, status of the Malay language, and Malay special rights). There was also
renewed vigor in pursuing the socioeconomic modernization of the Malays with a
New Economic Policy that aimed at achieving a 30 percent share of corporate equity
ownership for the Malays and other bumiputras by 1990 as noted earlier. The
intercommunal Directorate after 1969 therefore rested on the additional conditions of

economy and political rights.
The Directorate model was expanded from its tripartate representation of the

major racial groupings to include other representatives of the electorate. Thus, the
Directorate model comprises not only the previous Alliance Party but also in its form
as the Barisan Nasional (National Front) other political parties, including for a time
the Islam-based Malay opposition party, PAS.

The setback to the von Vorys formulation, then, necessitated a reinforced basis
to the "intercommunal Directorate and democracy without consensus" model. In
cultural terms, the structural model described by von Vorys would seem to allow for a
resolution of sorts of the "identity crisis" prevalent in postindependence societies
undergoing political change. In this sense, the solution to the identity crisis allows for
an intercommunal coalition, and the intercommunal coalition in turn relies on an

admixture of the various communal norms as well as traditions gained from the
country's history. As succinctly put by Pye, "The national identity must ultimately
depend upon an awareness of Malay[si]an citizenship that is not Malay, Chinese, or
Indian,but an amalgam of the ideals of BritishruleandMalayan tradition."^^ Yet, as
noted by Pye, the dominant "synthetic" political culture "represents a continuation of
the traditions of British Malaya in which the Malays had a special role."^^ More

Ibid., pp. 391-422.
Lucian W. Pye, "Identity and the Political Culture," in L. Binder et al., Crises andSequences inPolitical
Development (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1971), p. 132.
Ibid.
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importantly, "all communities have been sensitive to the problems of identity and of
the dangers of communal divisiveness" and thus, "Malaysians cannot pretend that
they do not have an identity problem and they have generally been forced to be more
realistic and less given to illusions

Although such a situation is in danger of fragmentation and internal tensions,
Pye concludes that "the creation of a new sense of identity, as in Malaysia, must in
largemeasure be a synthetic product of contemporary history."^® Themodel put forth
by von Vorys provides the basis for understanding the mode of the intercommunal
coalition still extant—that is, the institutional arrangements—but does not discuss the
cultural aspects. In attempting to appreciate more comprehensively the structural
arrangements, then, Pye's explanations are a strong complement in understanding the
governmental pattern existent in multiethnic Malaysia.

Another feature of the authority pattern is the notion of cabinet government and
Westminster-style parliamentary democracy. This concept is less important than the
institutional arrangements discussed by von Vorys that have their underlying basis in
British colonial rule and its carryover into the postindependence period by the
indigenous elites and hence represent an important element in the government's
legitimacy. But it is very significant that parliamentarism is formally accepted as part
of the political process. "Thus, formally at least," notes Puthucheary, "the convention
of minsterial responsibility is applicable in the Malaysian situation In contra
distinction to the British case, however, Puthucheary notes that "there is no consensus
in society that ministers who act improperly in relation to their ministries and
departments must resign.The system of cabinet government is only a variation of
the model as understood in Great Britain.

Similarly, in looking at parliament, Puthucheary notes that the parliamentary
process is more a "formality" and "not a forum for public debate But in the
Malaysian parliament, one reason for the lack of public debate is that the government,
through its intercommunal coalition, has had since 1959 at least a two-thirds majority
(see Table 1). Also, as noted by Michael Ong, "The business of the House continues to
be controlled by the CabinetIn the proceedings of the House, Ong also observes
that procedures (such as standing orders) have increasingly been used to serve the
interests of the government with rare considerations given to the views of the
opposition.But probably an overriding reason for the tight rein on parliament and
the business of the Lower House has been "the government's attempt to mininiise
politicking" both inside and outside the House so that the form is preserved while "the
substance of democratic life is changed as it saw fit."^"^

Ibid.

Ibid.

M. Puthucheary, "Ministerial Responsibility in Malaysia," in Tbn M. Suffian, H. P. Lee, and F. A.
Trindade, eds.. The Constitution of Malaysia, Its Development: 1957-1977 (Kuala Lumpur: Oxford
University Press, 1978), p. 126.
Ibid., p. 128.
Ibid., p. 128.
M. Ong, "Government and Opposition in the Malaysian Parliament: The Rules of the Game," in
Zakaria, ed.. Selected Readings.
Ibid.

Ibid.
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Table 1

Strength of Government and Opposition
in the Dewan Rakyat (Lower House), 1959-1982

Election Government Percent of Opposition® Percent of

year seats votes seats votes Total seats

1959 74 51.7 30 48.3 104

1964" 89 58.5 15 41.5

Sabah )
Sarawak > 48 7

C 159

Singapore )
1969 92 47.5 52 52.5 144

1974 135 60.7 19 39.3 154

1978 130 57.2 24 42.8 154

1982 132 60.5 22 39.5 154

^ Includes "Independents."
^ Parliamentary elections were only held in Peninsular Malaysia. Seats for the wholecountry were

calculated with the addition of state legislative seats for Sabah, Sarawak, and Singapore. (See
Ratnam and Milne, as cited below.)
Not ascertainable.

SOURCE: Malaya, Election Commission, Report on the Parliamentary (DewanRa'ayat) and State
LegislativeAssembly General Elections, for the years 1959, 1964, 1969,1974, 1978,and 1982. (Kuala
Lumpur:GovernmentPrinter, 1960, 1965, 1970, 1975, 1979,and 1983); H. Crouch, Malaysians 1982
General Election (Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, Research Notes and Discussions
PaperNo. 34), p. 58, andK. J. RatnamandR. S. Milne,TheMalaysianParliamentaryElectionof1964
(Singapore: University of Malaya Press, 1967).

A Strong hand in parliament and in the operation of the cabinet-type of govern
ment may be seen as supporting the intercommunal Directorate and the elite style.
There is tight ruling-party discipline, which has allowed for virtually all legislation
proposed by the government to be passed and that proposed by the opposition
thwarted. Although there is no corresponding notion of individual ministerial
responsibility within the Malaysian cabinet, yet collective responsibility is maintained
and all ministers who have not been toeing the line have been eventually removed.

Thus, even if there is a difference between form and substance, there is a
semblance of parliamentary democracy along the Westminster model. The articulation
and aggregation of interests is encompassed in the legislative process even when some
laws act as a curb on the freedom of expression, but it is important that such functions
exist and are performed.
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The functioning of a party system involving a ruling government and an
opposition is interdependent with an electoral system. From the table it can be seen
that although the opposition obtained 22 seats in the 1982 elections, this represented
39.5 percent of the votes cast; in 1978, the 23 seats represented 42.5 percent.
Opposition strength, at least for the non-Malay but largely Chinese Democratic Action
Party (DAP) has mainly been in the urban areas with large electorates, whereas the
government's strength comes in large part from rural districts with smaller popula
tions. Delineations of electoral boundaries in a system of single-member constit
uencies with plurality voting has been weighted in favor of rural constituencies. It has
been argued that such an electoral system is unnecessarily biased, but, according to S.
Rachagan, in the apportionment of constituencies "any analysis of the motives behind
malapportionment borders on speculation."^^ Nonetheless, he observes that extant
"apportionment introduces inequities in representation" which "in turn could in
troduce inequities between the various ethnic groups in the country."^^

Despite so-called inequities in the electoral system, the ruling coalition govern
ment has been able to win the elections in the main because of the weakness of the

opposition, which is fragmented and unable to contest on a national scale. Malaysia
has a working electoral system, with periodic, regular, and free elections. Such a
system contributes to the working of a party system, which in turn allows for at least
the appearance of parliamentary democracy.

A significant feature that indicates a lack of instability in the Malaysian political
experience is the subservience of the coercive instruments of state—the army (or more
correctly, the armed forces) and the police (a national force)—to civilian political
authority and control. Civilian control of the executive heads of these two agencies is
specified in the constitution, but, more important, a smooth working relationship
among the politicians, the army, and police that has evolved over time has created a
situation where civilian authority is acknowledged. In a sense, the nonintervention of
the military in the politicalprocess mightbe due to the lack of opportunityandperhaps
also to its preoccupation with well-delineated tasks, but its propensity to act as a
national political factor—like, for example, the Indonesian military—is clearly
absent.Not only are the conditions for a military takeover absent—even the
cataclysmic May 13,1969, riots did not result in a military coup d etat—but important
factors are also the nature of the intercommunal Directorate, the ability of the
government to govern, and the army's political culture, the military being regarded as
subordinate to the civilian authorities.^^

S. Sothi Rachagan, "The Appointment of Seats in the Federal House of Representatives," in Zakaria,
ed.. Selected Readings.
Ibid.

Zakaria Haji Ahmad, "The Military in Malaysia: Institution-Building of a Force Subserviant to Civilian
Authorities" in Zakaria Haji Ahmad and H. Crouch, eds., Military-Civilian Relations in SoutheastAsia
(Oxford University Press, in press).
Ibid.
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The military, in Manning Nash's terms, is an agent of the polity as viewed by
both the military and the civilian population. According to him, "This is but the
obverse side of the coin of political viability in Malaysia, based on a compact of
parliamentary elections and representative institutions inherited from British models
and nurtured after the Second World War."^^ Nash's assertions would in this respect
support the pattern of political authority asserted here and also explain the "anom
alous" situation as perceived in political science and military sociology why no
military takeover has occurred.

Similarly, the police, which is the law-and-order enforcement agency with
intelligence functions and paramilitary tasks, enhances the capability and standing of
the government, being committed to the rule of law and nonarbitrary coercion.
Although there is powerful existing legislation such as the Internal Security Act,
which allows for the detention of persons in the name of security and suspension from
judicialreview, in general it cannotbe said thatMalaysia is a policestate."^^ The role
of the police not only contributes to political development but enhances the capabili
ties of the political system by extending law and order to the countryside. That is, the
government's writ exists because the function of penetration is performed
nationwide."^^

The role of the police can also be seen as a countervailing weight to the army in
terms of military-civilian relations. With a paramilitary force, which, at the end of
1983, comprised some twenty battalions (the army is said to have on paper thirty-six
battalions), equipped to handle public-order tasks, army/police relations are important
in understanding the control of the civilian authorities over the coercive instruments of
state in the Malaysian political system."^^

The role of the police is equally important in the context of the "rule of law" in
Malaysia. This notion is based on the notion of the primary importance of civilian
authority. Although, as has been said, potentially repressive legislation exists in
Malaysia, in general it cannot be said that authority has been abused. Nevertheless, the
notion exists that behavior must be regulated to prevent excesses, extremism, and the
breakdown of law and order. Legislation to this effect includes curbs on the rights of
association, free press, assembly, and the right to assemble, but at the same time there
is also a sense of the country as an "open" society. The power of the authorities to
detain persons and impose harsh sentences merely because of unlawful possession of
firearms is controversial, but it is well within the concept of the rule of law. Concern

Manning Nash, "Politics of Moderation and Military Aloofnessin Malaysia,"ArmedForces and Society
(Fall 1983), vol. 10:1, p. 148.
Ibid., p. 146.
See also Zakaria Haji Ahmad, "The Police and Political Development in Malaysia," in Zakaria, ed..
Selected Readings.
See Zakaria Haji Ahmad, "Political Violence in Malaysia: The Malayan Emergency and its Impact,"
Proceedings of the 7th IAHA Conference, vol. 1 (Bangkok: Organizing Committee, 7th lAHA Con
ference, 1977), pp. 168-191.
For a discussion, see Zakaria Haji Ahmad, "The Bayonet and the Truncheon: Army/Police Relations in
Malaysia," Journal ofAsian Affairs (Fall, 1978) vol. 3, p. 2.
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for the rule of law must be coupled with additional sinews to the Malaysian govern
ment given its past and present experiences with subversion, armed challenge to its
authority, and communist insurrection."^

Finally, political authority has prevailed because of a working form of con
stitutional monarchy (itself unique because the choice of the supreme ruler, selected
from nine ruling royal houses, is a democratic procedure) that has allowed for a
gradualism in political modernization and the symbolic representation of the Malays
as a central element of the Malaysian nation state. The effectiveness of the symbolic
representation of Malay political rights is difficult to measure, but according to at least
one school of thought it is the last bastion ofMalay nationhood, indeed, the essence of
its political survival. The role of the sultans was challenged during the May 1969
elections, and their position became so politicized that amendments made to the
constitution in 1971stipulate that it would be seditious to make an issue of this matter.

Although the role of the sultans and of the Yang di Pertuan Agong (Supreme
Ruler) is merely symbolic, it may well have had a leavening effect on political
excesses of those with and without authority. The role of constitutional rulers may
have made the transition to postindependence politics more gradual; instead of the
replacement of old institutions with new ones, the need to work within the context of
authority relations between popularly elected people's representatives and those
whose positions were ascriptively derived gave a breathing space for newer political
processes to acquire legitimacy.

The pattern of constitutional monarchy devised in Malaysia thus provided an
opportunity for the politics of transition to be more meaningful and more legitimate.
Some did not agree or described such a pattern at best an anachronism, but in
perspective it seems valid to regard it as an important element of the political authority
pattern to be sustained, along with the other factors already enumerated.

THE PATTERN CONSIDERED

Thus, it is the conception of the authority pattern set forth acting in harmony that
allowed the functioning of the Malaysian political system. Although each element
may be seen on its own terms, it would be incomplete not to consider them all as
interrelated aspects of a pattern that has acquired roots and accounts for political
stability and leadership change. The basic form or the pattern can be expected to
remain, but some changes of modifications are likely in the future.

Since independence in 1957,six general elections have been held, and each time
the same ruling coalition has been given the mandate to govern. There has been
remarkable continuity in the parliamentary democracy of Malaysia, which in part is
attributable to the construct postulated by von Vorys. There has also been remarkable
continuity in the sense that no succession problem has arisen; the transition from one
leader to the next has been smooth. From the first prime minister to the third, changes

See Zakaria Haji Ahmad, "The Challenges to MalaysianNational Security" in M. TaibOsman, ed.,
Malaysia Comes ofAge (in press).
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did*not result in drastic new policies or even a new style of administration. Even
though the present prime minister seems to be embarking on some innovative and
different policies, the transition from the third to the fourth prime minister was
smooth. Indeed, leadership succession appears to follow an unwritten convention of
the prime minister being the leader of the ruling coalition. This form of leadership
change is expected to be maintained in the future.

Such continuity creates the conditions necessary for the working of the in-
tercommunal Directorate. After the riots of 1969, however, the core of Malaysian
politics has been the primacy of Malays in national life, with ramifications that affect
social areas. Thus, rather than an accommodationist intercommunal bargaining trend,
the trend is "hegemonistic" with accommodationist elements.For the moment, such
a mode seems operational and accepted by non-Malays and other groups, but if
dissatisfactions reach a critical point, then the Malaysian ethnic cauldron may boil
over with disastrous consequences.

No hard data are available, but many leaders and intellectuals assert that racial
polarization has increased. The political hegemony of the Malays through UMNO
may be undeniable, but both Malays and non-Malays appear to reject the notion of a
racial monopoly. One issue that has become prominent in this regard is that of the
National Cultural Policy: the question of a balance between Malays and non-Malays.
There are, of course, voices of communal chauvinism in the debate, but it is more
likely that the issue will be resolved through compromises achieved by moderate
elites. As Nash argues: "The Barisan formula of Malay privileges, economicdevelop
ment, and Islamic culture (not an Islamic state or polity) seems to have firmly enlisted
the different communal groups, with an acceptance of Malay predominance in
political life. The politics of compromise, the road of moderation, and the commit
ment to parliamentary democracyappear firmly entrenchedinstitutionally and based
on a wide social consensus

As for the intercommunal Directorate, it is workable if the intercommunal
struggle is mutually resolvable, but it remains only a fragile political arrangement.
Nonetheless, the continued basis of the Directorate is a function of the commitment of
the politicalelites, whichpermitsthepoliticalstructurederivedfromWestern political
ideals to operate.

Because of the government's success at the polls, it has concluded that it has the
mandate of the people for any act and piece of legislation. Parliamentary democracy
may be a luxury most Third World countries can ill afford, but in Malaysia it is
practicable because the ruling government has always obtained a majority. In this
manner not only can diverse constituencies be influencedby the concept of majority
rule, but the laws of the country (including constitutional amendments) seem assured
of passage. It is difficultto say whether a systempermitting suchan "easy" workingof
parliamentary democracy is an aberration, but in the Malaysian case, that system
connotes stability in politics.

Zakaria Haji Ahmad, "The Political Structure" in E. Fisk and H. Osman-Rani, eds., The Political
Economy of Malaysia (Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press, 1982), pp. 88-103, and R. Vasil,
Ethnic Politics in Malaysia (New Delhi: Radiant Publishers, 1980).
Nash, "Politics of Moderation," p. 151.
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Power at the polls obtained through the Barisan Nasional (EN) coalition un
derwrites not only an intercommunal alliance but an "interlocking" of interests
between the component political parties. There is as much a racial demand as there is a
need forracial self-interest within this coalition, and thedrama isacted outthrough the
BN Supreme Council and eventually the intercommunal Directorate. Some have
argued that theprimacy of UMNO within theBarisan raises other issues, specifically
(1) the divisions apparent through socioeconomic progress, creating intra-Malay
stmggles, and (2) the role of Islam, which has been given an increasing emphasis.
These issues and their future ramifications can only beconjectured, however, though it
is safe tosay that they are resolvable for quite awhile yet. As regards the "absorption
of Islamic values in society," this policy concems more the introduction of those
values having a"universal" nature; thegovernment rejects radical concepts suchasthe
introduction of an Islamic republic on the Iranian model under Khomeini.

If theintercommunal Directorate means that politics takes place inMalaysia, it
does notwarrant a rejection oftheEsman "administrative state" construct. The public
bureaucracy is well established andcapable. Because of its inherited traits, however,
theMalaysian public service seems lessready tomeet thenew challenges ofindustrial
development and policy. Bureaucracies create their own demonics rather than dyna
mics. The Malaysian bureaucratic machine is not a law-and-order and custodial
agency; but it is inept and not ready for participation in the business and investment
activities required underthe NewEconomic Policy. Its institutionalized basis, how
ever, has furnished a capability for governmental performance as well as political
stability. If theNEPfails(itismorelikely tobeextended beyond its 1990deadline than
fail), itwill beasmuch a shortcoming ofthe political elites asitisofthe bureaucracy.
Indeed, there is evena notion that"prime ministers may come andgo, butthe civil
service goeson forever." Because the elite PTDis Malay-dominated, however, it is
more likely not to allow the NEP or other such programs to fail.

Strong political control atthe center has shown the relentless pursuit ofpower in
overcoming challenges fromthe peripheries, andthiswillprobably be sustained. Yet
Sabah and Sarawak, the two states physically separate from the remainder of the
country, arelesslikelytosecedethan, forexample,Bangladesh beforeit seceded fi-om
Pakistan. There isanelitesense atboth thecenter andperiphery thattheirfortunes and
future are best tied tothe concept ofaunited Malaysian nation. True, there are feelings
of alienation inthetwo states, and thefederal government has stationed strong forces
inSabah and Sarawak. Butamitigating factor isasense ofpolitical autonomy interms
of states' rights. As for the states in the peninsula, the process of centralization has
been complete enough that it is unthinkable, even for the two northeastern states of
Kelantan andTrengganu (which havebeenprevious opposition strongholds) to break
away.

In thelastfourmonths of 1983, theissue of theroleof constitutional monarchy
arose after a govemment proposal was approved in parliament (in the form of
constitutional amendments) to allow for legislation to become law automatically
without royal assent after a stated period andforthepower todeclare anemergency to
be transferred from the king to the prime minister. There was much debate and
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controversy, but the matter was resolved through a series of compromises. The latter
amendment was dropped and the former modified to allow the king to pass back to
parliament for further consideration any legislation to which he did not give assent. In
the course of time, the operation of constitutional monarchy may have allowed for
some semblance of political power in the monarchy because royal assent was required
for all legislation. However, in some quarters there was a misreading of the political
role of the elected royalty because such a role was not recognized in constitutional
law."^^ There is a role for constitutional monarchy in terms of Malay nationhood in
Malaysia; but it is only symbolic, and the power of the king is fictitious. Whether the
role of royalty will now be eroded is not clear, but if that occurs, it may mean that it will
be less valid as an element explaining the basis of political authority in the years ahead.

Finally, we must assess the notion of the rule of law and civilian authority over
the coercive instruments of state. As we have indicated, an attitude of subservience to

civilian elites and the political leaders prevails in the army and police, although they
cannot be expected to depart from their professional missions. Such a situation
supports Malaysian political stability and can be expected to continue. At the same
time, civilian control is exercised in several ways over the coercive instruments of .
state—for example, the ministries in charge of the army and the police have always
been under the portfolios of the prime minister or the most senior ministers. In terms of
political stability, then, civilian control over coercive instruments has been given close
attention, which is a contributing factor for continued civilian politics and non
intervention of the military.

POSSIBLE TRENDS

In the light of the modem Malaysian political experience it is possible to posit
that change has been evolutionary and transition between important political stages
has been orderly and peaceful. As has been discussed, the changeover between
different leaders has been smooth. The transition from colonial status to independence
was also tranquil and the process seemingly was slowed deliberately to allow for a
gradual pace. This is most evident in the process of Malay(si)anization of the
bureaucracy or the replacement of British expatriate officers with indigenous persons.
Indeed, as late as 1966-67 British nationals occupied top positions in the police and
armed forces. The formation of Malaysia in 1963 from its constituent parts of the
federation of Malaya, Sabah (North Bomeo), Sarawak, and Singapore was also
achieved smoothly, and when Singapore left the federation, that too was accomplished
peacefully.

See the authoritiveinterpretation givenby the formerlordpresidentof theMalaysianjudiciary.RajaTlin
Azlan Shah, "The Role of Constitution^ Rulers: A Malaysian Perspective for the Laity," Journal of
Malaysian and Comparative Law (June-December 1982), vol. 9: parts 1, 2, pp. 1-18. The author
became the sultan of Perak state in February 1984.
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The government led by Dr. Mahathir Mohamed, however, which came to power
in 1981, seems to be pushing for changes that may alter the basis of the Malaysian
polity. The government of Dr. Mahathir and his deputy, Datuk Musa Hitam, dubbed
the "2-M administration," operates under the slogan of "Clean, Efficient, and Trust
worthy." The 2-M government has attempted to eliminate waste, promote efficiency,
and weed out corruption, especially in the public and public corporate sectors.

It is probably premature to conclude that the basis of the governmental pattern
will be altered by the 2-M government. In 1983-84, the reshuffle of the cabinet and the
appointment of ministers and state chief ministers reflected the style of the 2-M
government, emphasizing a more "technocratic" approach to problems and the im
plementation of public policy. In spite of younger and more "professional" types iu the
leadership ranks, however, it seems certain that the operational code of the in-
tercommunal Directorate will be maintained.

But changes in the role of the bureaucracy can be expected. Although the effort
at administrative reform is not new, for the first time in the history of relations between
government and the public service Dr. Mahathir has introduced his own procedures,
the "office manual" and "action files." One of his first actions on becoming prime
minister was the "clock in" method so that public servants would come to work at the
appointed time. It is not certain whether such innovations will diminish the exalted
status of the bureaucracy, but the emphasis on efficiency is a hallmark of the 2-M
government.

The bureaucracy is hurt that it can no longer enjoy the "close" relationship it had
with previous governments. The intent and scope of change desired by the Mahathir
government is vast and formidable. There seems to be enough political will but it will
be a long and complex haul.

Further, the 2-M government is committed to the goal of making Malaysia an
industrial country, an objective that is more consciously sought than in previous
governments. The most explicit project of this goal is the "made-in-Malaysia" car,
which is expected to roll off the assembly lines in 1985. Other heavy industry projects
have been launched.

In line with the goal of industrialization, the 2-M government has also sought to
introduce new ideas, specifically, the four concepts of "Look East" (mainly to Japan
and South Korea), "privatization," "Malaysia Incorporated," and "Leadership by
Example." These ideas aim at better work ethics, diligence, and productivity.
Although it is apparent that Dr. Mahathir does not propose that Malaysia become
another Japan of South Korea, he does want the country to emulate the Japanese
experience in emerging as a highly industrialized country. The four concepts have
been criticized, however, and even been misunderstood in government circles, so
much so that Dr. Mahathir wrote a memorandum to all heads of govemment de
partments, ministries, govemment agencies, and statutory bodies seeking to explain
the four concepts.

For our purposes, it is not clear whether these concepts, which are society in
nature, will affect the political process and the govemmental pattem we have de
scribed. The dominant party in the mling coalition has been uneasy about the intent
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and basis of the new ideas. Whether the new leadershipwill alter the basisof UMNO
to achieve the enunciated goals can only be speculated upon at this time. At the
beginning of 1984, however, the2-Mgovernment indicated thatit would tighten the
UMNO organization through a series of measures, and the attempt will probably
succeed. The strengthand basis of UMNOmay be more enduring than is sometimes
assumed.

It is too facile to view the late 1983 impasse over the issueof royal assentas an
indication thatDr. Mahathir's legitimacy hassuffered. Thattheissue wasresolved by
compromise demonstrated moderation on the partof the elites andthe accepted need
of a solution. Dr.Mahathirand succeeding elitesmaybe anxious to achieve socioeco
nomic and political change, but the realities of Malaysia will probably act as a
moderating influence. In short, the political systemcan be stable because its founda
tions rest on a broadly shared notion that it must survive.

CONCLUSIONS

The authority pattern that has evolved in the Malaysian experience was origi
nally not one creativelydesigned to achieve stabilityand a gradualevolution. Rather,
most characteristics of the political system were based on political institutions and
values derived from the former colonial masters. Over time, however, the system
developed in accordance with both indigenous circumstances under leaders who
soughtpeaceful change and orderly government. Of course, the fact of an ongoing
insurrection whenthecountry gained independence necessitated a strong government
practicing outwardly democratic forms. As Malaysiaenters the last two decadesof the
twentieth century, thequestion is whether suchforms canbepreserved while goalsof
economic development and industrialization are pursued. Some recent economic
evidence suggests that we can be optimistic.

Malaysia's circumstances as a multi-ethnic country, in which the pattern of
governmentaland politicalprocessesand the leadersmust respondto ethnicdemands,
madethe creation of anelitistand intercommunal authority framework necessary. In
time, sucha framework mayappeartobe"hegemonistic" andnotmerelyaccommoda-
tionist, as Malay political power rises. Nonetheless, the older framework remains.
Otherfeatures, such ascivilian control overthecoercive instruments of state, a high
degree of centralized political control, a Westminster form of parliamentary democ
racy, anextensive bureaucratic infrastructure, anda working constitutional monarchy
havecomplemented the intercommunal formula. Stability hasbeenpossible because
the samegovernment is virtually assured of political power. Asnoted byCrouch, the
parliamentary process is feasible because winning elections is a "foregone con
clusion.'"^^ But the forms ofparliamentary democracy, although only facsimiles, are
functional and allow for system maintenanceand elite turnover. Also, because of the

SeeIanSteele, "Malaysia Defies Norms," Business Times (Malaysia), February 9, 1984.
H. Crouch, Malaysia's 1982 General Election (Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies,
Research Notesand Discussions Paper No, 34. 1982), p. 25.
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strength of the ruling coalition, politicking is kept to a minimum. Political stability
may have been possible inMalaysia because theruling elites, having noreal challeng
ers, have been able to sustain authority using the political institutions at hand.
Moreover, the elites have gradually allowed these institutions to work more fully as
confidence has been acquired.

It seemspertinentto ask whetherthe patternsof authority that haveallowedfor
political evolution and stability in the past twenty-five years will endure for the
remainder of the century.Will the emergenceof new elites lead to new elite stylesthat
alter acceptednormsof politicallegitimacy? Will the pushfor industrialization create
new groups with different political demands? Will security challenges in the fluid
external environmentexisting since 1975 divert the attentionof coervice mechanisms
from hitherto domestic missions (a preoccupation that makes the army, at least, less
inclined to intervene politically)^® to new concerns and transform them politically?
For the moment, the answers to these questions are simply that heightened tensions
and instability are not likely.

Malaysia's experiment in meeting the challenges of political modernity is
conditioned by its multiethnic setting. Moreover, the country has a relatively small
populationbut is blessed with abundantnatural resources. It cannot depend solely on
natural commodity production, its present source of economic strength, however,
because such an economy is dependent on the vagaries of the international economy.
But in switching to a more industrial economy, will it have to adopt stem political
measures like South Korea to attain the goals its leaders seek?

Malaysia, alone among East Asian developing countries, has been able to
achieve high growth rates in the 1970s and yet practice a working pattem of con
stitutional democracy. Moderation may be said to be characteristic of its past political
process; we can be assured that some form of relatively open politics can coexist with
the realities of global economic interdependence for Malaysia.

Zakaria Haji Ahmad and Zakaria Hamid, "Violence at the Periphery: A Brief Survey of Armed
Communism in Malaysia," in Lim Joo-Jock and S. Vani, eds., Armed Communist Movements in
Southeast Asia (London: Gower for the Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, Singapore, 1984). pp.
51-65.
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11. Political Institutionalization in
Thailand: Continuity and Change

Chai-Anan Samudavanija

The abrupttransplantation in 1932 of a Western democratic model to Thai society, in
which political-economic forces had long been the basis of social relationship,
presented great obstacles to the process of political institutionalization. The historic
experiences of Europe and North America are different from those of the colonized
statesof AsiaandAfrica.Atthe timeliberaldemocratic ideology andWestem political
models became accepted by the educated elites of these new states, economic forces
were weak, unorganized, and subject to exogenous factors.

The developmentof capitalism, whichmarkedthe era of pluralistdemocracyin
the Westemworld, had adverse effects on the new states, particularlythose in which
the military and civilian bureaucracy acted as the bastion of the "superstmcture."

Explanations and expectations of developmental theorists—Marxists, neo-
Marxists, and non-Marxists—aside, many common factors and experiences can be
used as our conceptual compass. Modernization theorists are prone to be optimistic
regarding the political future of developing societies, whereas Marxist and neo-
Marxist gurus tend to be realistic and pessimistic about the role of the state vis-a-vis
the future of the masses.

To understand the future of Thailand's development, stability, and security, the
socioeconomic and political "givens" need discussion without a preimposed theoreti
cal bias.

Present-day Thailand evolved from a long period of stmggle for power, in
fluence, and domination among small states inside and outside contemporary geo
graphical boundaries. Throughout this period, religion, ideology, the political-
administrative establishments, culture, subculture, languages, and communal and
interpersonal relationship have continued without intermption; the changes that oc
curred took place within these systems and were intemally designed and directed; at
times, when exogenous forces became too strong, selective and adaptive changes
were made by the mling elites in coping with such forces.
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It is possible to delineate the "givens" that provide for the context in which
continuity and change are the Siamese twins. As a country that has never been
colonized, Thailand is changing in a spiral manner—within a turning and widening
gyre rather than linearly. The entrenched military bureaucracy has not been suc
cessfully challenged. Capital in modem Thailand is in the hands of the Chinese
bourgeoisie and the so-called bureaucratic capitalists, but Thailand is not an en
trenched neopatrimonial mercantilist state. Bureaucratic capitalism is challenged
because forces emerging from within the country and outside it infiltrate the military-
bureaucratic complex. Patrimonial bureaucratic authority is eroding not because of
class stmggles but simply because class interests and class identification are not as
clearcut as the Marxists claim.

I propose to offer some prescriptive remarks on continuity and change in Thai
society with particular reference to the process of political institutionalization. I shall
discuss some fundamental issues current in contemporary Thai politics. These six
interrelated issues are: the emergence of a new bureaucratic state and its repercussions;
the lack of consensus about the rules of the game; the instability of govemments—and
continuity within instability; military coups as an institution; the discontinuity
of elected parliaments and political parties; and the monarchy as a safety-valve
institution.

THE EMERGENCE OF A NEW BUREAUCRATIC STATE
AND ITS REPERCUSSIONS

In June 1932, a coup d'etat was carried out by a Bangkok-based military and
civilian group calling itself the People's Party. This group had twenty-three partici
pants from the army, fourteen from the navy, and twenty-four from the civilian
bureaucracy. The groupexecuted the coup withoutmass supportand was essentidly a
countereliteagainst the princes and senior bureaucraticelites that mled Siamunder the
absolute monarchy.

The military-led"revolution" ended the absolutemonarchyand replacedit with
a new praetorianelite of army generalsand their bureaucratic allies. Of the sixty-one
coup members, thirty-five had heldpositionsin the cabinetat various timesand all of
them had had official positions before their rise to power.

Political institutions in Thailand are new—creations of bureaucratic elites who
introduced democratic rule to the Thai people. In the beginning, a constitutional
government was needed tocurb the power and influence oftheancien regime. Thefirst
constitution barred princes from running in the elections and did not allow the
formation of political parties. To reduce the economic baseof the royal family^ the
government passed a law transferring the Royal Crown properties to the treasury.

From 1932to 1945,the only political institutioninThailandwas the parliament.
Political parties were formed in 1946 andrecognized as legal entitites in 1955. The
constitution of 1932, which lasted until 1946, provided for a single assembly com
posed of two categories of members—half elected and half appointed. What was
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created, therefore, was not democratic political institutions but political roles for the
bureaucratic elites. The parliament and the legislative process thus became an ex
tended arm and additional function of the bureaucracy.

The strength of any political institution depends on its legitimacy. In Thailand,
which has no colonial past and therefore no nationalist movement like other Southeast
Asian countries, political groups outside the bureaucracy found it difficult to claim
political legitimacy. The bureaucracy, especially the armed forces, by contrast, could
claim that they had been able to maintain national independence and stability for
several centuries. The military men of Thailand often claim that politicans were not
only latecomers but had virtually no part in nation building. During the period of
transition from the absolute monarchy to the constitutional period of the 1930s, the
only group that could make such a claim were the princes and the old bureaucratic
elites, whose political and economic bases were temporarily shattered by the revolu
tion and whose potential movements were prevented by constitutional measures.

Although the new military-bureaucratic elites formed the only organized poli
tical group in society, they were not united. Soon after June 1932 a young military
faction within the People's Party emerged and by 1938 was able to eliminate the senior
members. From 1938 to 1948, the military under the leadership of Luang Phibul
Songkram succeeded in minimizing the power and infiuence of their civilian counter
parts in the People's Party.

The revolution of June 1932 marked the beginning of a new era. A new
bureaucratic middle class arose that rapidly transformed itself into an entrepreneurial
bureaucratic elite. Unlike Britain and Western Europe, in which the industrial revolu
tion and mercantilism were major factors contributing to class formation, Thailand's
potential emergent force has been the Chinese merchant community, whose economic
power was curbed by the old regime and whose political power was blocked by the
policies of the bureaucratic elite.

Government policies after the establishment of the new regime in 1932 were
consistent with those of the old regime. During Phibul's regimes (1938-1942 and
1948-1957), government policies toward the Chinese were even more fascist and led
to a partnership between the bureaucratic elites and the Chinese capitalists. The new
military group evolved into a new bureaucratic capitalist class through monopolizing
political power and using it to channel the economic wealth of the Chinese merchants
into their groups.

Phibul's cabinets from 1938 to 1942 marked the high point of army rule. During
this period, there were seven cabinets with a yearly average composition of 51 percent
military men. Also in this period, the yearly average percentage of military ex
penditure to total national spending reached 33 percent compared with 26 percent
during 1933-1937.^

Chai-Anan Samudavanija, "The Politics and Administration of the Thai Budgetary Process" (Ph.D.
dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1971).
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Before World WarII, the Phibul government was mainly controlled by members
of the 1932 junior clique that included Luang Praditmanudham (also known as Pridi
Panomyong), a leading civilian leader who was the chief ideologist of the 1932 coup
group. World War II brought about a major conflict between Phibul and Pridi, the
former identifying himself with the Japanese and Axis, the latter with the Allied
powers. When Thailand declared war against the Allies, Pridi formed an underground
movement against the Japanese and the Axis. The defeat of the Japanese and the Axis
resulted in the collapse of Phibul's military government. The civilian clique of the
1932 group under the leadership of Pridi came to power, but only for a brief period
(1946-1947).^ Charges of corruption (rampant at the rank-and-file level of the ad
ministration), economic hardships as a result of the war, and the mysterious death of
King Anan brought about an end to Pridi's political rule when a group of army officers
staged a coup in November 1947.^

The coup marked the emergence of a younger group of army officers, more
traditionalist than the 1932 coup promoters. They had not had the same degree of
exposure to Western education and culture and thus were less interested in the
parliamentary process. The leader of the coup was Phin Choonhavan, a retired army
general; it was successful because of the support of the young military commander of
the First Regiment of the army's powerful First Division, Colonel Sarit Thanarat.
Together with Sarit, a group of young army commanders of battalions in the capital
city participated in the coup. These included Lieutenant Colonel Praphat Char-
usathien, commander of the First Battalion of the First Regiment, Lieutenant Colonel
Thanom Kittikachom of the Royal Military Academy, Lieutenant Colonel Prasert
Ruchirawongs, commander of the Second Antiaircraft Artillery Battalion, Major
Pramam Adireksan of the Army Transportation Department, Captain Prachuab Sunth-
arangkura of the Armored Cavalry Battalion, and Captain Chartchai Choonhavmn,
troop commander of the First Cavalry Battalion. Subsequently these young officers
rose to prominent military and political positions.

In November 1951, the same group of officers who organized the 1947 coup
once again intervened. The 1951coup was an attempt by the 1947group to consolidate
their power through the suspension of parliament and abrogation of the 1949constitu
tion, which prohibited military officers from taking active political roles in the
parliament."^

They reinstated the 1932 constitution, which had provided for a unicameral
legislature with two categories of members—halfelected and half appointed. Ninety-
one, or 74 percent of the total 123 appointed in the 1951 parliament, were military
members, of whom sixty-two were army officers; thirty-four of these were of middle
rank (major to colonel).

^ Ibid., p. 103.
^ Thecoupwasagainst theThamrong government. Thamrong wasa navyofficer, a member of the 1932

coup group and Pridi's friend and follower. For details, see Thak Chaleomtiarana, Thailand: The
Politics ofDespotic Paternalism (Bangkok;Social Science Associationof Thailand, 1979),pp. 14-36.
The 1946 constitution, like the 1974 constitution, prohibited government officials from becoming
members of the appointed Senate in the bicameral legislature.
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Following this event, the leading members of the 1947 coup were rapidly
promoted to theranks of lieutenant general andmajor general,^ andthey were given
cabinet posts commensurate with their military positions. Sarit, for example, rose
from lieutenant colonel in 1947 to lieutenant general in 1950 and was given the
command of the powerful First Army Region. In 1951 he was appointed deputy
minister of defense.

The close relationship of the three leaders of the 1947 and 1951 coups (Sarit,
Thanom, and Praphat) is worth noting. Their military positions held from 1947to 1957
provided their subsequent strong political power base. In 1947,Sarit was commander
of the First Regiment of the First Division and provided the 1947group with the troops
used in the coup. Under him was Lieutenant Colonel Praphat as commander of the
First Battalion. Thanom was at the Military Academy and was responsible for leading
the cadets to participate in the coup. In 1948, Sarit became commander of the First
Division, and Thanom was appointed commander of the Eleventh Regiment in the
First Army Division under Sarit's conunand. In 1950, Sarit was promoted to lieutenant
general and became commanding general of the First Army Region; Thanom was
appointed commander of the First Division. In 1951, when Sarit became deputy
minister of defense, Praphat was given control of Sarit's former command, the First
Regiment. In 1952, when Sarit was appointed deputy commander-in-chiefand in 1954
replaced Marshal Phin as commander-in-chief of the army, Thanom assumed com
mand of the First Division and the First Army Region succeeding Sarit. In 1957, when
Sarit became minister of defense—a post that usually includes the position of
commander-in-chief of the army—Thanom was promoted deputy commander-in-
chief and Praphat was given the position of commander of the First Army Region and
deputy minister of the interior.^

Following their consolidation of power in the 1951 "silent coup," the 1947 coup
members built up their economic power base by establishing their own business firms,
assuming control of state enterprises and semigovemment companies, and obtaining
free shares from private firms mainly owned by Chinese merchants. This active
involvement in business ventures resulted in the division of the 1947 group into two
competing cliques, popularly known as the Rajakru^ and the Sisao Deves cliques.
Between 1948 and 1957, the former clique controlled ten companies in the banking and
financial sector, fifteen in the industrial sector, and seven in the commercial sector. The
Sisao Deves clique^ owned twelve companies in the banking and financial sector,
fifteen in the industrial sector, and ten in the commercial sector.

Thus from 1947 to 1957 the young professional army officers corps was quickly
transformed into political-economic interest groups; they were "commercial soldiers"
whose companies gained privileges in trading as agents or compradores of govem-

Sarit Thanarat, Thanom Kittikachom, Pramam Adireksan, Siri Siriyothin, and Chartchai Choonhavan.
Chaleomtiarana, Thailand, pp. 305-306.
Rajakni is the name of a lane in which the residences of Field MarshalPin Choonahawan, MajorGeneral
Pramam Adireksan, Major General Siri Siriyothin, and Police General Phao Sriyasond were situated;
Sisao Deves was the residence of Field Marshal Sarit Thanarat.

Leading members of the clique were Field Marshal Sarit Thanarat, General Thanom Kittikachom,
General Praphat Charusathien, General Krit Sivara, and General Prasert Ruchirawongs.
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ment organizations.^ This phenomenon reflects thebasic characteristic ofThai politi
cal life in the late 1940s and throughout the 1950s.

This military-political and commercial interlocking relationship continued after
Sarit's death in December 1963. In 1969 General Krit Sivara, General Praphat
Charusathien, and Police General Prasert Ruchirawongs were on the boards of fifty,
forty-four, and thirty-three firms, respectively. With the death of Sarit as the godfather
of the Sisao Deves clan, Praphat emerged as the new "don." The extensive business
involvement of the Praphat clan is seen in the fact that four other persons associated
with him were board members of several firms: Khun Thayan Ranron, his chief
civilian assistant (31); Colonel Som Kartaphan, his military aid (27); Than Phuying
Sawai, Praphat's wife (19); and Colonel Narong, his son-in-law (41).^®

Membership on these boards, and access to the economic resources of fliese
companies, represents the primary mechanism for military control. The economic
resources available to the elite are allocated to their supporters and clique members in a
downward flow. These funds build the capabilities for further political control and
influence, which in turn guarantee access to more financial resources.

Throughout the late 1940s to the 1960s the Thai armed forces, especially the
army, were dividing into several political and economic interest groups each com
posed of senior army generals led by Thanom-Praphat, Prasert, and Krit, all of whom
were leading members of the 1947coup and had been able to maintain their power for
almost three decades. In 1957, when Sarit staged his coup against Field Marshal
Phibul, and following a short interlude of the Pote Sarasin caretaker government,
Thanom became prime minister and minister of defense, and Sarit retained the
position of commander-in-chief of the army. During this short period (September
1957—October 1958), political parties and parliament were given another chance
under the close watch of the 1957 group. The group soon became disillusioned with
party politics, however, and in October 1958, the group moved in again, with Sarit as
the prime minister replacingThanom. Toconsolidatethe politicalpowerof his group
(Sarit-Thanom-Praphat), Sarit abrogated the constitution, abolished political parties,
arrested politicians, intellectuals, andjournalists, and ruled the country by martial law
and military courts. A constituent assembly was created to replace the elected
parliament, its chief assignment being to draft a new constitution, which took eleven
years to be completed. In this assembly, young military officers—the colonels of the
late 1950s such as Prem Tinsulanond and Prasert Thamsiri—were brought in as
members.

After Sarit's death in 1963, Thanom became commander-in-chiefof the army
and prime minister. In 1964, he relinquished his position in favor of Praphat, who held
the post of commander-in-chief of the army for nine years until October 1, 1973.
Hence, for sixteen years, from September 1957 to October 1973, Thailand was ruled

^ For details, see Sungsidh Piriyarangsan, "Thai Bureaucratic Capitalism 1932-1960" (M.A. thesis,
Thammasart University, Faculty of Economics, October 1980), pp. 223-228.
See details in David Morell, "Power and Parliament in Thailand The Futile Challenge 1968-1971"
(Ph.D. dissertation, Princeton University, 1974), appendix C.
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bythemilitary officers who rose topower first through their participation inthe1947
coup and later inSarit's coup. Inthe early 1970s, three military men inuneasy alliance
wereat thepinnacleof the military group: FieldMarshal Thanom Kittikachom, Field
Marshal PraphatCharusathien, and GeneralKrit Sivara. In 1957, all three had been
among the nine members of the overall group's inner core. Each had risen topower
through the classic route: conunander of the First Army, garrisoned in Bangkok."

LACK OF CONSENSUS ON THE RULES OF THE GAME

Thelackof consensus about the rules of thegameis reflected in thenumber of
constitutions Thailand has had from 1932 to 1982: thirteen constitutions and seven
constitutional amendments in fifty years. The most important issue thathas caused
constitutional changes is the relationship between the legislative and executive pow
ers. Constitutional arrangements have presented three main patterns. One is the
democratic pattern, which takes as its model the British parliamentary system, in
which the elected legislature andpolitical parties haveactive, dominant roles in the
political process; in such a system, the prime minister must come from a major
political party and is an elected member of parliament; an upper house may be
maintained, butthe number of itsmembers isrelatively small and itspower minimal
In this model military leaders have no opportunity to become prime ministers, and
bureaucrats are not allowed to take political positions. The second pattern is
semidemocratic and favors a strong executive vis-£l-vis the legislative branch; the
prime minister does not have to be an elected memberofparliament, the upper house is
composed mostly ofmilitary and civilian bureaucrats with powers more orless equal
to those of the lower house, and the total number ofsenators is almost equal to the
number of theelected representatives. The third pattern is undemocratic andhasno
elected parliament; legislature ismaintained, but itsmembers are appointed and actas
a rubberstamp onexecutive decisions; inthis system, political parties are not allowed
to function, hence no elections are held.

Outof thirteen constitutions, onlythree canbeclassified asdemocratic, whereas
six are semidemocratic, and four arenondemocratic.Democraticconstitutionswere in
effect for only six years and two months; the semidemocratic and undemocratic
constitutions were ineffect for twenty-nine years and five months and thirteen years
and four months, respectively. In fifty years there were only six years in which
political institutions could operate within democratic rules.

The democratic model is professed to beregarded by the military and bureau
cratic elites as the ideal type and an end to be achieved, whereas the undemocraticand
semidemocratic models are said to be temporary arrangements. But after each coup
there has been a tendency to"freeze politics" byadopting either theundemocratic or
semidemocratic model with a promise that when the situation becomes normal the

" Thanom was commander ofthe First Army Division from 1950-1952, Praphat from 1952-1957 and
Krit from 1957-1961.
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democratic model willbe adopted. Thishascreated problems because thefrequency
ofcoups has meant that temporary arrangements have become institutionalized. When
the time of transition to a more democratic rule seems ripe, there has always been
resistence by the bureaucratic elites to give up political power.

Periodic changes inconstitutions concerning legislative-executive relationships
affect thedevelopment ofpolitical institutions inseveral ways. Under anundemocra
ticconstitution, participant political activities are prohibited. Political parties have to
cease their functions because there are no elections, and political gatherings are not
allowed. From 1958 to 1968, Thailand was ruled by martial law and the Constituent
Assembly took almost eleven years to finish drafting the 1968 constitution. Dis
continuity in the participant political process has anadverse affect onthe attempt of
parties to build their organizations. It also makes it impossible for the politically
minded to become career politicians. Under the semidemocratic system, although
elections are heldandparliaments convened, elected members of parliament cannot
fiilly perform their duties because the constitution gives equal powers to appointed
members. Inthepast fifty years there have been sixteen prime ministers, butonly three
were elected members of parliament; the others came from the appointed houses.

Constitutional changes inThailand have usually occurred because ofcoupsi. Of
the thirteen constitutions, eight were promulgated by coup groups. After the 1947
coup itbecame customary for every coup group toabolish the existing constitutionand
replace it with a new one. It also became a tradition to put the blame for political
instability on the constitution.

Inthepast, criticisms ofconstitutions were usually made after coups d'etat, but
recently constitutional arrangements have become a controversial subject when mil
itary leaders seek to change its provisions. In January 1983, General Arthit
Kamlangek—the army conunander-in-chief—called upon political parties toamend
the constitution to provide for government stability. The general expressed hisdis
agreement with the voting system, which required voting for the whole slate ofasingle
party in a provincewide constituency. His reason was that the rural people prefer
voting for personalities to voting for parties.'̂

This voting system was conceived by the appointed 1977 National Assembly,
which was dominated by themilitary. They reasoned thatthissystem would create a
stable government because voting for parties by the whole slate would promote a
strong party government. An abrupt change in rationale, refiecting the changing
power relationship within the military, occurred inOctober 1982 when General Arthit
became commander-in-chief of the army. It was alleged that he aspired to become
prime minister, butthe constitution barred officials from taking political positions. To
change this clause ofthe constitution, heand his followers used the controversial issue
of the voting system and added riders concerning the powers ofthe senators and the
issue concerning the political status of government officials.'̂

TheBangkok Post, January 11, 1983, p. 3.
Provisional clauses of the 1978constitution allowingsenatorsto have equal powers with the elected
representatives and government officials to hold political office concurrently with official positions
ended in April 1983.
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These attempts to amend the constitutionaimed at modifying the rules of the
game so as to maintain the status quo of the military leaders in politics. The move,
made sixmonths before thegeneral election, was seenasathreat toallpolitical parties
since itwas indicated thatifnoamendment was passed, themilitary would step inafter
the elections.

Thisconflict concerning theconstitution partly confirms FredW. Rigg'sobser
vation thatwhen important shifts inthepersonnel of theThai ruling circle took place,
theprevious constitution wassuspended topermit thepromulgation ofnewrules more
compatible with theinterests andinclinations ofthewinning group. AsRiggs pointed
out, constitutionalism was designed not so much to constrain the rulers as to facilitate
theirrule. Theconstitutions, therefore, didnotprescribe effective norms of political
behavior butwere used tocast acloak oflegitimacy over the operations ofsucceeding
rulers and to set the stage for a play to be enacted by the extrabureaucratic
performers—parliaments, political parties, and electors.

In the 1980s, however, extrabureaucratic forces are much stronger and better
organized than in the past three decades. The private sector and the middle class,
especially the professionals, have grown larger because of developmental policies
pursued by Sarit and successive governments. Political events between 1979and 1983
(the "Prem period") have been more complex than inearlier periods, asevidenced by
the April 1, 1981, coup episode and subsequent factional fights between various
military academy classes.

Conventional coups are not easy exercises anymore because a single army
leader or group is unable to consolidate support both from inside and outside the
military establishment. Although it is difficult to assess public sentiments and be
haviorforregime support, it isclearthatgroups inside andoutside thearmed forces are
disenchanted with authoritarian regimes. Amilitary prime minister and his supporters
can no longercontrol the extrabureaucratic forces as effectively as before because
intrabureaucratic strife constrains their actions.

Although constitutionalism has always been a major tool to facilitate military-
bureaucratic rule in Thailand, it is now insufficient for this purpose because more
socioeconomic changes have taken place and many of the issues have been highly
politicized. A new search for legitimacy has been required. Conflicts over con
stitutional amendments in 1983 show thatthemilitary has found itdifficult touse force
to do away with the constitution. In this sense, constitutionalism has become in
stitutionalized and the military has had to develop new strategies and tactics in an
effort to turn constitutional clauses to facilitate their rule.

THE INSTABILITY OF GOVERNMENTS—AND CONTINUITY
WITHIN INSTABILITY

There have been two types ofgovernments inThailand—military ormilitary-
dominated and civilian. Military ormilitary-dominated governments were normally

Fred W. Riggs, Thailand: TheModernization of a Bureaucratic Polity (Honolulu: East-West Center
Press, 1966) pp. 152-153.
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created by coups d'etat or the continuation of governments by leading military
members ofcoup groups. This type ofgovernment was led by military men who held
the position ofpremier concurrently with the position ofcommander-in-chief ofthe
army. Although military men in the cabinets have been fewer than their civilian
counterparts, important portfolios have been given to men in uniform. Civilian
governments were formed by parties that had a majority of seats in the House of
Representatives or by a coalition of political parties.

Outofthe forty-two cabinets during 1932-1982, twenty-three can beclassified
as military governments, five as military-dominated governments, and fourteen as
civilian governments. The civilian governments were the most unstable and most of
them were overthrown by coups d'etat.

Infifty years, military and military-dominated governments were inpower for
forty-four years, civilian governments for only six years. Of the fourteen civflian
governments, only one lasted more than a year; the rest averaged four and a half
months.

Governments of military and military-dominated regimes were unstable be
cause of conflicts among factions in the army. The postwar military regime of Field
Marshal Phibul, forexample, was challenged bythree attempted coups in1948,1949,
and 1951. The military ruling group was divided into three principal factions, each of
which had economic interestsof its own. The firstwas composedof the renmantsof
the People's Party (which overthrew the absolute monarchy in 1932), with Phibul as
theirleader; the second consisted of military andpolice officers under Field Maishal
PhinChoonhavanandPoliceGeneralPhaoSriyanond.Thesetwogroupslatermerged
into one under the collective leadershipof Phibul, Phin, and Phao. The third was a
group ofyoung army officers led by Marshal Suit, who rose rapidly inmilitary and
political circles after the 1947 coup; it overthrew the civilian government of Luang
Thamrong. As the power and influence ofSarit grew sttonger, Phibul realized that he
could no longer use military force tosupport his leadership and sought anew source of
political support through democratic means by setting up a political party. His party
won a majority intheNational Assembly inthe1957 elections, butpopular discontent
with frauds in the Bangkok election led to mass demonstrations. Sarit, who was
appointed "city peacekeeper," emerged asa popular leader when hedid not resort to
force incoping with the demonstrations. The protests widened the rift between Phao
and Sarit, and onSeptember 26, 1957, Sarit led the army totopple Phibul's regime.
Apparently, the main motivation behind the coup was tocrush General Phao and his
clique, though the coup group announced that corruption among government officials
and politicians and a communist threat to national security were the reasons. Sarit's
coup in 1957 thus ended a decade ofPhibul's military government and established a
new military regime. It lasted until 1973, when the student uprising brought down the
Thanom-Praphat regime, which was the continuation of Sarit's rule. The decisive
factor causing the demise ofThanom-Praphat's clique, however, was the decision of
General Krit Sivara, the commander-in-chief of the army, to support the student
demonstration.
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The military governments in Thailand have operated under two types ofpolitical
process. The first has been semidemocratic rule in which the military has maintained
its representatives in the National Assembly in order to curb the powers of the elected
members of parliament. Under this arrangement, political opposition to the military
governments exercised through the legislative process (such as a vote of no con
fidence, control over government budgets, and parliamentary debates) could cause
trouble to the government as evidenced by the Democratic Party opposition to Phibul
during 1948-1957 and again to Thanom in the 1969-1971 period. The second type was
the undemocratic pattern, in which the executive branch had absolute power since
there was no election, no political parties, hence no government opposition. Between
these two patterns, the latter provided more stability if the ruling military elites were
united. Changes in governments thus occurred either when the opposition party was
able to discredit the government and gained more popular support, or when conflicts
arose within the ruling elites. Under the semidemocratic rule, factions within the
military were able to use the elected members of parliament to advance their interests
and discredit the other factions. This happened in 1969-1971, when the military
government set up a political party that won a majority in the 1969 election. But
factions within the government party enabled the opposition parties to weaken the
administration, and led to the 1971 coup.

After the Sarit period and the advent of the National Economic Development
Plan in 1965, government stability became the norm. To implement the plan effective
ly, it was argued, political stability had to be maintained, which meant that de
mocratization had a lower priority than economic development. Hence there has been
a trend to find ways to strengthen the position of the executive branch vis-a-vis that of
the legislature, the most common method of which has been the adoption of the
semidemocratic model.

Power in Thailand is concentrated today in the cabinet and bureaucracy rather
than in extrabureaucratic institutions. In contrast to Westem parliamentary democ
racy, in which parliaments, parties, and pressure groups form the nuclei of the political
system, elections in Thailand only serve to legitimize the rule of bureaucratic elites
rather than to produce a political change. The bureaucratic elites are controlling both
the rules of the game and other political resources, which enable them to dominate the
political system. As Riggs points out, the outcome of political competition is de
termined by control of the military, not appeals to voters or parliament. Since the
cabinet is the center of power, the domination of the bureaucratic elites in politics can
be seen in their numbers in the cabinets.

Civil servants and military officers have also dominated the legislature through
their representation in the appointed Senate, which, most of the time, has had equal
powers with the elected House of Representatives. The high proportion of appointed

On this point, see Chai-Anan Samudavanija, The Thai Young Turks (Singapore: Institute of Southeast
Asian Studies, 1982).
Riggs, Thailand, p. 213.
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members (three-fourths in the National Assembly under the 1978constitution) enables
the executive branch to use the senators to balance the power of the elected members of
the Assembly. In addition, some provisions and procedures of the constitution and
peirliamentary rules also constrain the* roles of the members of parliament. For
example, under the 1978 constitution members of parliament cannot freely propose
legislative bills unless a Committee on Legislative Bills endorses the bills. This
committee is composed of seventeen members—three are appointed by the Cabinet,
six come from the Senate, and eight are appointed by the House of Representatives.
The government, therefore, has nine members on that committeewhile the MPs have
eight representatives, and consequently it can effectively block legislative bills
coming from the elected House.

Control of the Senate over the House ofRepresentatives is exercised through the
requirement in the constitution that the following matters are considered by joint
sessions: the budget bill, motion of a no-confidence vote, and legislative bills concem-
ing national security and the economy.

Under the same constitution, the president of the Senate is the president of the
National Assembly, and since the agenda of the meetings is prepared by the president
of the National Assembly, the Cabinet can also control the agenda of Assenibly
meetings.

The House of Representatives in Thailand is maintained as a symbol of democ
racy rather than as a meaningful policy-making institution. In the 1969 parliament,
139legislative bills were proposed by MPs but only four were passed, compared with
the 73 bills proposed by the Cabinet of which 53 were enacted. Almost all bills
proposed by the Cabinet that became laws were routine administration matters rather
than related to social or economic concerns. Bills proposed by members of parlianient
concerning land reform, land rent control, local government reform, and anticorrup-
tion measures were voted down in the joint sessions.

The Senate, therefore, is an instrument of control—the legislative arm of the
bureaucracy extended to the political process. In the 1982 Senate, all undersecretaries
of state were senators, and commanders of strategically important units were given the
same position.

THE MILITARY COUP AS AN INSTITUTION

Military coups in Thailand are means by which political leaders alternate in
power. It is not necessary that political, social, or economic crises provide conditions
for military intervention, although they can facilitate the intervention, particularly
when the civilian govemment's supporters are strong and active.

Thailand ranks high in military-coup frequency among the states in the world:
From 1932-1982 there have been fifteen military interventions, nine of which were

Article 204 (5); Article 203 (1), (2), and (3).
Chai-Anan Samudavanija, "Executive-Legislative Relations: The 1969Assembly" (Bangkok, research
report submitted to the National Research Council, 1979), p. 107.
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successful. The more frequent military interventions are, the less commitment the
military displays for democratic institutions. This can be observed by the fact that in
all five coups during 1932-1958 the coup groups changed only the governments in
power but did not abolish the constitution. Elections were held and political parties
were allowed to function although their roles in parliament were limited by the
appointed members of the Assembly. After 1958, however, military interventions
usually resulted in the abolition of the constitutions and the "freezing" of participant
political activities. In twenty years (1958-1978) there were seven constitutions, only
one of which can be classified as democratic (1974); the rest gave vast powers to the
executive branch dominated by bureaucratic elites.

While democratic political institutions suffered setbacks and discontinuity, the
military strengthened its organizations and expanded its roles in several areas. During
1976-1982, the defense budget averaged about 20 percent of the total government
expenditure. The military has also been granted a considerable secret fund each year
that can be used for intelligence operations, but has also been widely used for internal
security and political purposes. Several civic action programs, political education
projects, and rightist movements have been financed from this fund.

Most media, particularly radio and television, are controlled of the military,
which has reinforced its political potency. The army has 210 radio stations over the
country, 87 of which are situated in the First Army Region, and it maintains two
television stations. The control over radio and television serves two purposes. First, an
enormous amount of income can be earned from renting radio and television time for
commercial advertisements (the rate for advertisement on television as of January
1984= U.S. $400 per 15 seconds). This revenue is kept outside the government
revenue and is used for "welfare fund" purposes. Second, the military can use radio
and television programs for psychological warfare or for mobilizing mass movements
in times of political crises. For instance, the Armoured School Radio played an active
role during 1975-1976 in mobilizing rightists against student demonstrators, which
eventually led to the coup of October 6, 1976.

In the past five decades, military interventions in the political process have taken
only one form—the coup detat. But recently the military has been more sophisticated
in developing a national strategy that helped expand its legitimate role in the political
system. In 1980 the government issued a prime minister's order (No. 66/2523), known
as the order to defeat the Communist Party of Thailand (CPT). The order suggested
that the strategy to defeat the CPT required the national armed forces cooperating with
the bureaucracy. It was announced that to destroy the CPT it was necessary to establish
a true democratic regime. Individual rights and liberty were to be guaranteed and
democratic groups encouraged to actively participate in politics. The national army's
role in implementing this order was, therefore, not only to suppress the CPT but also to
act as a tool to solve political and socioeconomic problems.

Since 1980 the military has taken another step to reidentifying its role in society.
The open criticism of political parties reflected the attitudes of army leaders on the
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roles of participantpolitical institutions. In fact, the militaryleadersare raisingsome
important questions, for example, the legitimate role of political parties: Do they
really represent the people? And to what extent do parties successfully cope with
national problems?

In mid-January 1983, Major General Pichit Kullavanich, First Army Division
commander, saidontelevision thatthenewelectoral system^^ would result inbringing
only "capitalists" into parliament, and if there was no change in the constitution, the
militarywould "exercise" (step in) to protect the securityof the nationand the interests
of the people. He pointed out that themilitary hadbeenan important force in society
for 700 years and had to be given a proper role in politics.^®

It seems that the military wantsgovernment stabilityand realizes that military
intervention by coupd'etat presents a badimage. Thenewmilitary leaders, therefore,
have resorted to a softer method: they merely threatened to use force instead of
carrying out a coup.

In a country where participant political institutions are weak, the militarycan
effectively rally public support by pointing to the instability of government and the
ineffective administration of state affairs by party politics. In militarist thinking,
politics and government administration are inseparable, hence governmentofficials
can hold political positions, such as cabinet membership, concurrently, to ensure
national security.

Historically, therefore, themilitary andthecivilianbureaucratic elitesrepresent
the most dynamic political forces in Thai society. They were the prime movers for
most changes and can be considered as the "political gamekeepers." In 1932 tihey
called themselves "Promoters"; in 1947, Khana Ratpraharn" ("Coup Makers"); in
1957, KhanaPatiwat ("Revolutionary Party");andin 1977, KhanaPatiroop ("Reform
Group"). No matter what they call themselves, they are the mostpowerful political
organizationsin the country. The circulationof the militaryand the bureaucraticelites
is also worthnoting. As shownin the firstpart of thisessay, thecontrolandcommand
of military positions, especially those at the top of the pyramid and also at the
politically important posts, can be used for many purposes ranging from obtaining
appointment to theNational Assembly tocapturing chairmanships ormemberships on
public-enterprise boards.

The list system, which requiresthe electorateto choose the whole list of candidates proposed by each
political party.
Also on November5, 1983,Major GeneralPichit commentedthat the multiple-districtelectoralmethod
had some drawbacks, most important of which was that the geographical areas covering electoral
districts were too large, thus preventing candidates from effectivelycampaigningfor votes. He said that
the electors had a similaropinionon this matter. The generaladded that since laws are manmade, they
shouldbe changedaccordingto circumstances and not be usedforone or twohundredyears{ThaiRath,
November 6, 1983, p. 16).
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DISCONTINUITY OF ELECTED PARLIAMENTS

AND POLITICAL PARTIES

Unlike in Malaysia and Singapore, where tenures of parliaments have been
completed without interruptions, in Thailand only four parliaments completed their
tenures; the rest were disrupted by coups de'etat. Discontinuity in the operations of
parliaments results in the discontinuity of political parties, which, in turn, affects the
career of politicians.

While discontinuity of elected parliaments is a fact of political life in Thailand,
the appointed assemblies have continued without disruptions. General Prem Tinsula-
nond had been a member of the appointed assemblies since 1958 before becoming
prime minister in 1980—while the majority of members of the elected parliament in
1980 served in the House of Representatives for the first time.

When parliaments could not complete their tenures, several bills proposed by
the members had to be resubmitted, which delayed the process of socioeconomic
changes taking place during that time. Legislative supporting organizations, such as
legislative reference and research units, were only established in 1974 and could not
function effectively due to the lack of support from the government. Members on
parliamentary standing committees keep changing from one parliament to another,
preventing MPs from developing expertise in their chosen fields.

These consequences of parliamentary discontinuity have weakened the power
of the legislative branch vis-a-vis that of the executive and have prevented the
legislature from becoming a potent force in the Thai political system.

Discontinuity of elected parliaments has affected political parties in several
ways. Party organizations could not be developed and political mobilization has been
accomplished, at best, on an ad hoc basis. From 1946-1981,143 parties were formed,
but only a few survived. All have been urban based, with weak links to rural areas and
party branches not well organized.

When political parties have been allowed to function, they have suffered from
lack of discipline among members pursuing factional and individual interests rather
than abiding by party policies. Usually political parties in Thailand are groupings of
individuals or a network of patrons and clients forced together by the Political Party
Law requiring candidates to contest in the elections under party banners. After
elections, the parties have no programs linking them with the population.

Unlike Singapore and Malaysia, which are states dominated by one party, in
Thailand no single party ever dominated the political scene. When government parties
won the majority in parliament, factions within the parties usually led to political
crises that ended with military interventions. From 1975 to 1982, parliamentary seats
were shared by eight to twenty-two parties, which resulted in highly unstable coalition
governments.

Apart from the previously mentioned factors inhibiting strong political parties in
Thailand, the development of a party system is affected by the hostile attitude of
bureaucratic elites toward political parties. As Kramol Tongdharmachart observes:
"The bureaucratic elites often perceived political parties as the cause of national
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disunity and political instability and also as the political entity that could threaten their
power positionsWhen political parties were allowed to function, the bureaucratic
elites usually imposed obstacles to the formation and performance of the parties. The
Political Party Law promulgated in 1981 forces potential party organizers to meet
several requirements before their parties can be registered and legally perform their
functions. Organizers have to recruit a minimum of 5,000 members with residences in
five provinces in each region of the four regions of the country; in addition, each
province has to be represented in the potential party with a minimum of fifty persons.

As with other problems rising from the weakness of political institutions, the
impotence of parliament and political parties in Thailand is linked with the perennial
issue of the conflict between the powers of the bureaucracy and the participant political
institutions. Problems facing political parties, therefore, must be analyzed in a broader
perspective and must not be restricted to internal characteristics of party organiza
tions. It is impossible for any political party to develop its organization and to
effectively perform its functions in a political system in which coups detat have
become more or less institutionalized. Furthermore, the civilian politicians have not
settled among themselves their "appropriate" political relationship with the military
establishment. A sizable number of the elected members of parliament usudly
maintain close ties with military leaders, and it is fair to say that some MPs are clients
operating under military patrons. Hence, although a group of civilian politicans strive
to perform their legitimate political roles and to build up their political base through
party mechanisms, others remain subservient to military leaders. This mode of
political behavior has made it difficult for committed civilian politicans to in
stitutionalize the role of politician—let alone the more difficult task of transforming
entrenched cliques and patron-client networks into a viable party system.

THE MONARCHY AS A SAFETY-VALVE INSTITUTION

Why do military governments have to care so much about a constitution? What
is the role of a constitution in Thai society when it is not constitutional? The elites and
the masses alike, it seems, do not grasp the Westernconcept of constitution and caimot
distinguish between a constitution and a constitutional government. The same lack of
understanding exists with respect to the meaning of democracy. Both constitution and
democracy as concepts have been used by different groups for their own interests.

Constitutionalism as an ideology, as adopted by the People's Party, was con
ceived as an antithesis to monarchism. The military men and intellectuals who
overthrew the absolute monarchy were aware of the deep-rooted traditional values
ingrained in the minds of the masses. They therefore passed a resolution in the 1933
Assembly that all school children be required to recite the 1932constitution.^^ One

KramolTongdharmachart,Towarda Political Party Theoryin ThaiPerspective (Singapore:Instituteof
Southeast Asian Studies Occasional Paper no. 68, 1982), p. 37.
Ibid., pp. 37-38.

2^ See National Assembly (Ordinary Session) Meeting no. 6/2476, first session, motion by Luang
Vichivadhakan; the second motions in the same session by Thongyoo Putpat.
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member proposed that the new "constitutional government" should construct edifices
in all provinces containing the replicas of the constitutionso that the people could pay
their respect. This use of the constitutionas a quasi-holyrelic parallefethe traditional
claims of legitimacy by competing small old regimes because they claimed to possess
Buddha's relics or footprints, which made their kingdom the center of the universe. In
this sense, political symbolism is fundamental for regime credibility and legitimacy
particularly when political institution building is badly needed but cannot be quickly
achieved.

Such political behaviorof the elites has not been uniform;other membersof the
assembly were opposed to those motions. Yet they passed. But the same issue
reoccurs; there is still no consensus on the meaning of constitutionism and democracy.
Educated men continue to argue, and some diehards are prepared to stick to their
beliefs about what they think is right for the "Nation, Religion, Monarchy, and
Constitution."

A Constitution Fair has been held every year following the decision of the new
elite to promote and defend the constitution and democracy. A nationwide contest has
been organized for the best song praising the constitution, and a Miss Siam pageant
has been held as a special incentive for people to buy tickets to the fair.

From the beginning, however, constitutionism and democracy have been empty
concepts, never fully put into operation. There has been no power vacuum, but rather a
vacuum in terms of the absence of a legitimate symbol. The king was still there, but he
was seen but not heard, and when he took the role of a constitutional monarch
seriously, he was forced on one occasion to abdicate. But in only three decades, the
monarchy has staged a comeback in the political arena. While constitutionalism and
democracy in Thailand gradually erode, monarchism slowly ascends.

Sir Ivor Jennings once remarked: "The sovereign's capacity to influence de
pends upon his personal qualities. It would be unreasonable to expect that he will be
more than an ordinary man.... These... qualities... if used at the center of affairs,
can be extremely valuable.

In the film Soul of a Natioriy written by Leo Aylen and narrated by Sir John
Gielgud, King Bhumibol Adulyadej summed up his role in a subtle way when he said:
"I am called a king, but my duties are quite different... or difficult to define... I do
things that I think will be useful and that is all." Queen Sirikit's response to critics of
the monarchy was equally revealing: "The task of merely visiting the people as a
conventional duty is nonsense. If we cannot participate in helping to alleviate the
misery of the people, then we consider it to be a failure as Head of State."

Both the king and the queen understand their legitimate role and institutionalize
it by initiating projects aimed at helping the masses. As King Magnus said in the play
The Apple Cart, a king does not have to worry about his political fate, for he does not
have to campaign to be elected. Hence, while military and civilian factions in the
bureaucracy spend their time fighting among themselves for positions, budgetary
allocations, and jurisdiction; politicians in political parties busy themselves with the

Sir Ivor Jennings, British Constitution(Cambridge: CambridgeUniversity Press, 1950),pp. 112-113.
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formation of coalitions within the parties, amongparties, or with military or civilian
factions; the king and his family travel nationwide and build their palaces. As Leo
Aylen observed: "Thailand's strengthand unity lie in its religionand monarchy. The
lives and talents of the royal family are full of dramatic contrasts, from the regal
splendorof traditional ceremonies to theearthycontactwiththebulkof theirpeople—
the villagers withwhom theyspend ninemonths of eachyear. Theytravel thelength
and breadth of the country, working on a stream of projects to help, encourageand
generally lead the Thai people to better lives.

The institutionof monarchycan thus be regardedas a factorof continuitywhen
setbacksand crisesoccurin otherpolitical institutions, and at timesacts as a catalyst
for reforms.

It is irrelevant to discuss whether the king's perceptionof his role is right or
wrong. It is more relevant to assess his influence and legitimacy.The monarchyis
the most institutionalized symbol in the Thai polity, but much of its fate resides in the
ability of this institution to maintain its stability. Its future remains in its own hands ^d
the extent to which its own members can accommodate forces of change in society.

CONCLUSIONS

So far we have discussedfundamental issues of Thai politics and have come to
the tentative conclusion that the development, stability, and security of Thailand
depends on the interplay of traditional and emerging forces.

Socioeconomic changes resulting from unbalanced developments have brought
about new and politically active groups such as labor unions, farmer associations,
student groups, religious movements, and even reform-minded military men. While
these intra- and extrabureaucratic forces have provided stronger restraints than before,
they have thus far failed to produce a continuing political movement. Labor unions
have suffered from personal and ideologicalconflicts among their leaders as well as
weak organization. By 1976, the military, which is a better-organized force With
ample resources, was able to infiltrate into the core groups as well as the rank-and-file
of all labor unions, especially the active state-enterprise unions. Opportunities for
employment in the MiddleEast (and to a lesser extent in Singapore)led to a changing
state of labor relations. It gave the unskilled and semiskilled workers, most of whom
came from the Northeast, a new alternative they could not find in their own society.
This development, together with the government's recognition of past mistakes, the
emphasis on more equitable resource distribution, a concern for decentralization and
popular participation in rural poverty eradication programs, provided an opportunity
for the government to readjust societal conflicts. Although the success of bureaucratic
reforms is yet to be seen, the pendulumhas been set in motion. Attempts to improve
the budgeting and accounting system, restructure major staff agencies, strengthenthe

Soul of a Nation, filmscript written by Leo Aylen.
On this point, see Chalermtiarana'sexcellent work, Thailand: ThePolitics of DespoticPaternalism.
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role of ministries and reduce departmental autonomy, link the national development
plan withsectoral, provincial, district, andvillageplans, improvecoordinationamong
ministries for joint developmental efforts, demonopolize banking and financial es
tablishments, mobilize the professional class in the private sector to help solve
economicproblems, establishrapportbetweenpublicand privatesectorsin regional
centers—all of these were initiated in 1980.

Will thesemanyendeavorshelp to solveor minimizethenegativeaspectsof the
bureaucracy and the deviant behavior of officials?Much will depend on the political
will or capacityfor self-adjustment of thebureacracy andon theefficacy of emerging
restraining forces in the system as a whole. Bureaucratic reforms are necessary
conditions for the achievement of national development goals, but they are not
sufficient to guarantee that the bureaucracy (military and civilian) will be more
responsible and responsive to thepublic. A strongbureaucratic polityis theantithesis
of responsiblegovemment, and "bureaucraticreform" in a strongbureaucratic polity
may eventually lead to a kind of statismin whichthe bureaucraticpoliticians(military
and civilian) use modem technology and a near-monopolyof information as well as
other politicaland economic resources to act as "big brother"or a modemLeviathan.
As discussed in Chalmers Johnson's contribution in volume one, the role of the
govemment and its degree of reliance on authoritarianinterventioncan be enlargedby
crisis conditions in the environment. Such crisis conditions (succession struggles,
capital-intensive industries, balance of payments squeezes, serious exchange rate
fluctuations) plus perceived threats from the militaryconfrontationwith Vietnamare
prevalent in Thailand. I strongly agree with Chalmers Johnson that the changing
relations between the public and private sectors in Thailand will be cyclical and not
linear. Moreover, circumstantial evidence suggests that the Thai polity is evolving
from acapitalistdevelopmentalstateintoa capitalistregulatorystate, withthe military
as the regulator. The militarycan claim its legitimaterole in restmcturingThai society
in the face of civilian disarray, for they are more determined to have power and
conserve it than are other groups.

Although civilian control of the political process and the armed forces has been
somethingof a mythduring the past fivedecades, the issueof transitionfrommilitary
mle has remained vital. In a political system characterized by political legitimacy
emanating from the king and patron-client transfers of political resources among the
military, the bureacracy, and the business community,constitutions, elections, legisla
tures, and political parties have all periodically emerged or been strengthened in
attempts to effectuate civilian control.

A statement about the future ofThai politics must be restricted to saying that the
issue of political institutionalization rests with the perennial issue of legitimacy and
consensus, which is a universal aspect of political relationships among men. Lack of
consensus on the rules of the game follows from differences in the perception of roles
of the elites and the masses. Role perception is a product not only of objective reality
alone, but also of cultural and historical experiences.
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Thailand is a unique example of interlocking links between social institutions
and participant political institutions. Social institutions (monarchy, religion, family,
and cultural heritage) are deeply institutionalized, but Western-type democratic in
stitutions are fragile. This is not to argue that the Thais are culturally different from
Anglo-Saxons and therefore incapable of developing democratic political institutions.
In the pursuit of a participant political rule, however, cultural and historical factors
play significant parts in the institutionalization process. To bring about peaceful
political reforms, every party must take a long-term view of how Thailand should
develop, economically and politically. Economics cannot be separated from politics
because economic issues in the 1980shave become politicized, especially those that
are fundamental for the livelihood of the masses. One cannot expect to see a military
strongman become a philosopher-ruler overnight; otherwise the problem of political
institutionalization would have been solved centuries ago. Nor can one expect the
strongman to be selfless, because power corrupts. Through a process of trial and error,
however, and through political socialization and education, it is possible to create a
well-informed and aroused public. A participant political regime can emerge in
Thailand—a political system in which military, technocrats, civilian politicians, and
electorate can work together through role adjustments under which antagonistic
conflicts are minimized for each group. Through this process, each might come to
realize that it pays no one to seek omnipotence. Likewise, socioeconomic change
itself will make all parties concerned with developmental efforts more dependenton
each other, and, either voluntarily or forcibly, they will come to cooperate more
closely. In this manner, political institutionalization can be gradually achieved. The
Thai have proven themselves to be adjustable in many aspects of life, including
cultural assimilation. There is no reason why they should be unable to develop a
political system attuned to their own needs and nature in the coming decade.
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12. Political Institution BuUding in the
Philippines

Carolina G. Hernandez

Institution building is a criticalrequirement for stability andorderin society. A noted
American political scientist hasargued thatpopular participation andsocial mobiliza
tion, two common indicators of political development, could lead to instability and
political decay in the absence of adaptable, complex, autonomous, and coherent
institutions capable ofmanaging such participation and mobilization. Înthe ASEAN
countries, as in most developing countries in the world, the problem of institution
building for the purpose of promoting development, stability, and security remains
vital in the last two decades of this century.

This contribution limits itself to institution building in the Philippines during the
past ten years or so and will attempt to look at future prospects, particularly its
evolutionary potential, for the late twentieth century. For the purposes of this essay,
political institutionalization or institution building will mean the establishment and
maintenance of dependable structures andprocedures through which policies maybe
made. Philippine institutions to be considered have been involved in the mix in
civilian-military controls that evolved in the 1970s as well as the party system that
developed during the same decade. Specifically, these are the executive, the legisla
ture, the judiciary, the civilian bureaucracy, the media, the military, and the party
system.

It will be argued that (1) as a consequence of developments during and after
martial law, including the decline of civilian political institutions other than the
executive as well as of the further expansion of the military into society and politics,
the traditional bases of civilian supremacy over the military have been eroded,
resultingin a mix of civilian-military controlsmore favorable to the military than at
any previous time in the country's post-World War II political history; and (2) the

Samuel P. Huntington, Political Order in Changing Societies (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University
Press, 1968).
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1970s saw the development of a dominant party system guaranteed by various
mechanisms, the foremost of which have been the martial law regulations
circumscribing the activities of the traditional political parties and their leaders, and
the various election laws that tend to favor the evolution and supremacyof a single
political party in the Philippines for years to come.

Let us firstbriefly review Philippine civil-military relations and the party system
before martial law was established, in order to place the problemat hand in the proper
context.

INSTITUTIONS IN THE PHILIPPINES BEFORE

MARTIAL LAW: AN OVERVIEW

The Mix in Civilian-Military Controls

Before the declaration of martial law on September 21, 1972, the Philippines
was one of the last strongholdsof civiliancontrol over the militaryin theThirdWorld.
Prior to 1972, civilianpolitical authorities enjoyed supremacy overthe military at all
times, as providedby theNationalDefenseActof 1935.In spiteof theexistenceof the
Huk emergency inthelate forties and early fifties,^ and theconsequent involvementof
the military in essentially civilian social and economicprograms, a strict observance
by the military of its subordinate role in Philippine society and politics was main
tained. The military continued to discharge its civilian-mandated fiinctions, namely:
(1) to provide for the country's external defense, (2) to promote Philippine internal
security, and (3) to maintain law and order through its constabulary arm.

Elsewhere^ this author has argued that the subordination of the military to
civilian political authorities was facilitated, among other variables, by the Filipinos'
negative experiences with early military institutions such as the Spanish colonial army
andtheGuardia Civili^ theabsence ofa militaristic tradition inasmuch asthemilitary
had not been highly regarded by Filipinos (except perhaps during the Pacific War) and
was never involved in the struggle to regain Philippine independence from the United
States; the legal recognition of the principle of civilian supremacy over the military in
the National Defense Act of 1935; the institutionalization of this principle through the
controls wielded by the executive and the legislative over the military; the energetic
and countervailing role played by the free press in Philippine society; and the
regularity and effectiveness of the mechanism for political succession.

^ TheHukemergency wasoccasioned byanuprising ofa large group ofdiscontented tenant-farmers who
had legitimate grievances against the govemment. They were ideologically inspired by socialist ideas.
An excellent analysis of this emergency may be found in Benedict Kerkvliet, The Huk Rebellion: A
Study of Peasant Revolt in the Philippines (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1977).

^ Carolina G. Hernandez, "The Extent ofCivilian Control oftheMilitary inthePhilippines: 1946-1976"
(Ph.D. dissertation, SUNY [Buffalo], 1979), ch. 2.
The Guardia Civil was a paramilitary force used by the Spaniards in maintaining civil law and order
during the latter part of their rule in the country.This was a notoriouslyabusiveorganizationand hated
by the Filipinos.
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In considering civilian institutional checks over the military, it is pertinent to
discuss briefly the controls exercised by the executive, the legislature, and the press
over the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AIT) before 1972. The principle of civilian
supremacy, which was legally enshrined in the National Defense Act, became in
stitutionalized through various controls wielded by the executive, the legislature, and
other civilian government agencies over the military. The most important executive
control stemmed from the constitutional provision making the president commander-
in-chief of all armed forces in the country. This provision is related to emergency
situationsduring which the presidentmay suspendthe privilegeof the writ of habeas
corpus or put parts of, or the entire country, under martial law. Being commander-in-
chief enabled the president to direct military units to perform certain tasks even as he
remained a civilian political official.

The president enjoyed the power to nominate and appoint officersof the army
from the rank of colonel, and of the navy and air force from the rank of captain or
commander. He also appointed the holder of the defense portfolio in his cabinet.
Through this official, the president had indirect access to the military. Military
promotions were similarly subject to his approval. He could either subtract from or
add to the promotions list submittedto him by the defense secretary. The appointing
power on the whole served as an important control over the military inasmuch as the
chances for the advancement of an officer's career depended upon presidential
approval.

In addition, presidential participation in the budget process before 1972repre
sented another form of civilian controlover the militarybecausepower over the purse
stringsconstitutesan importanttool in anyorganization. Relatedto thispowerwasthe
vast amount of patronage which the president commanded and which he could wield
over both military and civilian personnel.

For its part, the legislature enjoyed appointive, budgetary, investigative, and
legislative powers vis-a-vis the military. Congress did not hesitate to use them,
whenever appropriate, to whip the military into line. Much of the credit for having
kept the military subordinated to the civilian political authorities before 1972 should
be sharedbetweentheCongressand thepresident. DeepfrustrationwithCongresshad
in fact beenexpressed by officers interviewed by HaroldMaynard^ precisely because
of what they perceived to be excessivecongressionalinterferencein military matters
made possible by these legislativepowers. Anomaliesallegedlyimplicatingmilitary
officerswere investigatedand brought to public attention. The militaryhad to defend
their budgetaryrequestsbeforeCongress, sometimesmakingconcessionsto Congress
with respect to military matters in order to obtain congressional approval of the
defense budget.^

^ Harold Maynard, "AComparison ofMilitary Elite Role Perceptions inIndonesia and the Philippines,"
Ph.D. dissertation, American University, 1976, pp. 512-520.

^ The reorganization ofthe AFP inthe 1950s was effected through the insistence ofCongress inexchange
for thelatter'sbudgetary support forrequests of additional appropriations bythemilitary. SeeHernan
dez, "Civilian Control of the Military," p. 88.
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Moreover, the presence of an active, critical, free, even if often abusive, press
further enhanced the evolution of a mix of civilian-military controls favorable to the
former. Press attacks and polemics against heavy defense spending, military abuses
and lack of discipline, and other developments tending to challenge the civil-military
status quo contributed to the maintenance of civiliancontrol. Throughits activities,
Filipino public opinion had been informed about and mobilized against any develop
ment tending to alter the civil-military balance in favor of the latter.

The effectiveness of these various controls over the military in the Philippines is
reflected in the relatively small size of the military before 1972 as well as its modest
budget, even during times of stress such as that caused by the Huk insurgency. From a
strength of 36,800 in 1946, the military grew to more than 53,000 by 1951, and to
62,000 by 1961;butthis strength was reduced to 58,000 by 1971.Its expenditures grew
from approximately U.S.$70.8 million in 1948 to about $153.6 million in 1951, or
about117 percent during thepeakof theHukemergency.^ Keeping themilitary small
and regulating its expenditures assured its continuing inability to challenge civilian
rule during this period.

The regularity and effectiveness of the mechanism for political succession also
contributed to the preservation of civilian control. Empirical evidence elsewhere in the
Third World points to the fact that one of the more common occasions of military
takeover is the military's participation in installing a new political leader where the
rules of succession are either nonexistent, ineffective, inadequate, or untried. What
ever might be said against Philippine society and its brand of democracy before 1972,
it at least provided a mechanism for peaceful and regular replacement of leaders,
especially of unpopular ones.

Among the civilian bureaucracy, the Commission on Audit was able to provide a
further civilian check over military expenditures and finances. In an environment
where separation of powers and checks and balances prevailed, the commission was
not hindered in publishing its findings; indeed, other branches of the government,
particularly the legislature, made sure that financial misappropriations by the military
were brought to the attention of the public. The free press similarly facilitated this type
of civilian control over the military.

Finally, although the judiciary did not participate directly in exercising civilian
control over the military, its independence—guaranteed by the constitution and
hallowed by custom and tradition—as well as its widely recognized integrity enabled
it to pass judgment on any matter within its competence regardless of the party
disadvantaged by its judgment. Judicial judgments and opinions enjoyed a high level
of acceptance before 1972 and the Supreme Court was recognized as the highest and
most authoritative source of legitimacy in the polity.

^ Ibid., pp. 131-132.
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The Party System

Before 1972, the Philippine party system is generally regarded to have been a
competitivetwo-partysystem. An analyst, perhapspartly injest, oncecharacterizedit
as a "oneanda halfparty system,"^ because ofthefluidity and flexibility of theparty
affiliation of prominent political leaders. Tumcoatism was a standard practice. The
major political parties largely revolved around personalities, with kinship, com-
padrazgo, and patron-client ties being the bases of these parties' political following
among the masses. The parties were in reality loose national alliances of local factions
that centered on the affluent and prestigious families in various municipalities.
Political leaders came from these families and distributed minor favors (such as
financial assistance in timesof need), rewards(in the formof temporary appointment
to the bureaucracy or to private enterprises owned by them or their relatives and
friends), and services (free legal, medical, or dental assistance).

The two major political parties that competed for political power before 1972
were the Nacionalista and Liberal parties. They originated in the American colonial
period as a single party under various names, but often split into two wings on certain
issues. By the Commonwealthperiod, a coalition between its two wings was formed
and the name "Nacionalist Party" was chosen. The coalition, however, was shortlived,
for another split occurred in 1946over the issue of which of two political leaders was
going to be fielded as the party's standardbearer in the first presidential election after
the restoration of Philippine independence that year.The party split into the Nacional
ista Party (the loyalist wing) and the Liberal Party (the liberal wing). The latter's
candidate ultimately became the first president of the country after World War II.
Henceforth, these two parties participated in competitive politics until 1972, when all
political party organizations and activities were proscribed in accordance with the
martial law regime's effort to suppress any form of political challenges to the political
order.

The two-party system that prevailed before 1972 had been shaped by con
stitutional provisions. One such provision in the 1935 constitution established the
composition of the Electoral Tribunalof each house of the legislature. This body was
the only agency in the government charged with authority to judge all contests
involving the election, returns, and qualifications of the members of either the Senate
or the House of Representatives. The constitution provided for a nine-member
electoral tribunal composed of threejustices of the Supreme Court and six members of
Congress, three of whom were nominated by "the party having the largest number of
votes and three [by] the party having the second largest numberof votes''̂ in each
house. By limiting the membershipof such an importantbody in the legislature to the
two parties garnering the largest numbers of votes in each house, third parties tended
to be discouraged from developing into organizationsthat could effectivelycompete
in politics. The evolution of a two-party system was thereby facilitated.

®O. D. Corpuz, The Philippines (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1965), p. 95.
^ TheConstitution of thePhilippines, 1935, Article VI, Sec. 11.
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The electoral laws before 1972 also tended to facilitate the emergence of a
two-party system in the Philippines. Just as only two political parties were allowed to
have representatives on the electoral tribunal of Congress, the electoral laws also
allowed only the representatives of the two largest political parties on the boards of
election registrars, the boards of inspectors, and other electoral bodies. Third parties
were further discouraged because of the poor competitive environment created by
these regulations. The relatively high incidence of election frauds and malpractices
such as "flying votingpadding the election registers, and falsifying election
returns also made it impractical for third parties to compete with the two largest
parties, which were appropriately represented in the various electoral bodies having
access to voter registration lists, boxes of official and sample ballots, counting of
votes, and certification of the election results.

As a consequence of these constitutional and statutory rules, regulations, and
political practices, third parties were discouraged from developing into permanent
organizations, although they did compete from time to time. A two-party system
consequently developed before 1972 with no widely divergent political ideology,
programs, or platforms. The two parties were formed around personalities rather
than political issues, and they altemately provided political leadership in the country
until 1971.

THE IMPACT OF MARTIAL LAW AND ITS AFTERMATH

The formal legal basis of civil-military relations during the martial law period
and beyond remains the National Defense Act of 1935. This basis was reenforced by
the constitution of 1973, which recognizes, in its Declaration of Principles and State
Policies, the principle of civilian supremacy over the military at all times. When
martial law was extended throughout the country, the military was involved—through
the initiative of its commander-in-chief, the president of the Philippines, a civilian
political authority—in the management of the country.

Until this period, the mix in civil-military controls had favored the former,
although the military's role in society had begun to expand before 1972. As already
noted, this role expansion properly began during the Huk emergency, when the
military was directed by the civilian political authorities to undertake socieconomic
programs as a measure of counter-insurgency. Even as this took place, however, there
continued the careful monitoring of the military by civilian political leaders. Defense
Secretary Ramon Magsaysay exercised strict administrative control over the military,
often to the detriment of military internal autonomy. As already noted. Congress

Election Code of 1971, Article VII, Sec. 105, Article VIII, Sees. 144 and 145, and Article IX, Sec. 169.
'' "Flyingvoting"is a practicein whicha voteris registeredin morethanonepollingprecinctandcastsas

many votes as his precincts of registration.
The Constitution of the Philippines, 1973, Article 11,Sec. 8.
Jos6 V. Abueva, Ramon Magsaysay: A Political Biography (Manila: Solidaridad Publishing House,
1971), p. 147.
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also maintained an effective check on the military's activities through its control
powers. In fact, military reorganization in 1950, including changes in its top officers,
was preceded by congressional insistence on such reform. Congress allowed the
military's request for additional appropriations required to expand its army component
only after the military agreed to reorganize itself.

When the Huk insurgency subsided, the military was submitted to an austerity
program like all other government agencies in the country. Nevertheless, the military
continued to perform modest socioeconomic roles through the Socio-Economic Mili
tary Program (SEMP), a program designed to use military resources in the socioeco
nomic development of the country as well as to assist retired military personnel in
acquiring homestead land to be administered after the fashion of the Economic
Development Corps (EDCOR) projects of the Magsaysay era. Although six SEMP
settlements were established, however, this became a full-scale development program
only after President Marcos began his term of office in 1966.

The military became at once an integral part of the Marcos economic develop
ment program. His first Four Year Economic Program states:

The Armed Forces of the Philippines with its manpower, material, and equipment
resources plus its organizational cohesiveness and discipline possess a tremendous
potential to participate in economic development which should be exploited to the
maximum. Such participation becomes imperative considering that the problem beset
ting the country is socio-economic rather than military and the resources available to
solve this problem are scarce and limited.

To equip the military for these roles, ten engineer construction battalions were
established in 1966, another fifteen in 1967, and an Engineer Brigade for Mindanao in
1968. In exchange for Philippine participation in the Vietnam War, the United States
trained and equipped these troops from 1967 to 1968, at a cost of $7 billion. These
activities prepared the military for its task of participating in government economic
development projects under the direction of civilian political authorities.

The 1970s, however, witnessed the transformation of the mix in civilian-
military controls as a consequence of certain developments during and after martial
law. This transformation led to the decline in civilian political institutions, with the
exception of the presidency, and the emergence of the military as a partner of the
martial law regime in implementing its policies and managing society.

The Decline of Civilian Political Institutions

Soon after the proclamation of martial law. President Marcos decreed the
disbanding of Congress and the proscription of political parties. Many leading politi
cians noted for their opposition to the Marcos administration were arrested and

EDCOR is a program initiated during Magsaysay's term of office as defense secretary in which select
surrendering Huks were resettled in government land and given their own farms.
Four Year Economic Program of the Philippines (Manila: Bureau of Printing, 1966).
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detained, including Senators Benigno S. Aquino, Jr., Jovito R. Salonga, Jose W.
Diokno, and Francisco"Soc" Rodrigo. From January 1973to April 1978, the Philip
pines was ruled solely through decrees, general orders, and letters of instruction
emanating from the president, who, under the transitory provisions of the 1973
constitution enjoyed the powers of president (1935 constitution) and those of prime
minister (1973 constitution): hence the title president/prime minister.

As martial law administrator. President Marcos ruled without a separate legisla
ture. In this capacity he transformed the government from a democratic to an au
thoritarian one for the declared purpose of "saving the Republic and building a New
Society."^^ All decrees, general orders, and letters of instruction passed during the
so-called transition period became part of the law of the land to be obeyed as any
statute passed by a regular legislative body. Political power became concentrated in
the hands of the president with the assistance of the military.

Even after the election of an interim legislature (the interim Batasang Pamban-
sd) in April 1978, legislative powers remained under the control of President Marcos
through Amendments 5 and 6 of the 1973 constitution. These amendments were
submitted to a plebiscite after the fashion of other amendments (with the exception of
the ratification of the 1973Constitution, which was submitted for approval to special
citizens assemblies contrary to the provisions for constitutional amendments in the
1935 constitution). Amendment 5 enabled the president to continue enjoying legisla
tive powers even after the election of the interim legislature or until the lifting of
martial law. The proclamation of martial law was formally lifted on January 19,1981.
Its effects, however, continue to be felt up to the time of this writing in 1984.

In spite of the lifting of martial law, the president continues to enjoy legislative
powers, as guaranteed by Amendment 6:

Whenever in the judgment of the President (Prime Minister), there exists a grave
emergency or a threat or imminence thereof, or whenever the interim Batasang Pamban-
sa or the regular National Assembly fails or is unable to act adequately on any matter for
any reason that in his judgment requires immediate action, he may, in order to meet the
exigency, issue the necessary decrees, orders, or letters of instructions, which shall form
part of the law of the land.^^

This amendment can undercut the legislative power of the Batasang Pambansa
because the determination of an emergency depends solely on the judgment of one
man. There are no institutional checks to such presidential power. Neither is there
accountability to another institution or body. Many repressive decrees including that
authorizing the issuance of a Presidential Commitment Order (PCO), and its suc
cessor, the Preventive Detention Action (or PDA),^^ were ordered by the president
under Amendment 6.

Proclamation 1081, September 21, 1972.
Amendment 6 of the Constitution of the Philippines, 1973, proclaimed in fiill force and effect by
President Marcos under Proclamation 1595, October 27, 1976.
See PDs 1836, 1877, and 1877-A.
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Moreover, the interim legislature was controlled by the government party,
Kilusang Bagong Lipunan (KBL). An overwhelming majority of its elected members
were drawn from the KBL and all appointed members were the president's men,
further tilting the balance in favor of the president. It was generally regarded as the
president's "rubber stamp" and a cosmetic agent for simulating democratic processes
by the present regime. Its record of performance left much to be desired in terms of
initiating critical legislation or pursuing policies independently of the president.

A recent study^^ conducted by a member of the Liberal Party, Abraham Sar-
miento, indicates that during the six years of the interim legislature's existence it was
able to pass only four substantive laws out of a total output of about 1,200 bills and
resolutions. Most of its output related to health, local government, and education. On
the other hand, during the same period. President Marcos enacted, through his vast
powers—including Amendment 6 and presidential decree (PD), letter of instruction,
general order, or executive order—1,935 pieces of substantive legislation, excluding
unpublished and secret decrees.

The quality of the opposition in the legislature also declined. Perhaps this was
the result of the limitations imposed on it by the martial law regime and by the nature of
the dominant party system, where the opposition is designed to be puny and noncom-
petitive. Moreover, it must have also been affected by policies of President Marcos
intended to decimate opposition leaders, the initial ban on political parties and party
activities, and the suspension of the electoral process.

The judiciary underwent similar decline. Traditionally esteemed as the highest
source of legitimacy in the polity, the Supreme Court, thanks to its demonstrated
timidity in asserting its independence from the president, lost in public esteem. The
sheer length of President Marcos' term (1966 to 1987), eighteen years as of 1984,
created a situation in the Supreme Court in which its justices are his appointees. In a
country whose political culture continues to be influenced by extended family and
traditional values such as utang na loob (debt of gratitude), the behavior of the
Supreme Court becomes understandable and predictable.

Judges in the inferior courts are similarly appointed. Because they no longer
have to be appointed by a Congressional Commission on Appointments as in days
past, all owe their appointments to the president. Since the judicial budget is prepared
under the direction of the president and releases of appropriations are approved by his
budget minister, the lack of judicial independence becomes obvious. Lawyers and
other legal experts at a recently concluded workshop on the role of the judiciary under
the present system cited all these problems as affecting the independence of the
judiciary.

Finally, the creation of military tribunals during martial law also affected the
role of the judiciary. For a while, many cases involving civilians were brought before

Abraham F. Sarmiento, speech delivered at a symposium sponsored by the Women in Media Now
(WOMEN), January 21, 1984, Quezon City.
Bishops'-Businessmen's Conference, workshop on "Independence of the Judiciary," Makati Sports
Club, Salcedo Village, December 17, 1983.
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these tribunals. Even after the formal lifting of martial law, some of these tribunals
continue to try civilians accused of subversion and crimes of economic sabotage.
Consequently, the judiciary has been unable to provide an effective check against the
power of President Marcos. In fact, it has been used to legitimize his rule.

The dismal record of the Supreme Court was indicated in a paper assessing the
evolution of Philippine political institutions over the past years. According to it:

Based on previous decisions made, the Highest Court has failed to play the role of
political balancer. In most cases involving the constitutionality of the executive acts, the
Supreme Court upheld their validity. Among the major issues decided by the Court in
favor of the govemment are: (1)Validityof the suspension of the privilege of the writ of
habeas corpus; (2) Power of the President to call a plebiscite for the ratification of the
Constitution;(3) Validityand effectivityof the NewConstitution;(4)Constitutionalityof
martial law; (5) Constitutionality of the referendum; (6) Validity of the creation and
jurisdiction of military tribunals; (7) Power of the President to propose amendments to
the Constitution; (8) Validity of the Judiciary Reorganization Act of 1980; and (9) Power
of the President to exercise legislative power even after Martial Law.^^

Incidentally, a recent promulgated decision of the Supreme Court upheld the validity
of presidential issuances of PCOs.^^ The courts were deemed powerless to pass
judgment on the legality of the PCOs as the basis of ongoing detention of alleged
subversives. They cannot order the release of detainees unless the president himself
recalls the PCO.

A conclusion that can be made on the role of the judiciary is as follows:

The Supreme Court hesitates to act and defers to the President in interpreting the political
conditions or rationale for the issuance of decrees and orders. Its hesitation to compete
for political power with the other branches does not help in maintaining an image of
independence, competence and reliability

Despite the normalization policy, it seems the courts would continue to abstain
from questioning issues of national security and the judgment of the President. In spch
sensitive issues the courts would defer to the executive branch because national security
is paramount. There lies the tenouous position of the courts, for security can cover many
aspects of society, including the infringement of individual rights and freedoms.

In fairness to the Supreme Court, however, after the assassination of Senator Aquino,
it ruled in favor of granting opposition groups permits to hold rallies and similar forms
of protest actions.

Raul R de Guzman, "The Evolution of Filipino Political Institutions: Prospects for Normalization in the
Philippines," paper presented at the Joint Seminar on United States-Philippine Relations jointly
sponsored by the Pacific Basin Project of the Institute of International Studies, University of California,
Berkeley, Center for Strategic and International Studies, Georgetown University, Washington, D.C.,
and the Center for Special Studies, the University of the Philippines, Manila held in Washington, D.C.,
September 11, 1982, pp. 15-16.

22 Padilla V. Enrile, 1983.
2^ de Guzman, "The Evolution of Filipino Political Institutions," p. 16.
2^* J. B. L. Reyes v. Bagatsing, 1983.
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With regard to the civilian bureaucracy, martial law brought about the promulga
tion of the Integrated Reorganization Plan, one of whose major features was the
decentralization ofgovernment administration. This plan provided for the regionaliza-
tion of administration through the establishment of regional offices for all relevant
ministries in the country's thirteen regions. Planning was also meant to be made on a
regional basis through the Regional Development Council (RDC) of each region. The
RDC was composed of the various heads of the regional offices of the relevant
ministries in the area and was supposed to coordinate and plan development programs
and projects in the region. The RDCs have not been effective in discharging their
functions, however, largely because they lack substantive authority. They have no
power to allocate funds or to determine development priorities for the region.

Another development during martial law that affected the civilian bureaucracy
was the reorganization of the Philippine Constabulary (PC) into regional conunands.
Before 1978, the PC was organized into zones that overlapped the military areas. The
reorganization of the PC into regional commands was part of an effort to weaken the
political power of traditional local political leaders at the same time that it enhanced
the control by the president over local administrative agencies. In practice this has
tended to increase the role of the military in local administration.

The creation of a superministry of Human Settlements under the First Lady has
also affected the rest of the bureaucracy. This ministry is identifiedwith the govern
ment because it is able to dip its fingers into everybody's pie, and its predominance in
the administration has tended to weaken other ministries. Funds are diverted to

projects of the ministry such as the housing project called Bagong Lipunan 'Improve
ment of Sites and Services' (BLISS) and the livelihood program called Kilusang
Kabuhayanat Kaunlaran(KKK). BLISS is portrayedas a housingproject to provide
homes to low-income families. In reality, however, it has awarded homes to influential
persons, including manyhigh-rankinggovernmentofficials, whothen soldtheir rights
to other persons at a profit. The low-income families who were awarded BLISS homes
serve as token symbols of BLISS's original objective. Like BLISS, KKK is another
program that suffered in its implementationbecause of the interventionof the patron
age system, in which persons close to the First Family, high-rankingofficialsmostly in
the executivebranch of the government, and the militarybecamefavored recipients.

Graft and corruptionremains a continuingfeatureof administration. A studyof
this problemshowsthat corruption is primarily politicalin origin, contrary to earlier
beliefs that it is bred by economic or cultural factors.

RaulP.de Guzman, "PublicManagement,"in FelipeB. Miranda,ed., PolicyDirectionsfor the1980's,
unpublished manuscript, 1981.
See EvaMinervaD. Ventura,"The KilusangKabuhayanat Kaunlaran(KKK)-Livelihood andDevelop
ment Movement: A Comprehensive Program for Local Development in the Philippines," paper written
for the 2nd International Conference of Village-Level Modernization held in Thailand, October 1981,for
a critical evaluation of the program.
See Ledevina V. Carino, "The Definition of Graft and Corruption and the Conflict of Ethics and Law,"
Manila: University of the Philippines, College of Public Administration, Seminar on Bureaucratic
Corruption in the Philippines Papers.
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Finally, the bureaucracy has also been penetrated by the military. Since 1972an
increasing number of military officers have been assigned to various administrative
offices upon orders of President Marcos. The most important of these were the six
military Presidential Regional Officers for Development (PRODs). These officers
enjoyed presidential powers in the development projects of their respective regions
and were the political superiors of civilian bureaucrats and local executives in their
regions. The six military PRODs constituted 50 percent of all such PRODs until 1979.

An important development affecting the bureaucracy and involving the military
took place in January 1984 when President Marcos refused to accede to a demand by
the Bishops'-Businessmen's Conference (BBC) to return officers assigned to civilian
positions back to the barracks. This refusal by itself was adverse to reestablishing a
civilian-military balance of power. But the president made the situation worse by
saying that these officers had proved to be more efficient than their civilian counter
parts and were able to give the country enormous savings over the years. Such
statements encourage the military to see themselves as superior to civilians and tempt
them in the direction of political intervention.

Martial law set up controls over the media. While a special board to apply
restraints on the media was formally disbanded after the first years of martial law, PDs
encroaching on the freedom of the press were passed. The author of the workshop
paper for the BBC in December 1983 on "Free Press/Media"^® noted that many
provisions of these decrees are so vague and all-embracing that they make virtually all
criticisms of the govemment a criminal act. Prohibited materials include those that (1)
produce divisive effects among the people, (2) promote distrust for duly constituted
authorities, and (3) tend to undermine the integrity of the govemment. The most
frightening of the decrees is PD 1834, which prescribes the death penalty for m6dia
people who permit the use of their facilities for sustained propaganda attacks agmnst
the govemment or any duly constituted authorities. These decreeshave resulted in the
adoption of self-censorship or the exercise of prior restraint by media persons.

There are also unwritten guidelines issued to editors and publishers. According
to the same BBC author, the guidelines prohibit stories that (1)are critical of the First
Family, (2) discuss corruption in high places, (3) tend to cast aspersions on the
military, and (4) are inimical to Philippine interests, its culture, and its people.

Consequently, during the past few years, attempts of some media persons to
bypass these guidelines have led to separation from their employment through forced
resignation, dismissal, or suspension. Some opposition newspapers, now called the
altemative press, were also shut down as a consequence of having violated either the
various PDs or these unwritten guidelines. Since the assassination of Senator Aquino,
however, the govemment has pursued greater liberality in dealing with the media. This
development is probably the result of the active role that the foreign media have played
in reporting on the Philippines as well as some degree of toleration by the govemment
for the benefit of foreign observers.

Salvador P. Lopez, workshop paper on "Free Press/Media," Bishops'-Businessmen's Conference,
Makati Sports Club, Salcedo Village, December 10, 1983.
Ibid.
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In view of the foregoing, the media's role in society, especially checking the
military as it had done before 1972, declined. The media joined in the decline of the
other political institutions that formerly controlled the military before that date.
Collectively, theirdeclinepartlyaccountsfor thechangein themixincivilian-military
controls favorable to the latter. The other factor responsible for this new state of
civil-militaryrelations is the rise of the militarythroughits roleexpansionin the years
since the application of martial law.

The Rise of the Military

The first subtle indicator of the rise of the military in society and politics was
President Marcos's prior consultation with leading military officers and the defense
secretary about the wisdom of putting the country under martial law. With the sole
exceptionof GeneralRafaelIleto, thenvicechiefof staffof theAFP, who, formilitary
professional reasons, objectedto the martial law decision, all top-ranking officers of
the AFP supported the president's decision. His supporters were later called his
TwelveDisciples, andGeneralIletowas subsequentlyappointedambassadorto Iran, a
distinction thatmadehimthefirstactive-duty officerinthecountry'shistory tooccupy
an ambassadorial post.

The Twelve Disciples included the current defense minister, the AFP chief of
staff, the constabulary chief, and a business associate of the defense minister who in
1972 was recalled to active duty with the rank of colonel.^® The rest are now either
dead or retired, but manyof them remainedin their posts for many years after 1972
although they were due for compulsory retirement. Some of those who retired are
currently occupying managerial positions in government or in private enterprises.
Three of these twelve are still in their posts, twelve years after the event—an
indicationof the president's confidencein them and their loyaltyto him. These twelve
pledged to support President Marcos and agreed, in the event of his death, to
subordinate themselves to a civilian successor.

Under martial law, the military became the primary regime support as well as the
partner of the martial law regime in implementinggovernmentalpolicies. As already
noted, soon after the proclamation of martial law. Congress was disbanded, political
parties were proscribed, the media were controlled, and civil liberties were curtailed.
In a country with no militaristic tradition to speak of, and where the military was
traditionally low key and had a low profile, it soon became visible, performing
expanded security and law-and-order roles, adopting a new judicial role, greater
management, administrative, and development roles, and a new political role.

The namesof these TwelveDiscipleswere made public in a speechdeliveredby PresidentMarcosat the
LoyaltyDaycelebrationof the AFPon September10,1974and waspublishedin thePhilippineMilitary
Digest, 2, no. 2, 1974, pp. 3-11 under the title "A Pledge of Loyalty to the Republic."

^' Ibid., p.8.The chiefofstaffwent onatemporary leave ofabsence when he was implicated inthe alleged
military plot to assassinate Aquino, and the constabulary chief became acting chief of staff.
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Security and Law and Order Roles

Apart from external defense, the military's security and law-and-order roles
included the suppression of insurrection, rebellion, and lawless violence and the
enforcement of all laws, decrees, orders, and regulations issued by the president as
commander-in-chief of the military forces. These resulted in the arrest and detention
of persons named in a list attached to General Order 2, which included many leading
opposition politicians and leaders of suspected subversive organizations. The AFP
was also charged with the implementation of the nationwide night curfew until 1978,
collection of unlicensed firearms, suppression of rallies, strikes, and demonstrations,
and seizure of privately owned water-transport facilities required for national security
purposes.

To enhance law enforcement, all police forces throughout the country were
merged into the IntegratedNationalPolice (INP)andplacedunder thecommandof the
constabulary chief in 1975. By 1983 the INP was also integrated into the military.
These developmentscontributed towardfurther centralizationof power in thehandsof
the president since control over the police forces was taken away from local gov
ernments. This centralization of power through the mediation of the military is a
development with clear implications for the mix in civilian-military controls.

Moreover, beginning in 1982 the organization of the Regional Unified Com
mands (RUCs) contributed further to the ascendancy of the military over local
officials. The RUG commanders have military jurisdiction over regions that, because
of the participation of the military in socioeconomic and other civilian functions,
means a greater area of operation for them compared with that of local officials,
including assemblymen who were elected by provinces instead of regions since the
parliamentary elections of May 1984. The institution of the RUCs also centralized
control over the militaryin the handsof the chiefof staff. Troops in these units include
a component each from the army, navy, air force, marines, constabulary, and police.
They are undera singlecommander chosenby thechiefof staff(whowenton a leave
of absence after his alleged implication in the Aquino assassination).

The security role played by the Presidential Security Command was also
expanded. Originally designed to provide security for the First Family and mostly
confined to the Greater Manila area, since 1972 it has reportedly done intelligence
worknotonlyin thecountry, butalsoinPhilippine embassies andconsulates abroad.It
has also grown into a full-sized command and is reputedly now a crack unit. The
presentchiefof staffis concurrently theheadof thiscommand including theNational
Intelligence Security Authority (NISA), whichorganizationally fallsundertheOffice
of the President.

Judicial Role

Themilitary's judicial rolewas defined in General Order 8, which empowered
thechiefofstafftosetupspecial military tribunals totrymilitary personnel and"other
cases." These other cases were subsequently spelled out in General Order 12. They
included a wide range of cases including breaches of security, violations of the
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espionage and hijackinglaws, crimescommittedby publicofficers,and violations of
the DangerousDrugsAct. Twentytribunalswereset up and wereoperatingthroughout
the country by 1974, even as at year's end, the governmenthad ordered the return of
many civilian cases from these tribunals to the civilian courts.

Nevertheless, crimes of subversion, rebellion, espionage, illegal possession of
firearms and explosives for use in the commission of murder, robbery in bands,
usurpation of military authority, title, ranks, or illegal use of military uniforms and
insignia, offenses committed by military personnel in the performance of duty,
distribution of subversive materials, and crimes undermining the security of the
country continued to fall under the jurisdiction of military commissions, which
replaced the tribunals in 1978. The absence of a clear-cut definition of subversion
tended to widen the sphere of competence of these tribunals since it could be construed
to include even criticism against the government.

After the formal lifting of martial law in 1981, military tribunals were disbanded
and cases were transferred to civilian courts, except for those involving subversion
and economic sabotage, which remained pending under the tribunals. Crimes of
economic sabotage have grown in number, however, and now include arson, fraudu
lent loans granted by rural banks, and others. This practicehas tended to contributeto
the decline of the judiciary.

Management and Administrative Roles

Before 1972,retiredmilitaryofficershadfrequently beenrecruitedintomanage
ment and administrative positions both in and out of government; since 1972, this
practice hasincreased. During the initial days ofmartial law, themilitary was directed
to controlall communicationsmediathroughoutthe country. It was also givencontrol,
management, andoperation ofallpublic utilities aswell astheassets ofseveral private
enterprises engaged in military-related industries. Media and public utilities were
restored to civilian management shortly after the declaration of martial law, but
military monitoring ofthese companies continues, andtheprivate companies, former
ly owned by theJacinto family, continue to bemanaged and controlled byboards of
directors largely composed of military officers.

Themilitary wasalsorewarded withtwoinvestment corporations inrecognition
of its contribution toward consolidating the power of the martial-law regime. In
addition, until October 1979, six out of twelvePRODsweremilitaryofficers. In their
region, theyenjoyed presidential powers indevelopment activities andwere placed in
a position where they could extend patronage to their supporters.

Many active-duty and retired officers also became heads of various agencies
such as the Ministry of Muslim Affairs, National Housing Authority, andBureau of
Posts, among others. The Philippine ambassadors to Bangkok, Beijing, Hanoi,
Jakarta, Seoul, Rangoon, Teheran, and Tel-Aviv are retired officers. An increasing
numberof officersalsofindtheir wayinto thecountry's lowerdiplomaticandconsular
services. The administrative and management functions of the military have not only
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providedit withbothadministrative andmanagement skillsandexperiences, buthave
also givenit controloverdefense-related industries and access to the dispensation of
patronage.

Development Roles

Undermartial law,soldierswereviewedby PresidentMarcosas "vanguards'' in
national development activities with three distinct roles: (1) to assist in the im
plementation of development goals, (2) to participate directly in development pro
grams,and(3)tocreateanatmosphere conducive tonational development.^^ Pursuant
to these roles, the AFP, throughits civic action(SEMPand HomeDefensePrograms)
built thousands of school buildings, provided medical and dental services to millions,
constructed many infrastructure projects, and engaged in rural electrification, food
production, and education.

With regard to education, one critical development in officer training was
caused by its changing content. Social science courses were included in the curricula
of the Philippine Military Academy and the Command andGeneral StaffCollege. At
the National Defense College of the Philippines, the orientation to civilian issues in its
academic program is evident. The exposure to these ideas and issues could influence
the development of political orientations among the military, a tendency that is
reenforced by graduate education in civilian institutions that is being encouraged in
officer career development.

The military has similarly been made responsiblefor enforcing price controls
concerning primary commodities and preventing backsliding among government
officials and employees. It was also used to collect loans owed by the farmers to the
Land Bank that were made available to them under the agrarian reform law. The
military is also often used to evacuatepopulationsfromregionsor areasdesignatedas
development sites, thereby depriving those people of the right to their home and
ancestral lands. With respect to ethnic minorities, such practices are placing the
military in a conflictual relationship with these communities, often manifested in
violent form.

Finally, the use of the militaryPRODs, as already noted, not only engagedthe
military in the implementation of regional development projects, but also enhanced
the military's political influence through the wide scope of PROD powers in this
activity, as well as enabling the military to develop its political base.

Political Roles

Perhaps the most significantpolitical role of the AFP since 1972is its replace
ment of the traditional politicians as dispensers of politicalpatronage in the political

FerdinandE. Marcos, "The Military and NationalDevelopment," speechdeliveredat the graduation
exercisesof the 6th RegularCourse, Command and General Staff College, May 28, 1974.
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system. Recognizing the changein the distribution of political power, many petition
ers transferred their locus of operation from the traditional politicians to the officer
corps. Problems ranging fromseeking the release of a detained relative from military
custodyto obtaining casualemployment are nowbroughtto the attention of officers.

It bears repeating thattheintegration of allpolice forces under thecontrol of the
constabulary chief removed an important powerof government from local officials.
Together with this development, a number of officers also act as officials of some
political subdivisions (towns, subprovinces, and so on) where internal security is
minimal.Likethe military PRODs,theyenjoyexecutive andadministrative powersin
their political subdivisions as well as political patronage and a political base.

Expansion in Size, Budget, and Privileges

Theroleexpansion of themilitary wasaccompanied byanincrease inits sizeas
well as its budget. In 1972, the AFP numbered about55,000 men; by 1977, its total
strengthhad risento 164,000. A currentestimate placesarmy, naval, and airforcesat
113,000 and paramilitary forces totaling 110,500, of which 43,500are constabulary,
65,000 Civilian Home Defense Forces, and 2,000 Coast Guard personnel. Reserves
are estimated at 124,000. The total numberof peoplewho can be legitimatelyarmed is
about 347,000.^^

Defense spending increased from $136 million in 1972 to $420million in 1977.
The Arms Control and DisarmamentAgency (ACDA)estimates that in 1979and 1980
military expenditures amounted to $643 million and $808 million, respectively.^"^
Most revealing,militaryexpenditures in the Philippines between 1971 and 1980 have
increased fastest among the five ASEAN nations although the growth of the Philip
pines' economy has been slowest.In 1984, military expenditures continued to
outstripothergovernment spending withthepossible exception of thoseforeducation.
Militaryexpenditure also continued to consume a considerable amount of American
military assistance, often matching the annual defense budget.

The military's importancein regime maintenance is largely responsible for the
rapid increase in benefits extended to the military since 1972. Basicpay for the AFP
had been raised four times between 1972 and 1983, outstripping the salary scales of
comparable civilian institutions. Thesalaryscales of therank-and-file military remain
low,however. Otherprivilegesare the openingup of investment opportunities for the
military, as noted earlier. The annual extension of the service of retirable officers is
another evidence of military privileges. Many officers become retirable at a fairly

Cited by FEER's Asia 1983 Yearbook, p. 30, from estimates of theInternational Institute of Strategic
Studies, as citedby F. B. Miranda, "TheMilitary in a Post-Marcos Philippines: Short-term Scenarios
bya Concerned Civilian," University ofthePhilippines Department ofPolitical Science, January 1984,
p. 7.
From World MilitaryExpenditures and ArmsTransfers, 1971-1980 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govern
ment Printing Office, 1983), table 1.
GuyJ. Pauker, "Security andEconomics: TheMilitary Expenditures of theASEAN Countries," paper
prepared for the Second U.S.-ASEAN Conference on Economic Development andPolitical Stability:
Alternatives for the 1980s, Berkeley, California, May 2-4, 1983, pp. 7-13.
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young age but at fairly low ranks. The extension of their service enables them to
becomepromotedat leastto therankof colonel,if notgeneral,beforetheirretirement.

The privileged position of the military in the politymay also be seen through
other developments in the recent past. When President Marcos went on a state visit to
Saudi Arabia in March 1982, he chose to leave his instructions on government
management, including the matter of political succession, with the chief of staff,
rather than the Assembly or the Supreme Court. Furthermore, on July 31, 1983, he
made a significant clarification on the channel of command and control between the
presidentand the military. At that time President Marcosemphasized that the chief
of staff,ratherthanthedefenseminister, washisdirectlinkto themilitary. Thedefense
minister, though he is the president's alter ego, is not part of the channel of command
and can only act on military matters upon delegation by the president. This arrange
ment stems from the principle of unity of command, which implies that only the
presidentor his subordinate, authorized in writing, can move troops, authorize the
transfer or assignment of military personnel, andbe responsible for making military
operational decisions. This clarification in effect excludes the defense minister from
the directlineof command and control linking themilitary withthe civilian political
authority, unless he is explicitly directed by the president to act in any of these
capacities.

In November 1983, the president himselfinvited thetop-ranking officers of the
AFPtoattendajointCabinet andExecutive Committee meeting forthefirst time.This
landmark eventdid notescape public attention. It wasalsosubsequently announced
that these officers would be allowed to participate in the caucuses of the KBL.

All these recentdevelopments are crucialto civilian-military relations because
they suggest a decreasing number of civilian authorities in the line of command and an
increasing opportunity of the military to influence policy.

Furthermore, in July 1984 PresidentMarcos, in full battle gear, conducted a
surprise visitto theCordilleras, where extensive encounters between themilitary and
the New People's Army werereported. Thiswasthe first andonlyoccasion where he
appeared in military dressin publicandcouldbea symbolic act. The interpretation of
the event varies among observers. Some think that it may be an indication of the
possibility of the reimposition of martial law. Others believeit may indicate an even
larger role for the military in politics in the near future.

With theinception of themostserious economic crisis inthecountry since 1946,
themilitary hasbeenactively engaged in the suppression of anincreasingly gro>ving
mass movement that cuts across all sectors and social classes. The military has
participated inthebreaking upof strikes, rallies, anddemonstrations andhasengaged
in an intensified campaign against an escalating armed insurgency. Accounts of
alleged military overreaction todissent appear almost daily inthealternative press and
sometimes even in the government-controlled press.

In July and August 1984, the issue of whichoffice has the authority to grant
permits fortheholding of rallies andotherforms ofdemonstration ofprotest occupied

Bulletin Today, August 1, 1983, p. I.
Ibid., August 19, 1984, p. 1.
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center stage in Philippine politics as opposition groups were repeatedly denied such
permits by mayors in Metro Manila. Government guidelines were vague because the
police and military authorities were given recommendatory powers on the grating of
such permits by mayors on the basis of military assessments as to whether such rallies
constituted a "clear and present danger" to the public. At one point, the approval of the
chief of staff was required.

Finally, on August 18,1984, the Supreme Court's intercession was sought by the
August Twenty-One Movement (or ATOM, a group of young businessmen and
professionals established after the Aquino assassination). The high court ruled that the
planned rally and program commemorating the first anniversary of the Aquino killing
should be allowed to take place and that the civil authorities in the cities and towns
through which the rally would pass should issue permits.Nevertheless, the issue has
not been fiilly settled. The military continues to enjoy a kind of veto power over the
granting of such permits, making people wonder whether civilian supremacy still
remains effective.

As can be seen, the military in the Philippines has deeply penetrated the society
and the polity since 1972, to an extent that it has developed into a major political force
capable of exerting great influenceor even control in the future politics of the country.

The Contemporary Mix in Civilian-Military Controls

In the absence of the former institutional bases of civilian control over the

military—such as the Congress, the free press, and, to some extent, the political
parties that fielded candidates for executive and legislative offices—the balance of
power betweeil military and civilian political authorities rests on an unstable founda
tion and favors the military.

From the start, the military participated in the decision to put the country under
martial law, through the TwelveDisciples. There is no direct evidence that the officer
corps has a veto power over policy decisions made by civilianpolitical authorities. Yet
there is at least one known instance in the past that indicates increased military
competence and willingness to influence basic policy. The government purge in 1975
that was meant to include the Defense Ministry and the military eventually did not
reach these two institutions. They were allowed to clean their own houses after the
defenseministerreportedlysubmittedto thepresident"the resignations of a longlistof
officers [Consequently] the parameters of presidential powerover the military
had been more clearly defined.

As a consequence of its role expansion, the military was able to occupy
influential positions in the government, to obtain access to widerpolitical bases, to
develop political skills, and to replacetraditional politicians as dispensers of patron
age. Coupled with the increasingly politicized content of military education and
training, and the president's own policies favorable to the military, these devel-

David Wurfel, "Martial Law in the Philippines: The Methods of Regime Survival," Pacific Affairs, 50
(Spring 1977), p. 5.
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opments could contribute to the further, and perhaps eventually the complete erosion
of civilian control.

The elimination of the network of political groups and institutions that moni
tored military behavior in the past also contributed to the decline of civilian control.
The abolition of Congress in 1973 left an important gap in this network, a gap that the
newly elected National Assembly has yet to prove capable of filling. The proscription
of political party activities until 1978 similarly removed another institution of civiMan
control; so did the continuing governmental censorship and control over the media.

Currently, however, the government claims that civilian control remains domi
nant in the country. If it does, and I tend to agree with the government, it rests largely
on President Marcos' personal control over the military rather than on the institution of
the presidency as in the past.

In this connection, it is noteworthy that during the anniversary celebration ofthe
AFP in early 1984, President Marcos emphasized that the loyalty of the military
should be to the flag and to the country the flag represents rather than to the person of
the conunander-in-chief.^^

There are also divisions within the military on issues of policy, including the
very basic issue of the appropriate political role—if any—for the military. In this
regard, an analyst expressed the belief in early 1984 that up to that time, enough
military personnel remained who could make the military "a force for freedom and
democracy.'"^® Hesaidthatthisviewwasshared byformer Senator JoseW. Diokno, a
leading member of the opposition, who implied that such personnel might constitute
the majority in the military. If this view is correct, there is a potential for a future
restoration of the civilian-military balance in favor of the former.

If the institutional bases for civilian control are not restored or replaced by
equally effective ones within the next five years, however, the likelihood of military
subordination to civilian political authority will decrease, especially within the con
text of the politicalandeconomiccrises that havedevelopedsincethe assassination of
former Senator Aquino. These crises are not expected to be resolvedin less than five
years. Moreover, they can only be resolved if favorable internal and external con
ditions obtain within this period.

Unfortunately, such conditions may not develop. Already there are significant
indicators of stress that have emerged during the past few years. Some of these
indicators are the growing communist threat, deteriorating peace-and-order con
ditions, laborunrest, and massive protest actions since the Aquino assassination."^^
These are not likely to abate in the immediate future; they could grow increasingly
extensive if more sectors become alienated from government as a result of worsening
politicaland economicconditionsand the perceptionthat government is both unable
and unwilling to undertake meaningful political and economic reforms. The presence

Cited by William Branigin, Washington Post, March 25, 1984, pp. 1 and 18-A.
Miranda, p. 6, citing J. W. Diokno, The National Times [Australia], November 18-24, 1983.
See ibid, for a well-documented analysis of these stress indicators, pp. 7-14.
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of these stress indicators will probably result in a greater role taken by the military in
controlling and suppressing them. President Marcos in February 1984 introduced the
employment of "secret marshals," military plainclothesmen authorized to keep the
peace and to shoot to kill suspected criminals. These "secret marshals" were with
drawn due to widespread public reaction against them. Nevertheless, the continued
presence of such stress indicators will affect future civilian-military relations in the
country.

THE IMPACT OF MARTIAL LAW ON THE

DOMINANT PARTY SYSTEM

Major Developments Affecting the Party System

On the advent of martial law, many political leaders were detained by the
military, including the later slain leader of the opposition (Liberal) party. Senator
Aquino. The opposition found itself in disarray not only because of the newly imposed
martial law regime, but also because of the physical disabilities suffered by a number
of its leaders barely a year before, when a political rally of the party was bombed by
persons who remain unknown thirteen years after the tragedy.

A ban on all political party activities, including President Marcos' own
Nacionalista Party, was imposed as he consolidated political power in his hands.
Elections were suspended until April 1978, and political parties consequently had no
opportunity to develop either their organizations or their future leaders. The only
electoral excercises held between 1973 and 1977 were the five national referenda

whose purpose was to obtain popular approval of the reforms undertaken by the
martial law regime and to legitimize the continuing rule of President Marcos. These
exercises were by no means comparable to elections held before 1972 because they
were held under martial law. Meaningful popular participation was obviously absent
in these exercises.

Like many authoritarian regimes in the rest of the Third World, the martial law
government established its own political party, the KBL, to advance President Mar-
cos's perception of his ideal Philippine society. The KBL's formal structure is akin to
that of most political parties in which the chairman is the head of the incumbent
government with local organizations existing below the national level. Regular
caucuses are held to determine party/government policies. Its elected members in the
legislature toe the party line.

In an attempt to provide the country with a semblance of democracy and an
elected government. President Marcos allowed the election in 1978 of members of the
Interim National Assembly. The opposition decided to participate in the elections
although it was aware of the assembly's lack of real powers, because the election was
perceived as an opportunity through which the voice of the opposition could be heard
in government. Several opposition parties were formed: LABAN (Lakas ng Bayan,
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People's Power) in Metro Manila, Pusyon Bisaya in Cebu, Bicol Saro in Southern
Luzon, and the Mindanao Alliance in Central Mindanao.

Not surprisingly, these parties did not win in electoral contests for the most part.
Amid massive election frauds, LABAN lost even though unofficial tallies indicated
the victory of some of its candidates, including Senator Aquino. Pusyon Bisaya,
however, won sixteen seats in the assembly, and other minor parties won a few more
seats. Their performance in the assembly was poor, however, because of their puny
strength and because the assembly remained dominated by the president.

The opposition parties did not do better in the three subsequent elections held
between 1978 and 1982: the local government elections in 1980, the presidential
election in 1981, andthebarangayelections in 1982."^^ TheKBL swept thepolls and
emerged by 1983the only party that dominated the elections. The opposition remained
disunited and disorganized even as an attempt was made in 1981 to unite the factions
under the United Nationalist Democratic Organization (UNIDO). This group now has
twelve affiliated political parties, but the only unifying factor among them is their
desire to end President Marcos' rule.

The assassination ofSenator Aquino is acknowledged to have been a major blow
to the opposition. He is perceived to have been the best hope of the opposition to run
against the president, largely because he still enjoyed a considerable political base; he
was an articulate and witty orator; he had the charisma that any successful Filipino
political leader must have, and his political ideology was considered moderate enough
to appeal to a large cross-section of Filipinos.

While the Aquino assassination dealt a blow to the opposition, however, later
events indicated that the tragedy resulted in positive changes in the politics of the
country. The most relevant to this discussion is the assassination's impact on the
people's rights to free press, free assembly, and free elections. Aquino's death
benefitedthe opposition in that his cause became a rallying point for various opposi
tion groups to contest the 1984 parliamentary elections and to engage in pressure
politics as a "parliament of the streets" (the protest movement) amid a considerable
degree of liberalization of the press and toleration of the right to peaceful assembly.
The opposition parties that contested the elections performed much better than then-
ownexpectations, capturing 61 outofthe200contested seats. They arestillaminority
in the legislature, but their combined voices can increase the range of opinions,
publicize issues more widely, and bring greater pressure to bear in the legislature to
consider alternative views on important issues. One of the most significant achieve
ments of the legislature since its election in May 1984is the unanimous adoption of a
resolution condemning military heavy-handedness in violently dispersing a group of
peaceful demonstrators on September 27, 1984.

Still, the opposition remains divided as of late 1984.Attempts are being made to
form a coalition of all opposition groups amid speculation that Marcos may be

The barangay is the basic political unit in the Philippines. The barangay elections of 1982 were
supposedtobe nonpartisan,but theKBLunofficially fieldedcandidatesandprovidedthemwithmaterial
and organizational resources.
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critically ill and presidential elections may take place sooner than 1987. It will be
crucial for these opposition groups to have a single candidate if they are to defeat the
KBL. Within the KBL itself, there could be stiff competition among a number of
contenders, the most important being the First Lady, the defense minister, and the
labor minister. Without President Marcos, however, all may not be well with the KBL,
in whichcase the oppositionmight be in a good position to defeat the KBL, especially
with the economic crisis, the growing lack of confidence in the govemment that
followed the Aquino assassination, and the implication of top military leaders in the
alleged conspiracy leading to his death. The opposition's success, however, will
depend a good deal on its ability to choose a credible candidate acceptable to the major
groups within in.

Contemporary Election Laws

The effective code governing elections was passed in 1978 preparatory to the
elections for the National Assembly. Although it was ostensibly designed to encourage
the growth of a competitive party system, in reality its provisions discouraged this
development. In fact, they tended to strengthen the position of the dominant govem
ment party.

According to one such provision, the National Assembly would be composed in
part of "representatives elected from the different regions of the nation.These
regional representatives constituted 160 of the assembly's total membership of 185.
Without the appropriate political machinery and other requisite resources, opposition
parties had practically no chance of competing equally with the KBL in regionwide
elections. Consequently, the KBL controlled 169 of the total seats in the interim
legislature.

On January 27,1984, the govemment held a plebiscite to determine the people's
sentiment regarding four proposed constitutional amendments. One of them provided
for the election of assemblymen by provinces and by districts in the case of Metro
Manila, instead of by regions. The plebiscite reportedly endorsed the four proposed
amendments, although there was a record low voter tumout according to an inde
pendent private organization which monitored the plebiscite.

Even with this provision on representation by provinces or districts, the opposi
tion parties still have to operate under other liabilities. One of these is the method of
accreditation of political parties that the 1978 Code puts under the charge of the
Commission onElections (COMELEC). In 1979 theKBL-controlled assembly passed
a law on this matteroutlining the rights and privileges of accredited parties."^ These
include the nomination of official candidates and the right to opt for block voting
wheresuchsystemis allowed. Blockvotingis anadvantage forgovemment partiesin
a systemwheremediaaccess is asymmetricallydistributedinfavorof the govemment.

Election Code of 1978, Article II (Section 11).
Batas Pambansa, no. 53, December 22, 1979.
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where most voters are not well informed, and where many of them are barely able to
read and write. The current rule on accreditation also seriously inhibits the growth of
competitive political parties because it limits accreditation to the first two parties
obtaining at least 10percent of the votes in a previous election. In the 1981 presidential
election, not even the Nacionalista Party, which obtained the second largest number of
votes, met this requirement. The KBL, however, announced in 1983that it was willing
to give up its accreditation rights to give the opposition a "sporting chance."

Other rights of accredited parties include party campaign expenditures, repre
sentation in the printing and verification of official ballots, and a share in the media
space and time mandatorily alloted to COMELEC. Since no party could be accredited
other than the KBL, all other parties become seriously disadvantaged, in fact de
prived, of availing themselves of these rights. Moreover, election rules change so
quickly that even COMELEC has a difficult time keeping up with them. When the
rules of the game are so fluid, in addition to being loaded in favor of the ruling party,
the growth of competitive parties is unlikely.

Finally, COMELEC, which oversees all electoral matters, is composed of
officials who owe their appointment entirely to President Marcos, because he has been
in power for the past nineteen years. Again in an effort to demonstrate the gov
ernment's willingness to compromise with the opposition. President Marcos offered to
appoint to COMELEC two members to be nominated by the opposition. Many
opposition members are wary of such moves from the president, however, stating that
unless substantive reforms such as the abolition of Amendment 6 and the repeal of the
repressive decrees are undertaken, no meaningful elections can be forthcoming and
people should not participate in elections. Such was the official position of a political
group called Kongreso ng mga Mamamayang Pilipino (KOMPIL) regarding the
elections of May 1984 for the regular National Assembly. KOMPIL's unity, however,
rested on a fragile basis. As it turned out, some of the signatories to KOMPIL's
demands did not honor their commitments, and they participated in the May 1984
elections even though there was no substantial compliance by President Marcos with
their demands. The cumulative effect of all the cited circumstances is the institution-

alization of a one-party system in the Philippines for the time being.

PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE

Given the present-day realities in the Philippines as described, it seems unlikely
that the erosion of civilian control will be reversed in the next few years. As long as the
institutional bases for civilian control continue to lie dormant or repressed, and as long
as civilian control continues to rest on the person of President Marcos and the
military's self-inhibition, the return of the mix of civilian-military controls in favor of
the civilian political authorities remains doubtful.

One hopeful development in late 1984 was the relief of General Fabian Ver as
chief of staff of the AFP and his temporary replacement by General Fidel Ramos
(constabulary chief). This was occasioned by the majority report of the Agrava
Fact-Finding Board which implicated General Ver in the military conspiracy to
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assassinate Aquino. General Verwent on a temporary leave of absence and is expected
to remain in that status for the duration of the investigation and trial of the case. The
country's ombudsman, the Tanodbayan, included General Ver as a "principal" in the
double murder case of Aquino and his alleged assassin, Rolando Galman, when it
adoptedthe MajorityReport's findingsthat assertedhis implicationin coveringup the
military conspiracy after the assassination.

Many Filipinos view General Ramos as a professional soldier whose primary
loyalty is to the Constitution and are hopeful that while he heads the AFP the military
will remain subordinate to civilian political authority. One constraint in his capacity to
institute reforms within the military to improve its image and restore the people's
confidence in it is the fact that he is just acting chief and hence feels he lacks full
powers. As a professional, he would not hastily venture into major structural reforms
within the military without such powers.

Another perceived handicap is the alleged loyalty of the RUG commanders to
General Ver. This, however, may not remain a handicap should General Verbe found
guilty of complicity in the cover-up by theSandiganbayan, the court which will try the
Aquino case. His restoration as chief of staff then becomes impossible.

Nevertheless, the present mix of civilian-military controls in favor of the
military, which was facilitated by the role expansion of the latter, can be expected to
remain for some time. The reversal of this condition will require a reduction of
military size, a prospect that will no doubt be resisted by the military.The labor market
will not be able to absorb such a labor force readily, given the current economic crisis
that created some 86,186 new unemployed in 1984alone. Reduction of size would also
mean restructuring the offices within the AFP and, with them, the officers heading
these offices. This will probably be resisted by the officer corps that stands to be
adversely affected by such changes.

The retirement of senior officers trained under the old curricula prescribed by
military educational institutions will also affect future civil-military relations. There is
talk among retired and older officers about the new ethics prevelant among junior
officers. The latter were trained under curricula more socially and politically oriented
than those before. Older officers worry about the younger generation's attachment to
the principle of civilian supremacy. Many of them doubt that this principle will be
upheld by junior officers in the long run. Intervention could be rationalized in terms of
the military's functional imperative of preserving order and protecting the state in the
face of instability and chaos. This view is shared by senior officers who feel that there
might be an event leading to the violation of civilian supremacy, such as the sudden
death of President Marcos.

Related to this point is the absence of a tested mechanism for regular political
succession. There are enough instances in the contemporaryworld when the military
has intervenedin politics to install a political leadershipof its choice. The opportuni
ties for this kind of militaryaction are reduced whenregular mechanisms for political
succession exist. This could be one explanation for the persistence of civilian control
in the Philippinesbefore 1972,as notedearlier.Frauds in electionsnothwithstanding,
these exercises regularly facilitated the peaceful succession of one leader by another.
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Prospects for such a succession are facilitated by the recent emergence of an alterna
tive press (relativelyfreer than the controlledpress), the growthof popularmovements
throughout the country, the relative success of the opposition parties in the last
parliamentary elections, and the recent tendency of the Supreme Court to become
more independent. There is no certainty that Filipinos will be given the opportunity to
choose a successor to Marcos in the event of the president's death or incapacity before
1987, in spiteof the recently approvedconstitutionalamendmentrestoringtheposition
of the vice-president effective in 1987.

In the event of the president's earlier death, the existing successionrules provide
that the Speaker of the Batasang Pambansa presides over the interim, during which
the legislature convenes within three days of the presidential vacancy, and within
seven days of the meeting enacts a special law calling for presidential elections, which
must take place from forty-five to sixty days thereafter. This mechanism, however,
operates only if the unexpired portion of the president's tenure is more than eighteen
months.

This scenario seemed possible during the second half of November 1984 when
the president disappeared from public view from November 14to 25. Rumors about a
criticalillness spreadalloverthecountry. Thesetemporarily ceasedwhenheappeared
briefly on television signing the 1985 budget. But public concern has not been
completely assuaged because he continued to miss several public appearances, and
becausethe KBL was reportedto be rushinga succession bill"^^ that will takecareof a
loophole in thecurrentsuccession law, that is, whois to takeoverincaseof temporary
incapacity of the president.

The person who has the best chance of filling the political vacuum if the
presidentbecomestemporarilyincapacitatedmaybe Mrs. Marcos, who is governorof
Metro Manila and also the head of the Ministry of Human Settlements. She is
allegedly supported by General Ver, who in spite of his temporary relief as chief of
staffisbelievedto havemanyloyalgenerals,especiallyamongtheRUCcommanders.
The militaryor a portion thereof might support Mrs. Marcos under the justificationof
saving the republic from chaos and destruction.

However, Mrs. Marcos's support would probably last only briefly. She would
probably become a liability because of her propensity to promote showcaseprojects
that tend to be costly but not significant for the socioeconomic life of the average
Filipino. She is also reportedly unpopular among a significant group of milit^
officers.

Several alternative scenarios exist. Should President Marcos die suddenly, a
group of professional officers, possibly below the flag rank, might fill the vacuum in
the face of prospectivechaos and in pursuit of theirperceivedprofessionalfunctionof
saving the country from destruction, especially if this group were to see the left
gainingground in the interim. Generally, officersare virulentlyopposed to commun
ism, and they see the broad protest movement, popularlycalled"the parliamentof the
streets," as being infiltrated and manipulated by the left for its own ends. It would be

Ang Pahayagang Malaya, December 4, 1984, pp. 1, 2.
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logical for them toblock the assumption topower even by constitutional means ofthe
leading persons ofthe "parliament ofthe streets" for fear that these might yield to
leftist pressures. Desire toclean up the military and the govemment could be another
motivation for military intervention.

With respect to the partysystem, present trends indicate the maintenance of a
single dominant party within the immediate future. The traditional political parties,
which have been disadvantaged since 1972, are not likely to recover overnight in the
face ofall the constraints imposed on them by the general political situation and the
electoral laws in effect today. Martial law disrupted the organizational development of
opposition political parties, decimated their leadership, and inhibited them from
developing future leaders who could continue the work ofrebuilding viable parties
after the old leadership has passed from the scene and when conditions become
conducive once again for competitive politics. Inview of the current situation, the
KBL islikely toremain the dominant party (although inthe event ofPresident Marcos'
sudden demise the KBL will probably splinter). Some other parties will probably
continue toact as cosmetizing agents within the regime. Amilitary takeover, more
over, would probably maintain the dominant party system instead ofallowing com
petitive politics to develop, precisely because the military approach to decision
making is antagonistic to compromise, bargaining, and negotiation, features that
characterize competitive politics.

Yet there is another possible scenario for the future. If the military does not
intervene after President Marcos passes from the political scene, the chances for a
democratic restoration seem bright. As already noted, a section of the media has
become freer, multisectoral bodies ofcitizens have become more politically aware and
active inpublic affairs, the parliamentary success ofmore opposition candidates has
been realized, andtheSupreme Court has become a little less controlled. These are
positive signs that, if they continue to grow in the future, could lead to a more
liberalized environment conducive to the growth ofcompetitive politics.

Insum, the reversal ofthe process that began in 1972 affecting both the mix in
civilian-military controls and the party system is fraught with difficulties. The in
tensely fluid state ofcontemporary Philippine politics makes it difficult to provide
accurate evaluations offuture prospects. On the other hand, precisely because ofthis
fiuidity, one is tempted to project a future for political institutionalization in the
Philippines that is bleak. Given existing conditions, the dismal record ofpolitical
institution building in the Philippines that characterizes the last decade or so will
probably continue.
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13. Institution Building in South Asia

Myron Weiner

Of the imperial powers, only the Soviet Union and the United Kingdom have an
impressive record of leaving behind their distinctive political institutions in the
countries they once occupied. From one point of view, the Soviet record of in
stitutional transfer isperfect. Inevery country ofEastern Europe once occupied bythe
Soviet army, the basic institutions ofgovemance put in place by the Soviets have
remained: the conununist party, the secret police, the military, state-run public
corporations, and collective agricultural institutions. Some older institutions of the
precommunist period have persisted and some new institutions have emerged—the
Catholic Church and Solidarity come tomind—but thus farthey have notsignificantly
transformedthe Soviet-modeled institutionalstructure.Buthowlegitimatethesestate
institutions are is a matter of doubt: would they continue in their present form in
Poland, for example, were they not sustained by the threat ofSoviet intervention, or
would they have remained inCzechoslovakia and Hungary ifthe Soviet army had not
intervened?

The British imprint on their former colonies is less all-inclusive than the
Soviet's, butconsiderably more legitimate in the sense that these institutions are not
sustained by the prospect of British intervention. Certainly, many former British
colonies have long since given up the Westminster system: Tanzania, Kenya, and
Uganda have abandoned democratic elections, competitive parties, and a freely
elected parliament. Pakistan and Bangladesh, for most of their postindependence
history, have been under military rule, as have Ghana and several ofthe other former
British colonies in Africa. Nonetheless an impressive number of former British
colonies stillremains thathaveBritish-style democratic institutions: India,Malaysia,
SriLanka, Nigeria (until December 1983), Jamaica, Papua-New Guinea, Botswana,
Gambia, Mauritius, Fiji, Nauru, and Belize. Inseveral ofthese countries the demo
cratic parliamentary model has been fragile and (in Nigeria and India) erratic. Nor can
one speak with confidence ofthe future ofdemocratic parliamentary institutions in all
these countries. Still, among the newly independent countries ofthe Caribbean, Asia,
Africa, the Middle East, and the Pacific, competitive democracies exist only among
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theformer British colonies. Not a singleformer American, Dutch, Belgian, or French
colony currently has democratic institutions. The Philippines, Indonesia, Zaire,
Vietnamdo not now (and, with the exceptionof the Philippines, as independentstates
never did) have the political institutions introduced by their former rulers.

Why the British have had more success in institutional transfer than other
imperial powers, and why these institutions have remained intact in some of the
former Britishcolonies is an importantissue in comparativepoliticalanalysis. It is the
purpose of this essay to deal with the second question, focusing attention on in
stitutional developments in South Asia, with the hope that such an analysis may
illuminate the larger question of the conditions under which institutions, especially
democratic institutions, are transferred, sustained, modified, or eroded.

VICEREGAL AND WESTMINSTER MODELS

Of the three successor states to British India, only India has successfully
sustaineda Britishdemocratic model,withcompetitive political parties,eightnational
parliamentaryelections, an independentjudiciary, a nonpolitical military, the police
and paramilitary institutions controlled by elected representatives, a free press, and
associations (including trade unions, peasant organizations, and caste associations)
more or less free from state domination. Trueenough, the Indianexperiencehas been
flawed: for twenty-one months from June 26, 1975, to March 1977 India lived under
emergency rule when the electoral process was suspended, leading oppositionfigures
were in jail, a numberof politicalpartiesbanned, the press censored, and the power
of the judiciary circumscribed. But the elections of March 1977 (called by an
authoritarian government) brought about the defeat of Mrs. Indira Gandhi and her
governing Congress party, andtherestoration ofdemocratic institutions, a process not
reversed by Mrs. Gandhi's return to power in theparliamentaryelections of 1980. The
durability of India's democratic institutions was furtherdemonstrated by the orderly
transition of Rajiv Gandhi to power following the assassination of Prime Minister
Gandhi by Sikh extremists. Rajiv Gandhi's own position was further solidifiedwith
his victory in the parliamentary elections held in December 1984.

In Pakistan, British parliamentary institutions formally came to an end on
October7,1958, whenPresidentIskanderMirzadissolvedthenationalparliamentand
the provincial assemblies, dismissed the central and provincial governments, banned
all political parties, abrogated the 1956 constitution, declared martial law, and ap
pointedGeneralMohammad AyubKhan, commander-in-chief of the Pakistan army,
as chief martial law administrator, placing all armed forces of Pakistan under his
command. In a national radio broadcast the next day. General Ayub Khanexplained
that the decision had been taken "with great reluctance, but with the fullest conviction
that there was no alternative to it except the disintegration and completeruination of
the country." Thus, Pakistan abruptly endeda decade of Westminster parliamentary
governmentcharacterizedby competitivepoliticalparties, elections, a free press, an
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independentjudiciary,andfreedomof association. In itsplaceemergedan administra
tive statecontrolledby a civil andmilitarybureaucracy, a viceregalsystemofauthority
based upon a patrimonial process of decision making.

Efforts to create a competitive parliamentary system in Bangladesh proved to be
abortive. The founders of Bangladesh, Mujibur Rahman and his Awami League party,
assured their supporters that once East Pakistan became an independent country it
would (in contrast to Pakistan) be an open, competitive, democratic system run by
political parties freely elected. But it was Mujib himself who on December 28, 1974,
barely three years after Bangladesh became independent, proclaimed a state of
emergency,suspendedall fundamentalrights, abolishedall oppositionparties, closed
down most of the country's daily newspapers, and created a one-party dictatorship.
Eight months later, on August 15, 1975—the anniversary of the British withdrawal
from South Asia—the military in a lightning and bloody coup overthrew Sheikh
Mujib, killing him and almost every member of his family, and established an
administrative state under the civil and military bureaucracy.

Both Pakistan and Bangladesh have experienced institutional changes since
their first coup. Pakistan had a competitive national parliamentary election in 1971,
but it proved to be a catalyst for civil war when the militaryrefused to turn power over
to an East Pakistani Awami League majority. Civilian government was restored in
1972 when the army stepped down and the leader of the Pakistan People's Party,
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto (whose party had a majority), was invited to form a government.
The new government, however, was nearly as autocratic as its military predecessors,
and it ended with a military coup in 1978 that had considerable support from the
opposition parties.

The attempt to move Bangladesh out of military govemment proved no more
successful. In 1978, three years after he took power. General Ziaur Rahman held
Bangladesh's first general elections with some measureof open competitivepolitics.
But only three years later, in May 1981, President Ziaur Rahman was killed by an
assassin. Once again elections were held, with candidates put up by the Bangladesh
Nationalist Party that Zia had founded in 1978, and the Bangladesh Awami League,
the party of the late Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. Abdus Sattar, leader of the BNP, easily
won with 66 percent of the vote, but the following year LieutenantGeneral Hossain
Mohammad Ershad seized power on behalf of the army and appointed himself chief
martial law administrator. Some 200 persons were arrested, including former mini
sters, parliament was dissolved, a martial law order was issued enabling Ershad to act
in place of the parliament, and the martial law administratorassumed the authority to
appoint civilian judges. Once again, the military and civil administrations were in
complete control.

It would be incorrect to conclude from this brief account that the Indians

inherited the British institutional legacy, while Pakistan and Bangladesh did not. Each
in its own way has built upon the institutional foundations initially created by the
British: Pakistan and Bangladesh on those institutions that sustained the imperial state,
and India on the electoral institutions, parliament, state assemblies, and political
parties that the British either nurtured or tolerated. Indeed, it is commonplace in much
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of the scholarly writings about Pakistan and Bangladesh to point to the similarities
between these govemments and the spirit as well as institutions of British viceregal
rule. The viceroys and governors-general were, after all, not democratic rulers, and
British authority rested upon the coercive powers of the military, the police, and civil
administration. The commander-in-chief of the military shared authority with civilian
administrators, reporting directly to the British government, and neither military nor
civilian authorities were held accountable to elected officials for their actions. There

was a division of powers between the executive andjudicial branches of government at
the higher levels, but at the district level the senior officerscombined both judicial and
administrative functions. Administrators had a paternalistic view of their own author
ity and little regard for the elected politicians permitted by the British to exercise some
authority at the local and provincial level.

The viceregal model is thus just as much a part of the British tradition as the
Westminster model.

WHY THE INSTITUTIONAL DIVERGENCES

IN SOUTH ASIA?

How, then, does one explain the divergent institutional paths taken by India,
Pakistan, and Bangladesh? Many conventional explanations about why some coun
tries in the Third World have taken an authoritarian path while others have remained
democratic do not apply in South Asia. The theory, for example, that there are
socioeconomic determinants of democratic institutions does not explain the di
vergences in South Asia. According to this theory, democracy is not compatible with
illiterate and impoverished populations, rapid population growth, large-scale unem
ployment, rural misery, and urban squalor. Such conditions, it is argued, make the
poor vulnerable to revolutionary appeals. A variant of this argument is that a high rate
of economic growth, accompanied by an inequitable distribution of its benefits, will
widen the gap between the rich and the poor and generate class conflicts and revolu
tionary movements. Both growth-oriented and equity-oriented economists and social
scientists conclude that unless there is either rapid growth or more equity, democracy
will not survive in India. Thus, in the fifties and early sixties many observers warned
that too much attention to industrial development as compared with agriculture would
turn the peasantry against the government; in the late sixties and early seventies, in
contrast, observers feared that the Green Revolution would widen the gap between
rich landowning peasants and the landless agricultural laborers and small landowners,
resulting in class conflict in the countryside.^

Inequities and impoverishment are commonplace in India, and of the same
magnitude as in Pakistan and Bangladesh. Growth rates have varied from year to year.

1 A review of various theories of democracy and their applicability (or inapplicability) to contemporary
developing countries can be found in Myron Weiner, "Empirical Democratic Theory," in Ergun
Ozbudun and Myron Weiner,eds., CompetitiveElections inDeveloping Contries (Durham, N.C.: Duke
University Press, in press).
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and neither the level nor rate of change in national income has had an impact on the
form of government. Few observers would argue that Mrs. Gandhi's decision to
declare a national emergency in 1975 was a consequence of economic deterioration.

It is true, on the other hand, that the military coup in Pakistan in 1958 followed a
period of economic decline. The cost-of-living index had risen from 98 to 120 between
1949 and 1958 in West Pakistan and from 103 to 117 in East Pakistan. Pakistan also

had problems in its balance of payments. On almost any economic measure, however,
India's economic performance during this period was hardly better. The cost-of-living
index rose from 96 to 124 in the five years 1953 to 1958, and the balance-of-payments
deficit was substantial. "In all cases," wrote Wayne Wilcox, "an objective comparison
would favor Pakistan... [but] no one seriously advocated martial law for India/'^

According to another theory, social heterogeneity is a threat both to democratic
institutions and to the state itself. On the scale of social heterogeneity, postindepen-
dence Pakistan ranked among the most diversified countries in the world. Pakistan's
cleavages were made worse by two factors: the division of the country into two parts,
and the overlapping of ethnic groups across intemational borders. Pakistan shared its
Pathan population with Afghanistan, a country that asserted a claim over the Pushtun-
speaking regions, and it shared its Baluch population with both Iran and Afghanistan.
It controlled a small part of Kashmir and claimed the entire province of Kashmir from
India. Both the Punjab and Bengali-speaking East Pakistan shared the same linguistic/
ethnic identity with neighboring populations in India, although they diverged on
matters of religious identity.

It is thereforeplausibleto concludethatethnicstrainsmusthaveplayeda rolein
the demise of democracy in Pakistan. Moreover, it also appeared as if religious, caste,
and linguisticcleavageswouldtearIndiaapart, leavingeithera weak, truncatedcenter
withpowerful provincial rulersor, alternatively, an authoritarian statethatwouldhold
the country together by coercion. Heterogeneity, however, has not destroyed Indian
democracy, nor that of Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Fiji, Mauritius, and several other
developingcountries, nor that of Canada, Belgium, Switzerland, the Netherlands, or
the United States.^ Moreover, though Bangladesh is a remarkably homogeneous
country—almost the entire population speaks Bengali, and there are few sharp
cultural-cw/n-economic cleavages, the well-to-do Hindus having left the country in
1947,andWestPakistanicapitalistshavingleft in 1971—thecountryhasnotsustained
democratic institutions.

In part, onecanaccountfor thedifferencesamongthecountriesof SouthAsiaon
the basis of their institutional legacy. In August 1947 the Indian army was divided:
fifteen infantry regiments were given to India, eight to Pakistan. A similar two-to^one
division took place in the armored corps and artillery regiments. But ordnance

^ Wayne Ayres Wilcox, "ThePakistan Coup d'Etat of 1958," Pacific Ajfairs, vol. 38, no. 2 (Summer,
1965), p. 149.

^ Theclassic statement concerning theinappropriateness ofdemocracy inaheterogeneous society isJohn
Stuart Mill's Representative Government. For an alternative view of the way in which representative
government and cultural pluralismcan andhave been madecompatible, seeArend Lijphart, Democracy
in Plural Societies: A Comparative Exploration (New Haven, Conn.: YaleUniversity Press, 1977).
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factories were located primarily in India, and in the division of equipment Pakistan
actually received less than the one-third initially proposed. Among commissioned
officers, Pakistan received disproportionately fewer than India since only 23.7 percent
of the officers were Muslims as compared with 56 percent Hindus."^

Nor did Pakistan fare better in administrative services. At the time of inde

pendence there were 549 Indians in the Indian Civil Service and Indian Political
Service, of whom 101 were Muslims. Ninety-five opted for service in Pakistan.
Moreover, the penetration of the administrative services into the North WestFrontier
Province and into Baluchistan was less than in most provinces of India or the other
provinces of Pakistan.^

In short, the administrative services and the military were initially weaker in
Pakistan than in India. Moreover, within Pakistan both the administration and military
were less developed in East Pakistan than in the West:only two membersof the Indian
Civil Service were from East Pakistan and there were few military officers from the
lower ranks who came from Bengal. Even on the eve of the civil war, the Bengalis
were disproportionately underrepresented within both the Pakistan military and the
civil bureaucracy—an important element in Bengali resentmentof what they viewed
as Pakistani domination. But the breakdown ofcivilian rule in Pakistan in 1958, as we

shall explore later, can hardly be attributed to the weakness of the military or civil
bureaucracy. The militarygrew quicklyin size, and its politicalpositionwasenhanced
as the politiciansprovedunableto resolvethe majorinstitutional issuesessentialto the
task of governing. For an explanation of why political developments in India and
Pakistan diverged as they did, we need to examine the way in which thepolitical as
distinct from state institutions developed within the pre-1947 areas that ultimately
went to Pakistan.

ELECTORAL AND PARTY POLITICS IN BRITISH INDIA

The political party system that developed in British India not only reflected the
divisions between Hindus and Muslims but was substantially conditioned by the
electoral process created by the British authorities. The electoral principle was first
introduced in India in 1884 for local bodies and in 1892 for provincial councils. The
Gladstone Liberals looked upon the introduction of elected governments as a first step
toward national self-government. In contrast, the British Conservatives were of the
opinion that an electoral system along British lines—one person/one vote, territorial
representation, and majority rule—would be disastrous for India's Muslims. Their
concern for the Muslims was based less on an abstract notion of justice than on their
awareness of the need to sustain Muslim support for British rule in India. Once the
Liberals had won on the question of whether the elective principle should be in
troduced into India, the Conservatives turned their attention to the question of how

^ Hasan AskariRizvi, TheMilitary and Politics in Pakistan (Lahore:Progressive Publishers, 1974), p.
39.

^ Muneer Ahmad, The Civil Servant in Pakistan (Karachi: Oxford University Press, 1964), p. 53.
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best to ensurerepresentationfor the Muslimminority. The issuewasresolvedwiththe
appointment of a commission cochaired byJohnMorley, theLiberal secretary of state
forIndia,andLordMinto,theConservative viceroy. Minto,ina lettertoMorley, said,
"I am as firmly convincedas I believeyou to be that any electoralrepresentation in
India would be doomed to mischievous failure which aimed at granting a personal
enfranchisement, regardless of thebeliefs andtraditions of thecommunities compos
ing the population of this continent The Mohammedan community may rest
assured thattheirpolitical rights andinterests as a community willbe safeguarded by
any administrative re-organization with which I am concerned."^

Minto successfully argued for "conununal" electorates in which Muslims could
vote for their own candidates. In 1909 the Morley-Minto Reforms were introduced.
They provided for a further extension of the elective principle to the legislative
councils in the states, anextension of thesuffrage, andtheestablishment ofa system
of communal electorates into all elected bodies. Communal electorates freed both
Hindu and Muslimpoliticians from needing to win the support of the othercommu
nity. Conununal electorates assured Muslim politicians that theycouldwinelections
solely by appealing to the interests and loyalties of Muslims. Communal electorates
guaranteed thattwoparty systems—not a two-party system—would develop, onefor
the Muslims andthe otherfor the Hindus.Socialcleavages werethusinstitutionalized
into a system of political dualism.

The major institutions of state in SouthAsia were createdby the British—^the
military, the bureaucracy, the courts, the legal system, and elections themselves—^^but
thepolitical parties, though shaped bytheseinstitutions, were wholly anoutgrowth of
an indigenous process, not a foreign transplant. There are, however, two separate
stories to be told, the storyof the development of parties primarily among Hindus in
the areas that subsequently became part of India, and the story of the growth of the
parties amongthe Muslims,both in the areas thatbecamepartof Pakistanandwithin
the areas that remained in India. Both histories have been told at great length
elsewhere andneednotberepeated here.Whatdoes needtobeemphasized, however,
are those features of the preindependence party development that significantly in
fluenced the role playedby parties after partition and independence.

Among the Hindus the great social division at the turn of the century was
between the newly emerging urban middle classes and the older elites, the landlords
and members of the ruling families. Initially, theIndianNational Congress primarily
reflected the interests of the urban middle classes, but in the 1920s Gandhi turned the
Congress into a mass movement, appealing to the peasantry and industrial labor as
well as to the middle classes. The party functioned at the level of a mass protest
movement, but at the sametimeit alsotookon characteristics of a political partywith
provincial anddistrict offices, dues-paying members, internal elections, fund raising,
all made necessaryby the need to contest elections to legislative bodies. The Indian

^ Stanley Wolpert, Morley and India, 1906-1910 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1967),
p. 189.
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National Congress was not the only political party that won support among India's
Hindus. There were avariety ofregional parties andcountless local political agitations
of limited duration. Butin theelections of 1936—37 for theprovincial assemblies, the
regional parties among thenon-Muslim population werevirtually wiped out: Congress
formed ministries in seven of theeleven provinces, sixwith a clearmajority of seats.

The Muslim League, organized in 1906, was the first major national Muslim
organization, but unlike Congress its roots were primarily among the landholding
aristocracy and only later did it attract the urban Muslim middle classes. Not until the
late thirtiesand early forties did it acquiremass supportamong Muslims. Indeed, in
the 1936-37 elections the League failed to win a majority of the reserved Muslim
seats. The League won only 109 out of 485 seats—and these were primarily in the
Hindu majorityprovinces, not in the areas that subsequently becamePakistan. In the
Muslim-majority provinces the League did poorly, winning 40 out of 117 seats in
Bengal, 2 out of 86 seats in Punjab, and none in the North WestFrontier Province and
in Sind. In each case it was a regional party that won the Muslim vote: the Krishak
Praja Party in Bengal, the UnionistParty in the Punjab, the KhudaiKidmatgar in the
NorthwestFrontierProvince—parties that opposedthe Leagueand its proposal for a
Muslim-majority Pakistan state.^ The League subsequently won popular support, and
its popularity increased as theprospect of a British withdrawal grew. FearofCongress
(and Hindu) domination became a driving force behind the movement for a Pakistan
state. Many provincial leaders, though distrustful of Jinnah and his associates in the
Muslim League, rallied behind the League as the one political force capable of
representing India's Muslims in negotiations with the British over the future of the
Indian state.

The commitmentto the idea of a Pakistanstate, however, washistoricallyrooted
in the Muslim-minority areas of India, mainly in Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, and Bombay
and not in the areas that subsequently became part of Pakistan. Thus, when Pakistan
was founded in 1947, its strongest supporters, those who cherished a Pakistani as
opposed to a regional identity,were the migrantsfrom the Muslim-minority areas that
remained in India. Pakistan's governing party after independence had its roots, both
historically and socially, in areas outside of Pakistan. League leaders saw themselves
not only as the founders of Pakistan but the only political group sufficiently identified
with the state to legitimately take part in the country's political life. Said Prime
Minister Liaquat Ali Khan in 1950: "The formation of new political parties in
opposition to the Muslim League is against the best interests of Pakistan. If the Muslim
League is not made strong and powerful and the mushroom growth of parties is not
checked immediately, I assure you that Pakistan which was achieved after great
sacrifices, will not survive."^

^ Khalid B.Sayeed, "The Historical Origins ofSome ofPakistan's Persistent Political Problems," inA.J.
Wilson andDennis Dalton, eds., TheStatesofSouthAsia:ProblemsofNationalIntegration (London:
C. Hurst, 1983), p. 30.

®Rizvi, The Military, p. 61.
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League leaders did not trust the recent converts to the cause of Pakistan, and
many of the provincialleaders were hostile to the centralizing,nationalizing instincts
of muhajirs, the immigrants from India. From the moment of its birth Pakistani elites
and their supporters were divided over what should be the institutional structure of the
new nation.^

THE WEAKNESS OF POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS IN PAKISTAN

The institutional structure of a political system determines who can participate
in the political arena. The political struggles in much of the Third World over
institutions is thus a struggle among various groups about how much power each
should have and who should be excluded from power sharing. The victory of one
group or coalition in determining the institutional structure does not end the struggle
unless the new institutional arrangements are perceived as legitimate by all significant
politically articulate forces. In the absence of that legitimacy, the struggle to reshape
the country's institutional structures will continue. The political problem in much of
the Third World is not merely unstable governments—frequent changes of govern
ment are not uncommon in the older European democracies—but that the existing
institutionslack legitimateauthority. How illegitimatethese institutionsare inmuchof
the Third World is demonstrated by the frequent need by many military regimes to
promise a return to civil government (an admission of their own illegitimacy); by the
head of one-party dictators to promise more competitiveness and openness within the
party, and by the effort of many dictators to create ideologies ("Nasserism," "Mujib-
ism," Islamic socialism, "Guided Democracy") that might serve to legitimate govern
ing institutions.

The political development of Pakistan from 1947 to the present and that of its
partitioned successor state, Bangladesh, since 1972, illustrate these points. The most
divisive issues in the united Pakistan were not questions of public policy, though there
were clashes over questions of land reform, the respective roles of the public and
private sector, taxation, education, and other issues typical of developing countries.
But these were secondary or derivative as compared with the issues of whether West
Pakistan should be a single-unit province or federalized, the degree of autonomyof the
provinces in relation to the center, the authority of the president in relation to
parliament, and the question of bureaucratic-military rule versus elected representa
tive government. The country has already had three constitutions: a parliamentary
Westminster-style constitution approved in 1956 but revoked by the military two years
later, a centralized presidential-style constitution promulgated in 1962 and intended to
legimate military rule under Ayub, and a centralized but civilianized semiautocratic
system put in place by Prime Minister Bhutto in 1973 and subsequently suspended by
President Zia. The debate over institutional forms continues. The same issues that

^ "The defence of the state is our foremost consideration. It dominates all other governmental activities.'
Liaquat All Khan, 1948. Quoted by Rizvi, ibid., p. 52.
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have divided Pakistanis for more than a third of a century still remain unresolved: the
respective roles of military and civilian bureaucratic institutions versus organized
political parties, the character of the legal structure, centralism versus federalism, and
the relationship between Islam and state institutions and policies. As in the past,
behind the debate over institutional forms lies the question of which groups should
have power, how much, what kind, and how accountable.

The muhajirs (immigrants) and Punjabis have been the dominant elites in
Pakistan since its inception. Both groups feared the rise of the Bengali majority from
East Pakistan. The schism over the respective representation ofEast and West Pakistan
in the national govemment, and the issue of a single unit for West Pakistan, revolved
around the Punjabi-mM/zq/7r anxiety over the prospects of losing political control to the
Bengalis, alone or in association with the linguistic minorities in the West—the
Baluch, Pushtun, and Sindhis. The 1956 constitution provided for the consolidation of
the four provinces of West Pakistan into a single unit, with representation in the
national parliament based upon parity between East and West Pakistan rather than on
the basis of population. A coalition govemment, led by the Bengali Suhrawardy,
which sought to use the resources of the center to strengthen the economy of East
Pakistan, proved threatening to the Punjabis and muhajirs in the West. National
elections were schedued for Febmary 1959, but in a preemptive strike the Punjabi-
dominated military took over the country in October 1958, establishing a dictatorship
of senior army officers and civil servants. This group mled the country under martial
law decrees until 1962; during this period not a single Bengali was in the cabinet.

Just as the Muslim League before independence opposed the establishment of a
democratic system in India based on personal enfranchisement and representation
according to population on the grounds that the Muslims would be outvoted by the
Hindus, so too in postindependence Pakistan, Punjabi and muhajir elites opposed the
establishment of a democratic system that would permit Bengali domination. The
overwhelming defeat of the Muslim League in the provincial elections in East Bengal
in 1954 proved in retrospect to have been a decisive element in pursuading the West
Pakistanis that the Bengalis wanted a poltical party of their own and that there was a
serious possibility that a politically cohesive Bengali population could take control
over the central govemment in a free national election.

Ayub Khan sought to legitimate not only his own mle but that of a set of
institutions that would in effect prevent the Bengalis from taking power." The
constitution of 1962 provided for presidential govemment and indirect elections by
"basic democrats" or elected local elites. The constitution was rejected by the Awami
League, which in 1966 issued its six-point program: (1) the reintroduction of a

Talukder Maniruzzaman, The Bangladesh Revolution and Its Aftermath (Dacca: Bangladesh Books
International, 1980), p. 9. Maniruzzaman provides the most complete account of the emergence of
Bangladesh, Mujib's establishment of a one-party state, and his overthrow by the military. For an
account of the Ziaur Rahman regime, see Marcus Franda, Bangladesh: The First Decade (New Delhi:
South Asian Publishers), pp. 219-235.

^̂ Lawrence Ziring,TheAyub Era: PoliticsinPakistan,1958-1969(Syracuse: Syracuse University Press,
1971).
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parliamentary formof government anduniversal adultfranchise; (2)a federal formof
governmentwithdefenseand foreignaffairs in the handsof thecenterand all residual
powers to reside in the two states of East Bengal and West Pakistan; (3) separate
currencies and state banks for the two states; (4) taxation powers in the hands of the
states; (5) independencefor the two states in internationaltrade, and (6) the develop
ment of a militia or paramilitary force in Bast Bengal. The governing elite in West
Pakistan saw these demands as threatening to the very existence ofthe state of Pakistan
and to their own dominant role within it.

By the late sixties the military-bureaucratic elite was persuaded that their efforts
to create a legitimate set of institutions had not succeeded. Yaya Khan, Ayub's
military successor, agreed to hold national elections for parliament in December 1970.
Many observers believe that the military assumed that the Bengali vote would be split
among several parties so that there was little prospect of the Bengalis dominating the
central government and imposing their six-point program on the WestPakistani elites.
But the overwhelming victory of the Awami League—it captured 160 out of 162
national assembly seats allocated to East Bengal, giving them a clear majority of
assembly seats—alarmed the West Pakistani elites. The Pakistani People's Party
(PPP), a left-of-center socialist party committed to a strong center, won 82 of the 138
seats allocated to West Pakistan, a clear majority in the Sind and Punjab, but got no
support in the Frontier Province or in Baluchistan.

The civil war that ensued, the military defeat by India, and the breakup of
Pakistan meant, among other things, a massive defeat for the civil and military
bureaucracy that had run the country since 1958. The military turned power over to
Bhutto largely as a result of pressure from junior officers, who believed that the defeat
of the military in 1965 and again in 1971 was a result of the incompetence of the
generals. The generals put Bhutto in power in an effort to stem the revolt within the
military and in the hope that they could continue to control the government through
Bhutto. But several months after taking power, Bhutto dismissed many of the senior
military officers, including those who had placed him in power.

Bhutto devoted many of his five years in power to the restructuring of Pakistan's
political institutions. He introduced a new constitution modeled after the British
viceregal tradition. The president (Bhutto) was given much of the authority of the
British viceroys. Provincial ministries were responsible not to the legislatures but to
the governors appointed by and accountable to the president. Bhutto used these
powers to remove from power the opposition and regionalist National Awami Party in
the North West Frontier Province and in Baluchistan. At the same time, Bhutto took
steps to weaken the position both of the military and the senior administrators, the
Civil Service of Pakistan (CSP). The power of the courts was limited and several laws
were passed expanding the power of the executive at the expense of the courts. And in
an effort to win popular support for these measures Bhutto, a Berkeley-educated,
Westernized intellectual, sought to nurture and politically harness the growing
religious resurgence in the country. He called for "Islamic socialism," banned gam
bling, alcohol, and nightclubs, called for an "Islamic bomb," and declared the
Ahmediyas, a heterodox sect, as non-Islamic. But Bhutto failed to win the support of
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the Islamic fundamentalist groups or of the regionalist-minded minorities, while his
autocratic style and his moves against the bureaucracy and courts antagonized much of
the urban middle classes.

Once again elections demonstrated the sharp divisions within the country. Nine
opposition parties joined together to form the Pakistan National Alliance (PNA), with
strong support from the urban middle classes, the fundamentalists, and some of the
regional minorities. In the 1977 national assembly elections, the PNA succeeded in
arousing considerable popular support, but when the votes were in the PNA had won
only in the North West Frontier Province (with 65.4 percent of the seats) and garnered
another 26 percent of the seats in the Sind. Bhutto's Pakistan People's Party, which by
now had attracted support from landed groups on the one hand and sectors of the rural
and urban poor on the other, swept the Punjab with 93 percent of the seats and the Sind
with 75 percent of the seats. Nationally the PPP won 58 percent of the vote, the PNA
35 percent.

Bhutto's triumph in the Punjab came as a surprise. The opposition was per
suaded that the polls were rigged; large-scale demonstrations, then riots, broke out in
Lahore, Hyderabad, and other large cities. Bhutto called out the army to restore order,
but the opposition, with popular urban backing, continued to challenge him. Finally,
in July 1977, General Zia ul Haq staged a bloodless coup d'etat. Bhutto was sub
sequently arrested on the charges of having conspired to murder a political opponent
and in April 1979 was hanged.

The Military Seeks Legitimacy Through Islamization

Once again the military justified its intervention on the grounds that the major
political groups had reached an impass and that Bhutto's Pakistan People's Party was
no longer able to govern the country without the military. Once again the military
promised that its tenure would be brief as it prepared the country for an orderly return
to civilian rule.

Eight years later President Zia remains in power, running a far more stable
government than anyone anticipated. The execution of Bhutto did not result in any
mass movement against the military government. The frequently postponed elections
and the outlawing of political parties have resulted in few organized protests by parties
or political strikes by trade unions. Regional protests have subsided. Baluchistan, in
violent revolt against Bhutto's central government from 1973 to 1977, has remained

For an account of the Bhutto regime and its impact on Pakistan's political institutions, see Shahid Javed
Burki, Pakistan Under Bhutto, 1971-1977 (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1980).
Philip Jones, "The ChangingParty Structures in Pakistan: From Muslimto People's Party," in Man-
zooruddin Ahmed, ed.. Contemporary Pakistan: Politics, Economy and Society (Durham, N.C.
Carolina Academic Press, 1980), pp. 114-139.
For accounts of the fall of Bhutto, see William L. Richter, "From Electoral Politics to Martial Law
Alternative Perspectives on Pakistan's PoliticalCrisisof 1977," in Manzooruddin Ahmed, ibid., pp
92-113; Maliha Lodhi, "Pakistan in Crisis,"Journal ofCommonwealth and ComparativePolitics, vol
16, no. 1 (March 1978), pp. 60-73, and Burki, Pakistan under Bhutto.
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quiet. So has the North West Frontier, once the center for a movement for the creation
of an independent Pushtunistan.^^ There have been few student protests, andmany
students have joined the Jamaat-i-Islami, an Islamic group that is mildly supportive of
the Zia government. The Movement for the Restoration of Democracy, a coalition of
what the government describes as "defunct" political parties, appears thus far only to
be a force in the Sind. A terrorist movement, the Al-Zulfikar, led by the son of the late
prime minister, dramatically hijacked a Pakistan International Airways DCIO in 1982,
but the result was a popular revulsion against this Kabul-based group. The ulema
remain critical of Zia, insistingthat his Islamizationprogramis moving too slowly,but
they evidently prefer the present government to its predecessor or to any elected
government. At the same time much of the Westernized middle class resents the
Islamization program, but its effect on their daily lives has been limited.

The major institutional innovation of the Zia regime is its attempt to infuse
Islamic ideas into legal and economic institutions. Zia has reconstituted the Islamic
Ideology Council, an advisory council to the president responsible for recommending
measures for creating a more Islamic system of government. Pakistan's penal code has
been modified to provide for the imposition of hudud ((gMran-prescribed penalties) for
adultery, drinking, theft, and false accusation. Shariat benches or courts were created
in 1978 to determine whether specific laws were contrary to the Shariah. The Shariat
courts now represent one of three competing legal institutions: there is also the civil
court system, including the Supreme Court, high courts for each of the four provinces,
and district and lower courts; and there is the system of martial law courts empowered
to deal with violations of martial law crimes, such as the gathering ofpoliticians, riots,
and demonstrations. These three legal systems represent the three major legal tradi
tions competing within Pakistan: British, autocratic military, and Islamic.

Zia has also sought to Islamize many economic institutions: a Zakat Fund was
created to finance social welfare programs. Zakat and ushr (an agricultural tax) have
been introduced. Interest-free banking has been established, along with a system
called Profit/Loss Sharing (PLS), which permits account holders to share in company
profits rather than eam interest.

Zia has pressed the bureaucracy to become more Islamic in conduct and
appearance, a demand made more palatable to the secularized bureaucracy because of
the steps taken by Zia to restore to the Civil Services of Pakistan many of the powers
and much of the prestige that it lost under Bhutto. Similarly, the business community
has been able to live with an "Islamic economy" because the present military regime is
committed to the protection of private property and toward reversing the nationaliza
tion measures and socialist controls adopted by Bhutto.

The role of Baluch and Pushtun separatism in contemporary Pakistan is described by Ataur Rahman,
"Pakistan: Unity or Further Divisions?" in Wson and Dalton, The States of South Asia, pp. 197-222.
The attempt by both Bhutto and Zia to use Islam to provide legitimacy for their regimes and as a force for
creating a sense of national identity is described by John L. Esposito, ed., Islam and Development:
Religion and Sociopolitical Change (Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse University Press, 1980), pp. 139-162;
and Edward Mortimer, Faith and Power: The Politics of Islam (New York: Vintage Books), pp.
186-229.
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In a situation in which the press continues to be censored, many opposition
leaders are in jail, and antigovemment strikes are halted by martial law authorities, an
assessment of Zia's popularity or the acceptability of the new institutions is a matter of
conjecture. In his quest for legitimacy. President Zia held a referendum in December
1984 seeking approval for his Islamization policy, then used that approval as an
endorsement of himself as president for another five years. But most observers believe
that popular sentiment for the restoration of civilian government remains high.
Corruption persists, though Zia himself has not been touched by any scandals. The
army still remains primarily Punjabi and secondarily Pathan, with little representation
from Sind or Baluchistan. Many view Zia's efforts to Islamize the Pakistani state a
tactical maneuver by a military that remains Westernized and secular in spirit, in spite
of Zia's own devotion as a Muslim believer. Many Baluch and Sindhis (and some
Pathans) view military rule as a cover for Punjabi dominance, since Punjabis are
predominant not only in the military, but in the civil bureaucracy, in the business
conununity, and among the wealthier farmers.

Though it has been transformed by many martial law decrees, the 1973 constitu
tion technically remains in effect and President Zia agreed to hold party-less elections
for the National Assembly in early 1985, an admission that, Islamization not with
standing, there is considerable popular support for the restoration of popular demo
cratic government.

The persistence of the regime—Zia has now been in officefor eight years—and
the limited pressure for political change, have in part been the result of external
circumstances. The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan has clearly strengthened the Zia
government. It led the United States to revive its military and economic aid programs.
The $3.2 billion economic and military assistance package has strengthened Zia's
standing within the military and the bureaucracy. The Intemational Monetary Fund,
the Aid-to-Pakistan Club, and a consortium of intemational commercial banks have
been more forthcoming since December 1979. Neither the Pathans nor the Baluch are
presently inclined to destabilize the govemment at the risk of inviting extemal
intervention. Zia's continuation of the Bhutto policy of strengthening Pakistan's
relations with the Islamic world has been made easier. Since 1980, aid from Saudi
Arabia and other Middle East countries has been stepped up.

The Soviet presence in Afghanistan, and the response to it by the Westand by the
Middle East, thus helped to avert an economic crisis for Pakistan, reduced criticism of
the govemment from within the military and bureaucracy,and lowered opposition to
the govemment from both regional and Islamic groups.

In the long mn, however, few govemments in Asia remain in as precarious a
position as the present govemment of Pakistan. Its weakness derives first of all from

The impact of the Soviet invasion on Afghanistan on the stability of the Zia regime is described in
Stephen Philip Cohen and Marvin G. Weinbaum, "Pakistan in 1981:Staying Onr Asian Survey, vol. 22,
no. 2 (February 1982); and W. Eric Gustafson and William L. Richter, "Pakistan in 1980: Weathering the
Storm," Asian Survey, vol. 21, no. 2 (February 1981).
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the absence of a clear national identity. A state created by secular Muslims from India,
it remains vulnerable to the demand of orthodox Muslims that it be converted from a

country for Muslims into an Islamic state. The military and the bureaucracy remain
dominated by the Punjabis and to a lesser extent by Pathans, while the Sindhis and
Baluch have little power. Though the military has governed Pakistan almost con
tinuously since 1956 (with a break from 1972 to 1977), it is not popular. The
government has sought to increase political representation by creating national and
provincial advisory councils and some elected local bodies, but the politicized urban
middle classes remain deprived of political rights.

Which of the two institutional traditions established by the British, the viceregal
or parliamentary democratic, is likely to prevail in Pakistan? Will the present military-
bureaucratic state, reinforced by Islamic laws, institutions, and sentiments, persist or
can Pakistan be redemocratized? One way of addressing the question is to look at the
experience of other countries that have shifted from democratic to military rule and
back again. There are a handful of such cases: Greece, Turkey, Nigeria, Colombia,
and Venezuela. Though each has its own peculiar features, there are some shared
elements that may prove relevant for Pakistan.

Conditions for Demilitarization

In each of the casesjust cited, the transition to democracy took place because the
military made it possible. In none did the military collapse, overthrown by democratic
forces. The disintegration of military authority and a mass upheaval on the part of
political forces hostile to the military, all leading to redemocratization is, historically
speaking, the most unlikely outcome. These are situations that lead to intensification
of military rule and an increase in repression rather than a broadening to democrati
zation.

Under what conditions might a military regime relinquish its authority? One
condition is that the military is assured that the conditions of disintegration (as defined
by the military) that precipitated the decision to take power not be reestablished. The
Nigerian military, for example, eager to prevent the recurrence of ethnic conflicts that
might lead to civil war, reconstructed a constitutional framework to prevent the
formation of tribal parties and electorates. They set the ground rules under which
political parties could run and how many votes each had to obtain from the several
regions of the country to be declared a political party.

Other military regimes feared the return of radical parties, particularly in the
case of the Greek and Turkish military. Outlawing the communists and other radical
groups has often been a step that has enabled the military to set constraints on who
could participate in the political arena. Such a ban need not persist, of course: in Spain
the centrist government of Suarez ended the ban on the communists imposed by the
military and thereby deprived the left of the political advantages of martyrdom. And in
Greece, the Papandreou government restored civil rights to the parties of the left.
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In Latin America the pressure of the center and of the right wing to rede-
mocratize politics has often proven a more potent force than pressure from the
left-wing parties, which has often had just the opposite effect. Pressure for political
participationby the right and center tends to reassure a militaryregime thatjustifies its
domination as a means of preventing the rise to power of radical forces. In Greece,
Turkey, Colombia, Portugal, and Spain the transition to democratic rule was made
possible by the presence of a conservative party to whom power could be transferred.
In Greece, for example, the military was prepared to transfer power to Karamanlis, a
right-wing politician who assured the military of many of its perquisites. The con
servatives may, of course, prove to serve as a transition to a more left-of-center
government, as was the case in Greece. Moreover, the elections permitted by the
military may not result in the election of the military's choice, as was demonstrated in
Turkeyin 1983when the. MotherlandParty led by TurgutOxalwon over the objections
of President (and General) Kenan Evran. Still, Oxal was clearly acceptable to the
military, for the Motherland Party was committed to a liberal economic policy and
took no positions threatening to the military.

Another consideration is whether the military is confident that, if civilian rule is
restored, the military will not be prosecuted for crimes it committed when in power.
The Nigerian military elite, for example, wanted some assurances from the political
elites. A similar concern shaped the attitude of the Argentinian military toward the
question of whether and how to democratize politics, particularly in the light of the
military record of forcing the "disappearance" of many of its opponents. Again, these
assurances may be violated by a postmilitary civilian regime. In Greece, for example,
Karamanlisplaced somekey military figuresunderarrest, andin Argentinathe present
civilian government has arrested generals on charges of abuses of power.

The military also wants to be assured that the military budget will not be
decimated by a civilian government and that the military will continue to have a
decisive voice in the magnitude of military expenditures, the disposition of forces,
control over internal promotions, the kind of military technology to be acquired, and
which countries equipment should be purchased from. Mujib's six-point program
calling for autonomy for East Bengal was rejected by the Pakistan military in part
because the Awami League proposal deprived the center, and hence the military, of
control over defense expenditures and policies.

To these permissible conditions for a transition to civilian rule one should also
add the need for a high degree of consensus within the military. Those sections of the
military in a position to take measures to transfer power to civilians are unlikely to do
so if they have reason to believe that strong and potentially threatening factions within
the militaryview such measuresas unacceptable.This does not mean that the military
must be a monolithic group for a transition to be acceptable. Indeed, just as the
military has sometimes intervened in the political system precisely in order to avoid
the internalschismsthat mightresult from its use as a coerciveinstrumentby a civilian
government, so too the military may be prepared to hand back power in order to reduce
the likelihood of a struggle for control over the government by factions within the
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military. Military officers may recognize that it is in the corporate interests of the
military that they not be sharply divided and that their intemal power struggles may
subside if they hand back power to the civilians.

The deep penetration by the military into the economy makes it difficult for the
military to relinquish power. In Indonesia, Brazil, and in other military-dominated
political systems, countless retired generals, colonels, and majors hold positions in
state enterprises, and in some instances (as in Indonesia) some enterprises are even
directly run by the military. The military may derive so many direct personal benefits
from their own involvement in the large state bureaucracy that they may have become
so accustomed to the material perquisites and to the psychological attractions of power
that they are reluctant to step down. The more deeply the state penetrates the economy
and the more deeply the military penetrates the bureaucracy and the public sector, the
more difficult does military withdrawal become.

Finally, it is necessary to distinguish between those military regimes who view
themselves as temporary guardians of authority, manning the state only until con
ditions are ripe for a transfer of power to forces within the society, and those military
regimes that see themselves as legitimately and hence permanently in power. The
military governments of Turkey, Greece, Pakistan, and Bangladesh regularly promise
a return to elections, but not so the military-dominated or military-dependent gov
ernments of Syria, Iraq, and Libya. It is easy to be cynical when a military ruler
promises, as both Zia and Ershad regularly do, thatelections will be held in a matter of
months, but such promises are a restatement by the regime that it does not consider its
authority legitimate and that it defines its political task as one of creating conditions
within society that would permit the formation of a legitimately elected government.

This is not to say that the military in either Pakistan or Bangladesh necessarily
welcomes the establishment of the liberal state, with its notion of competitive parties,
adversarial politics, an independent judiciary, a free press, and a military under leash.
While some military men might support the creation of such a political system, most
would prefer a democratic cover for continued military rule. Hence the search for
ways to demonstrate popular support for the military regime, through such in
stitutional devices as "basic democracies," or a militarily controlled political party that
has won an election, or a popular mandate for an elected (military) president, without
the constraints of an elected parliament.

In both Pakistan and Bangladesh the experience of electoral politics, political
parties, adversarial politics, a politically articulate middle class, and independent
journalists remains sufficiently strong so that in both countries efforts by the militsuy
to legitimize themselves and their institutions through some form of controlled
political participation has invariably resulted in a push by political parties for still
greater democratization.

For the Pakistan military the dilemma is particularly acute. The Pakistan
People's Party remains popular—some say that even without Bhutto it would emerge
as the majority party in a free election—but it remains anathema to the military, if only
because of the spirit of vengeance toward the military that motivates many of the PPP
leaders and especially the Bhutto family. The several regional parties, particularly in
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the Frontier Province and in Baluchistan, remain popular, and the military fears that a
resurgence of regionalism would threaten the central regime to whiqh they remain
committed. Zia himself, it would appear, is sympathetic to the "Islampasand" (lovers
of Islam) parties, such as the Jamaat-i-Islami, and he may hope to strengthen them by
his efforts to Islamize the economy, the laws, the courts, and the style of administra
tion, but there is no evidence thus far that the Islamic parties are capable of assuming
power in a free election. It is this inability to find a sufficiently popular political force
with an outlook compatible with that of the military that remains a major constraint
toward the pusuit of democratization by the Zia regime.

INDIA'S FRAGILE DEMOCRATIC STRUCTURE

Though it is more than a third of a century since India became independent and
for all but twenty-one months of this period it has sustained democratic parliamentary
institutions, competitive parties, a free press, an independent judiciary, and all the
features of the liberal democratic state, India continues to be viewed, both by outsiders
and insiders, as having a fragile democratic structure.

The fragility of the system was demonstrated in 1975 when Mrs. Gandhi
declared a national emergency and suspended many of India's democratic institutions
and procedures. It was not the revolt of the masses, the disillusionment of the
intellectuals, or a disgruntled middle class that led to the suspension of Indian
democracy in 1975, but a coup from within the government itself.

Societies do not destroy their democratic institutions. States do. Historically,
the growth of democratic institutions in the West was a means of limiting the absolute
power of monarchs and the absolute power of the state over individuals. Modem mass
movements, from the French Revolution to Solidarity, have been directed against
authoritarian and totalitarian regimes, and only rarely against popularly elected
govemments. Popular movements within democracies rarely seek to overthrow demo
cratic stmctures. Why should the masses attempt to overthrow a system when instead
they can overthrow the govemment?

Moreover, individuals and groups within the state seize power either to prevent
themselves from being overthrown (by their party, parliament, or electorate) or to
establish themselves in power when they know they cannot do so by democratic
means. Why Mrs. Gandhi chose to use her control of the state apparatus to silence
opponents in her own party, the opposition, the press, and the judiciary may be less
interesting than the question of why so many individuals and institutions acquiesced
and why so few actively resisted. One factor is that the decision to declare an
emergency was legitimized by the constitution. The prime minister, with the assent of
the president, had the authority under the constitution to suspend democratic rights.
That enabled the govemment to command the police to arrest politicians, the bureau
cracy to censor the press, and the courts to provide legal sanction. Officials in the
police, intelligence, and civil bureaucracy obeyed the govemment because they felt
they were constitutionally obligated to do so. Whether many officials would have
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resisted and jeopardized their positions had the government's orders been illegal is
moot; though many bureaucrats welcomed an authoritarian regime that enhanced their
own powers, some bureaucrats opposed to the emergency nonetheless felt that they
had a legal obligation to enforce governmental decrees. Moreover, in the absence of a
mass movement against the government, no officials were prepared to offer public
resistance.

Although some individuals were prepared to defend democratic institutions and
joined the small underground movement, collective support for the democratic system
proved weak. Indeed, Mrs. Gandhi declared an emergency on the assumption that the
decision would be welcomed. She was evidently persuaded that the country's politi
cally articulate groups, including the business community, the urban middle classes,
the students, and organized farm interests would either be supportive or silent, and in
the main she was right. But the opposition was substantial enough so that in the long
run Mrs. Gandhi would have had to choose between adopting more authoritarian
measures of the kind employed in South Korea, the Philippines, and in many Latin
American countries, or taking the risk of seeking popular legitimacy (as distinct from
constitutional legitimacy) in open elections. That she chose the latter, while some of
her younger supporters preferred the former, demonstrated that British liberal ideas
still exercised some influence on her.

One does not have to accept the Marxist view of the state as the executive
committee of the ruling class to believe that a small number of people controlling the
state may feel sufficiently threatened to take measures to end the democratic process.
The experience of India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Indonesia, Ghana, and other develop
ing countries suggests that the threat need only be to a single ruler, to the ruler's party,
or to portions of the military for the government or some groups within it to argue that
the state itself is so threatened that the democratic political process must be suspended.
That one person of a handful of persons can take such measures indicates how
powerful the state is, how easy it is for a small group to dominate the state, and how
fragile are the political institutions of many societies. India's brief authoritarian
interlude is a reminder of just how vulnerable India's democratic system remains.

The Decline of the Congress Party Organization

It is the weakness of India's political parties that makes her democratic in
stitutions vulnerable. It was the growing centralization of power within the Congress
Party from 1972 to 1975 and a corresponding decline in the organization and popul^-
ity of the party within the state that set the stage for Mrs. Gandhi's decision to declare
an emergency. And it was the breakup of the Janata Party in 1979 that led to the fall of
the Morarji Desai government, new parliamentary elections, and the subsequent
reelection of Mrs. Gandhi. Though Mrs. Gandhi's party won an overwhelming
majority of seats in parliament in 1980 and in subsequent state assembly elections, the
party remained organizationally weak, and Prime Minister Gandhi was reluctant to
allow Congress political leaders with an independent popular support to emerge in the
states or in the center.
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Mrs. Gandhi had a patrimonial view of Indian politics. She saw the political
system as a kind of estate she inherited from her father, which she believed should be
transmitted to her heirs. The 1980 elections placed her youngest son, Sanjay Gandhi,
in a strong position to become her successor. As many as half of the 354 Congress
membes of parliament and a quarter of the 2300 Congress state-legislative assembly
members reportedly received their nominations through Sanjay's intervention. Many
of the chief ministers appointed by Mrs. Gandhi in Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Bihar,
Orissa, and Kamataka were Sanjay's men. These politicians (A. R. Antulay, Jagan-
nath Pahudia, Jagannath Misra, J. P. Naik, Gundu Rao) did not command support
from any significant social force. Nor were they chosen because of support from the
rank and file of Congress Party workers in their states. Their power and position rested
solely upon Sanjay Gandhi's infiuence over his mother.

With Sanjay's death, Mrs. Gandhi turned to her eldest son to assume the mantle
of succession. An airplane pilot for Indian airlines, Rajiv had no experience in public
life and was initially reluctant to stand for parliament in the seat previously held by his
brother. But he did, and he was quickly recognized as heir presumptive. Appointed by
his mother as general secretary of the Congress Party, he was placed in charge of
preparing the party for the forthcoming parliamentary elections. When Mrs. Gandhi
was assassinated, a handful of party leaders, all members of Mrs. Gandhi's cabinet,
immediately chose Rajiv as prime minister. He was duly sworn in by the President of
India, and the choice was subsequently ratified by the Congress parliamentary delega
tion.

The politics of dynastic succession at first seems incongruous for a democracy,
but it demonstrated not only Mrs. Gandhi's personal commitment to dynastic rule, but
the importance ofpatrimonialism as a consequence of the deinstitutionalization of the
Congress Party. Thedeinstitutionalization of theparty is bynow a familiar story.^^ Its
organizational weakness—which can be dated back to the party's initial split in
1969—has been disguised by its electoral victories in 1971, 1972, and again in 1980
and 1984.^^ And yet signs of a weak Congress Party are unmistakable:

1. A large number of the taluka and district Congress committees do not
function. Out of 365 district Congress committees, it is reported that as many as 143
are not functioning; of the remainder, most consist of a few appointed members.

2. There have been no organizational elections at the taluka, district, or
pradesh (state) levels. Nor have there been elections to the All India Congress
Conunittee. Historically, the principle of internal elections was central to the Congress
organization, for these elections enabled it to nurture political leadership and to endow

The deinstitutionalization of Congress is described by James Manor, "The Dynamics of Political
Integration and Disintegration," in Wilson and Dalton, The States ofSouth Asia, pp. 89-110.
For analyses of the 1977 and 1980 parliamentary elections, see Myron Weiner, India at the Polls: The
Parliamentary Elections of1977 (Washington, D.C.: American Enterprise Institute, 1978), and Myron
Weiner, India at the Polls, 1980: A Study ofthe Parliamentary Elections (Washington, D.C.: American
Enterprise Institute, 1983).
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its leadership with popular legitimacy. As internal elections disappeared within
Congress, the party lost its ability to respond to grievances both within and outside the
party.

3. In the absence of organization elections, office bearers were appointed by
Mrs. Gandhi or by her appointees. Many of these conunittees, including the All India
Congress Committee, were only rarely convened.

4. The result of this organizational weakness was that the chief ministers ofthe
states were not chosen by the party, but by the prime minister. They had no roots,
therefore, within the party, the state legislative assemblies, or the electorate. In many
states dissension was open, factional struggles had become acute, and cabinets and
state assemblies were barely able to function. Mrs. Gandhi dismissed several chief
ministers, and much of her time was spent patching up state governments. Congress
state leaders have been uniformly weak, even weaker than the chief ministers who
held power between 1972 and 1975, when by all accounts the Congress Party was
losing its capacity to govern and its electoral support declined.

5. Though Congress easily won the 1980parliamentary elections, the party did
badly in the subsequent state assembly elections. In the Kerala, West Bengal,
Haryana, and HimachalPradesh electionsof mid-1982, Congresswas able to winotily
135 out of the 443 seats it contested. In the state assembly elections of 1983, Congi^ss
was defeated in Andhra Pradesh and Kamataka. Both states had been strongholds for
the Congress Party—Mrs. Gandhi won both states even in the 1975 elections.

This combination of the deinstitutionalization of the Congress Party and the
growth of patrimonial politics at the national level has facilitated the emergence of
new forms of both party and nonparty mass politics in India.

Regional Parties and Protest Movements

India has seen an increase in regionalism. In Assam, a fragmented and weak
state government failed to find a political solution to popular local protest over the
infiltration of large numbers of illegal migrants from Bangladesh. The result was
violent clashes between Bengalis and the Assamese and local tribals, resulting in the
brutal massacre of thousands of people and turning an estimated quarter of a million
people into refugees.

In the Punjab, a minority of Sikhs demonstrated an unexpected capacity to
disrupt the state and the country by demanding a Khalistan, an enlarged autonomous
and virtually independent state for the Sikhs. In Goa, a "sons of the soil" movement
erupted, leading to the forceful ejection of substantial numbers of Kannada-speaking
workers. In Andhra, a film star organized the Teluga Desam, a regional party that won
the state elections and cut into Rajiv Gandhi's parliamentary victory. In some areas,
especially in the north, Hindu-Muslim tensions have grown, stimulated by the flow of
Gulf money to Islamic schools and mosques, by the increasing migration of Indian
Muslims to the Gulf, and by the growth of a Muslim middle class increasingly
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conscious of its Islamic ties and resentful of the limited opportunities for social
mobility. Finally, the conversion of some former untouchables to Islam has stirred
anxieties among caste Hindus.

Class-orientedpoliticshas also increased.The farmlobbyhas grownas farmers
have been pressing for higher procurementprices, subsidizedinputs, and an improve
ment in the terms of trade between the city and the countryside. One striking
feature of the farmer agitations—they assumed mass proportions in Maharashtra and
Kamataka—is that they have been organized outside the framework of existing
political parties.

Similarly, the number of strikes among India's industrial workers has grown,
especially in Bombay where a forty-nine-year-old Bombay doctor, D. N. Samant,
emerged as a popular organizer. In Maharashtra alone, Samant organized 159 work
stoppages in 1981, and he has negotiatedmore settlementsthan any other trade union
leader. Neither the Congress-affiliatedIndian National TradeUnion Congress nor the
Communist Party of India's All India Trade Union Congress has been able to prevent
its workers-from rallying to Samant's nonpolitical militant demand for high wages.
Samant's success in winning substantial wage increases has won for him
a large following within the industrial labor force, and while he may yet prove to be
a short-lived public figure, Samant's success is another indication of the failure of
existing institutions to retain the loyalty of their supporters.

Political violence continues to rise. The incidence of rioting per unit of popula
tion has doubled from 6.9 per 100,000 in 1965 to 12.6 in 1977. There were nearly
33,000 riots (defined as violence by five or more people) in 1965 and 76,0(X) in 1977.
Rioting declined during the emergency, but increased between 1978 and the summer
of 1980.^® Communal violencegrew in the early eighties, reaching an acutelevel in
the killing of Sikhs by Hindus in Delhi following the assassinationof Mrs. Gandhi.

Protest and demand making is most advanced among the more modem sectorsof
Indian society: farmers who have gained from theGreen Revolution, the urbanmiddle
classes, and the most advanced, upwardly mobile sectors of the Muslim, former
untouchable, and tribal communities. There are no indications thus far that the lower
social classes are in the forefront of agitation. Earlier arguments that the Green
Revolution would turn red as immiseration among the lower classes grew do not
appear to be valid. The worker movements in Bombay, the farmer movements in
Andhra, Kamataka, and Tamil Nadu, and the regional movements in the Punjab,
Andhra, Goa, Assam, and elsewhere are all within the more developed regions and
among the more advanced social strata.

Protest movements are a persistent phenomenon in India's democratic politics,
and one should not presume that their presence necessarily represents a threat to
India's political stability or national unity. Compartmentalization is characteristic of

DavidH. Bayley,"The Police and PoliticalOrder in India," Survey, vol. 23, no. 4 (April 1983),p.
492.
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India'ssocial structure anditspolitics. Whathappens inoneregion doesnotnecessar
ilyspread toanother, nordoesit necessarily present a threat to thecentral government.
The Assam disturbances, for example, have now persisted for several years. The
Khalistan agitation is limited to the Punjab. The increasing importance of national
economic links has stirred issues that have transcended regions, but none of the
political parties has successfully identified itself with the cause of newly militant
social classes across linguistic boundaries. Parties are reluctant to support the de
mandsof farmersat the cost of the urbanpopulation; even the left partiesare not sure
whether theyshouldappeal to a unitedpeasantry against thecityor seektodistinguish
between kulaks andmarginal farmers andagricultural laborers. Similarly, Congress is
ambivalent abouthowtorespond totheefforts ofMuslims toseekconversions among
former untouchables—a phenomenon that involves two groups that make up the
Congress Party's electoral coalition.

The opposition partieshave had little success in breaking out of their regional
boundaries. The Marxist left parties remain tied to the Bengali- and Malayalam-
speaking regions. The Bharatiya Janata Party has tried to break out of the Hindi-
speaking regionto which its predecessor, the JanaSangh, wastied, but its energetic
foraysintoKamataka,Andhra,andGujarathaveyetto yieldmajorelectoral benefits.

Thus, India's opposition parties were poorly poised to take advantage of the
weaknesses within the Congress Party. The Janata leadership that held power from
1977 to 1980 is old and politically discredited, and none of the younger opposition
leadershas succeededin buildinga nationalconstituency. Severalpopularopposition
figures have emerged in the states—T. Rama Rao, the chief minister of Andhra arid a
former film star, is one, and Ramakrishna Hegde in Kamataka is another—but none
has made the leap thus far into national leadership. In the absence of a national leader
or a "cause," it has been difficult for the opposition to create an enduring national party
or effective coalition. India's many social divisions—religious, caste, linguistic,
regional—continue to be mirrored in its party system.

The organizational weakness of the Congress Party, the emergence of extra-
parliamentary movements, and the fragmentation and regionalization of the opposi
tion parties created opportunities for a variety of electoral alignments in the 1984
parliamentary elections. But Mrs. Gandhi's assassination and a wave of national
sympathy for Rajiv Gandhi enabled the Congress Party to win some 80 percent of the
parliamentary seats and, for the first time, a majority of the electoral vote. One should
not, however, confuse Rajiv Gandhi's personal triumph with that of the vitality of the
Congress Party itself. Indeed, Mrs. Gandhi's electoral triumphs in the elections of
1971 and 1980 were both followed by the center's loss of control over the various
states, increased conflict within the Congress Party, a growth of regionalism, and a
recurrence of violence. India's central political problems—how to manage state/
center relations and how to accommodate the claims of ethnic groups—have become
more difficult with the deinstitutionalization of the Congress Party. In the absence of a
strong governing party at the center, government has become highly personalized and
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thedanger exists that personalized rule will notremain benign. Forasconflict grows,
thepressure ongovemment toexercise force—to use themilitary, theCentral Reserve
Police, the Border Security forces, and other police and paramilitary institutions—
willincrease, allat thecostof thecountry's parliamentary institutions. That conflicts
willgrow inIndia'sextraordinarily variegated social system with itsmobilized caste,
class, tribal, religious, and linguistic groups is as sure as anything canbe. Whether
they aremanaged bynational and state political leaders organizationally linked in an
institutionalized national party or by national and state leaders of different parties
capable of bargaining, or whether national leaders must rely upon bureaucratic and
coercive institutions iswhat isnow atissue. India's parties, parliamentary institutions,
and press continue tohave extraordinary vitality, but they can beeasily eroded bya
central and personalized leadership too weak to deal with conflicts except through
coercion. If conflictsare managed throughcoercion, then the institutionsof coercion
will become more powerful and they inturn will have a larger voice inthe way future
conflicts are managed. The weaker the governing party is organizationally, and the
more personalized rule becomes inIndia, themore likely it isthataprime minister will
look within the state apparatus for the authority and the means to deal withsocietal
demands and conflicts. The issue inIndia isthus which institutions will prevail, those
of the state or those of society.

An equally fundamental question is what will be the character of India's state
institutions. Theextent towhich many of theseinstitutions were weakened under Mrs.
Gandhi was revealed by the extraordinary breakdown ofthe governmental machinery
after her death. Mrs. Gandhi's assassination by two members of her own security
guard demonstrated theincompetence ofofficials responsible fortheprotection ofthe
prime minister's life. The subsequent large-scale killings ofSikhs inDelhi hygangs,
some ledby local Congress politicans, demonstrated the inability of the politicized
police to maintain law and order. And the revelation that more than a dozen officers in
the prime minister's secretariat, the cabinet, and key ministries had for years been
selling secret documents to an Indian businessman who in tum sold them to French and
Eastern European agents demonstrated how pervasive corruption has become. To
many Indians, these developments confirmed the widely held view that the civil
administration, the police, and the intelligence services have become politicized and
criminalized.

The major concerns of any Indian govemment—the maintenance of order and
themanagement of theeconomy—depend onthe character ofgovernmental adminis
tration,. Acomplex system ofgovernmental regulation that now provides govemment
officials with anopportunity for acquiring a second income has pushed up the cost of
doing business and slowed the pace ofindustrial expansion, while the corruption and
politicization of the police have weakened the ability ofgovemment tomanage civil
conflict without recourse to the military.

In the early months of his administration. Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi took
steps to weed out some of the most corrupt figures within the Congress Party and
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within the government bureaucracy, and he indicated his intent tobegin aprocess of
govermnental deregulation. But hewill surely encoimter deeply entrenched interests
inany effort toreform either the Congress Party orthe administration. Rajiv Gandhi
will soon learn that it is easier to build an electoral coalition that can provide him with
overwhelming victories in parliamentary and instate assembly elections than it is to
build a coalition to carry out institutional reforms.
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